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The Methods and Purposes
of Linguistic Genetic Classification
Joseph H. Greenberg

Like any other set of objects, individual
languages can be classified by many different criteria or combinations of criteria. By a classificational
criterion will be meant a property or set of properties such that all the objects which possess them
belong to the same set, and those which do not,
belong to different sets. Moreover every object belongs to some set, and no object belongs to more
than one. The sets that result are said to be mutually disjoint and exhaustive of the universe of objects being classified and to constitute a partition.
The foregoing is, of course, based on the traditional notion of classification in which the ideal is
to specify the necessary and sufficient conditions
for any group of objects to constitute a class. Such
a classification is often called categorical. In the
last two decades, however, the idea that it is justifiable and useful to relax such requirements has been
widespread and is generally formulated by means
of the concept of "prototype." We have in place of
necessary and sufficient conditions a cluster of properties which are empirically found generally to cooccur although not in every instance. Objects
which most fully partake of this cluster of characteristics are then said to be prototypicaL
Such an approach to classification is in many
instances sensible and useful, but it seems undeniable that categorical classifications do exist and
that in a sense the approach through prototypes is
a form of "sour grapes." Put perhaps paradoxically
categorical classification is the prototypic form of
classification.
There is a further general characteristic which
is often found in classifications which we may call
hierarchy. There are levels of classification based
on the logical property of containment. An obvious example in linguistics is genetic classification
of languages and finds expression in the diagram
of the family tree. Thus, English belongs to the

class of Germanic languages while the Germanic
languages in tum are contained in the higher grouping known as Indo-European. As we shall see later,
this same property of hierarchy is found in other
types of classification such as typological and
areaL However, where the lowest level is not
categorical it may have somewhat different logical characteristics with regard to the property of
logical containment.
There is yet another factor to be considered in
regard to classifications and which arises in more
than one of the major kinds of linguistic classifications. This is the fact that when we carry out a classification in which languages as wholes figure as
units as when in genetic classification we place
English and German together as members of the
Germanic family of languages or in the nineteenth
century morphological typology we classify T urkish and Tamil together as agglutinative, we can distinguish two levels in dealing with the evidence.
One is a lower level of individual resemblances, e.g.,
cognates in the case of genetic classification and
individual typological resemblances or what are
sometimes called the dimensions of a typology. For
instance, in regard to word order typology, in Appendix II (Greenberg, 1963) 24 types oflanguages
are distinguished based on subject-verb-object
order, the relative position of a noun and its dependent genitive, the existence of prepositions as
against postpositions, and the relative order of adjectives and the nouns which they modify. On this
basis Hindi, Mordvin (a Finno-Ugric language),
Japanese and many others are classified together
under Type 23. This common membership is based
on agreement in the four factors mentioned above;
they are all SOY, have the genitive preceding the
governing noun, have postpositions and in all of
them the adjective regularly precedes the noun.
Similarly, in areal classification the individual traits
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work in typology. He has produced a genetic classification of the languages of Africa as well as American
Indian languages; he is also recognized for work with language universals.
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such as the existence of a suffixed article which
help to delineate the Balkan Sprachbund are on a
different level than the languages themselves that
are being grouped together areally.
The individual properties concerning which
there is comparison may be called traits of the classification as against the level of classification proper
in which languages as a whole are assigned to a
single group. Many important questions arise regarding this relationship, for example, the number
and degree of independence of the various traits
and whether or not, as in the typology of word
order these traits are organized on a set of dimensions. In the subsequent discussion we shall talk
about the trait level and the language level when
it is necessary to make this distinction, regardless
of the type of classification being discussed.
When linguists talk of the classification oflanguages and do not add qualifications, as when they
say that English is to be classified as a Germanic
language, they are employing what is often called
genetic, or historical linguistic classification. On
the orthodox view at least, such a classification is
categorical. If English is a Germanic language then
it cannot be a Romance language.
The basic purpose of the present discussion is
to answer three distinct but related questions relating to genetic classification. Since whether categorically or prototypically we are always, in
classifying, concerned with resemblances, the first
question we ask concerns the nature of the resemblances which are to be considered relevant to any
particular kind of classification as distinguished
from other modes. We may call this the definitional
problem. Secondly, assuming that we are clear concerning the relevant criteria, there remain concrete
problems regarding just how we are to proceed. Let
us call this the methodological problem. Finally
we may ask why of all the ways in which we can
classify languages the genetic type should be considered classification par excellence. Let us call this
the justification problem.
The answer to this last question, it should be
pointed out, does not entail the view that other
modes of classification might not be useful for
other and entirely legitimate ends. What we do
want to know is why genetic classification has had
a unique status in linguistics. In this regard, the
term "genetic," which would seem to be metaphorical, does, as we shall see, have a justification in
that its parallel in biology, "evolutionary taxonomy," is likewise the preeminent and basic manner of classifying species. We will start, not by a
direct attack, but by an enveloping movement, by
considering other ways of classifying languages in
order to highlight by contrast and thus disengage
the basic properties of genetic classification.
Let us consider what is, at first blush, a peculiar
and indeed even foolish way of classifying languages. Let us consider a standardized form of
language names, e.g., as spelled in Voegelin's volumes on the languages of the world. We could then

classify all languages by means of the initial letters
of their names. Such a classification in which
Amharic would belong to the same group as
Atakapa, an Amerindian language of Texas, while
Zyryan, a Finno-Ugric language, would go with Zulu
would obviously be categorical since it would be
complete and without class overlap. The reason that
it is of no scientific interest is that the set of languages with the same initial letter in their names
would have nothing in common except that fact
itself. Another consideration is that in a sense it is
not linguistic because the property of having a certain initial letter is not in itself a fact about English
but about "English." Such metalinguistic facts are
but a variety of a larger set of facts about any language which we may call external as opposed to
internal. For example, "spoken by more than one
million people," or "used in higher education," are
examples of external properties that are not
metalinguistic as against "possessing labial stops"
which is an internal property.
Clearly it is possible to have useful classifications such as sociolinguistic ones in standard and
non-standard languages, which utilize external criteria. In the case of pidgins and Creoles we have
an interesting situation. It seems clear that the basic definitions are here based on external criteria.
A pidgin is a language which is no one's first language while a Creole language is one which developed out of a pidgin by acquiring first-language
speakers. However, a central problem of the study
of these languages is whether there are likewise internal linguistic properties which these languages
possess and which may in fact be unique so that
one would recognize a language as a pidgin or a
Creole without the knowledge of the linguistically
external facts that have just been mentioned.
Among the characteristics often mentioned are
absence of inflectional morphology and limited
lexicon.
The properties just mentioned are what would
be usually considered typological. We will therefore consider next this important form of classification. We may proceed, so to speak, heuristically
by enumerating the sorts of criteria which would
ordinarily be considered typological and then seeking to isolate if possible what, if anything, they have
in common.
We may start by pointing out that all languages
contain numerous items which involve the association of a particular sequence of sounds with a
particular meaning, which, following De Saussure,
is often called arbitrary. What is meant here is, I
believe, not to exclude the obvious facts about
sound symbolism and the numerous other iconic
facts about language. We may restate the principle
of the arbitrariness of the connection in the following way. Suppose someone were to describe on
the basis of first hand observations a hitherto unstudied language in New Guinea and assert that
the word for mother was papa. We would not be
able to assert that he was wrong because it reversed
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the usual facts regarding sound symbolism for terms
designating the female parent. In other words potentially any sound may designate any meaning
although the probabilities of a particular combination may in some instances be very low. However,
they are never zero.
When it was stated earlier that in the widest
sense a language contained numerous pairs in which
sound was associated with meaning, the reason for
stating it in this manner was that we wish to include here not only lexical items in the usual sense,
e.g., the word "hand" in English but also concrete
grammatical markers, e.g., the -er of the adjectival
comparative. In other words our unit is the morpheme as the term was used in American structural linguistics. Generativists employ the term
"formative" for roughly the same concept.
Given the existence in all languages of numerous morphemes associating specific sound with specific meanings, we can abstract from one or the
other. If we consider the sound in abstraction from
the meaning we have a phonological typology. For
example, we could classify the languages of the
world into those which have voiced stops and those
which do not. In such a classification we are abstracting from all the meanings which the forms
containing voiced stops have.
The obvious counterpart of this is to consider
meaning in abstraction from sound. The most interesting typologies here are those which involve
grammatical morphemes. For example we could
classify languages which possessed a morpheme for
the dual number in the noun in one class and those
which do not into another.
Classifications involving lexical items as such
seem to be in many instances uninteresting. Thus
we might ask whether languages had a word for
"nose," abstracting once more from the particular
sounds involved in expressing this concept. However, this sort of typology is not always uninteresting. We might, for example, want to find out just
what concepts are expressed in all languages and
which are not. Further there are areas of vocabulary that are quite structured though these are
few. Among them would be numeral systems and
systems of kinship terminology. Here complex
typologies are possible and interesting. Much of the
work done by ethnosemanticists falls into this area.
To ask then whether a language has distinct terms
for mother's brother and father's brother is interesting both because languages differ in this regard
and because correlations with social structure can
be established.
It will have perhaps been noted that in the
framework for typologies discussed thus far there
has been no provision for what is probably at the
present time the most popular of all typologies,
namely that which has to do with the order of
morphemes or words. It would seem to involve a
combination of form and content quite analogous
to that involved in the association of sound and
meaning. There is a formal aspect, namely whether

something precedes or follows, which would correspond to sounds, and the grammatical categories
involved, which seems to correspond to a kind of
meaning. Thus if we state that a certain language
is of the SOY type, the ordering of the three elements is a formal criterion akin to that of the sounds
in lexical items, while the grammatical categories
of subject, verb and object are by contrast meaningful. In fact, we find across languages that order
and grammatical morphemes are alternatives for
expressing particular grammatical relations. For
example, possession is expressed in some languages
purely by order while some have a grammatical
morpheme for the genitive while still others use
some combination of both.
All this suggests that our initial attempt to define typological classification in terms of the arbitrariness of the sign so that we had basically two
kinds of typologies, phonological and grammaticallexical to which we then added order typologies in
an ad hoc fashion is not adequate, however useful
as an initial approach.
If we consider for a moment the order typologies
themselves which involved us in the theoretical
problem with which we are now concerned, we may
approach more closely to the essential features
which distinguish typological classification. This
has to do with the number of theoretical possibilities involved. Consider for a moment the typology
which utilizes the order of S, a and V. Logically
there are only six possible orders and, of these, two
are extremely rare. This strong limitation in possibilities applies also to lexical typologies of the kind
exemplified above by the existence of a word for
"nose." There are only two possibilities. Either a
language has a word for "nose" or it does not.
Both the limited number of possibilities and the
fact that these possibilities tend to be distributed
very unevenly among languages, e.g., that SOY languages are very common and OSV languages exceedingly rare or perhaps even non-existent, bring
it about that languages can quite easily belong to
the same type "accidentally," that is, from the historical point of view. Even where the number of
logically possible types is quite large as with systems of kinship terminology, the constraints both
of cognitive and social origin are so powerful that
the actually occurring systems are a very small proportion of the logically possible ones. l As a result
languages may easily be typologically similar without there being a historical connection as the basis
for the coincidence. This is so, for example, with
regard to the phonological phenomenon of tone in
Africa, East Asia and Mexico and the word order
SOY in Somali and Turkish. It is, of course, possible for a typological resemblance between two or
more languages also to be genetic when the agreement results from common inheritance from the
ancestral language. However, as we will see more
fully in a later part of the discussion, such resemblances which are both typological and genetic simultaneously playa very different role in the actual
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methodology of classification while they furnish typology has been in connection with the search
certain kinds of insights regarding linguistic change for linguistic universals. When this occurs the comwhich are not derivable from other sources.
mon practice of typologists is not to talk of conThe problem of categorical versus prototypical nections among typologies but to combine them
definitions arises in reference to the delimitation in multidimensional typologies in which the sepaof typological criteria. In regard to word order the rate dimensions are logically independent but emtendency of some analysts has been to classify lan- pirically related. This once more shows the typical
guages in terms of two basic types YSO and SOY. "arbitrariness" of typological procedures which perSince both of these are to a greater or lesser degree mits great freedom of manipulation in regard to the
associated with other criteria in a polar manner so definition of types in the search for universal linthat, for example, almost all SOY languages are ON guistic principles.
and virtually all YSO languages are NO, we may
Typological classifications may be hierarchical,
say that an SOY language which has ON order is but the hierarchies display the same characteristic
more prototypical than one which does not. Simi- of arbitrariness as the classifications themselves in
lar problems arise at the logically lower level of the the sense that has just been explained. For example,
definition of the typological traits themselves. For we might in a typology of phonological tone clasexample, a language like French in which adjec- sify languages into tonal and non-tonal. The tonal
tives normally follow the noun but a few may pre- languages might in turn be divided into those which
cede or follow, is less protoypically NA than Tagalog have level tones only, those which have contour
in which the adjective invariably follows the noun. tones only and those which have both. We might
A parallel problem arises regarding the mean- also divide non-tonal languages into those which
ing of grammatical categories in typologizing. For have phonological stress and those which do not.
example, when we seek to identify genitive con- Clearly we have here a hierarchy within a typostructions on a universal basis in order to typologize logical classification. Moreover there is the same
them, what we find is a cluster of characteristics on type of arbitrariness that we found to be generally
the semantic side. In most languages, a construc- true of typological classifications. We might for
tion which is used to express possession of a house example have divided tonal languages into those
or of domestic animals is likewise used to indicate in which there are significant limitations in their
a person's relation to his own head, doubtless be- sequence based on the word as a unit and those
cause one seems to have an analogous sort of con- which do not; that is into word-accentual and those
trol over it. But a person's head is also part of his which are not word accentual. This would crossbody, and from this the extension to part-whole cut the classification first described, but there would
relations is not difficult. Hence we find a cluster of be no logical contradiction in this. It would simply
characteristics (our enumeration, of course, has not be a question of fruitfulness in regard to further rebeen complete) usually found to cooccur. However sults as noted in the earlier discussion.
we do find languages like Finnish in which there is
There remains one important type of classifia case form which expresses, among other things, cation to discuss before we consider genetic classipossession but a separate case called the partitive, fication in detail in relation to the questions raised
which we would probably not want to identify with at the beginning of this paper, namely areal classithe prototypical possessive. Our purpose here is not fication. The problem with which areal classificaa full discussion which would obviously be com- tion deals arises in the following manner. If we plot
plex and the subject of a separate study. We wish on a map the geographical distribution of linguismerely to point out that it does arise in the case of tic traits, we often find that this distribution is not
typological criteria, particularly in regard to gram- a random one. This is equivalent to saying that they
matical categories such as "subject" whose cluster in such a way that if languages share one
crosslinguistic identification raises difficulties and trait they often share a whole series of others. Howconcerning which the notion of prototypicality has, ever these traits must first be analyzed in order to
determine the reasons for this non-randomness. A
in fact, been utilized by many linguists.
A further characteristic of typological classifi- linguistiC area is defined by a set of traits whose
cation is relevant in the context of the present dis- common occurrence in the languages has arisen by
cussion, namely that the number of possible a process of linguistiC contact over time. Just as we
typologies is infinite. There is, further, no contra- found that in particular instances a trait might be
diction if, in classifying languages along typologi- both genetic and typological, so we may find that a
cal lines, two languages belong together in one particular trait may be both typological and areal
typology and do not in another. Given the infinite without there being any contradiction. However it
variety of possible typological classifications, it will cannot be both areal and genetic at the same time
of course result that very many of them are quite since this would involve two different and mutupointless. A fruitful typological classification is one ally exclusive historical explanations.
Initially we will only consider typological traits,
that shows strong correlations with one or more
others suggesting some causal connection of a uni- and in fact these are the ones most commonly emversal nature among the properties involved. It is, ployed in defining linguistic areas. However, the
of course, for this reason that most recent work in actual distribution of typological traits found on a
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map is, as it were, a surface phenomenon. This is
because resemblances can result in three different
ways, and only one of them is relevant for areal
classification. The first of these is sheer accident.
For example, given the large number of SOY languages in the world, a whole group of contiguous
languages could share this characteristic for accidental reasons. The term accidental in this context means historically independent. As is evident
already from the statement that areal resemblances
are those arising from language contact, we see that
areal classification shares one important property
with genetic classification, namely that it is, as
opposed to typological classification, historical
whereas typology is ahistorical. By this we mean
that a typological resemblance remains a typological resemblance whether it results from historical
processes or not.
The second type of resemblance in a set of geographically contiguous languages are those which
result from unchanged genetic inheritance from an
ancestral language. These also are not relevant for
areal classification since they do not result from
language contact. On the other hand, it does count
as evidence in defining a linguistic area if a set of
contiguous languages all develop a dual number not
inherited from a common ancestral language and
as the result of a historical process by which bilingual speakers innovate this category in one of the
languages they speak because of the structural influence of the other. Since what we are interested
in here is the influence of one language on the
other, we need not confine ourselves to the typological traits which we have just been considering.
Hence we can include loan words which of course,
involve resemblance in form and meaning simultaneously and are thus not typological.
Thus far we have been considering the types of
traits which are significant for areal classification,
but we have not shown how they result in an areal
classification of languages. The possibility of classifications of this kind depends on the existence of
situations in which particular languages and sets
of languages have more similarities resulting from
contact in one geographical direction than another.
A classic case is that of the languages of the Balkans. Romanian, Albanian, Bulgarian and Greek
share, in addition to many loan words which have
diffused from one of the languages to one or more
others, a series of typological characteristics such
as the absence of an infinitive, a suffixed definite
article and the formation of a future tense by means
of a particle which derives from a verb meaning
"to wish," or in the case of Romanian is the conjugated verb itself. Serbo-Croatian shares these characteristics to a lesser degree and in certain respects,
e.g., the possession of vowel length, resembles
Hungarian to the north, which is not geographically a Balkan language.
The Balkan languages thus form what is sometimes called a Sprachbund, literally a language confederation. Such an areal classification has the

typical hallmarks of proto typicality. It is defined by
a cluster of traits, anyone of which may be absent
in at least one of the languages. A language which
contains all or nearly all of them may be said to be
prototypical while in other cases we have languages
which have relatively few of these characteristics
and share some with other neighboring areas, as in
the instance of Serbo-Croatian. One should note
that all of the languages of the Balkan speech area
are Indo-European, but the properties that define
the speech area are all subsequent innovations produced by contact and not those which result from
their common Indo-European inheritance. Only in
relatively few instances have attempts been made
to define speech areas, e.g., Sandfeldt (Balkans),
Masica {India} and Greenberg (Africa).
The above exposition might make it appear that
distinguishing those resemblances among neighboring languages which are the result of contact from
those which are to be explained by genetic inheritance and those which are exclusively typological,
that is not deriving either from contact or genetic
survival, is a straightforward matter. In fact the
reasoning, particularly in regard to typological
resemblances is largely probabilistic, and it is the
existence of a number of these, of which any single
one is not comp letely certain, that provides cogent
evidence for significant contact phenomena. The
following example will help illustrate this point.
The Thai group of languages have in almost all
instances basic SVO order, are prepositional and
have the dependent genitive after the noun. The
Khamti language belongs to the Thai group but is
geographically isolated from the rest; it is spoken
in Burma and neighbor languages of the TibetoBurman group and Assamese, which is an Indic
Indo-European language. Both of these are SOY,
postpositional, GN languages here and in most
other areas. Khamti is SOy, has some postpositions
and variable genitive order. It is, of course, highly
plausible that these word order properties ofKhamti
developed through contact with the Burmese languages in the vicinity. Yet there are well attested
instances of change from SVO to SOy types
through purely internal factors. It becomes much
more probable in this case to attribute the change
to linguistic contact factors. We may ask why, of the
numerous Thai languages, only Khamti has these
characteristics at the same time that it is the only
one which has been in contact with SOy languages.
It was noted in the preliminary discussion that
there are two levels to be considered, that of individual traits of resemblance and that of languages
as wholes on the basis of these individual traits. In
the case of genetic classification to which we now
tum, the lower level resolves itself into a consideration of what are usually called cognate forms.
In the case of genetic classification the question of the nature of relevant resemblances has
been, I believe, a major source of the misunderstandings which have arisen regarding the methodology of classification. Let us consider first the
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kind of resemblance which was in the initial
exposition stated to be non-typological, namely
those involving sound and meaning simultaneously.
Thus we may say that English tongue and German
Zunge with the same meaning are similar both in
sound and meaning and that this similarity derives
from a common original that can be reconstructed
for Proto-Germanic. Let us call this sort of similarity "diachronic genetic similarity." The reason for
including the term "genetic" is that similarities
resulting from borrowing are also diachronic in
nature; they both involve processes which take
place over time. However, in the remaining discussion in order to simplify our terminology, the
term "diachronic similarity" will be employed to
mean "diachronic genetic Similarity" unless otherwise specified. What we are interested in is the kind
of similarity between a linguistic form involving
sound and meaning, in its earlier and later form
whether it occurs within the history of a single language or independently from an earlier common
form ancestral to a number of languages.
There are certain logical characteristics of
diachronic similarity as defined by logicians and in
conformity with this as applied in synchronic linguistics. One of these is that similarity is generally
conceived to be symmetrical. If A is similar to B,
then B is similar to A. In phonetic change we would
naturally say that a sound will in general change to
a similar one. For example an unvoiced consonant
often changes to its corresponding voiced one.
Therefore the earlier and later forms share a set of
common features, all except voicing, and it is in
these shared features that their similarity consists.
Moreover it seems natural to assert that this is a
symmetrical relationship. If a t is similar to a d, then
surely the similarity must hold in the other direction and to the same degree. However, there are
instances in which a change can occur in one direction but not in the other. Thus there are many
attested instances of s>h but, as far as I am aware,
none of h>s. However, diachronic similarity is nonsymmetrical rather than asymmetrical since there
are also many examples of symmetry. Thus both
e>i and i>e are possible changes.
Further, in synchronic similarity we are free to
define degrees of similarity in terms of the number
of shared features according to some overall phonetic analysis of sounds into combinations of features. However, while as empirical fact diachronic
similarity often coincides with synchronic similarity, this is not always the case. For example, as we
have seen, sibilants often change into h sounds, but
in every synchronic scheme of which I am aware
they differ by a whole set of features.
These considerations also hold in regard to
semantic change, but with an added twist which
increases the complicatiOns. When one sound replaces another, the first normally disappears from
the language, with a usual transitional period of
free variation. In semantic change, however, the
old meaning in the general case persists so that, as

we can see in looking at the dictionary entry for
any common word, there are a series of meanings,
most of whose interrelationships are apparent in
terms of semantic similarity based for the most part
on the metaphorical transfers and metonymical
shifts which are the most frequent types of semantic change. However, often some of the connecting links no longer exist in that the word in some
particular meaning has been replaced by another
lexical item. In addition, the cumulative effect of a
set of changes, particularly metonymic, which are
often surprising, combined with the replacement
of certain meanings just mentioned, often leads to
a situation in which historically connected meanings of the same form become, viewed synchronically, homonyms.
As a result, a historical arrangement of the
varied separate senses of a single term resembles a
genealogy in which some members have died. It is
then no wonder that the search for necessary and
sufficient conditions for the definitions of words in
natural as opposed to logically devised languages is
often futile. When Wittgenstein made his celebrated remark about the various senses of the same
word showing a "family resemblance," he created a
very apt metaphor but in his ignorance of historical considerations regarding semantic change did
not realize how this had come about.
To summarize, in regard to individual resemblances, which correspond to the notion of trait in
the initial discussion, we have in effect asserted
that forms are likely to have a common origin if
they could have descended by known types of
change from a single original. It may have been
noted that in saying this we have alluded neither
to regular sound correspondences nor to regular
sound changes. 2 This is because regular sound
change, whether conditioned by neighboring
sounds or unconditioned is just one of many processes which are known to occur in sound changes.
Moreover many sound changes are known to be
irregular.
In addition, conditioned sound changes may
produce regular alternations of sounds in grammatically related forms. Such morphophonemic alternations are generally subject to the unifying force
of analogy in which one of the alternants replaces
the other. When this occurs the direction of change
usually differs in the individual cases and in an independent manner in related languages which have
inherited the alternation. This process is called reverse analogy and results in completely sporadic
correspondences.
The various subsequent changes in Germanic
languages after the alternations in Proto-Germanic
produced by the conditioned changes in consonants
summarized in Verner's law may serve as an example. One of these was an alternation of * z with
*s, the former of which often became r. A comparison of English with German will show instances
like English was = German war, English hare =
German Hasen, English bom = German (ge)boren
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and English nose = German Nase. In general across
n languages there will be 2 n sporadic correspondences. These are just some of the reasons why, as
all sophisticated etymologists know, etymology can
never be an utterly exact science in which all problems can be solved by the application of rigorous
methods. We are dealing with probabilities which
are, however, in many instances very high.
We now come to the question of the actual
methodology of classification in light of the characteristics of genetic resemblances at the trait level
which figured in the previous discussion. What we
are interested in here is the higher level oflanguages
as such and their genetic classification. In doing
so, we consider, in regard to each principle, both
the positive methodological procedure it gives rise
to and the consequences of its disregard which leads
in each case to a specific and often widely held fallacy which stands in the way of progress in regard
to the whole problem of genetic classification.
The first of these principles flows from our consideration of the nature of genetic and typological
resemblances. There are, as has been seen, resemblances which are purely genetic and those which
are both typological and genetic, for example agreement in certain features of inherited word order
among languages of the same genetic stock. However, in going about classification there are two reasons for disregarding the latter in carrying out a
genetic classification. One is that, given the small
number of typological alternatives, the possibilities of accidental convergence are high. The other
is that the very possibility of distinguishing typological resemblances which are also genetic from
those which are only typological depends logically
on the prior establishment of a genetic classification. The use of typological criteria to classify languages genetically, at least as soon as one passed
beyond the most obvious groupings, was very common in the nineteenth century. The problem is now
much better understood, but arguments of this type
are still fairly persistent, generally in negative argumentation as when it is asserted that a particular
non-tonal language cannot be genetically affiliated
to a group in which the other languages are tonal.
Since genetic non-typological resemblances
were defined earlier as those involving sound and
meaning simultaneously, what this means is that,
in effect, we will begin with lexical items as well as
grammatical morphemes, considering the latter
both with regard to sound and meaning. We shall
call such grammatical resemblances concrete. For
example the agreement of English and German in
having an adjectival comparison marker -er is concrete, while the agreement of French and Italian
in having masculine and feminine gender is not.
Concrete grammatical markers are extremely valuable as evidence in carrying out genetic classification, and they figured in a central way in the earliest
work on Indo-European. However lexical comparisons are, so to speak, the bread and butter of
genetic classification for two reasons. One is that

they are always present, at least in so-called basic
vocabulary. There is always a word for nose, but
relatively few languages have overt markers for the
comparative of the adjective. The second is purely
practical. There are a vast number of languages in
the world, some of them extinct, for which these
are essentially all the data that we have.
In moving from the trait to the language level,
we will necessarily be concerned not with single
resemblances in sound and meaning but their clustering in such a way as to lead to the grouping of
whole sets of languages. This aspect of method,
namely the relationship between the trait and the
language level, brings into play two important considerations, the relative independence of each trait
and its relative weighting. Essentially each item is
independent. We may state this in the form of a
maxim. Just because you call a 'mouth' a mouth is
no reason to call a 'nose' a nose though you will
probably not call it a mouth. This principle is of
great importance in that for independent items
the joint probability of accident becomes the product of their individual probabilities and hence is
vanishingly small even with only a few instances.
However, all items are not of equal weight. One
consideration is length. Other things being equal,
the longer the item the less likely it is to be accidental. Sound symbolism is another factor. The
agreement of languages in having a word for the
female parent such as mama is obviously of relatively little weight.
There is another sort of resemblance, on the
other hand, which is of particularly great weight.
Up to now we have simply talked about resemblances simultaneously involving sound and meaning. We may state this more exactly in the following
form. The unit of interlingual comparison is the
morpheme in the sense in which the term was used
in American Structuralism. We are concerned with
the morpheme as haVing in many instances a number of variant forms or allomorphs. Agreement in
alternation among allomorphs is clearly of very
great weight. The more irregular it is, the more
powerful it becomes. The most powerful of all is
agreement in suppletive alternation, where the allomorphs are derived from originally distinct morphemes. Thus the agreement of English with the
other Germanic languages in the forms of the positive, comparative and superlative of good is of such
great weight that by itself it is sufficient to show
that the Germanic languages are related to each
other. However, it is not sufficient to show that
the Germanic languages are a valid genetic group
in the sense discussed earlier. The reason for asserting this is that the absence of this alternation is
not sufficient in itself to prove that a language is
not Germanic, since such irregularities are obviously the targets of analogical levelling. On the
other hand they are sometimes of such historical
depth that they are evidence of groupings which
exceed those of the level of Germanic in age. In
the present case neither of these two strictures hold,
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but, of course, there is a vast amount of additional
evidence to show that the Germanic languages
are a valid genetic group at some level. Another
way of saying this is that, at least taken in isolation
from other resemblances, evidence of the type just
discussed is useful for relationship rather than
classification.
In addition to the independence of each trait
and their relative weighting, there is a third factor.
This is the importance of the recurrence of similarities across more than two languages or language
groups. Here as with trait independence there is a
powerful probability factor. If the probability of an
accidental resemblance between two languages is
p, then for three languages it is p exp 2 and, in general, for n languages it is p exp n-l. This rapidly
becomes infinitesimal. Hence the agreement of a
number of languages in a number of items, each
logically independent but recurring over the same
group of languages, provides the basic evidence for
genetic grouping and is most easily brought into
play by the technique of multilateral comparison.
In distinguishing between relationship and classification we arrive at the second basic principle,
one which is, I believe, the chief source of error at
the present time. Our primary purpose is to classify
languages genetically. This means that we seek to
find valid genetic groups, that is, languages that
are more closely related to each other than any is
to any language outside the group. Thus Swedish,
Albanian and Armenian are all related to each
other, since they are Indo-European languages, but
they do not constitute a valid genetic group at any
level. Since classification is hierarchical, hypotheses of classification are much richer than those of
relationship without level specified. From classifications we can deduce many hypotheses of relationship, but not vice versa. Thus given a complete
table of Indo-European classification, we can deduce the statement above concerning the relationship of Swedish, Albanian and Armenian, but from
this fact alone we are not able to give a classification on any level.
The situation does not change when we are
dealing with deeper level classification. Thus a
number of linguists have for a considerable period
of time sought to show that Indo-European and
Semitic are related. It is finally being realized at
least by some that since there is an obvious case for
the greater resemblance of Semitic to Egyptian,
Berber, Cushitic and the Chadic groups which form
Afroasiatic, there is no point in comparing IndoEuropean with Semitic alone, and the relationship,
if it exists, must be with Afroasiatic as a whole. Most
linguistic stocks do not have only two branches,
and at an earlier period, in which isolation of human groups must have been greater than at the
present period, this is even more likely to have been
the case. Hence isolated hypotheses simply seeking to show that some language group is related
to some other one without bringing in a broader
range of evidence to show that they form a valid

grouping is irrelevant. It is noteworthy that almost
all hypotheses of this kind seek to connect some
well-known or historically important family with
another of the same sort or with a favorite language
of the investigator, often his own.
There is involved here a principle which we
might call linguistic democracy. In forming hypotheses, all languages are of equal weight. In the late
18th and early 19th century there was a great reluctance among Hungarian linguists to admit that
the languages closest to Hungarian were Vogul and
Ostyak although this obvious connection had been
pointed out by a number of pioneer historical linguists. The most popular theory, at least among
Hungarians, was that their language was related to
Classical Greek.
Another way of stating the foregoing considerations is that whenever we find a number of languages which resemble each other consistently more
than any resemble languages outside the group, we
need an explanation of this obviously non-random
phenomenon, and our explanation is that they are
later developments from an earlier single ancestral
or proto-language as it is commonly called. When
stated in this manner, it shows the intimate connection between the subgrouping and classification.
In fact, if all the languages of the world are related,
the problems become identical, the subgrouping of
a single language family. A group stands out in regard to the types of resemblances just discussed most
easily against the background of other groups which
do not share the specific properties which mark out
the group as such and distinguishes it from others.
The best control against chance resemblances is
not some fixed percentage but that furnished by
other languages.
The method just described is what has been
called inspection and considered by many as
"superficial" in contrast to the comparative method
based on regular sound correspondences. Actually,
as we can see from the preceding sections, it is a
very powerful method. Sometimes by inspection is
meant merely pairwise comparison of languages.
Clearly, this is not what is being advocated here.
Moreover, in assessing resemblances, the existence
of resemblant forms in a number of languages allows us to test much more adequately than with
pairwise resemblances whether the forms have the
hallmark of a valid etymology, namely that we can
deduce, even if roughly, what the ancestral form
must have been.
In fact, there is no opposition between multilateral comparison and the comparative method.
It is rather the first step in the comparative method itself. This is because before we can start systematic comparison and reconstruction, we must
know which languages to compare; the most that
is claimed by the advocates of the comparative
method in this restricted sense (that is, omitting
the initial step of classification) is that it "proves"
hypotheses of relationship, not that it produces
the hypotheses that are to be proved.
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That the setting up of such hypotheses is a real
problem can be shown from the following considerations. The possible ways of partitioning n objects is a recursive function which grows at an
enormous rate. For 25 languages it can be calculated that the number of classifications, without
subgroupings, is of the order of 10 1B• For the hundreds or even thousands of languages with which
we have to deal, the number of possible classifications is truly astronomical. Yet if we simply examine a few basic words in all the languages of Europe,
the correct classification into Indo-European,
Finno-Ugric and Basque fairly leaps to the eye by
the time we have reached the second or third word
and along with this the universally accepted major
subgroupings of Indo-European.
In actual practice what is used is essentially similar to the method of multilateral comparison, and
it was utilized in making the basically correct classifications on which the comparative method was
first employed. In fact, the essentials of this method
were not worked until at least a half century after
the classifications were made so they could not have
been used in making them. Again, in Sub-Saharan
Africa, Meinhof (1932), who did the first reconstruction of Proto-Bantu, had already, as had many
before him, decided what a Bantu language is. He
actually used only eight languages for his reconstruction. Later Guthrie (1967 -71) also used a limited but larger sample of Bantu languages. There
are literally hundreds of Bantu languages for which
derivation from the reconstructed forms has never
been carried out, and no one seriously doubts their
Bantu affiliation. Yet one often encounters in the
literature that the genetic affiliation of a language
is not proven until its derivation from a reconstructed proto-language has been demonstrated.
It might seem that there is still a third method
of classifying languages genetically, namely
glottochronology. When it was introduced, of
course, it was intended for another purpose, namely
to measure the period of separation of related languages based on the assumption of a constant rate
of change in fundamental vocabulary. In any specific instance the date is derived from a count of
shared cognates between two languages on the
assumption of independent loss in both languages.
In spite of its well-known weaknesses, it is, up to
now, the only reasonably objective method we
have to accomplish this in the absence of written
documentation.
However, it later began to be employed as a
method of classifying languages genetically on the
assumption that there was a lower limit of chance
resemblance and that a significantly higher percentage indicated genetic relationship. Of course,
viewed in terms of its original procedures, its use
for this purpose, since cognate counts were involved, is circular. By definition there are cognates
only when languages are already related.
This method bears a superficial resemblance to
multilateral comparison since it compares lexical

forms in different languages and the data are often
set forth in comparative tables which are similar to
those used in the latter method, at least in its preliminary stages. The most important difference is
that it employs pairwise percentages, thereby not
taking into account the possible multiple recurrence of resemblant forms across many languages
by which genetic groupings become evident. A
great part of the evidence which connects related
languages is in only one of the two languages compared and, it will be argued, in some instances
occurs in neither. If, for instance, we compared
English and Hindi directly, the percentage of cognates would be very low. However some of these
would be recurrent over most or all of the other
Indo-European languages and hence highly diagnostic. In other instances, English would show a
cognate with, say, Slavic which was not in Hindi,
while in other cases it would be Hindi that agrees
with Slavic to the exclusion of English. It could
even be said that agreements between Slavic and
Italic in which neither English nor Hindi participate are relevant since they help to establish the
overall family to which both English and Hindi
belong.
Put syllogistically, English is a Germanic language; Germanic languages are Indo-European
languages; therefore English is an Indo-European
language. Hindi is an Indo-Iranian language;
Indo-Iranian languages are Indo-European languages; therefore Hindi is an Indo-European language.
Hence English and Hindi are related.
To the weakness just discussed we may add that
as languages become more distant genetically over
time, semantic changes occur so that items fall off
the comparison list although they are still present
as cognates. Thus English hound is cognate to German HUM, but hound will have been replaced by
dog on the English list. We see then that glottochronology both excludes relevant evidence and
weighs all items equally regardless of the breadth
of their distribution.
It will perhaps have been noticed that the
occurrence of borrowings between languages as a
possible source of error in genetic classification has
not been discussed. I do not consider this a serious
problem. This is true not only because in most instances it only tends to occur exclusively or mainly
in non-basic vocabulary. Even when it occurs in a
large part of basic vocabulary there is a more fundamental reason why it can be detected. This has
once more to do with multilateral comparison. Consider, for example, a language like Turkish with numerous Arabic loanwords. Outside of the rarity of
these words in basic vocabulary, there is the fact
that Turkish cannot be a dialect of Arabic because
the two are mutually unintelligible. But Arabic is
clearly Semitic. If Turkish is then related to Arabic, the words generally acknowledged to be
loans will have to be reassessed as cognates and
Turkish will be a Semitic language. But we may then
ask why it shows no independence within Semitic.
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Whenever it resembles Semitic, the resemblance
is to Arabic, which is thereby identified as the loan
source.
A somewhat different sort of problem is presented by Quechua and Aymara, which share numerous vocabulary similarities, many of them
involVing virtually identity of form. The question
debated is whether all of the resemblances between
the two languages are the result of borrowing, probably by Aymara from Quechua. If we consider the
languages in isolation, it is difficult to reach a decision. However, they both belong to the Andean
subgroup of Amerind within which they do not
form a special subsubgroup. The reason for believing that Aymara is related to Quechua is simply
that they are both Andean languages. As such they
show independent resemblances to other Andean
languages. For example, an Aymara form not found
in Quechua will occur as a cognate in Araucanian,
another Andean language, while in other instances
it will be a Quechua form not found in Aymara
which has a cognate in Araucanian or some other
Andean language. Note that it is not necessary
to decide in every case whether a word common to
Quechua and Aymara is a borrowing. Common
membership in Andean is sufficient to show that
they are related languages.
We now come to the last of the three questions
raised initially, what was there called the justification problem. Nothing stated here in regard to this
is intended to suggest that other kinds of classification are not legitimate and important, e.g., the significance of typological classification for the study
of language universals. Nevertheless qua classification, genetic classification has a central position as
indicated by the fact that it is the unmarked meaning of the term when linguists use the term classification without further qualification. The basic
reasons appear to be the following.
First, as compared to typological classification,
it is unique in the sense that there can only be one
correct one, whereas in regard to typology to ask
which is the correct one is a meaningless question.
The uniqueness of genetic classification is based,
of course, on the fact that it reflects history, and
history could have happened only one way. A byproduct of this is the application of its results to
culture history.
Areal classification is also important for history,
but it assumes genetic classification as a basis and,
as we have seen, the boundaries of linguistic areas
are vague. We may sum up by saying that genetic
classification is the only internal way of classifying
language which is both unique and categorical.
It is, however, the importance of genetic classification as the point of departure for historical comparative linguistics that linguists think of first if they
are asked to describe its significance, and this is
the reason it dominated the study of language in
the 19th century. Most of what we know about the
processes of linguistic change derives from the
methodology associated with this method, espe-

cially for areas without written records. This is, in
fact, a further reason within the history of linguistics itself for the position of the genetic mode as
the dominant one of classifying languages. During
the nineteenth century there was only one form of
typological classification which was practiced to any
significant extent, that into isolating, agglutinative
and inflecting languages, a classification which was
further associated in a rather vague manner with
one into analytic, synthetic and polysynthetic. This
form of classification, as compared with the genetic,
did not prove to be fruitful and, particularly with
the advent of the N eogrammarians of the latter part
of the century was relegated to a very marginal
position within linguistics as a whole.
There are several important relationships between these two modes of classification. One is
in regard to typological sampling (Bell, 1978). As
far as possible in establishing implicational universals on the basis of typology, we wish to base the
connection on historically independent cases, and
hence considerations both of genetic and areal factors are important. There is a significant reciprocal
value, however, for comparative linguistics deriving from typology in its diachronic aspect. The comparison of parallel typological developments in
historically independent cases adds to our knowledge of diachronic process and thus increases the
scope of historical explanation and reconstruction.
Finally, we may note that the family tree model,
by means of which genetic linguistic classifications are frequently represented, has analogues in
a number of other fields in some of which it receives a historical processual interpretation and in
some of which it does not. The logical structure of
such trees is as follows. The individual members
form a set generated by a one-many relation, hereafter symbolized as R. There are certain further
defining characteristics that are most conveniently
stated in terms of a derived relation R * {read Rancestral}. R * is defined as any power R n of R,
by which is meant the repeated application of R
n times. For example, if R is the relation of parent
to child, R 2 is that of grandparent to child and R *
that of ancestor to descendant. We require that
R * be irreflexive and asymmetrical. A beginner in
R is a member of the set to which no other member has the relation R. If there is a unique beginner, then all the other members of the set are in
the field of the converse ofR *, that is they all have
the unique beginner as a common ancestor. In the
case of language, if all the languages of the world
are related this will be the case and proto-sapiens
will be the unique beginner.
There are many examples of the family tree
model which do not have a historical genetic interpretation, e.g., stochastic processes such as the
successive throws of a die. The most conspicuous
instances in which a historical interpretation is
generally accepted are languages and species in the
theory of biological evolution. It is, of course, not
the only alternative. Before 1859 creationism was
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the generally accepted theory in biology while the
Tower of Babel account was only gradually undermined in linguistics; by the early 19th century, the
historical interpretation of varying degrees of language difference was generally accepted. In the
nineteenth century the similarities of evolutionary
biology and genetic linguistic classification were
recognized both by biologists and linguists. 3 Among
the more obvious similarities are the correspondence of homology and analogy to genetic and typological resemblances. Again, the difficulty of
distinguishing language from dialect is analogous
to the difficulty of distinguishing species from variety. Closer to language as objects of investigation
are manuscript genealogies in which the relation
of 'furnishing a copy for' plays the role ofR and the
historical relationships, in many instances, of systems of writing.
Since language is a cultural institution, it seems
natural, in discussing cultural transmission, to ask
if there is a more general cultural analogue to linguistic genetic classification. In attempting to answer this, it is useful to note that both in languages
and in nonlinguistic culture there are four basic
sources of resemblance at the trait level. In language the classification into these four types applies whether we consider resemblances in sound
only, meaning only, or sound and meaning simultaneously. However, the illustration of these types
will all involve sound and meaning.
The existence of these four types was apparently
first noted in Pott (1855, p. 42), repeated but with
more detail by the same writer in 1884 (pp. 66-67)
and for culture in Tylor (1865, pp. 3, 376). Using
more modem terminology than that employed by
Pott, we may call these "accident," "sound symbolism," "genetic" and "contact" (including in this,
"borrowing"). English examples of each of these are
English bad = Persian bad (accident); English mama
= Savo(Indo-Pacific) mama (sound symbolism);
English foot = German Fuss (genetic); English
chance = French chance (contact by borrowing from
French into English).
The general culture analogues of these are called
"independent invention" (=accident), "psychic
unity" (=sound symbolism), "common inheritance"
(=genetic) and "transmission" by Tylor. Independent invention arises because of the principle of
limited possibilities. Since there are a finite number of sounds and a finite number of meanings, there
are bound to be some accidental resemblances in
language, so, for example, matrilineal clans exactly
the same in number have arisen in different ethnic
groups in different parts of the world. Since in such
cases the historical antecedents are likely to have
been different in each case, this is sometimes called
convergence by anthropologists. An example of
psychic unity is the use of the crescent, a symbol
for the moon in both Egyptian hieroglyphics and
the earliest Chinese writing. Common inheritance
is the likely source of numerous non-linguistic cultural resemblances among the indigenous cultures

of the PolyneSians deriving from the ancestral
culture of the speakers of Proto-Polynesian. Examples of cultural borrowings are commonplace.
A well-known anthropological example is the
spread of the Ghost-dance religion among various
groups of native Americans in the Western part of
the United States in the latter part of the nineteenth century.
In cultural anthropology there was a long continued debate in the first part of the 20th century
concerning diffusion versus independent invention
as sources of cultural similarities. This debate was
largely confused by the indiscriminate use of the
term "diffusion" for both genetic (migration) and
contact processes (borrowing). The concept of the
Kulturkreis school in Germany and Austria was
based on migration and in fact compared by some
later members to genetic classification of languages,
whereas in the United States during roughly the
same period (1925-1955) the notion of the Culture area developed on the basis of the spread of
cultural traits by borrowing.
Genetic relationship with its branching representation is occasionally appropriate in culture history. For example the relationship among the
various sects of the same religion may sometimes
be conceived in this way. However, genetic relationship clearly does not have the same central
position here that it occupies in language. For
example, we would certainly say that Islam is far
more similar to Judaism and Christianity than to
Buddhism or Confucianism. However, it arose
through a single gifted individual who incorporated
elements of both Judaism and Christianity with
some of indigenous Arab provenience and still
others which were purely personal to produce a new
and unique synthesis.
The complex internal organization oflanguage,
of which the average speaker is basically unconscious, its fundamental and ubiquitous position in
human culture, its early acquisition and basic mode
of transmission in family lines, make it, so to speak,
all of a piece. While the process of differentiation
as shown in dialect variability can be reversed by
standardization and softened by interdialectal influence, for the most part it proceeds inexorably so
that ultimately forms as different as English and
Armenian can have been derived from the same
source. Moreover, the situation is favorable in language as contrasted with non-linguistic culture for
detecting the results of the process of differentiation, as we have seen because of the arbitrariness
of the relation between sound and meaning and
the existence of numerous independent elements
exhibiting this relationship.
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1. An example is Nerlove and Romney (1967)
dealing with sibling kinship terminology. Out of
245 systems investigated, 240 fell into 18 of the
4140 logically possible types. With a handful of
exceptions, most of these were in 12 types predicted
in advance by a combination of marking theory and
a cognitive principle of the avoidance of disjunct
categories.
2. It does happen, however, that a sound change
is incompletely carried out so that, depending on
the dialect and the word, a particular change is or
is not carried out. Sometimes both sounds survive
and the doublets acquire different meanings. These
facts were well known to earlier dialect geographers
who coined the slogan that each word has its own
history. The residues of such a process are found in
the so-called incomplete satemization of certain
branches of Indo-European in which certain words
have fronted the original velars and others not in a
manner which differs from branch to branch. The
work of Wang and his associates on "lexical diffusion" in Chinese belongs here.
3. For a fuller discussion of the relation between
evolutionary theory in biology and in linguistics
including historical references, see Greenberg
(1959).
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Introduction
The early 1990's have witnessed a growing
dissatisfaction with the traditional principles and
practices of communicative language teaching
(CLT), and several applied linguists have voiced
the need to introduce reforms. Criticisms levelled
at traditional CLT practice and syllabuses center
around three interrelated issues:
(a) vague definitions of linguistic content
areas and the lack of a research base underlying
syllabus design,
(b) ambiguous pedagogical treatment of lin'
guistic forms stemming in large part from the
assumption that language structure can be acquired
indirectly,
(c) problems with testing learning outcomes
inCLT.
In the following, we analyse these three issues
in greater detail, then go on to present a frame'
work for communicative competence with pedagogically relevant content specifications. Finally,
we reconsider the notion of "language teaching" in
view of the implications of current theory.
At the outset, we acknowledge the seminal work of the late Michael Canale, done in collaboration with Merrill Swain (Canale and Swain 1980;
Canale 1983). Canale and Swain did much to
focus our attention on developing a pedagogicallyrelevant (and assessment-relevant) framework for
communicative competence. We view this paper
as a continuation of their earlier work.

Vague definitions of linguistic content areas and the
lack of a research base underlying syllabus design
The principles of traditional CLT were based
on a functional approach to linguistics (Halliday
1973; Hymes 1972), which was translated into
classroom practice by means of the functional syllabuses of Wilkins (1976) and van Ek (1977). We
believe that while language functions are an im-

portant part of communicative competence, they
are not the whole story. A purely functional approach to language and language use did not provide clear enough specifications of the content areas
of CLT. This, in tum, led to a diversity of "communicative approaches" which shared only a very general common objective, namely to prepare learners
for real-life communication. Depending on their
conception of what constitutes "real-life communication," coursebooks and teachers placed differing emphases on various social and cultural factors.
This inherent contextual sensitivity was as important an aspect in CLT as the functional system, but
since there was no coherent pragmatic and
sociolinguistic model available to draw on, the
approaches to raising the learners' social and cultural awareness were again diverse (cf. Berns 1990).
As a consequence of having no coherent
underlying theoretical model of linguistic performance, most of the developments in CLT occurred
in the practical applications. Indeed, CLT is somewhat lopsided: it contains an elaborate array of
classroom activity types (e.g., role-play, simulations,
discussions, problem-solving tasks) intended to promote natural language use in the classroom environment; however, we do not really know exactly
how these activities work, that is, how they contribute to fostering communicative competence.
This problem surfaces explicitly when we want to
design, for example, a conversational syllabus:
methodologists have only their intuitions to fall
back on when it comes to deciding what kind of
activities to include and how to weight the different types of tasks. There are no clear-cut guidelines
to tell us whether the syllabus is sufficiently comprehensive or whether some important subskills
remain uncovered.
In sum, while CLT methodology has offered
detailed guidelines on how to create genuine communication situations in the language classroom,
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it has failed to specify which conversational skills
and what kind of language input to focus on. In
other words, in traditional CLT the "how-to-teach"
element was far more developed than the "whatto-teach" element. This is, of course, no accident.
In the early and mid-1970's, when the principles
of CLT were developed, theoretical and applied
linguistics had not produced a clear enough description of communicative competence that methodologists could apply. Since the 1970's things have
changed: research in several fields, including oral
discourse analysis, conversation analysis, communicative competence research, interlanguage analysis, language input analysis, sociolinguistics,
pragmatics, as well as cognitive psychology and
social anthropology, have produced results that
allow us to outline the content elements of CLT in
a far more systematic way than was possible two
decades ago. By doing this we ensure that the teaching techniques we employ in the classroom are on
a more secure footing.

Ambiguous pedagogical treatment of linguistic forms
stemming in large part /rom the assumption that
language structure can be acquired indirectly

In a recent paper, the first author (CelceMurcia 1991a) points out that during the past
50 years language teaching has followed a fluctuating pattern in terms of the emphasis placed on
"bottom-up linguistic skills" versus "top-down communication skills." CLT grew out of a dissatisfaction with earlier methods which were based on
conscious presentation of grammatical structures
and forms and did not adequately prepare learners
for effective and appropriate use of language for
natural communication. In strong adaptations of
CLT, "grammar" at one point almost became a fourletter word that methodologists with good taste did
not mention. In the privacy of the classroom it was
considered a pardonable sin to provide some grammar explanation and exercises, but the emphasis
had shifted from the development of linguistic
competence to that of communicative performance.
As Schmidt (1991:1.2.2) points out in his critique of CLT, "a general principle of CLT is that
language learners gain linguistic form by seeking
situational meaning, that is, the linguistic form is
learned incidentally rather than as a result of focusing directly on linguistic form." This, however,
is not in accordance with cognitive psychological
considerations, which suggest that for learning to
take place, the learner must pay attention to the
learning objective and must then practice the objective so that it changes from being part of a controlled process to becoming part of an automatic
process (cf. Schmidt 1990; McLaughlin 1990).
Widdowson (1990) also argues that incidental,
"natural" language acquisition is a "long and
rather inefficient business" and "the whole point
of language pedagogy is that it is a way of shortcircuiting the slow process of natural discovery and
can make arrangements for learning to happen more

easily and more efficiently than it does in 'natural
surroundings'" (p. 162). The belief that making
learners aware of structural regularities of the target language will greatly increase the rate of language attainment has also been expressed by
Rutherford and Sharwood Smith (1985), who used
the term "consciousness raising" to refer to a range
of approaches that draw the leamer's attention to
the formal properties of the target language.
Our question then is whether a direct, explicit
approach to the teaching of communicative skills
is feasible. We propose that it is and, what is more,
we propose that a direct approach could potentially
make communicative language teaching far more
effective than it is now. We must stop assuming
that many of the most significant and meaningful
aspects of communicative competence can be acquired incidentally as a by-product of the learner
attending to and practicing something else.
Richards (1990) distinguishes two approaches
to the teaching of conversation in second language
programs:
One is an indirect approach, in which conversational competence is seen as the product of
engaging learners in conversational interaction.
The second, a more direct approach, involves
planning a conversational program around
the specific microskills, strategies, and processes
that are involved in fluent conversation
(pp. 76-77).
We envisage that future developments in CLT
will follow the lines of Richards' "direct approach." 1
We further believe that in order to create an equilibrium between language and communication, it
will be necessary to introduce an integrated approach to CLT based on an empirical model of the
factors involved in communicative competence.
This would also bridge the gap between theory and
practice in language teaching/learning research.

Problems with the testing of learning outcomes in
CLT
Any language teaching method must be accompanied by language tests which adequately measure
the learning outcomes promoted by the particular
method, otherwise the wash-back effect of the tests
will undermine the effectiveness of the program.
As Savignon (1990:211) observes, "many a curricular innovation has been undone by failure to make
corresponding changes in evaluation." Current
communicative testing methods, she argues, fail to
provide sufficient precision, which is a source of
frustration for teachers:
Some teachers understandably are frustrated ...
by the seeming ambiguity in discussions of communicative competence. Negotiation of meaning is well and good, but this view of language
behavior lacks precision, does not provide a
universal scale for assessment of individual
learners (Savignon 1990:211).
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In communicative test design two directions
have been significant. One is towards developing
authentic language tests (such as 'direct' tests or 'performance' tests), where the communicative language abilities of the test-takers are assessed by
having them perform tasks intended to reflect the
language behavior typical of real-life communication situations. This approach is intuitively convincing and very much in line with the functional
approach underlying CLT. Testing research has,
however, identified several limitations to this approach. The crux of the problem, as Bachman
(1990) points out, lies in the fact that direct testing "treats the behavioral manifestation of an abilityas the trait itself" (p. 309). The starting point
of designing "authentic" tests is the actual task,
rather than a theoretical construct, and test specifications are based on this task. Language tasks,
however, are ill-defined domains and the 'authentic' test situation cannot easily be considered representative of the complexity of real-life language
use. The ambiguous content representativeness of
direct tests, and the tendency in them to identify
trait with performance, do not allow for any generalizations to be made beyond the testing context and this limits both the interpretation and
usefulness of test results (see Bachman 1990, for
further discussion).
A second, related approach to communicative
test design is to develop functional tests (Spolsky
1989) in which language knowledge is specified and
measured in terms of the subject's ability to carry
out defined linguistic functions. This approach,
again, is in line with the principles of traditional
CLT. Functional goals are usually formulated in
performance terms; for example, the "discourse
trait" in the Canadian "Development of Bilingual
Proficiency" project (Harley, Allen, Cummins and
Swain 1990) was defined as "the ability to produce
and understand coherent and cohesive text"
(Harley, Cummins, Swain and Allen 1990:13).
Schachter (1990), however, points out that a major problem in the operationalization of this component was that the specification was not
sufficiently well defined and thus the list of actual
test items showed too much diversity and was rather
"odd" (p. 45). This problem is not unique to this
particular test; educational testing research has
found that 'objectives-based tests' in general fall
short of the mark in that the domain specifications,
based on behavioral objectives, tend to result in
ill-defined domains (Popham 1990). A second limitation of functional tests, pointed out by Spolsky
(1989), is the problem of determining which language functions to select for a test. He concludes
that "we must find some criterion other than chance
to validate the statistical probability of our selection" (p. 142). Only an elaborate theoretical construct can provide such a criterion.
The problems with the two types of communicative test described above point to the fact that
the quality of future communicative tests will

depend on the quality of their construct definition.
Thus, in order to achieve content relevance, we
need to have a well-defined target domain based
on an explicit theoretical construct. As long as CLT
is based on insufficiently detailed domain specifications, the frustration oflanguage teachers is likely
to prevail. It seems, therefore, that future developments in both communicative language testing and
CLT depend on constructing models of communicative competence in which the main components
are clearly defined and the content areas adequately
described.
Existing models of communicative competence
The first comprehensive model of communicative competence that was intended to serve educational purposes is that of Canale and Swain
( 1980), further elaborated in Canale ( 1983 ), which
posited four components for communicative
competence:
1. Grammatical competence-the knowledge of
the language code (grammatical rules, vocabulary,
pronunciation, spelling, etc.).
2. Sociolinguistic competence-the mastery of the
sociocultural code of language use (appropriate
application of vocabulary, register, politeness and
style in a given situation).
3. Discourse competence-the ability to combine
language structures into different types of cohesive
texts (e.g., political speech, poetry).
4. Strategic competence-the knowledge of verbal and non-verbal communication strategies which
enable the learner to overcome difficulties when
communication breakdowns occur and which enhance the efficiency of communication.
In spite of criticisms of this model (e.g.,
Schachter 1990), it has been extremely influential
in defining major facets of communicative language
use, and has been used as a starting point for most
subsequent studies on the issue.
Another model of communicative competence
has been proposed by Bachman (1990) and Bachman and Palmer (in press). It sets out to specify
communicative language abilities and further develops the Canale and Swain model. Interestingly,
this model comes from language testing research,
suggesting that a psychometric approach to applied
linguistics also has potential to influence future
developments in the field. 2 The latest version of
the Bachman and Palmer construct (in press)
divides language knowledge into the following two
main categories:
1. Organizational knowledge, which is the
knowledge of "those components involved in controlling the formal structure of language for producing or recognizing grammatically correct
sentences and for ordering these to form texts"
(MS. p. 3/13).
2. Pragmatic knowledge, which is the knowledge of "those components that enable us to relate
words and utterances to their meanings, to the intentions of language users and to relevant charac-
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teristics of the language use contexts" (MS. p. 3/
14).
These two components are further divided into
subcategories as follows. Organizational knowledge
consists of
(a) grammatical knowledge (similar to Canale
and Swain's grammatical competence), and
(b) textual knowledge (similar to but more
elaborate than Canale and Swain's discourse competence).
PragmatiC knowledge consists of
(a) lexical knowledge (referring to the knowledge of the meanings of words and the ability to
use figurative language),
(b) functional knowledge ("knowledge of the
relationships between utterances and the intentions, or communicative purposes of language users," MS. p. 3/14), and
(c) sociolinguistic knowledge (similar to Canale
and Swain's sociolinguistic competence).
In situational language use language knowledge
(as described above) interacts with metacognitive
strategies, which are of three kinds, (a) assessment,
(b) goal-setting and (c) planning. Traditionally conceived 'communication strategies' (such as paraphrase or approximation) belong to the third
category, which is consistent with the cognitive approach of Frerch and Kasper (1984a), who defined
these strategies as a subclass of verbal plans.
Bachman and Palmer's construct thus contains
components that are similar to those of the Canale
and Swain model, but offers additional elements
and is hierarchically ordered. It is a major step towards understanding the nature of communicative
language abilities and language use.

The need for a pedagogically oriented grammar of
interaction

We have argued above that in order to make
CLT more effective, detailed linguistic content

Fig. 1. Schematic Representation of Communicative Competence

specifications need to be included. What we need
is a pedagogical grammar of interaction that summarizes the main rules, maxims, conventions,
microskills, strategies and routines that speakers use
in conducting smooth-running everyday communication. In the following, we outline the main
components and content areas of such an interactional grammar. Our model is intended for educational purposes and focuses specifically on the issues
that we consider important for classroom teaching.
We are aware that our model has certain inconsistencies and limitations, and that it is therefore likely to raise several questions. However,
language teaching methodologists and materials
writers badly need a practical description of the
areas of interactional language abilities so that they
have something to work with at the "fine-tuning"
stage. We agree with Corder (1984), who argued
that applied linguiSts should indeed "apply" whatever knowledge is at their disposal:
There are those who believe that second language acquisition research is still at such a preliminary stage that it is premature to base any
proposals for language teaching upon it yet.
There are others, among whom I count myself,
who believe that it is the task of the applied
linguist to make practical use of whatever
knowledge is available at the time. We cannot
constantly be waiting to see what is round the
comer. We must be prepared to stick our necks
out (p. 58).
Proposed Construct of Communicative
Competence
We represent our model of communicative
competence as a pyramid enclosing a circle and
surrounded by another circle (see Figure 1). The
circle within the pyramid is discourse competence,
and the three points of the triangle are
sociolinguistic competence, linguistic (or grammatical) competence, and actional competence.
Thus our construct deliberately makes the discourse
component central, i.e., places it where the lexicogrammatical building blocks, the actional organizing skills of communicative intent, and the
sociolinguistic context all come together and shape
the discourse, which, in tum, also shapes each of
them. The circle surrounding the pyramid represents strategic competence, an ever-present, potentially usable inventory of skills that allows a
strategically competent non-native speaker to compensate for deficiencies in any of the other underlying competencies.
Our model is more detailed than Canale and
Swain's in that actional competence has been specified in its own right. We differ from Bachman and
Palmer in that our model places "lexical knowledge" within linguistic knowledge, following
Halliday (1985), who, among others, believes that
the line between lexicon and grammar cannot be
neatly drawn, and this results in a "lexico-gram-
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mar" that is part of linguistic competence. 3 The
"actional competence" component of our framework is similar to Bachman and Palmer's "functional
knowledge" in that it specifically concerns language
functions. The difference in labelling reflects our
somewhat different perspective. Bachman and
Palmer (see also Bachman 1990) follow Halliday's
(1973) theoretical conception of functional language use, whereas our pedagogical approach involves a more detailed description of speech acts
and language functions as defined by Wilkins
(1976) and van Ek (1977).
In the following discussion of the model, we
begin with linguistic competence as the most familiar component; we then move on to discourse
competence, the core, before treating sociolinguistic, actional and strategic competence.

A. LINGUISTIC COMPETENCE
Linguistic competence (also referred to as
"grammatical competence") is historically the most
thoroughly discussed component of our CLT model
and, for this reason, our present description of it
will be brief. It comprises the nuts and bolts of communication: the sentence patterns and types, the
constituent structure, the morphological inflections, and the vocabulary as well as the phonological and orthographic systems needed to realize
communication as speech and writing (see Appendix 1).
In the past linguistic competence has often been
the primary goal of foreign language teaching
(Rutherford 1987). This position is obviously untenable. However, in their zeal to give social and
notional-functional aspects oflanguage proper consideration in CLT, many CLT proponents neglected
linguistic competence and accepted the premise
that linguistic form emerges on its own as a result
of learners' engaging in communicative activities
(Krashen 1985).
General agreement is now emerging on the fact
that applied linguistics needs a new approach to
CLT which recognizes that linguistic competence
does not emerge on its own, and which fully integrates linguistic competence with the other competencies. This amounts to acknowledging that
linguistic resources are a necessary instructional
objective in any interactional method. To accomplish this, language teachers and materials developers must have explicit training in the linguistic
system of the target language. For background in
syntax and morphology in English, see CelceMurcia and Larsen-Freeman (1983); for background
in phonology and orthography, see Celce-Murcia,
Brinton, and Goodwin (in press). Teachers also
need guidance on how to integrate the linguistic
system of the language they are teaching with the
other components of our expanded CLT model and
how to translate this knowledge into pedagogical
activities that will benefit their students. 4
The final point we would like to make about
linguistic competence concerns the interrelated

nature of grammar and lexis mentioned above. In
language teaching practice this interplay has been
recognized by introducing the term 'usage', and
indeed we find many examples of "lexicalized sentence stems" (Pawley and Syder 1983) or "formulaic constructions" (Pawley 1992) in most
languages, where grammatical formulae are paired
with some fixed lexical content. The importance
of such (partly) pre-assembled units in our linguistic knowledge should be reflected in the presentation and practice of grammar, a point we will discuss
again in the last section of this paper.
B. DISCOURSE COMPETENCE
Discourse competence concerns the selection,
sequence, and arrangement of words, structures, and
utterances to achieve a unified genre-sensitive spoken or written text. There are many sub-areas that
contribute to this competence: cohesion, deixis, coherence, generic structure, and the conversational
structure inherent to the tum-taking system in
conversation. (See Appendix 2.)
Cohesion is the area of discourse competence
most closely associated with linguistic/grammatical competence (see Halliday and Hasan 1976,
1989). It deals with the bottom-up elements that
help generate text. This area accounts for how pronouns, demonstratives, articles and other markers
signal textual co-reference in written and oral discourse. Cohesion also accounts for how conventions of substitution and ellipsis allow speakers/writers
to avoid unnecessary repetition. The use of conjunction (e.g., and, but, however) to make explicit
links between propositions in discourse is another
important cohesive device. Lexical chains and lexical repetitions, which relate to derivational morphology, semantics, and content schemata, are a part of
cohesion and also coherence, which we discuss
below. Finally, the conventions related to the use
of parallel structure, which are also an aspect of both
cohesion and coherence, make it easier for listeners/readers to process a sentence such as "I like
swimming and hiking" than to process an unparallel
counterpart such as "I like swimming and to hike."
The deixis system is an important aspect of discourse competence in that it links the situational
context with the discourse, thus making it possible
to interpret deictic personal pronouns (I, you); spatial references (here, there); temporal references
(now, then); and certain textual references (e.g.,
the following example). Deixis also is related to
sociolinguistic competence; for example, in the
choice of vous/tu in French or Sie/du in German, or
the choice of modal verbs in requests for permission in English (May 1...? vs. Can 1...?).
The most difficult area of discourse competence
to describe is coherence, and it is typically easier to
describe coherence in written than in oral discourse.
There is some overlap with cohesion, as we have
mentioned above, but coherence is more concerned
with macrostructure in that its major focus is the
expression of content and top-down organization
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of propositions. Coherence is concerned with what
is thematic (i.e., what is the point of departure of a
speaker/writer's message).lt is concerned with the
management of information in a system where old
information generally precedes new information in
propositions.
Also part of coherence is the sequencing or
ordering of propositional structures, which generally
follows certain preferred organizational patterns:
temporal/chronological ordering, spatial organization, cause-effect, condition-result, etc. Temporal
sequencing has its own conventions in that violations of chronological order must be marked using
special adverbial signals and/or marked tenses.
Topic continuity and topic shifts are aspects of
discourse coherence that have been studied most
carefully within the narrative genre (Giv6n 1983).
Here again cohesive devices such as reference markers, substitution/ellipsis, and lexical repetition are
used to establish coherence. Closely related to topic
continuity and shift is the phenomenon of temporal continuity and shift (or sequence of tenses)
already alluded to above in our mentioning of the
temporal sequencing of propositions. Languages
often have special framing devices that exploit the
tense-aspect-modality system to allow speakers/
writers to indicate that stretches of text cohere (Suh
1992). For example, in English an episode with
"used to" in its opening proposition followed by a
sequence of "would/'d" tokens in subsequent propositions is typical of narrative dealing with the habitual past. Similarly, an episode with "be going to"
in the opening proposition followed by "will/,ll"
in subsequent propositions is typical of future
scenarios.
The generic structure of various types of spoken
and written texts has long been an object of concern in discourse analysis (Halliday and Hasan
1989; Swales 1990). Every language has its formal
schemata (Carrell 1984), which relate to the development of a variety of genres. Certain written
genres have a more highly definable structure than
others, e.g., research reports (introduction, methods, results, discussion). Likewise, certain spoken
genres such as the sermon tend to be more highly
structured than oral or written narrative, which is
a more open-ended genre but with a set of expected
features nonetheless (opening/setting, complication, resolution-all within a unified framework
regarding time and participants).
The final aspect of discourse competence that
we have outlined above is conversational structure,
which is inherent to the tum-taking system in oral
conversation (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson 1974).
This area is highly relevant for CLT (see Richards
1990), since conversation is the most fundamental
means of conducting human affairs. While usually
associated with conversation, it is important to realize that these tum-taking conventions may also
extend to other oral genres such as narratives, interviews, or lectures. The tum-taking system deals
with how people open and reopen conversation, how

they establish and change topics, how they hold and
relinquish the floor, how they backchannel, how
they interrupt, hav they collaborate, and ha.v they
perform preclosings and closings. These "interactive
procedures" are often performed by means of "discourse regulating gambits" (Kasper 1989:190) or
conventionalized formulaic devices, which take the
form of phrases or conversational routines. Polished
conversationalists are in command of hundreds, if
not thousands, of such phrases, and these phrases
lend themselves to explicit classroom teachingS.
The turn-taking system is closely associated
with the notion of adjacency pairs and also with
repair, i.e., how speakers correct themselves or
others in conversation, which we discuss under strategic competence. Adjacency pairs form discourse
"chunks" where one speaker initiates (e.g., Hi, how
are you?) and the other responds (e.g., Fine, thanks.
And you?) in ways that are describable and often
quite predictable. Some adjacency pairs involve
giving a "preferred" response to a first-pair part (e.g.,
in accepting an invitation that has just been extended); such responses are usually direct and structurally simple. However, other responses are viewed
as "dispreferred" and will require more effort and
follow-up work on the part of participants than will
a preferred response (e.g., when declining an invitation). Dispreferred responses occur less frequently
than the preferred ones, and tend to pose more language difficulties for learners.
To conclude this section, we would like to emphasize once again that discourse forms the crucial
central component in our model of communicative competence. This is where the nuts and bolts
of the lexico-grammatical microlevel intersect with
the top-down signals of the macro level of communicative intent and sociocultural context to express
attitudes and messages, and to create texts.
C. ACTIONAL COMPETENC£6
Actional competence can be described as the
ability (a) to perform speech acts and language
functions, (b) to recognize and interpret utterances
as (direct or indirect) speech acts and language
functions, and (c) to react to such utterances
appropriately.
While we are critical of the 'functions only'
approach to CLT and, indeed, there are some indications that speech act theory is gradually losing
favor in pragmatics and applied linguistics
(Levinson 1983, Tarone and Yule 1989), we believe that actional competence is an important part
ofL2 interactional knowledge. The frequency with
which language functions are used has resulted in
highly conventionalized forms, fixed phrases, routines and strategies in every language. Learners need
to build up a repertoire of such phrases to be able
to perform speech acts effectively, and therefore we
must assign them an important place in interactional syllabuses.
The system of language functions has traditionally been the most highly developed linguistic con-
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tent area in CLT. In the 1960's and 1970's Austin
How do native speakers cope with indirect
(1962) and Searle's (1969) speech act theory and speech acts? According to Olshtain and Cohen
Halliday's (1973) work on functional systems pre- (1991: 155), they "recognize the illocutionary force
pared the ground for a new approach to defining of an utterance by pairing up the situational inforlanguage teaching syllabuses based on perfonnance mation within which the utterance has been proobjectives, that is, stressing the importance of what duced with the context of that utterance." Cook
people do with language over linguistic fonn. In the (1985) points out that the functions and realizamid-70's Wilkins (1976) introduced the concept tions of speech acts interact with participant charof a functional syllabus, and van Ek (1977) in his acteristics and individual perception of the
Threshold Level, produced a detailed and practi- situation, which is further complicated by the fact
cal set of language functions to serve as a work- that "speech act functions may overlap or a speaker
able guide for classroom teachers and materials may have several intentions in mind; thus a simple
writers. 7
utterance can have more than one function"
The main problem with the notion oflanguage (Hatch 1992:135). The key, then, to developing
functions is that while it appears to be generally student awareness oflanguage functions and speech
understood, one cannot easily provide a scientific acts is to present them in larger pragmatic contexts
definition of it (Berns 1990). As a consequence, for interpretation and to emphasize their situational
functions are often described either very broadly constraints (cf. Flowerdew 1990). The contextor in a manner which is too situation-specific. Any bound character of actional competence relates it
attempt to categorize them with the aim of pro- closely to sociolinguistic competence, which is why
ducing an all-purpose system for language teach- speech acts are often discussed within the area of
ing is likely to come under criticism for being sociolinguistic competence.
somewhat ad-hoc and introspective.
The situation-specific nature of speech acts and
The table in Appendix 3 outlines our concep- language functions suggests that they could be
tion of the domain of actional competence, divided taught more effectively within the larger context
into two main components, performing language of interaction. Most often the patterns of interacfunctions and interpreting illocutionary meaning and tion surrounding a particular speech act are themindirect speech acts. Based partly on Finocchiaro and selves highly conventionalized and these larger
Brumfit's (1983) and van Ek and Trim's (1991) units have been referred to as "speech act sets"
work, the table categorizes language functions ac- (Olshtain and Cohen 1991:155), "verbal exchange
cording to seven key areas: interpersonal exchange, patterns" (van Ek and Trim 1991:93) or "speech
information, OPinions, feelings, suasion, problems, and events" (Hatch 1992:136). Let us take as an exfuture. We do not claim, however, that this is a com- ample Olshtain and Cohen's (1991:156) "apology
prehensive list nor that the categorization has un- speech act set," which consists of five realization
shakable underlying sociolinguistic validity. Rather, patterns: expressing an apology and expressingresponwe intend it to serve as a helpful organizational con- sibility, offering an explanation, offering repair and
struct and a practical guide for teachers, materials promising nonrecurrence. We agree with Olshtain
writers and language testers. Clearly further research and Cohen that future CLT syllabuses should take
needs to be done on the ordering and the weight- into account the way functions and speech acts
break down into such sets and recommend that
ing of the various components.
The second main component of actional com- speech acts be presented and taught accordingly.
petence concerns the interpretation of illocutionary Further research is needed to establish a generic
meaning and especially indirect speech acts. Indi- structure for all speech act sets, to pinpoint obligarect speech acts are rarely covered in foreign lan- tory and optional elements, and to set up a stepwise
guage teaching syllabuses, which might suggest to sequence for teaching purposes.
learners that "the most common realization forms
for all speech acts are the most direct, and [yet] ... D. SOCIOLINGUISTIC COMPETENCE
Sociolinguistic competence refers to the
the majority of speech acts are most frequently realized indirectly" (Levinson 1983:264). Some in- speaker's knowledge of how to express the message
direct speech acts have become so conventionalized appropriately within the overall context of comas a result of their frequency that they no longer munication; in other words, this dimension of
strike native speakers as indirect. This, however, communicative competence is concerned with
does not hold true for non-native speakers, who pragmatic factors related to variation in
often have problems understanding such conven- interlanguage use. These factors are complex and
tions and therefore tend to underutilize them even interrelated, which stems from the fact that lanat advanced levels (Preston 1989). To give an ex- guage is not simply a communication coding sysample, when a group of Hungarian teenagers on an tem but also an integral part of the individuals'
exchange program in Britain were instructed by the identity and the most important channel of social
English group leader, "You want to be back here by organization, embedded in the culture of the comfive o'clock," someone answered, ''No, we don't. munities where it is used. As Nunan (1992:23)
Can we come back at six?" (Dornyei and Thurrell states, "Only by studying language in its social and
1992).
cultural contexts, will we come to appreciate the
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apparent paradox of language acquisition: that it
is at once a deeply personal and yet highly social
process."
Language learners face this complexity as soon
as they first try to apply the L2 knowledge they have
learned to real-life communication, and these first
attempts can be disastrous: the "culture-free," "outof-context" and very often even "meaning-free" L2
instruction (Damen 1987:xvii) which is so typical
of foreign language classes around the world,
simply does not prepare learners to cope with the
complexity of real-life language use efficiently. L2
learners should be made aware of the fact that making a social or cultural blunder is likely to lead to
far more serious communication breakdowns than
a linguistic error or the lack of a particular word.
RaiSing sociolinguistic awareness, however, is not
an easy task, because, as Wolfson (1989) points out,
sociolinguistic rules and normative patterns of expected or acceptable behavior have not yet been
adequately analysed and described. She does, however, argue that "language learners and others who
are involved in intercultural communication can
at least be made sensitive to the fact that these patterns exist, and can be guided in ways to minimize
misunderstandings" (pp. 2-3).
We have divided the relevant sociolinguistic
variables into four main categories (see Appendix
4). The first set of variables, social contextual factors, concerns the main variables related to the participants in the interaction and the communicative
situation. The participants' age, office (profession,
rank and public position), status (social standing),
social distance from each other, and their relations
to the others (both in terms of power and affect)
are known to determine how they talk and are
talked to (cf. Preston 1989; Brown and Levinson
1987). It may be less widely known among language
teachers that gender can also be the source of linguistic variation. 8 Situational variables involve the
temporal and physical aspects of the interaction ( time
and duration, location) as well as the social dimension of the situation (e.g., a formal reception).
Teachers can raise student awareness of the importance of these contextual factors by asking them to
prepare variations of a dialogue by changing some
basic parameters. 9
The second category in Appendix 4, stylistic
appropriateness factors, includes variables that lend
themselves to explicit and didactic instruction. The
most important politeness strategies can readily be
presented as explicit language teaching input. 10 The
main characteristics of various styles and registers
can also be summarized and presented for the students, who can then practice these through roleplay transformation exercises, for example.
Sociocultural factors involve three main components: sociocultural background krwwledge of the target language community, awareness of major dialect
differences, and cross-cultural awareness. Widdowson
(1990) refers to these areas of knowledge as
"schematic knowledge," which complements the

"systemic knowledge" of the language code; he
argues that in real-life communication, the systemic
knowledge is subservient to the schematic. The
sociocultural background krwwledge of the target language community is given its due importance by
van Ek and Trim (1991), who assign a separate
category to such issues in their Threshold Level objectives. We share the belief that some knowledge
of the life and traditions of the target speaker community is prerequisite to successful communication
with its members. The awareness of major dialect
differences is particularly important with languages
like English, where several considerably different
standard regional varieties exist. As for crosscultural awareness, there are so many culturespecific do's and don't's that without any knowledge
of these, a language learner is constantly walking
through a cultural minefield. Second language
acquisition and "second culture acquisition"
(Robinson 1991) are inextricably bound; however,
as Damen (1987) points out, there are very few textbooks available to aid the teaching of culture and,
in fact, the unsystematic "insertion into the lesson
plans of inventories of cultural tidbits ... is often
counterproductive" (p. 5). Robinson (1991) draws
our attention to the fact that very often teachers
focus only on cross-cultural differences without
actively trying to look for (a) "similarities as an
initial point of departure," and (b) "similarities
beneath the differences" (p. 119) which can invoke
empathy to the learners and encourage learning via
analogy.
The fourth main component of sociolinguistic
competence involves non-verbal communicative
factors. As Pennycook (1985) reiterates, "actions
speak louder than words," with non-verbal communication carrying a significant proportion of
social meaning. Because it operates largely on an
unconscious level, L2 speakers may not even realize that some miscommunication can be fostered
by inappropriate non-verbal signals. As a first
awareness exercise, it might be worth analyzing
video recordings with students to demonstrate how
our bodies convey information constantly during
any interaction.
Non-verbal communication in our model is
divided into five components. The first is kinesic
behaviour or body language, involving nonverbal signals to regulate tum-taking (e.g., intake of breath,
tensing the body and leaning forward) or to indicate to the interlocutor that what he/she says is
being understood, as well as affective markers (such
as facial expressions), gestures (especially the ones
with conventionalized meanings) and eye contact
(Kellerman 1992). The second component, proxernic factors, concerns the speakers' use of space (e.g.,
physical distance between people), and the third,
haptic factors, concerns the role of touching in the
target language community; both factors can be the
source of a lot of cross-cultural tension. The fourth
component involves paralinguistic factors such as
acoustical sounds (e.g., grunts) and nonvocal noises
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(e.g., hisses), but it does not include intonation,
which we consider to be part of the basic linguistic
code and thus part of linguistic competence.
Paralinguistic factors add to the message and play
an important role in giving it affective depth, as
well as functioning as backchannel signals. The final component, silence, carries a lot of socially and
culturally determined meaning, as is expressed by
phrases like "pregnant pause or "eloquent silence."

E. STRATEGIC COMPETENCE

$

Strategic competence can be conceptualized as
the knowledge of and competence in using communication strategies. 11 Definitions of communication strategies typically highlight three functions
of strategy use:
(a) Overcoming problems in realizing verbal
plans, e.g., avoiding trouble spots or compensating
for not knOWing a vocabulary item (cf. F::erch and
Kasper 1984a).
(b) Sorting out confusion and partial or complete misunderstanding in communication, e.g.,
by employing repair or negotiating meaning
(cf. Tarone 1980; Gass and Varonis 1991).
(c) Remaining in the conversation and keeping it going in the face of communication difficulties, and playing for time to think, e.g., by using
gambits, fillers or hesitation devices (cf. Dornyei,
Csomay and Fischer 1993).
Based on the above aspects, our model of strategic competence (see Appendix 5) consists offive
main components:
Avoidance strategies involve tailOring one's message to one's resources and are often seen as undesirable for L2 learners because by using them
learners "take the easy way out" and reduce their
intended message. In our experience, however, the
ability to avoid topics, or replace messages, can
contribute to the L2 speaker's fluency by providing
them with room to maneuver when in difficulty,
and allowing them to continue rather than abandoning the conversation.
Achievement strategies involve achieving one's
communicative goal by manipulating available language and thus compensating somehow for linguistic deficiencies. Speech performance studies have
identified more than a dozen strategies falling into
this category12; however, while learners should be
aware of the role and importance of all such strategies, we would recommend using the condensed list
in Appendix 5 for explicit teaching.
Stalling and time-gaining strategies enable learners to fill pauses and thus both maintain the flow of
conversation, and buy time for making (alternative) speech plans. While the instruction of these
strategies has been reported to be successful (see
Dornyei, Csomay and Fischer 1993), there is always a danger that leamers will use superficially
taught fillers/gambits inappropriately (cf. F::erch and
Kasper 1984b; Edmondson and House 1981).
The second-to-Iast category in Appendix 5,
repair (correcting something in one's own or in

the interlocutor's speech) and the sub-heading
meaning negotiation strategies highlight the interactional aspect of strategy use. The strategies in
these categories help learners handle problems
which surface during the course of conversation and
are therefore invaluable "first aid" devices. Using
Varonis and Gass's (1985) system, we have divided
negotiation of meaning into ways of indicating a
problem, responding to such an indication, and making comprehension checks.
We believe that communication strategy training should have an important place in language
teaching syllabuses. After all, a significant portion
of real-life communication in a second language is
problematic (cf. Gass & Varonis, 1991) and yet language classes do not generally prepare students to
cope with performance problems. Our practical
experience and the little empirical research data
that are available suggest that some strategy instruction is possible. 13 This might involve raising leamer
consciousness about communication strategies,
encouraging leamers to use strategies, and providing them with opportunities for practice, as well as
teaching them the most common linguistic devices
which are used to verbalize these strategies.
"Teaching" Communicative Skills
In our discussion of the five components we
posit for communicative competence, we made frequent references to the possible ways in which they
could be taught. In this section we summarize our
views on what "teaching" communicative skills in
a systematic way might involve.
In the past language teaching has been understood mainly in two ways: (a) as a direct activity,
focused on fostering grammatical competence by
passing on new information, primarily grammar
rules and vocabulary; and (b) as an indirect activity, focused on fostering all the other components
of communicative competence by setting up and
managing communicative situations in the classroom (e.g., role-plays or problem-solving tasks)
which facilitate incidental learning. We would
argue that there is a strong case for integrating the
two approaches in a new, systematic CLT methodology, i.e., adopting some features of the direct approach to complement the indirect approach in
teaching communicative skills, which by definition
must go beyond the sentence level. However, this
will necessitate a reappraisal of what "language
teaching" involves.
There are three main points guiding our reconsideration of teaching:
1. Communicative competence has two facets: knowing and doing. That is, it combines knowledge (linguistic, discourse, actional, sociolinguistic,
and strategic) with the ability to put this knowledge into practice. This combination has been referred to as "knowledge and ability for use" (Hymes
1972), "competence and performance" (Schachter
1990, follOWing Chomsky's view), "knowledge and
skill" (Canale and Swain 1980; Canale 1983), and
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"declarative and procedural knowledge" (e.g.,
Kasper 1989, following the terminology of cognitive psychology). Whereas in the past, language
teaching alternated between direct, knowledgeoriented, and indirect, skill-oriented approaches,
what we now need are methods which "realize the
necessary interdependence between knowledge and
behavior" (Widdowson 1990: 164); methods which
synthesize the two approaches, and lead to the
automatization of sub-skills through extended
opportunity for practice.
2. As Candlin (1986) points out, although
communicative language use is governed by organizational principles or rules, these are very different from the fairly clear-cut, categorical rules of
sentence-bound grammar. They are, in fact, more
like "guidelines, maxims, and standards" (p. 44).
As we have pointed out earlier, such organizational principles, normative patterns and conventions have not been described explicitly (cf. also
Savignon 1983) and therefore they cannot be
taught in the same way as grammar rules.
3. We have mentioned that the "building
blocks" of the components of communicative competence are quite often (partly) pre-assembled, conventionalized routines and chunks of language.
Widdowson (1989:135) takes this notion further
in his claim that
communicative competence is not a matter of
knowing rules for the composition of sentences
and being able to employ such rules to assemble
expressions from scratch as and when occasion
requires. It is much more a matter of knowing a
stock of partially pre-assembled patterns, formulaic frameworks, and a kit of rules, so to
speak, and being able to apply the rules to make
whatever adjustments are necessary according
to contextual standards.
The implications of this are that in order to be communicatively competent, learners need to build up
an extensive repertoire of such pre-fabricated structures and that therefore such structures should be
taught specifically. However, this will involve a
somewhat different approach than that of teaching single vocabulary items, and a suitable methodology still awaits development.
A new, more systematic approach to CLT needs
to take the above three points into consideration
in developing classroom teaching techniques. The
challenge is great but there are indications that such
a "reformation" of language teaching methodology
is possible. Based on Rutherford and Sharwood
Smith's work (e.g. 1985), "consciousness raising"
has come to be seen as a new way of dealing with
and nurturing bottom-up linguistic skills. Ellis
(1993) describes three types of consciousness raising activity, compatible with findings in second
language acquisition research: (1) "focused communication activities" (producing a grammatical
focus in the context of communicative activities),

(2) "consciousness-raising tasks" (helping the
learners construct their own explicit grammar deductively), and (3) "interpretation grammar tasks"
(providing learners input that has been selected or
manipulated to contain examples of the particular
grammatical structure). With respect to teaching
lexicon, Gatbonton and Segalowitz (1988) describe
a technique they call "creative automatization,"
which aims at promoting the acquisition of formulaic utterances, and Nattinger and De Carrico
(1992) discuss how "lexical phrases" can serve as
an effective basis for learning. Carolyn Graham's
"Jazz Chants" (1978), "Small Talk" (1986), and
"Grammarchants" (1993) use a chant-like, recitative technique to help learners memorize formulaic, lexicogrammatical patterns and constructions,
and the same rationale also lies behind using songs
in language teaching (e.g., Griffee 1992). Finally,
D6rnyei and Thurrell (1992) have developed techniques to revitalize "dialogue teaching," adapting
it to suit the presentation and practice of a wide
range of conversation-related issues. These are
just a few examples we know of which illustrate
the new directions language teaching methodology is taking.
In the following, we outline some further
issues concerning the teaching of the five component competencies. Much has been said about
the development of linguistic competence; LarsenFreeman (1991) provides an overview, and the
reader should also refer to the references listed in
Note 4. As we have seen, some parts of discourse
competence, especially cohesion and deixis, are
closely related to grammar, and can be taught in a
similar fashion. In addition, we would propose
teaching learners the rudiments of discourse analysis, which will empower them ultimately to plan,
monitor and evaluate their language use more effectively (Celce-Murcia 1992). Frerch, Haastrup
and Phillipson (1984) also argue that metalinguistic
and metacommunicative knowledge (or awareness)
has a direct utility value in the development of language proficiency.
With regard to the "interactive procedures" related to tum-taking and conversational structure,
their application presupposes "both knowing and
using the properties of discourse structure, and selecting and combining declarative linguistic and
other knowledge in a goal-related and contextadequate way" (Kasper 1989:190). Learners can, to
some extent, rely on their L1 interactive skills, but
Kasper found that with only classroom experience
that does not focus on interactive skills, learners
do not always make efficient use of these previously
acquired procedures and tend to apply them in a
qualitatively and quantitatively reduced way.
Developing the leamer's actionaL competence is
in many ways similar to developing interactive
procedures. We have argued above that speech acts
and language functions are typically associated
with conventionalized formulaic routines which
should be presented in larger pragmatic contexts
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for interpretation, emphasizing their situational
constraints. Unless we do this, learners will repeatedly fail to conveyor comprehend the intended
illucotionary force or politeness value of these communicative acts (Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper
1989a).
Sociolinguistic competence entails culturally and
socially bound maxims, conventions, tendencies,
etc., described with a varying degree of specification. The aspect of this domain that will be particularly problematic for learners is the function of
the relative interrelation between the communicative styles of the particular learner group and
those of the particular target language community.
Marsch (1990) proposes that teachers should conduct a "cultural needs analysis" among their students using a questionnaire format to select the
relevant 'cultural rules' to be taught. Some of the
elements of sociolinguistic competence are particularly difficult to teach because they operate on an
unconscious level, and are embedded in the
learner's behavioral and emotional repertoire. Here
again consciousness raising appears to be necessary.
Valdes (1986) provides a series of practical classroom activities, such as exploiting the use of literature, processing lists of culture-sensitive themes
and topics, facilitating cultural awareness, discussing potential "culture bumps," and designing
"culture tests." The reader should also refer to
Damen (1987) and Pennycook (1985) for further
ideas and discussion.
The explicit training of strategic competence is a
fairly new idea. We have argued that communication strategies are teachable and that strategy training might involve raising learner consciousness
about communication strategies, encouraging learners to use strategies, providing them with opportunities for practice, as well as teaching them the most
common linguistic devices which are used to verbalize these strategies. Publications which contain
practical classroom activities include Savignon
(1983), Tarone (1984), Pattison (1987), and
D6rnyei & Thurrell (1991, 1992). Finally, as we
have pointed out in Note 10, communication strategies comprise only one aspect of a broadly conceived strategic competence. We believe that an
important part of future CLT will be the promotion of learner autonomy and teaching learners to
learn, that is, promoting learning strategies. For an
extensive discussion of these, see Oxford (1990),
O'Malley and Chamot (1990), and Wenden (1991),
and for practical ideas, see Ellis and Sinclair (1989).
Conclusion
This paper attempts to form a bridge between
linguistic theory and language teaching practice,
which, as Larsen-Freeman (1990:261) points out,
have not been sufficiently integrated to date:

In the second language teaching field there is
no interdependence among theory, practice and
research. There is no dependence either. Each

of these sectors operates independently for the
most part, seemingly unaffected by the others.
Teachers teach in a manner consistent with
their own oft implicit, and somewhat idiosyncratic, 'small-t' theories ... I regret that there is
not a more coordinated approach to understanding the challenge of second language
teaching.
Our main argument echoes an observation made
by Canale more than ten years ago:
the current disarray in conceptualization, research and application in the area of communicative language pedagogy results in large part
from failure to consider and develop an adequate theoretical framework (Canale 1983:2).
In the past decade much research related to
communicative competence and communicative
language use has emerged in various fields, which
now allows us to develop a framework with more
detailed content specifications than was possible
in the early 1980's. Our construct is motivated by
practical considerations reflecting our interests in
language teaching, language analysis, and teacher
training. Its purpose is to organize the knowledge
available about language use beyond the level of
the isolated sentence in a way that is consumable
for classroom practice. This knowledge may be fragmentary, but we believe that a great deal more of it
is relevant and potentially applicable than is currently exploited in CLT.
Canale (1983) distinguished between a 'framework' and a 'model' of communicative competence,
the latter being of a higher order than the former
since it also specifies how the various component
competencies are acquired and how they interact.
In this sense, our construct is more 'framework'
than 'model.'14 However, as Canale (1983) pointed
out, the process of developing a 'model' includes
stages of elaborating on the description of the
'framework,' since "the specification of how various sets of knowledge and skills interact and develop (a model) can only be as strong as the
specification of these various competencies (a
framework)" (p.12). We see our paper as part of an
ongoing discussion and call for further research and
contributions toward the creation of a more elaborate set of guidelines for curriculum design, language
analysis, materials development, teacher training,
classroom research, and language assessment.
We envisage several paths of investigation
that could contribute to the articulation of an
empirically-based model of communicative competence. One is an education-oriented path, which
draws on what we know about language teaching
and learning. Another is that of language analysis,
which involves the exploitation of various forms
of data-based analysis, such as conversation analysis, speech act theory, genre-based research, research
on cohesion and coherence, collocations and prefabricated routines, etc. A third path is a psycho-
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metric approach whereby sophisticated testing
methods and measurement theories as well as powerful statistical tools are utilized to uncover the
complexities of and interrelationships among communicative language abilities. A fourth path is
based on second language acquisition research, and
would attempt to set up a developmental framework for the internalization of a second language.
Finally, a fifth, neurobiological, path could specify
anatomical correlates in the human brain for cognitive and affective factors known to influence language use and learning. IS In this paper we have
begun to synthesize the first two approaches (pedagogy and language analysis). The ultimate goal, we
believe, is to achieve a model where all five approaches can interact compatibly in a mutually productive manner.
End Notes
ISee Dornyei and Thurrell (1992), for a practical adaptation of the direct approach.
2Two recent valuable contributions to the study
of language abilities from a psychometric perspective are by Hudson, Detmer and Brown (1992), who
try to operationalize in quantitative terms what we
know about sociolinguistic and pragmatic skills; and
by Bachman, Purpura and Cushing (1993), who set
out to define test-taker characteristics and provide
a detailed typology of sociopsychological and strategic factors involved in language learning and use.
3See Larsen-Freeman (1992) and Celce-Murcia
(1992) for further discussion.
4Helpful pedagogical suggestions are available
in Celce-Murcia and Hilles (1988), McKay (1985),
Rinvolucri (1985), Frank and Rinvolucri (1991),
Harmer (1987), Ur (1988), and Jones (1992).
5Lists of such gambits and phrases can be found,
for example, in Keller and Taba-Warner (1976,
1979), and Dornyei and Thurrell (1992).
6A close parallel to actional competence in oral
communication would be "rhetorical competence"
in written communication, which includes analysis of the "moves" and "lexical routines" typical of
any given written gente (see Swales 1992, Hoey
1991, and Bachman 1990). Because we have focused on oral communication in this paper, we cannot also discuss rhetorical competence; however,
this would have to be fully developed in a complete model.
7The Threshold Level is a pragmatic and flexible taxonomy, which has been subject to constant
modification and refinement based on feedback
from teachers (cf. Flowerdew 1990). The reader
should refer to van Ek and Trim (1991) for the latest version.
BFor an overview, see Holmes (1991), and a recent thematic issue of Journal of Pragmatics 18/5,
1992.
9See Dornyei and Thurrell (1992), especially
pp.118-124.
IOFor a theoretical overview, see Brown and
Levinson (1987), and Blum-Kulka and Kasper

( 1990); for practical lists of strategies with examples,
see van Ek and Trim (1991), and Dornyei and
Thurrell (1992).
HOur conception of strategic competence follows that of Canale and Swain (1980). However,
research in the 1980's identified several other types
of strategy relevant to language learning, language
processing, and language use. Oxford (1990),
O'Malley and Chamot (1990), and Wenden (1991)
provide a detailed discussion of learning strategies.
Bachman, Purpura and Cushing (1993) propose a
comprehensive system of strategies that contains
three main components: cognitive strategies,
metacognitive strategies, and communication or language use strategies (see also Bachman 1990,
Bachman and Palmer in press). In our pedagogically oriented framework, we limited our focus to
communication strategies because these are the
strategies most relevant to communicative competence.
USee Dornyei, Kertesz and Komor (1993), for
a review.
l3It should be mentioned, however, that there
has been considerable controversy over the explicit
teachability of communication strategies (see
Bialystok 1990, Kellerman 1991, Dornyei, Csomay
and Fischer 1993, for an overview).
I4We do, however, make a first stab at model
building in Figure 1.
15See Jacobs and Schumann (1992), and
Schumann (1992).
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Appendix 1: Suggested components of linguistic competence
SYNTAX
Constituent/phrase structure
Word order (canonical and marked)
Agreement/concord
Sentence types
statements, negatives, questions, imperatives,
exclamations
Special constructions
existentials (there + BE... )
clefts (It's x that/who... ; What + sub. + verb +
BE)
question tags, etc.
Modifiers/intensifiers
quantifiers, comparing and equating
Coordination (and, or, etc) and correlation
(both X and Y; either X or Y)
Subordination (e.g., adverbial clauses, conditionals)
Embedding
noun clauses, relative clauses (e.g., restrictive
and non-restrictive)
reported speech
MORPHOLOGY
Parts of speech
Inflections
Derivational processes (productive ones)
compounding, affixation, conversion/incorporation
LEXICON (receptive and productive)
Words
content words (Ns, Vs, ADJs)
function words (pronouns, prepositions, verbal
auxiliaries, etc.)
Routines
word-like fixed phrases (e.g., of course, all of a
sudden) formulaic and semi-formulaic chunks
(e.g., how do you do?)
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Collocations
V-Obj (e.g., spend money), Adv-Adj (e.g., mutually intelligible), Adj-N (e.g., tall building)
Idioms (e.g., kick the bucket)
PHONOLOGY (for pronunciation)
Segmentals
vowels, consonants, syllable types, sandhi variation (changes and reductions between adjacent
sounds in the stream of speech)
Suprasegmentals
prominence, stress, intonation, rhythm
ORTHOGRAPHY (for spelling)
Letters (if writing system is alphabetic)
Phoneme-grapheme correspondences
Rules of spelling
Conventions for mechanics and punctuation
Appendix 2: Suggested components of discourse competence
COHESION
Reference (anaphora, cataphora)
Substitution/ellipsis
Conjunction,
Lexical chains (related to content schemata),
parallel structure
DEIXIS
Personal (pronouns)
Spatial (here, there; this, that)
Temporal (now, then; before, after)
Textual (the following chart; the example
above)
Social (see SOCiolinguistic competence)
COHERENCE
Thematization and staging (theme-rheme development)
Management of old and new information
Propositional structures and their organizational
sequences: temporal, spatial, cause-effect, condition-result, etc.
Topic continuity/shift
Temporal continuity/shift (sequence of tenses)
GENRE/GENERIC STRUCTURE (formal schemata)
narrative, interview, service encounter, research
report, sermon, etc.
CONVERSATIONAL STRUCTURE (inherent
to the tum-taking system in conversation but
may extend to oral genres)
Performing openings and reopenings
Establishing & changing topics
Holding & relinquishing the floor;
backchanneling
Interrupting
Collaborating
Performing prec10sings and closings

Adjacency pairs (related to actional competence)
first and second pair parts (preferred and
dispreferred responses)
Appendix 3: Suggested components of actional
competence
PERFORMING LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS
INTERPERSONAL EXCHANGE
Greeting and leavetaking
Making introductions, identifying oneself
Extending, accepting and declining invita
tions and offers
Making and breaking engagements
Expressing and acknowledging gratitude
Complimenting and congratulating
Reacting to the interlocutor's speech
I'm listening/following; I'm (not) interested;
I'm (not) surprised; I sympathize; I'm
pleased to hear that; I find it difficult to
believe;l'm disappointed
INFORMATION
Asking for and giving information
Reporting (describing and narrating)
Remembering
Explaining and discussing
OPINIONS
Expressing and finding out about opinions
and attitudes
Agreeing and disagreeing
Approving and disapproving
Showing satisfaction and dissatisfaction
FEELINGS
Expressing and finding out about feelings: love,
happiness, sadness, pleasure, anxiety, anger,
embarrassment, pain, relief, fear, annoyance,
surprise, etc.
SUASION
Suggesting, requesting and instructing
Giving orders, advising and warning
Persuading, encouraging and discouraging
Asking for, granting and withholding permission
PROBLEMS
Complaining and criticizing
Blaming and accusing
Admitting and denying
Regretting
Apologizing and forgiving
FUTURE
Expressing and finding out about wishes, hopes,
and desires
Expressing and eliCiting plans, goals, and intentions
Promising
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Predicting and speculating
Discussing possibilities and capabilities of doing something
INTERPRETING ILLOCUTIONARY MEANING AND INDIRECT SPEECH ACTS
Appendix 4: Suggested components of
sociolinguistic competence
SOCIAL CONTEXTUAL FACTORS
Participant variables
age, gender, office and status, social distance,
relations (power and affective)
Situational variables
time, place, social situation
STYLISTIC APPROPRIATENESS FACTORS
Politeness conventions and strategies
Stylistic variation
degrees of formality
field-specific registers
SOCIOCULTURAL FACTORS
Sociocultural background knowledge of the target language community living conditions (way
of living, living standards); historical background; social and institutional structure; social conventions and rituals; major values,
beliefs, and norms; taboo topics
Awareness of major dialect differences
Cross-cultural awareness
differences; similarities; strategies for cross-cultural communication
NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATIVE FACTORS
Kinesic factors (body language)
discourse controlling behaviours (non-verbal
tum-taking signals)
backchannel behaviors
affective markers (facial expressions), gestures, eye contact
Proxemic factors (use of space)
Haptic factors (touching)
Paralinguistic factors
acoustical sounds, nonvocal noises
Silence

Appendix 5: Suggested components of strategic
competence
AVOIDANCE STRATEGIES
Topic avoidance
Message replacement
ACHIEVEMENT STRATEGIES
Circumlocution
Approximation
Use of all-purpose words
Use of non-linguistic means (mime, pointing,
gestures, drawing pictures)
STALLING STRATEGIES
Use of fillers and hesitation devices
REPAIR
Self-initiated
Other-initiated (see also meaning negotiation)
INTERACTIONAL STRATEGIES
Appeal for help
direct
indirect
Meaning negotiation strategies

Indicators of non/mis-understanding
asking for repetition
asking for clarification
expressing non-understanding
verbal
non-verbal (raised eyebrows, blank
look)
confirmation requests
interpretive summary

Responses
repetition
rephrasing
expansion
reduction

Comprehension checks
checking that the interlocutor can follow
you
checking that the interlocutor is listening!
paying attention
checking that the interlocutor can hear you
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A Description of BRIDGE, An Army
Research Institute . . Sponsored, NLP . . Based,
Foreign Language Tutor l
Cathie E. Alderks

Many students learn foreign languages in the
classroom just to find themselves in situations once
the class is finished that are not conducive to the
retention of language skills. Many times their work
or assignments have little to do with the acquired
language. Time or other language learning opportunities may be limited such that the student is
unable to maintain the acquired skills. Students
may be able to obtain reading material for comprehension maintenance, but unless there are others available for practice, there is little opportunity
for production. The use of a computer seemed to
be the logical solution to these problems. However, few people have access to a large (mainframe)
computer where many of the language learning programs reside. Therefore, for a computer to be an
acceptable solution, the language software would,
of necessity, need to be able to be run efficiently
on a small (PC) computer.
The vast majority of computer assisted language
learning (CALL) software emphasizes the skills
involved with comprehension. Text and challenges/
questions can be delivered in either written or spoken formats. However, students, in order to demonstrate their understanding must point out, move,
choose, or match exactly (string match) an answer
already predetermined to be correct by an instructor who programmed the correct answer into the
system. Any deviation from what has been determined to be correct is considered incorrect. There
is no opportunity for free expression. As anyone
who has worked with a system requiring string
matching knows, there is opportunity for frustration as no instructor can second guess everything a
student will come up with, and a student can always concoct something seemingly obvious and

correct that the instructor would never dream up.
Recognizing these problems, and seeing the potential of parsers that have gained popularity in machine translation, the Army Research Institute
(ARI) developed a unique product that built upon
the existing CALL work and incorporated a naturallanguage processor (NLP) to allow freely-typed
expression by the student. Several other important
features of the tutor include the detection and
categorization of the type of error made by the
student, extension to other languages, and a
completely authorable interface that permits changing and/or adding new exercises without having to
be knowledgeable of a specific programming language. Each of these attributes will be discussed in
tum.
Incorporation of a Natural Language Processor
A broad goal of natural language processing is
for a computer to understand language as a human
understands language. That would include analyzing and interpreting free-form text and discourse.
Technology isn't there yet. A more modest and
realistic goal includes parsing, that is, for the
computer to analyze free-form text into basic
grammatical structures of a particular language.
NLP is commonly used in grammar checkers
and other writing aids, machine translation,
auto-mated information retrieval, and message
extraction.
One might ask the question of why we would
want a parser in a foreign language tutor. We all
know that there are many ways of expressing correct, or incorrect information. For example, if we
were to ask the question in statement 1, there
would be many ways of expressing the answer. Sev-

Cathie E. Alderks is a research psychologist with the Anny Research Institute located in Alexandria, VA. She
obtained her Ph.D. in psychology in 1982 from Brigham Young University. Her primary research interest is
computer-assisted language learning for German, Arabic, and Spanish. Other research interests include
leadership and cohesion and observationalleaming.
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eral possibilities are listed in sentences 2-5 (answers 2-4 are grammatically correct; 5 is incorrect.
(1) How did the dog get the bone?
(2) The boy gave the dog the bone.
(3) The dog got the bone from the boy.
(4) The bone was given to the dog by the boy.
(5) *The boy give to the dog the bone.
No matter how hard a teacher would try, a student
would always come up with an answer that was
correct but not anticipated. In string matching, an
unanticipated, correct answer would be considered
and counted as incorrect.
A parser could take the input sentence, analyze it, and then respond appropriately. Second
guessing would become obsolete.
The BRIDGE tutor incorporates a parser that
allows for the student to freely input sentences.
Sentences are analyzed according to their grammatical structures. Unfortunately, at the present
time, semantic correctness of a response is not
checked.
Detection and Categorization
of Student Error Type
One of the requirements of the parser was that
it detect the error, and then move on and give feedback about the error. The system had to allow errors to occur without bombing, but at the same time
note them, categorize them, and provide feedback.
There also had to be a check for simple "typos."
While the syntactic coverage is not complete
when one considers the immensity of the German
language, many constructions are covered. Among
those are the simple locative, simple predicative,
simple transitive, simple intransitive, conjunctions,
simple questions such as yes/no or Wh-questions,
imperatives, modals, inversion, and embedding.
Five specific error types that the parser is designed
to check include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

subject-verb agreement
subject not in the nominative case
verb-preposition agreement errors
preposition-noun agreement errors
modifier noun agreement errors.

There are several constructions that the parser simply doesn't understand. These include:
a. Adjectives used as nouns, such as "das" used
by itself to mean "this."
b. Relative clauses, such as in "Der Soldat"
c. Sentences that begin with a conjunction,
such as "Und was ist das?" In general, the
computer doesn't do well with conjunctions
even though they are covered and the student is advised to not use them.
d. Sentences with two or more verbs, such as
"Der Soldat geht und arbeitet."

e. A direct object, that is animate, in first position, such as "Ihn sehe ich." The computer
will think that "ihn" is the subject of the
sentence and tell you that you put it in the
wrong case.
f. Sentences where the subject comes after the
verb, such as "In dem Wald suedlich der
Stadt gehen die Truppen."
g. Grossly ungrammatical sentences or fragments.
In addition, the computer cannot detect the correctness of factual information. The tutor can give
feedback only about form, not about the correctness of the factual information.
Extension to Additional Languages
Much time and effort goes into building a parser.
It was desirable that the technology, time, and effort that went into the development of the German parser could be used for additional parsers for
other languages.
The parser was constructed according to the
principles of Government-Binding (Chomsky,
1981). Briefly, the underlying principles include the
idea that a small number of abstract principles apply to many different constructions. Independent
formulae are grouped into interacting modules. In
tum, these modules are parameterized such that by
modifying them to a small degree, patterns associated with a variety of languages can be generated.
Put glibly, by switching a few switches, the basic
constructions of another language can be handled.
In a test of this extendibility, a language unlike
German was chosen: Arabic. Using those modules
that captured the structural similarity across languages, a parser in Arabic was developed in less than
1/3 the time that was required for the German
parser. This was all the more impressive because
no comprehensive syntactic analysis of the Arabic
language was available, whereas German had been
extensively analyzed. It must be noted that development was still costly in that it took several
months work by a computational linguist, but it
did help to have the tools in place.
Examples of interacting grammar modules include phrase structure and case assignment. All languages have some sort of phrase structure. For
example, German is Head-Final (the structure that
determines the identity of a phrase generally appears on the final edge of the phrase), and English
is Head Initial (the identifying structure appears at
the beginning edge of the phrase). Arabic allows
the English order, but also allows the verb to appear at the head of the sentence. The head of the
category is that which determines that category's
type, the verb of a verb phrase, the noun of a noun
phrase, etc. A language that has a verb appearing
before its objects is head initial and will also have a
noun appearing before its objects. Thus, individual
language phrase structure rules for each category
type are not needed as the general form for the
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module can be initialized as head-initial or headfinal, depending on the requirements of the language-in this case head final for German (SOV)
and head initial for Arabic and English (VSO and
SVO). A general transformation allows the movement of the verb from the second position to the
initial position for Arabic and from the final to the
second position for German. In a simplified example, for the English sentence "Dogs eat meat,"
the German sentence would be with an embedded
clause "[I know that] dogs meat eat," and the Arabic sentence would be "Eat dogs meat." Figure 1
further illustrates this structure.

r
NP

r

S
-,
-,
r vP-, NP rVP-,
NP
V
V
NP
S

(SVO)

(SOV---embedded (VSO)
clause)
...dogs meat eat.
Eat dogs meat .

Dogs eat meat.

Figure 1. Phrase Structure Rules Generated by
a Government-Binding Grammar Approach.
According to Government-Binding Theory,
every lexical Noun phrase must receive a grammatical case. Examples of cases are nominative, accusative, dative, genitive. Case is assigned by predicates
(verbs, prepositions, tense or agreement marker)
to particular positions. For example, in the following sentences, the required pronoun marking is
determined by whether the noun phrase is pre- or
post-verbal.
(6) He(NOM) looked at him(ACC).
(7) *Him(ACC) looked at he(NOM).
In the correct sentence, sentence 6, the subject
"He" is in the nominative case and the object of
the preposition "him" is in the accusative case. The

incorrect example, sentence 7, has the subject incorrectly in the accusative case and the object of
the preposition incorrectly in the nominative case.
Within the parser, modules that assign case can be
switched as appropriate according to the language
in question.
A Completely Authorable Interface
One of the goals of the project was to design a
computerized tutor with a completely authorable
interface such that an instructor could change or
add lessons without having to learn or know any
programming languages. In other words, the requirement was that anyone without specific computer knowledge, capabilities, or skills would easily
be able to produce new lessons.
Additionally, an authorable interface is desirable for theoretical reasons. As everything is not
known in second language acquisition, the ability
to author lessons to perform research that will determine ideal instructional design and investigate
the manner in which particular languages are
learned is important. Examples of research questions might be: Does stopping the student for errors aid in language learning, or is it best to allow
certain errors to go uncorrected or unsignalled? Are
certain constructions always learned before other
constructions?
The present configuration allows two categories of challenge: oral and text-based. Within each
category there are several types of exercise: fill-inthe-blank, complete sentence, graphic/location
(map) identification, multiple choice, and (within
text-based only), sorting. In the oral exercises, the
challenge is spoken (pre-recorded) and the answer
is typed into the keyboard. In the text-based exercises, all challenges are presented via the monitor
with no sound being produced. Unfortunately,
speech recognition technology is not yet available
to allow responding through speech. Responses for
the complete sentence and the fill-in-the-blank

Select a lesson:
File!!ome:

Ipaper.seq

Directory:

c:\gflt300\fixedseq

Eiles:

OK

I

Cancel

Q.irectories:

[..]
[-a.-]
[-b-]

[-c-]
[-d-]
[-]

Figure 2. Screen that will allow selection of a lesson or exercise sequence.
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exercises are sent to the parser for evaluation. As
the other types do not require grammatical analysis, they are not sent to the parser; in these cases
only are the answers predetermined.
There are several ways in which the interface
is authorable. To best demonstrate these, first a
mini-lesson will be described; then, the authoring
interface for that mini-lesson will be described. The
mini-lesson will consist of three exercises. The first
will be a multiple-choice exercise representative of
those exercises that can tap factual information and
do not go to the parser. The second will be a graphic/
map exercise. The third will be a complete sentence exercise where the response is sent to the
parser for evaluation.
First the student logs into the computer. For
the sake of this example the student will be called
Joe. If Joe is unfamiliar with a computer, he may
choose a short tutorial that will familiarize him with
basic commands and procedures such as how to use
a mouse. If Joe has at least elementary computer
literacy, he may choose to move into a lesson. He
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records his name or other identifying code at a
prompt. A select screen then comes up on the computer (Figure 2) and Joe moves the mouse to highlight a desired lesson, in this case a lesson called
"paper.seq." When he clicks on "OK," the lesson is
activated. If he were to change his mind, he could
click on "Cancel" and then choose a different lesson.
The first exercise of the lesson then comes up
on the screen. (See Figure 3.) Depending on
whether the question refers to a text or map/graphic,
Joe may go to the menu bar and choose the text
(Figure 4) or map/graphic for examination. These
materials, along with the other aids identified in
the menu bar are available throughout the lesson.
A click on the text or map/graphic returns Joe back
to the exercise. In our example, Joe chooses "die
Bundesstrasse 254." This answer is incorrect and a
feedback window (Figure 5) comes on the screen.
Joe may try again, stop the lesson, or browse. Browse
allows Joe to check various helps. By clicking on
"Explanation" on the menu bar (Figure 6)' Joe may

.I'!B

Map/Graphic

Iext(s)

D.ictionaries .Explanation

as liegt nordlich des Hainig?

01.
02.

D 3.
D 4.
05.
06.
07.

o B.

09.

Stadte
Fulda
die BundesstraBe 275
Angersbach
StraBen
die BundesstraBe 254
der Eisenbach
das Eisenbachtal
das SchloB Eisenbach

o 10. Lauterbach

Figure 3. A student screen for a multiple choice question.

£rogress

Help/Settings

Quit
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Map/Graphic

Iext(s)

Dictionaries .Explanation

Erogress

Help/Settings

Quit

[1] Betrachten wlr uns elnmal elne typlsche mltteldeutsche Landschaft. [2] Wir stehen auf einem
Berg. dem Halnlg. sUdlich der Stadt Lauterbach In Hessen. [3] Obwohl dleser Berg mit etwas Uber
400 Metem Hohe nlcht sehr hoch. 1st hat man elnen guten Rundbllck In das Tal hinunter. [4] Unks
lion uns liegt unten eln Tal das Eisenbachtal. [5] Wenn man genau hinsleht erkennt man sogar da:
SchloB Eisenbach auf der anderen Selte des Baches. [6] Rechts neben dem Bach verlauft die
Lan dstraBe. die B 275. und links neben dem Bach befindet slch die Eisenbahniinle. [7] Nur wenig
nordlich von dem SchloB kommt von links eln zwelter Bach. die Lauter. [8] Nach dem
ZusammenfluB von Lauter und Eisenbach helBt der Bach Lauterbach.
[9] Foigen wir mit dem Auge dem Lauterbach nach Norden. dann sehen wir vor uns in der Ferne di
Stadt namens Lauterbach. [10] Sle lIegt zwischen lelchten HUgeln und am ZusammenfluB mehrere
klelner Bache. [11] Es 1st lelcht zu verstehen. warum hler schon seit langem elne Slediung existier
und warum Lauterbach eln Verkehrsknotenpunkt geworden 1st In vier Rlchtungen gehen StraBen
aus dem Ort nach SUden die B 215. die B 254 verlauft nach Norclwesten und auch nach SUdosten.
und eine klelnere StraBe ftihrt nach Nordosten In die Berge In Richtung Schlitz. [12] Man kann auf
dleser Skizze In Lauterbach nur elne Burg erkennen und neben der Burg das alte Stadtzentrum.
[13] Die moderne Stadt Lauterbach wachst vor a1lem nach SUdosten.
[14] SchlieBlich blicken wir von unserem Berg nach Osten. [15] Rechts unter unserem Berg liegt
Angersbach. [16] Es 1st umgeben von HUgeln. Wiesen. Ackerland. und klelnen WciJdern mit Laubund Nadelbaumen. [17] Hler und da erkennt man klelne Orte mit elnigen Bauernhofen und einzelnE
Hauser im Tal des Lauterbachs. [18] Wenn man auf der BundesstraBe B 254 ungefcihr 25 Kilometel
welter nach SUdosten fcihrt kommt man In die groBte Stadt der Umgebung. Fulda.

Figure 4. The text as brought down by a click on the "text" button on the menu bar. Any text
may be put in by the instructor.

FEEDBACK: Incorrect.

!Try Again:

I I

Browse

I Stop Lesson I

Figure 5. The incorrect feedback window that appears for an incorrect response.
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Map/Graphic

Iext(s)

.Q.jctionaries

liegt nordlich des Hainig?

o 1.
02.
03.
04.

•

5,

der Eisenbach
das Elsenbachtal
Angersbach
StraBen
die Bundesstra13e 254

06.
07.

Lauterbach

OB.

Fulda

09.

die BundesstraBe 275

o

Quit
Usten to Hint
See Hint Graphics
See HlntText
Sample Correct Answer
Explanation of Correct Answer
Explanation of Incorrect Answer
About Parser Errors
Add a Comment on This Exercise
Write Comments to File
Exercise Abbreviations
About 1="'.... 1", .... "'..;" ....

Sti:idte

10. das SchloB Eisenbach

I Resume LessonJ
Figure 6. An incorrect choice with possible hint and explanation choices to aid the student in
obtaining the correct response.

~"::.' .~

. . :'.: . ~:.::.:.:.....~ ...... :,:", '\:.: ,,' .. :.~.:.:.: . ;" :<. . . : '::: .~::.::.: .. :

HINT:
Refer to the text sentence(s) 9 for clues
about the correct answer.

iOka:tl

Figure 7. A hint specific to the exercise at hand.
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Map/Graphic

Iext(s)

Jljctionaries .Explanation

£rogress

H.elp/Settings

Quit

as liegt nordlich des Hainig?

01.
02.
03.
04.
05.

die BundesstraBe 275

6.

die BundesstraHe 254

•07.

o B.
09.

•

Stadte
Fulda

Angersbach
StraBen

der Eisenbach
das Eisenbachtal
das SchloB Eisenbach

10. Lauterbach

Figure 8. The correct choice is made.

FEEDBACK: Correctl

I\Next Exerclsell

l I Stop Lesson

,-_B_ro_ws_e_-.d

Figure 9. The correct feedback window that comes on the screen when a correct
response is made.
elicit various helps, hints, explanations, or add comments about the lesson. Joe chooses "See Hint Text"
(Figure 7). After pulling down the text, reading the
text with emphasis given to the hint, Joe choose
"Lauterbach" (Figure 8) and the feedback of "Correct', (Figure 9) comes on the screen. At this point,
Joe may "Browse" some more if he needs to, stop
the lesson, or move on to the next exercise. Now,
Joe wants to check a word in the dictionary. He
clicks "Dictionary" on the menu bar. A card file
dictionary comes up (Figure 10). Joe may search
through the dictionary at will by flipping through
the cards or by searching for a specific word. As
with typical "Windows" operation, a click in the

upper left hand comer allows for Joe to close the
dictionary window.
Joe moves onto the next exercise. He is to identify the location of the place written in the upper
left hand comer of the map (Figure 11). By moving the mouse, the cursor is positioned to the desired location, in this case "auf einem berg," "on a
mountain." A click seals the choice. Joe chooses
correctly and the "Correct" feedback window (figure 9) comes over the screen. If Joe had chosen
incorrectly, he would have received the "incorrect"
feedback and had another opportunity to try again.
As only rwo tries are allowed per exercise, if he
had failed the second try, he would have been
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igure 10. The card file dictionary that is available to the student through,
ut the lesson.

.IIIIIIIIIl

Map/Graphic

Iext(s)
........

Dictionaries

Help/Settings

.2uit

....

!1111!1I~lii!·,:!!iilll:il.III!:!I·l:l!i!lllll:IIII!!:l!IJlll
:::::~;

Figure 11. An example of the map/graphic exercise. The student is to find and then click on the
location written in the top left hand corner.
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Map/Graphic

Iext(s)

D.ictionaries .Explanation

£rogress

Help/Settings

Quit

as sehen wir, wenn wir mit dem Auge dem Lauterbach nach
Norden folgen?
->rir sehe das stadt Lauterbach~

Figure 12. An example of a complete sentence exercise complete with an incorrect response.

FEEDBACK: Correctl
However, your last response contained 2 secondary errors. To view the
secondary errors found in your last response, click the Browse button and
look under the Explanation pull-down menu. To continue the lesson, click the
Next Exercise button.
,-_B_r_ow_s_e_...I1

I Stop Lesson

Figure 13. Feedback window for a complete sentence exercise that contains secondary errors.

SECONDARY EXPLANATION ERROR:

(1/2)

Modifier + Noun Error: das, stadt
In an incorrect answer, subject and verb do not agree in
number (subject-verb agreement error)

jNexti

II

stop

Figure 14. A feedback screen explaining a modifier/noun error showing the words
involved in the error.
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SECONDARY EXPLANATION ERROR:

(212)

Subject + Verb Agreement Error: wir. seh+e
In an incorrect answer. modifier does not agree with its
noun in gender. number. and case (modifier noun
agreement error).

iOkayi

I

Figure 15. A feedback screen explaining a subject/verb agreement error showing the
words involved in the error.

Map/Graphic

Iext(s)

Qjctionaries .Explanation

frogress

Help/Settings

Quit

as sehen wir. wenn wir mit dem Auge dem Lauterbach nach
Norden folgen?
-}

ir sehen die Stadt Lauterbach.

Figure 16. A complete sentence question with a correct response.

Well donel You have completed this set of
exercises.

I iExltTutori I
Figure 17. The lesson is completed.
shown the correct location and then moved onto
the next exercise.
The third exercise is a text-based, complete sentence query. The question comes across the screen
"What do we see when we follow along the river
Lauterbach to the north" (Figure 12). Joe types in

"We see the city Lauterbach" and the sentence is
sent to the parser for evaluation.
Errors are classified as either primary or secondary depending upon the lesson objectives and may
be changed according to the emphasis as determined by the instructor. For example, in an exer-
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cise involving location and direction, case errors
following prepositions may be determined to be the
main objective, therefore, only these specific errors "count" in determining "correctness." Others,
considered secondary, are de-emphasized and will
be noted, but will not stop the progression of the
lesson. These secondary errors may be investigated
should the student desire, but it is not required.
Therefore, the lesson progression is not stopped for
every little error. Any number of captured errors
may be classified as primary or secondary, as the
instructor desires. Stated simply, if a primary error
is made, the progression of the lesson is stopped
and the student must check the error. If a secondary error is made, it is recorded and noted, but the
progression of the lesson is not stopped. The student may look at error messages if he desires, but it
is not required.
In this case, Joe made two secondary errors (Figure 13). His response is considered correct as the
structures picked to be important to the actuallesson objectives for this particular lesson are correct.
He may "Browse" and look at his secondary errors
if he desires, but that is his choice. In this case, Joe
decides to look at his errors. Each error message
comes up separately (Figures 14 and 15) with explanations. Joe then returns to the question and
tries again (Figure 16). This time, he is correct and
the correct window comes on his screen (Figure
9). As Joe has finished the lesson, he then exits
(Figure 17).

At any time, Joe may check his scores by clicking "Progress" from the menu bar. Figures 18 and 19
show his progress. For this example, the example lesson was repeated three times. Figure 18 lists the number of exercises in the lesson (9) and the number that
remain to be completed. Unadjusted Scores records
exactly what happened on each of the trials for each
lesson. If the first try was incorrect and the second
was correct, one incorrect and one correct try would
be recorded. Adjusted Scores are obtained by the final result of the exercise. If a question were correct
on either of the tries, it would be considered correct.
Only those questions that were never correctly answered are considered as wrong. Figure 19 illustrates
what happened on each trial. Listed are the exercise
number, fixed or random sequence of exercises, correct or incorrect, the time to respond, the primary
and secondary lesson objectives, and any other pertinent information. For example, in trial #5, a word
was typed in that was not found in the lexicon (in
this case, a "typo"); that is noted in the data.
The authoring screens are extremely easy to use.
By choosing to enter the author mode of the tutor,
an instructor may add new exercises, modify existing exercises, or sequence exercises into lessons.
Upon entering the author mode of the tutor, an
interface screen appears (Figure 20). The instructor may choose to look at exercises (View/Add
Exercise) or add to/construct a lesson sequence
(Add to Sequence). The choice is made by clicking on the appropriate box. (An option under "Ac-

I

Student Status (Fixed Sequence)
Current Exercise 10:

tmap004

I
I

Primary Instructional Objective(s):
Secondary Instructional Objective(s):
Information on This Sequence:
, Exercises in Sequence:

9

, Attempted Once:

, Exercises Remaining:

3

, Attempted Twice:

2

..

, Failed Attempt
Unadjusted Scores for This Session:

Adjusted Scores for This Session:

Correct
TOTALS:

6

c

Wrong

%C

W

86%

1

Correct

Wrong

%C

1 st Attempt:

3

3

50Y.

2nd Attempt:

3

Figure 18. The student status during a lesson stating adjusted and unadjusted scores.
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file

.Edit

Iext

£age

Help

I_

Student Scores

..

-. OKAY

I II

Extra Practice Scores

Figure 19. Student scores by trial. Recorded are the exercise, type of sequence, correct or incorrect,
objectives, and additional comments.
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~ions

Add .Exercise

D.efaultTemplates

Exercise Yiew .comments

Instructor_Help

Foreign Language Tutor Authoring Interface

o
orne

View I Add Exercise

ofib

omap
Iomap002
Iomap004

Iii

[8J Add to Sequence
oes
csOOl
es002
cs003
cs004
cs006
cs007
esOOB
es009

I!!!!!

tflb

tcs
es013
csOH
cs015
es016
es017
es01B
"11111 •

es020

Figure 20. The authoring interface.

~

Append an
Existing Sequence
Exercise Sequence

tsort
ortOOl
ortO02
ortO03
ortOO"
ortO05
ortO06
sortO07
sortOOB

1. tcs019
~. tmapOO"
~. tmcl05

II-
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tions" in the menu bar allows one to clear sequences
from the exercise sequence box, save sequences,
save new exercises, etc.)
The types oflesson according to code are listed
in Table 1.

Table 1. Exercise types with their corresponding codes.
Code
Type of Lesson
omc
oral multiple choice
omap
oral map/graphic
ofib
oral fill-in-the-blank
ocs
oral complete sentence
tmc
text-based multiple choice
tmap
text-based map/graphic
tfib
text-based fill-in-the-blank
tcs
text-based complete sentence
tsort
text-based sorting
To sequence exercises, an instructor need only
to click on the desired exercise name and it appears in the exercise sequence box. Once saved and
named, the sequence is available for use. If a mistake is made, a click on the exercise in the sequence
box removes it.
New exercises may be constructed by simply pulling up a template (by "Add Exercise" on the menu
bar or by clicking on an exercise after checking the
"View/Add Exercise" option). The exercise template
for a multiple choice exercise is located in Figures 21
and 22. The "ID" is the exercise name. The numbers
by "Primary GF, Secondary GF (learning objectives),
Specific Directions, and General Directions" are
codes oflists of directions that are called up as needed.
A sample of these lists is shown in Figure 23 and is
for the Specific Directions. Notice, the directions are
in both English and the target language. The choice

Actions

Add .Exercise

jlefaultTemplates

Set(s): ~

10: fmc 105

I..

f_o________...

~~

General
Directions:

Exercise Yiew ,Comments

Jnstructor_Help

I

~==~~~~~======~

Primary GF: ...

Directions:

can be made by the instructor as to which will appear and all lists are completely authorable.
To change or alter a multiple choice question,
one must merely have the template on the screen.
Under "Challenge" a new challenge must be written. Correct response(s) are then entered under
"Correct." Incorrect response(s) or distractors are
entered under "Wrong." The number of correct
answers to appear each time the question is posed
is entered under ''Num'' for the correct responses.
The number of distractors to appear each time the
question is posed is entered under "Num" for the
"Wrong" responses. Each time the question is used,
the choices are randomized for presentation. If
more than the desired number of choices are listed
on the template, the computer randomly selects
among the choices to provide for the desired number of possibilities.
The second page of the template (Figure 22)
allows one to choose a map file or a text file to
correspond with the exercise. Any text file may be
used. It is limited only by the instructor's desires
and the computer's memory. Any bitmap may be
used for the map. It need not be a map but can be
any graphic.
A template for a map/graphic exercise is shown
in Figure 24. Again, all an instructor must do is to
type in a challenge, add a short description, and
identify a map file name (bitmap). To set the correct answer, a click on "Set Correct Answer" will
bring up the graphic. By moving the cursor with
the mouse, a location is identified. A click will set
the location (see Figure 25). The coordinates ("correct button location" on Figure 24) will automatically change as the mouse is moved to the new
correct location.

Secondary GF:

F'--_______~I_

I~
L._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

r

Challenge:

t

as lIegt nordllch des Halnlg?

•
I
I

~[jj_

II!

Correct:

ILauterbach
Num:[]~.- . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - .____
~

Wrong:
Num: [ ]

der Eisenbach, das ElsenbachtaJ, die BundesstraBe 275,
L--~~~~~~~~_2_5_..,=-F_u_ld_a....:.._d_a_s_S_c_h_lo_B_E_ls_e_n_b_a_c_h,=-S_tr_a_B_e_n..:..,_S_ta_'d_t_e_ _--"

Figure 21. An example of a multiple choice template, first screen.

...
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Primary

GF:rr-o---------.-~--.

Secondary GF:

/I
I

F

Specific
11
Directions:
General
Directions:
Challenge:

MapS( Edit
TextFiles:

-

Set(s): L-fl_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - l

10: /tnlClO!l

I

r

t
II

IlQ.9n.~

\I

as lIegt nordllch des Halnlg?

I

I

~

~L-._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_

Figure 22. An example of the second screen of a multiple-choice template.
lIB

Actions

Specific Directions

I

IAdd New Item I
English:
~ "n Unknown Specific Direction **"

1. "Read the sentence In the top lett of the screen. alek. on the number of the word or phra
· "Usten to the sentence. alck. on the number of the word or phrase that fills In the blanl<."
· "Below Is a list of words or phrases. For each word. press the (- to move It Into the lett c
• "In the top lett corner of the screen Is a location. alek. on the location on the map."

Foreign:

10."** Unk.nown Specific Direction **"

1. "Lesen Sle den Satz IInk.s oben. K1lck.en Sle die Zahl des Wortes oder der Phrase. die In dl

~

• "Horen Sle den Satz IInk.s oben. K1lck.en Sle die Zahl des Wortes oder der Phrase. die In dl
• "Es folgt eln Uste von W'ortern oder Phrason. Fur jede. k.Iick.en Sle. ( - um sle In die link.e
• "In der Eck.e IInk.s oben 1st elne Ortsangabe. K1lck.en Sle dlese Ortsangabe."

Figure 23. Screen for Specific Directions from the Authoring portion of the tutor.
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~ions

Add .Exercise

I

10: §ap004

Default Templates

~mments

--lII_

r

Secondary GF:

E
....________
I.

I
I

General
11
Directions: .

11

IMore I

_

Eut elnem Berg

Challenge:

Instructor_Help

Set(s): L~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--'-_ _~_----l

Primary GF: rLO_O_ _ _ _ _ _ _
Specific
Directions:

Exercise Yiew

I

Set Correct Answer]

Correct Button Location:

....
P_02_.._.1_8_12_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

Description:

rhe area on and above Halnlg hilL but below 285.

Map Ale Name

~ewgerm.bmp

I

Figure 24. The authorin.g template of a map/graphic exercise.

_.
Actions

Add fxercise

Default Templates

Exercise Yiew

Figure 25. Settin.g the coordinates for a map/graphic exercise.

~mments

Instructor_Help
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Actions

Add .Exercise

ID: ~cs019

General
Directions:
O1aJlenge:

Exercise View

Comments

Instructor_Help

Set(s): c....~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

Primary GF: F20. 230. 20
Specific
Directions:

Qefautt Templates

r

I

Secondary GF:

210.240.300.310.32

I

I

r
sehen wlr. wenn wlr mit dem Auge dem Lauterbach nach Norden
Ifnl .... "'n?

Figure 26. An example of a complete sentence authoring screen.

As no correct answers must be recorded for
those questions whose answers go to the parser, all
that must be entered to construct new exercises for
complete sentence or fill-in-the-blank queries is the
challenge (see Figure 26).
Summary
The authorability of the tutor provides many
opportunities for research in second language acquisition as well as providing excellent opportunities for language maintenance and learning.
Flexibility of tailoring lessons for specific purposes
is an important advantage of the system, especially
considering the ability to use a commonly available Pc. As notebook computers become more
readily available and the price comes down, the
possibility of taking computerized language training, maintenance, and practice anywhere (on the

plane, to remote locations, etc.) will aid in the effectiveness of language learning. The ability to
freely input self-generated statements allows for
practice in production skills with immediate correction if needed and desired. Students are able to
"try out" constructions with which they may feel
"shaky" to gain confidence and further increased
proficiency.
References
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author and do not necessarily reflect the views of
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Comparing the Rhetorical Style of
Nephi's Writings with Near Eastern
Literature
Jennifer Austin

Introduction
A linguistic analysis reveals that Nephi, as well
as other Book of Mormon writers, share common
structures with other Near Eastern writers. To most
people outside of Mormon culture, Nephi is a fictitious character in Joseph Smith's Book of Mormon.
This claim could appear to have some validity, for
Nephi had some interesting adventures (killing a
man, building a boat and sailing an ocean). If Nephi
was created by Joseph Smith, his writings would
reflect an English rhetorical style. However, an
analysis of rhetoric in the Book of Mormon, the
Old Testament, the Dead Sea Scrolls and the Egyptian Book of the Dead may provide some evidence
that Nephi was indeed a writer from the Near East.

and catabasis (staircase downward) (Parry, 1992,
pgs. xxi, xxiii).

Parallelisms
Syntax in Hebrew and other early Near Eastern literature is very important. The writers convey their ideas and messages through diverse
sentence structures to their readers and listeners.
One type of structure is parallelism. Parallelisms
are not unique to, but are most characteristic of,
early Near Eastern literature. Ludlow (1982) defines parallelism as "a thought, idea, grammar
pattern or key word of the first line [in poetry] repeated or continued in the second line" (pg. 32).
Although there are many forms of parallelism, I
will discuss only four of them: climactic parallelism, synthetic parallelism, antithetical parallelism
and chiasmus.
Climactic parallelism begins with a thought
in the first line that augments in the second line.
Parry (1992) coins climax as "a form of staircase
parallelism, because it demonstrates to the reader
a gradual ascent through the recurrence of several
identical words" (pg. xviii). Among the different
climactic parallelisms, two more specific ones that
will be addressed are anabasis (staircase upward)

Here the thought follows from the general term
"water" to a more specific term "the river."
Furthermore, the thought ascends from "waterflood," a human experience, to the "river Nile,"
which carries a religious connotation in the Egyptian culture.
Isaiah uses many parallelisms in his works, including anabasis. One example from Isaiah is:

Anabasis
In anabasis, the thoughts are progressing in an
upward manner with the final thought being the
most important and the highest. One of the earliest forms of Egyptian literature is The Book of the
Dead (a collection of various papyri). It dates back
to the time of Rameses II. One example of anabasis
is found in the Papyrus of Ani:
I, even I, am he who came forth from the waterflood which I make to overflow, and which
becometh mighty as the river [Nile] (Wilson,
1901,40).

Say to them that are of a fearful heart, Be strong,
fear not: behold, your God will come with
vengeance, even God with a recompence[sic]; he
will come and save you. (Isaiah 35:4)
In this example, God is promised to come with a
vengeance on the enemy. Then he is to come to
recompense for Israel's losses, and finally, the real
reason for his coming is for salvation. Knowing
that Nephi looked to Isaiah as a model for his
works!, it is not surprising that Nephi also uses
anabasis in his own writings. For example:

And inasmuch as ye shall keep my commandments, ye shall prosper, and shall be led
to a land of promise; yea, even a land which

Jennifer Austin is a graduate student in the TESL program at BYU. She graduated from the University of
Georgia in 1990 with a degree in Romance Languages.
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I have prepared for you; yea, a land which is
choice above all other lands. (1 Nephi 2:20)2
According to Nephi and the way he writes, the Lord
first promises prosperity (a general term). Then he
promises a land of promise followed by a land that
the Lord has chosen for Lehi and his descendants.
Finally, we see that the Lord will lead them to the
best land of all lands.
Catabasis
Catabasis is the opposite of anabasis in the respect that the culmination of thought is in a downward progression, with the most important thought
being the "lowest." The Old Testament prophet
Amos used catabasis in his works. One example is:
Then answered Amos, and said to Amaziah, I
was no prophet, neither was I a prophet's son;
but I was an herdman, and a gatherer of
sycomore [sic] fruit: (Amos 7:14)

j

i

1

j
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Amos uses nouns to lead his thought from prophet
(a high standing spiritually) to gatherer of a sycamore fruit (a low standing socially), to show his
modesty. In 2 Nephi, chapter two, Nephi paraphrases his father's blessing to Jacob. In this passage Nephi uses catabasis to show something about
the state of man:
And men are instructed sufficiently that they
know good from evil. And the law is given unto
men. And by the law no flesh is justified;
or, by the law men are cut off. Yea, by the
temporal law they were cut off; and also, by the
spiritual law they perish from that which is good
and become miserable forever. (2 Nephi 2:5)
Nephi is careful to use adjective phrases in showing how important the law is for man's future eternal state. For, as Nephi teaches (through the
"staircase downward"), violation of the law brings
misery.
Looking at the Dead Sea Scrolls, we can find
examples of catabasis. To the people in the community of the Dead Sea Scrolls, the Community
Rule reflected their commitment to each other and
to their religion3 • In this example we see a repentant soul confessing to his peers:
As for me, I belong to wicked mankind to the
company of ungodly flesh. My iniquities,
rebellions, and sins, together with the perversity
of my heart, belong to the company of worms
and to those who walk in darkness (Vermes,
1962,93).
It is obvious that the thought descends from

"wicked mankind," connoting the base nature of
man, to "company of worms" and "walking in darkness," which lends one to think of the absolute lowest state of evil.
Synthetic Parallelism
Another form of parallelism shared by Nephi
and his contemporaries is synthetic parallelism. In

this parallelism, the second phrase complements
or completes the thought of the first phrase
(Ludlow, pg. 33). Isaiah uses synthetic parallelism
in his prophecy:
The earth is also defiled under the inhabitants
thereof; because they have transgressed the laws,
changed the ordinance, broken the everlasting
covenant. (Isaiah 24:5)
Thus, the thought in line 1 (the earth being defiled) is subsequently completed (the people have
broken their covenants).
The Damascus Rule, a manuscript supposedly
written in Damascus, is part of the Dead Sea Scrolls.
The author(s) of this manuscript appear to interpret Biblical writings. In the following example of
synthetic parallelism in the Damascus Rule, the
author{s) are commenting on Deuteronomy:
Because God loved the first who testified in His
favour, so will he love those who come after
them, for the Covenant of the fathers is theirs
(Vermes, 1962, 105-6).
Thus we see that the thought in the first line is
complemented in the second line and completed
in the third.
In continuing his paraphrase of Lehi , Nephi also
employs synthetic parallelism in a similar fashion:
Adam fell that men might be; and men are, that
they might have joy. (2 Nephi 2:25)
The first phrase is complete in itself, and the second phrase complements and adds more meaning
to the first.
Antithetical Parallelism
One of the more common parallelisms in early
Near Eastern literature is antithetical parallelism.
This sentence structure contains opposing words
describing the same subject, and the sentence usually contains key words such as "but" and "therefore." Isaiah again has a good example:
Wherefore the Lord said, Forasmuch as this
people draw near me with their mouth, and with
their lips do honour me, but have removed their
heart far from me, and their fear toward me is
taught by the precept of men. (Isaiah 29:13)
We see that the praising of God mentioned in the
first few lines is opposed by the intents of their
hearts mentioned subsequently. Nephi employs this
parallelism in a textbook manner:
Ye are swift to do iniquity but slow to remember
the Lord your God. (1 Nephi 17:45)
Nephi has clearly used opposing thoughts to convey his message. The word "but" between these
two phrases is a definite giveaway of an antithetical parallelism.
In the Qumran Hymnal, part of the Dead
Sea Scrolls, we find an example of antithetical
parallelism:
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Build up my soul, and cast it not down, neither
be it left naked in face of the wicked (Gaster,
1976,221).
This citation has the qualities of antithetical parallelism because of the verb phrases chosen ("build
up" versus "cast down"). It also appears that the
author(s) used catabasis to emphasize the opposition to the first thought in the first phrase.
Chiasmus
The last parallelism discussed that is most characteristic of Near Eastern literature is chiasmus.
Chiasmus is a sentence structure inverting key
words throughout several phrases or sentences in
an hourglass effect. The main point of the idea presented in a chiasmus is in the middle. Ludlow states,
"Chiastic parallelism is a common literary and public communications style used by Israelite poets and
prophets"(1982, pg. 37).
In observing Egyptian literature, it was found
that chiastic parallelism is not unique to Israelite
poetry. One example of chiasmus is found in the
Papyrus of N u:
... I have stood over thee,
and I have risen like a god.
I have cackled like a goose .. .! have journeyed
from the earth to heaven.
The god Shu hath [made] me to stand
up ...
I bring along with me the things which
drive calamities as I advance over the passage of the god Pen;
thou comest, how great art thou, 0 god
Pen!
I stand up in the boat and I guide myself
[over] the water;
I have stood up in the boat and the god hath
guided me ...
I have spoken. (80)
This chiasmus is a praise to the god Pen, the most
important thought. A simple form of chiasmus is
found in Isaiah:
Ephraim shall not envy Judah,
and Judah shall not vex Ephraim (Isaiah 11: 13 ).
A better example of chiasmus in Isaiah's prophecy
and poetic nature is:
Arise, shine;
for thy light is come,
and the glory of
the LORD is risen upon thee.
For, behold, the darkness shall cover the
earth,
and gross darkness the people:
but the LORD shall arise upon thee,
and his glory shall be seen upon thee.
And the Gentiles shall come to thy light,
and kings to the brightness of thy rising. (Isaiah
60:1-3)

Here, the emphasis is darkness and the inference
that the Lord and His glory will remove the darkness. An example from the Dead Sea Scrolls is:
If I stagger because of the sin of flesh,
my justification shall be
the righteousness of God which endures
forever.
When my distress is unleashed, He will
deliver my soul from the Pit and will direct
my steps to the way. He will draw me near
by His grace,
and by his mercy will He bring my
justification
He will judge me in the righteousness of His
truth and in the greatness of His goodness He
will pardon all my sins.
Through His righteousness He will cleanse me of
the uncleanness of man and the sins of the children of men that I may confess to God His righteousness, and majesty to the Most High. (Vermes,
93-94)
The ultimate thought here is justification. Even
though the author considers himself a sinner, he
believes that God will justify him through His righteousness. Nephi's writings are full of chiasmus.
One example is:
For shall the prey be taken from the mighty,
or the lawful captives delivered?
But thus saith the Lord,
even the captives of the mighty shall be taken
away, and the prey of the terrible shall be delivered; for I will contend with him that contendeth
with thee, and I will save thy children. (1 Nephi
21:24-25)
Conclusion
Although the evidence studied shows that there
are similarities among the writing styles of Nephi
and other Near Eastern authors, the study has not
been exhaustive enough to make objective conclusions. This study has provided some interesting
inSights in the similarities of the structures used by
both Near Eastern writers and Nephi. Nephi must
have been educated in the Near Eastern area (which
he claims to have been) because of the structures
he uses in his works.
Another conclusion made during this study is
that in comparing this syntactic structure to that
of the present day and culture, it appears that
Nephi, and much more so his contemporaries in
the Near Eastern area, held the belief that the manner of communicating the idea was just as important if no more important than the actual meaning
of the idea presented.
A question that has been raised during this study
(especially since this study of Egyptian literature
has been very limited) is: Are parallelisms really
that common in Egyptian literature, or (on the
hypothesis that Hebrew was Nephi's first language),
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did Nephi carry over a poetic syntactic structure
from his first language into his second language,
that being Reformed Egyptian?
The fact that parallelisms and the abundance
of chiasmus in Nephi's writings are so similar to
that of early Near Eastern poets and authors
strengthens the conviction that the Book of Mormon, especially Nephi's writings, had to have been
translated and not just imagined by the nineteenyear-old farm boy, Joseph Smith.
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A Semantic Theory
of Information Recovery
Paul Baltes

Ellipsis is the ancient crux of the theories of language (translation mine).
Buhler as quoted in Hernandez (1984)
Introduction and Foundation
The purpose of this paper will be to investigate
some of the ways in which people decode and retrieve information presented to them in discursive
texts, both spoken and written. Specifically the
paper will examine information which is ellipsed
or deleted (and claimed to be fully recoverable) and
the processes in which speakers and hearers engage
to present and recover such information.
Communication is a series of structured discursive practices. When we know the language of the
communication, we know the rules underlying
these potential and possible structures and are able
to interpret them to understand meaning. Communication, however, is not a simple aggregation
of elements to convey meaning. Much of what is
communicated is done so through context, through
linguistic convention or knowledge, or through
extralinguistic information we are able to extrapolate onto the text. The interpretive recovery which
takes place as hearers attempt to understand the
communicative intents of the speakers is an integral part of communication.
Defining the Problem
The term elUpsis is often constrained in linguistics to discuss information which is deleted for reasons of economy, emphasis or style, but which is
completely and unambiguously recoverable from
linguistic context (cf. Crystal 1991; Quirk et al.
1985). In this treatment, however, I will be broadening the term to include cases of omissions or deletions not handled within such constraints
including but not limited to reduced, contracted,
abbreviated, or deleted constructions.
In chOOSing what information to include in the
discourse, speakers often make decisions (although
not completely on a conscious level, c.f. Dosher
and Rosedale [1991]; Gerken [1991]; Bloom [1990])

concerning which utterances and clues to provide
based on what they believe the hearers already
know and/or can easily reconstruct. To do any differently would violate accepted maxims of conversation and cooperation. Information which is
intended and yet not expressly provided is ellipsed
or reduced by the speaker. Even the most cursory
glance at transcripts of conversations reveals a frequent use of ellipsis (Ricento 1987) by native speakers. Printed texts, meanwhile, which may often
focus on instructing or conveying information pose
problems for speakers and especially for nonnative speakers in that a great deal of content is
ellipsed on the assumption it is fully recoverable.
Philosophers of language (Austin, Grice and
Searle for example) have long argued that the
speaker's intentions are inextricably woven into the
fabric that is communication. Attardo (1992) presents a somewhat simplified view of this process: a
speaker (S) has a certain meaning (M) in mind that
he/she wishes another speaker (the hearer, H) to
have. By uttering a sequence of sounds, which are
connected to certain meanings (utterances), S attempts to communicate to H his/her intended M,
by providing enough clues for H to "reconstruct
inferentially M." This process is then repeated over
and over as each S becomes an H when the first H
responds to the original M from the first S. A similar process occurs for the dialogue between written
texts, their authors and their readers. This process
differs, however, in the amount of time readers may
have to process the text and in the differing linguistic system involved for writing. Nevertheless I
will use the term speaker to refer to both conversational speaker and author, and the term hearer to
refer to conversational hearer and audience of a
written text.
The only constraint which all theories which
claim to be able to effectively treat ellipsis and re-
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duced information place on exactly what information can be ellipsed is that such information must
be fully recoverable by the hearer. Not only is this
a dramatic aspect of syntactic theories, but it is also
an important element underlying Grice's conversational maxims. Speakers and Hearers engaged in
communication assume in interpreting discourse
that the communicative structures are relevant,
true, and contain as much information as is necessary for them to be understood.
Thus far little has been done in an attempt to
understand what goes on in the hearer's recovery
processes to interpret the ellipsed or reduced information. Linguistics and philosophy of language
acknowledge that this operation does occur but
focus on other aspects of the communicative process. Levinson (1985) notes that such a theory of
ellipsis and recovery is necessary to understand the
workings of communication, but that there has been
insufficient progress in formulating one. Kinneavy
(1971) reveals that in understanding informative
discourse, only tentative and sketchy attempts have
been made to illustrate the semantic processes involved, and these have been made on artificial
miniature systems with extrapolations to the larger
communicative process. Kato (1986), meanwhile,
declares that studies which examine the decoding
processes are extremely rare, especially those which
examine these processes for non-native speakers of
a language. More recently, Crystal (1991) states that
the rules governing the occurrence of ellipsis have
received "relatively little study."
Hinds (1987) suggests that different languages
force the greatest amount of responsibility for effective communication on either the speaker or the
hearer. In English, for example, the speaker is responsible for effective communication, while in
languages such as Japanese and Classical Chinese,
it is the Hearer's responsibility. Whether this is true
or not (and I am not inclined to believe that it is,
to the extent that Hinds claims), readers, translators, students and other hearers are forced to interpret communication after the speakers' choices are
realized in text. They must be able to fully recover
the intent of the speaker and the content in the
discourse.
The relationship between the intention of the
speaker and the interpretation of the hearer will
be further explored in a forthcoming dissertation,
especially since these notions and their treatments
in varying theories is an important focus in the
field for the questions concerning information
recovery.
Syntactic Treatment of Ellipsed Information
While there has been a significant body of research done in the name of ellipsis or recovery,
most of it describes a specific syntactic notion dealing with a part of the structure which has been
eliminated (cf. Chao [1988]; Lobeck [1991];
Clifton et al. [1991]; Piccioli [1988]; Hernandez
[1984]; Kuno [1982]; Sag [1977]) and how a

particular syntactic theory recovers the ellipsed
information. Examples of such treatments include
(1-5):
(1) Fred went to the mall, and Robin III to the rally.
(2) Fred went to the mall, and so did Robert II.
(3) Fred went to the mall and Robin did II too.
(4) Fred went to the mall, and Robin didn't II.
(5) Did you go to the mall?
Yes, I went II.
Yes, I did II.
(6) Is he really going to buy a car. He owns three
II now.
1 The double slashes indicate the place from which infonnation is ellipsed.

These examples represent several types of structural
or strict ellipsis. In example (1), only a single word
has been ellipsed. In (5) an entire phrasalconstituent has been ellipsed Such examples are recoverable if the hearer understands the grammatical
relationship involved which enables the repeated
structure to be ellipsed and fully recovered. In (2),
(3), (4), and (6), there are some slight grammatical changes (tense, plural) on the recoverable material which will prove no trouble to the native
speaker, but which may pose some minor problems
for the non-native speakers (although any such difficulty would most likely not affect the understanding of the content of the discourse).
While these examples do not present the full
scope of syntax in dealing with ellipsis, they are
representative of the types of data and examples
found in the above sources (cited in 1.2). These
examples, however, represent the lower bounds of
the scope of this investigation. Ideally any theory
of recovery would have to take into account every
deletion from the phonemic level to that of metaphor and symbol.
In examining the small but significant body of
research dealing with syntactic treatments of ellipsis, I shall discuss its contribution to our understanding of ellipsis and recovery, as well as describe where
semantics has been smuggled into the research and
yet never identified as being anything other than
syntax. The dissertation will primarily be concerned
with common examples of discursive ellipsis such
as those found in everyday texts as such practices
constitute the greater frequency of occurrence and
also have received the least attention.
Semantic Basis for a Treatment of Ellipsis
There is a great deal more information which
must be recovered by audiences which syntactic
treatments alone cannot account for, as in (6-9):
(6) Chelsea was a dime short and had to do without milk.
(7) Chelsea was a dime short and had to do without family.
(8) She saw a black cat and turned around and went
home.
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(9) What were Ted and Lisa doing in the library?
Well, they weren't studying.
These examples ([6-8] from Raskin [1985]) are
fully realized in terms of their grammatical components and yet there is additional information
required for the hearer to understand what the
utterances mean. Raskin (1985) illustrates his
script-based semantic theory where the native
speaker is able to construct contexts of utterances
(aside from those readily available from the situation) from encyclopedic information and world
knowledge. Such scripts enable us to understand
the money-commodity relationship in (6) and the
black cat-bad luck connotation for (8). Other
information may also be reduced or hidden in
metaphor (cf. Lakoff and Johnson [1980], and
Tourangeau and Rips [1991]), symbolism, or even
jokes (Raskin [1985]). Certainly syntax alone cannot help us understand these examples or even why
a particular utterance would be funny or not (see
Attardo et al. [to appear]).
The interpretive reconstruction which takes
place as hearers attempt to understand the communicative intents of the speakers is thus an integral part of communication.
What will be recoverable, however, will vary
because of culture and linguistic proficiency. Most
speakers assume native proficiency in the production of texts, and even when the text is directed
towards a non-native speaker problems may arise
due to the linguistic conventions or strategies
inherent in the discursive practices of the native
speaker.
Much of the work undertaken in formulating
theories of conversation and communication is
based on Grice's notion of a co-operative principle
(briefly discussed above). This principle proposes
ways in which speakers co-operate to facilitate communication. Grice sought to identify the principle
which people actually use in conversational
exchanges in his conversational maxims. The Maxims of Quantity (make the contribution as informative as required for the current purposes of the
exchange; do not make the contribution more informative than is necessary) and Relevance (make
the contributions relevant) especially help us to
understand how people unconsciously process remarks and offer the only way in which we can
understand utterances such as (10-11):
(10) A: Where's Kevin?
B: There's a yellow VW parked outside Sheila's
house.
(11) A: Want to go to the movies this afternoon?
B: There's a sale at Penny's.
According to the principle of cooperation, A assumes that B's remarks in each case are relevant
and that B has provided just enough information
to answer the questions asked. We can understand
that Kevin is known to drive a yellow VW and

therefore may be in Sheila's house and that speaker
B does not want to go to the movies because of a
sale at JC Penny's.
Of course people are constantly involved in the
trying to decide what information is relevant and
how much to provide those with whom they converse. There must be a continuum from "old,"
"given" or less important information (theme) and
"new" or more important information (rheme)
(cf. Hernandez [1984]; Needham [1990]; Attardo
et al. [to appear]). Flower, for example, (1979; also
see Bloom 1990) illustrates that the egocentric talk
of the child, or the inner voice which we use as
adults (as is writing in a diary or a journal) is highly
elliptical in that we eliminate reiterating information we already know (thematic) and focus on only
new predicates (rheme). Explicit referents and subjects are usually absent, for example. This occurs
despite the high relevance of the information to
the rhetor and the situation of the text. Such clues
need to be further investigated as to how speakers
decide what to ellipse based on what they assume
audience members already know.
Halliday and Hasan (1976) and subsequent
work by Witte and Faigley (1981) focus on the
notion of cohesion or the semantic relationships
within and between/among sentences which establish their relation to each other (cf. Raskin's notion of semantic recursion [1985], and work done
by Conine et aL [1991]). The authors primarily
focus on three types of grammatical cohesive tiesreference, substitution and ellipsis. At times these
cohesion relationships add new information to the
sentences, (with comparatives, for example). Similarly, what is ellipsed often influences the interpretation of the discourse.
This work as well as other work in coherence
provides the most substantial foundation for the
work I'm pursuing in building a theory of recovery.
I see a great overlap in the description of processes
which speakers and writers engage in to interpret,
understand and even recover ellipsed or deleted
information. Such processes include cohesion,
coherence, redundancy, semantic recursion,
subcategorization, entailment, scripts, selectional
restriction rules, presupposition, implicature,
anaphora, cataphora, theme/rheme distinctions,
local reduction, local synonymy {local in these two
instances refers to the ungeneralizable reduction or
establishment of a synonym for the immediate text
only}, paraphrase relationships, transformations,
ability to recognize and manipulate phrasal constraints (ala Chomsky, 1957, Syntactic Structures),
locus of Moses errors (Reder & Kusbit 1991), semantic distance, relevance judgments, allusions,
mode of discourse, speech genre, governance, the
ECP (empty category principle), context, ambiguity resolution, inferences, connotations, metaphors
and symbolism interpretation, extralinguistic information and world knowledge. I will show that much
of the workings of these "processes" are similar in
function and provide the basis for my exploration
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of the semantic triggers involved in recovering
ellipsed information.
Rules of Semantic Recovery of Ellipsis
We will begin to discuss the strategies which
native and non-native speakers use to recover
ellipsed information in terms of the following
example:
(12) A: "The Korean jet shot down by the Soviets
was a Spy plane."
B: "With 269 people on board?" (Carberry
1989)
If ellipsed information can be reconstructed from
the cues in the (surface) structure of the text (as
most syntactic theories suppose), then the reconstruction of (12) would look like (13):
(13) B: "Was the Korean jet shot down by the
Soviets a spy plane with 269 people on
board?"
Instead the more appropriate recovery (which
would include the original intention of the second
speaker (B» would look more like:
(14) B: "How can you think that the Korean jet
shot down by the Soviets was a spy plane,
when it had 269 people on board?"

responded with, "Is God some man named
Vinnie saying, 'Give me my money?'"
(20) One definition of heaven is hotels run by the
Germans, cooking by the French, lovers who
are Italian, bankers who are Swiss and police
who are English. The corresponding definition of hell is hotels run by the French, cooking by the English, lovers who are Swiss,
bankers who are Italian and policemen who
are German. (Tonight Show starring Johnny
Carson, first week of Dec. 1990)
The main objective of the necessary semantic
theory should be to establish an inventory of the
types of semantic triggers which hearers (both
native and non-native) use to recover information
when it has been ellipsed or deleted. In further
work, I will propose a system of classification, outlining the levels of and interaction between these
triggers (Dissertation, in preparation). While I
realize that the problem of semantic recovery is
tantamount to the problem of the semantics oflanguage itself, I will explore to what extent such a
system of classification is attainable. Thus the dissertation will contribute to the study of ellipsis and
information recovery as well as to the study of
semantics as a whole.
Applications of Semantic Recovery Strategies

5.1 Second Language Acquisition
The issue of recoverability is a particularly important one for second language learners as they
are continually engaged in these types of interpretive processes. This process of decoding and retrieval, which native speakers are incredibly adept
at, is a significant acquisition in the strategic competence of the language learner.
As we shall see below, each of these processes
the non-native speaker must incorporate into their
interpretations, are not readily available to them,
especially in the initial or even intermediate stages
of language learning and acquisition. They must
be taught to the non-native speaker in the language
learning process.
The second language learner carries the maxims of cooperation with him or her from the native
language, though, as I will argue, they are modified
according to the specific Ll culture as numerous
studies in contrastive rhetoric have discovered
(15) John's been drinking again. John don't take a (cf. Kaplan [1966]; Eggington [1987]). In converdrink tonight.
sations with native speakers, however, the principle
(16) The eagle is the lion among birds.
of cooperation contributes to the non-native
speaker's sense that what is being communicated is
(17) Men are wolves.
relevant and contains enough information to be
(18) Q: What were Ted and Lisa doing in the understood, but the non-native hearer still may
library?
not have enough clues to recover the ellipsed
material because of their lack of linguistic skills in
A: Well, they weren't studying.
(19) When Oral Roberts told his followers that if the L2. I shall discuss this more specifically in the
he didn't receive $8 million for his ministry, dissertation.
The examples in (10-11) (reprinted)
God would "call him home," Robin Williams

Most speakers have little or no difficulty recovering the intention of speaker B, but this is a very
demanding example for others, including the nonnative speaker.
Here we see just one example of where syntax
fails in most all cases but those of strict elliptical
situations as structural information alone cannot
help the interpreter to parse most of the occurrences
of ellipsis which because of economy, emphasis,
style are "recoverable from a scrutiny of the context" {Crystal 1991:120). While traditional grammars describe the ellipsed material as "understood,"
linguistic analyses dictate that the ellipsed
material must be "unambiguously specifiable." Most
of communication, therefore, must rely on semantic and/or pragmatic recovery mechanisms. While
there is not enough space allotted for the treatment
of this issue here, a few examples will help to clarify
some of these strategies.
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(10) A: Where's Kevin?
B: There's a yellow VW parked outside Sheila's
house.
(11) A: Want to go to the movies this afternoon?
B: There's a sale at Penny's.
prove particularly problematic for the non-native
speaker who may wish to assume relevance, but may
not understand its linguistic realization in either
(10) or (1 1). Kato (1986) examines several types
of ellipsis and discusses the difficulties non-native
speakers of a language encounter in attempting to
recover the ellipsed information. Some of her
examples include (12)-(17):
(12) All in favor?
( 13) She swallowed hard.
(14) My father was up and dressed. My mother was
up, wearing a robe. My sister came running
out of her room in a robe, and one by one
she and I opened our packages. (W illiam
Saroyan, Papa You're CrazY)
(15) "Congressman Ryan, you are a mother-er," Sly yelled
(16a) Gruss Dich! (I say hello to you)
(b) Griiss Fritz! (Say hello to Fritz)
(c) GrUss Gott! (I say hello to you [in the name
of God])
(17) The woman insisted they stay for a drink. She
even gestured toward Arlene, one woman to
another: Arlene caught sight of the chipped
polish, peachy pink. (Joyce Carol Oates, The

Madwoman).
Each of the above examples has been difficult for
non-native speakers to parse. Many of these have
also bewildered professional translators, who were
also non-native speakers, but who have a great deal
more experience than the average non-native
speaker attempting to understand and interpret the
new language correctly. (12) is a formulaic ellipse
in English which the translator recovered as :
( 18) "Are you all in favor?"
rather than the more precise rendering:
(19) All [those who are] in favor [of the motion],
[please signify by answering 'aye'].
Example (13) was interpreted as "She caught her
breath" while robe in (14) was translated as "a long
formal dress for women (cf. robe decollete)." Kato
speculates that, in the latter case, the translator/
annotator could have miscued dressed as a trigger
for dressed up or was unfamiliar enough with the
practice of Christmas morning to use that context
as the situational trigger in order to recover the
correct meaning of robe. The translator of (15),
taken from Newsweek magazine (4 December,
1978), interpreted the string of hyphens as he/she
would in his/her own language (Japanese) to

indicate the lengthening of the preceding vowel
and so translated the phrase into the English
equivalent of:
(20) "Congressman Ryan, you are a motherrrrrr"
Sly yelled. (The Asahi Journal, 15 December,
1978).
thus failing to recover the information intended in
the original English morphemic ellipsis. Likewise,
Kato argues that foreign learners of German have
difficulty with the "routine" formulas represented
in (16a-c).
( 17) is an interesting recovery process even for
native speakers, while non-native who may not
have the trigger polish available to them as a clipping (ellipsis) of nail polish would not understand
that Arlene could see the woman's gesturing hands
and that those hands contained a "peachy pink"
nail polish which was chipping (had probably been
worn awhile). This example illustrates two of the
most significant problems in formulating a theory
of information recovery for both native and nonnative speakers: what strategies do native and
non-native speakers use to recover information, and
what are the boundaries for how much information to recover?
Second language learners usually resort to two
interpretation strategies in order to parse texts:
some type of translation method, and a word by
word combinatorial aggregation to establish meaning (the latter strategy is supported by those who
study reading strategies, cf. Correll & Devine, in

Sometimes).
Native speakers rely highly on the sub-categorization principles within their mental lexicons (i.e.,
to know that the verb put takes two NP arguments,
the first which takes the thematic role of patient
or theme and the second which takes the role of
location as in "put the book on the table"). The
problem with such a strategy is obvious in that
it assumes a high degree of nativization in the
language in order to be able to activate information which native speakers do almost instantly.
Other native strategies (as noted above), such as
cohesion and coherence, entailment, anaphora,
cataphora, presuppositions, local reduction, local
synonymy {local in these two instances refers to
the ungeneralizable reduction or establishment of
a synonym for the immediate text only), paraphrase
relationships, transformations, theme/rheme identification, ability to recognize and manipulate
phrasal constraints (ala Chomsky, 1957, Syntactic
Structures), locus of Moses errors (Reder & Kusbit
1991), semantic distance, relevance judgments,
allusions, mode of discourse, speech genre, governance, the ECP (empty category principle), context, ambiguity resolution, inferences, connotations, scripts (cf. Raskin 1985), metaphors and
symbolism interpretation, semantic recursion,
semantic redundancy, intersentential context,
and even extralinguistic information and world
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knowledge, are all cited in the literature as ways in
which native speakers recover ellipsis. Each of
these, however, relies on linguistic strategies which
are only acquired by the native speaker after a
period of exposure ranging from several years to
a lifetime. The semantic and pragmatic triggers depend on these linguistic strategies (which I will
argue in my dissertation are all acting very much
the same in the recovery of ellipsed information).
Some texts have tried to incorporate various
strategies and evaluations into their ESL content.
The book Challenges: A Process Approach to Academic English (Brown et al. 1991) contains exercises for becoming a more effective reader, including
exercises in: determining vocabulary in context,
learning how to scan, searching for details, and how
to make inferences from the material read. The latter, a highly sophisticated linguistic ability, only
achieved late in the acquisition stage, allows students to search for meaning in ways other than from
the literal words of the author. From a short eight
paragraph essay on a solar eclipse, students are asked
to infer: the Patuk villagers' feelings about the
eclipse, what type of society exists in the village,
and the intended meaning of several of the author's
phrases (p. 54). Such strategies might be commonplace in the students' native language, but they may
fail in that they do not teach the student the linguistic skills necessary to activate these semantic
or even syntactic triggers.
L2 learners tend to focus on grammatical
correctness; unlike native speakers, L2 languagelearning students tend to derive meaning from surface structures (Brown 1987: 56; see also Silva
forthcoming) while L1 learners tend to focus on
deep structures. This is a significant difference in
the formulation of a recovery process. With their
high focus on grammar, second language students
may be able to recover strict structural ellipses fairly
early in the learning process, but a knowledge of
the deep structure and the context of the language
is necessary to recover the vast majority of the
information which is ellipsed.
I believe that this work has several important
implications for both language teachers and second language acquisition theory as well. I am convinced that there needs to be a greater emphasis
on the teaching of these specific strategies to empower the students to both increase their proficiency in the production and understanding of texts
in discourse. Investigation of this issue and related
questions such as:
-What other processes or linguistic strategies will
speakers use to make decisions about information recovery and retrieval?
-How do speakers decide what information to
delete from their utterances to the hearers?
-What role does context play in the speakers' deciding what to ellipse from communication?
-How does this perception change when dealing
with a non-native speaker?

-How relevant is the material speakers ellipse or
include in their conversation?
-Will the medium of presentation (oral or written text) affect the recovery process?
must be investigated in order to develop a greater
understanding of this issue and its effects on language learners.
Other Applications
I will also be illustrating the benefits of these
strategies in Natural Language Processing (a field
which continues to demonstrate an incredible
ignorance of the work in linguistics and rhetoric
and composition), Humor (based on a study of 2000
jokes (Attardo et al., forthcoming), prescriptiveness and composition theory and teaching.
There is a great value to making such applications
interms of the usefulness and practicality of the
theory outlined in the dissertation as well as for
the benefits gained through the intersection oflinguistics, rhetoric and composition and cognitive
theory (using reader-response theory as a departure
point).
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1. Introduction
In her 1993 James L. Barker Lecture, Cheryl
Brown pointed out that the fry bread known as
scones in the Mormon West is not what most other
native speakers of English think of when they use
the word. In Utah, for example, a scone is generally made by frying pieces of bread dough in oil.
Brown pointed out that Merriam-Webster's dictionary contains no such definition. Under scone (also
listed as scon), we find:
1a: a quick bread made of oatmeal or barley flour,
rolled into a round shape, cut into quarters, and
baked on a griddle b: a quick bread made of a
baking powder dough sometimes enriched with
eggs, sugar, and currants, cut into various shapes
(as rounds, diamonds, wedges) and usu. baked
in an oven. (Gove 1963:2035)
In fact, no dictionary we have consulted contains
a definition of scone matching the scones found in
Utah. The denotation of the word scone is not the
only difference one finds: outside North America
scones is usually pronounced [skanz], not [sko:nz].
The Oxford English Dictionary indicates that
scone probably entered English by way of Scottish
from Middle Dutch schoonbrot or Middle Low German schonbrot "fine bread" (Simpson & Weiner
1989, 14:668). Among the varieties of scones listed
is the "fried scone, one in which the ingredients
are made into a batter and fried" (1989, 14:668).
A recent article in the U.S. magazine Cooking Light
claims they were traditionally" ... slightly sweet and
biscuit-like. They were triangular in shape and
were baked on griddles in the ovenless kitchens
in the rural village of Scone in 16th-century Scotland 1 ••• today's versions, which can be either sweet
or savory, come in all shapes and sizes and are
almost always baked in the oven" (Taliaferro

1993:90). The recipes given in the article consist
of both baking powder doughs and oatmeal doughs.
Traditional scones are an essential ingredient of the
British "cream tea" or "Devonshire tea." They are
eaten with jam and Devon cream-which one
American described as being "sort of a cross between thick, cold, whipping cream and ice cream,
but better" (J eff Adams. personal communication,
3 March 1993).
In this paper, we investigate possible origins of
Mormon scones. The differences between traditional scones and Mormon scones suggest the following possibilities: (1) Mormon scones descend
from a European method of preparing scones that
has long since disappeared from Europe-or nearly
so. (2) Mormon scones are the evolutionary product of European scones' contact with the New
World. (3) Mormon scones are not direct descendants from traditional scones, but somehow scones
came to be applied to a New World fry bread.
Minor variations or combinations of these three
options are also possible. The remainder of the
paper is organized as follows: Section 2 focuses on
the use of scones across the world and within the
U.S. Section 3 reports the results of a search of
cookbooks. Section 4 centers on U.S. varieties of
fried bread. Section 5 presents a possible solution
as to how Mormons came to call their fry bread
scones. Finally, section 6 summarizes our findings.
2. Scones in the world and the U.S.
Our initial approach to investigating the possible origins of Mormon scones was to send out a
query on LINGUIST, an electronic bulletin board
with approximately 3200 subscribers {at the time}
from around the world. We asked subscribers familiar with scones to tell us how scones are made,
how common scones are in their experience, and
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how they pronounce scones. (A copy of this questionnaire is included in the Appendix.) We received 68 responses to our query (29 from the US.,
17 from the United Kingdom, 8 from Canada, 4
from Australia, and 1 each from New Zealand, the
Netherlands, South Africa, and Norway; 6 respondents did not designate where they were from). In
addition to responding to our survey questions,
many responded with a good deal of descriptive
prose detailing their experiences with and feelings
about scones.
Most respondents from the US. (24/28) reported only the long "0" pronunciation for the U.S.
(rhyming with bone). 2 Four people reported familiarity with the short "0" pronunciation for the Eastern U.S.; one person indicated that this
pronunciation is favored by "anglophiles or
scottophiles." Canadian respondents differed considerably from U.S. respondents: three respondents
from Quebec, Toronto, and Victoria indicated they
use the short "0," while one respondent from
Ontario reported using the long "0." Three Australians and one New Zealander (as well as another
person born and raised in England but now living
in New Zealand) all reported using short "0" as
being general.
Pronunciation differed for the UK., as can be
seen in Figure 1. Not all respondents gave detailed
information on where they were from. Of those
who did, seven respondents reported only the short
"0" pronunciation. Three mentioned the possibility of both pronunciations and two mentioned only
the long "0" option. The long "0" option was more
common in the South. Of those speaking of the
UK in general (who did not give further detail on
where they were from), three mentioned that both
options are acceptable. One mentioned only the
short "0" option, and one mentioned that the short
"0" is general for Southern England. One mentioned only the long "0" option.
The pronunciation of scone in the U.K. is a
matter of some import. An Englishman residing in
the US. noted that:
The pronunciation of this word is, in common
lore, supposed to be a marker of a class or regional
distinction. Nobody is really sure, but just about
everybody knows it shows *something* and will
defend their particular pronunciation. (Colin
Phillips, p.c., 2 March 1993)
Richard Ogden observed, "My mother says it
with short, my father with long, and we used to
argue in the school playground about it" (p.c., 3
March 1993). We sent a message to him asking for
more information and he responded:
Both parents came from Manchester. My
mother's parents were higher up the social scale
than my father's. I always use my mother's
pronunciation, i.e. short o.
I don't think it has to do with where you
come from (at least not in England). I think it's
more to do with social class? and I would associ-

ate short 0 with higher up the scale than long o?
It's only a *vague* feeling. I hear short and long
o in 'scone' all the time; I would say in about
equal numbers. I think this has been my experience everywhere I've lived (Manchester, Cambridge, York).
Oh, I think the long 0 form feels like a spelling
form, and that's part of the reason I don't use it.
(p.c., 31 March 1993)
One respondent noted that a BBC television
comedy program (The Goodies) devoted an episode
to scones, strawberry jam, cream, and the pronunciation of scones. He concluded, "In general, rhyming scone with don is the 'best' i.e. higher class
pronunciation (at least that's how I pronounce it!)"
(Francis Bond, p.c., 3 March 1993).
Scottish perspectives illustrate how differently
these pronunciations are evaluated. A Scottish respondent (from Fife and Lothian) mentions that
he uses short "0" but noted that long "0" is "possible but upper-class/pretentious" (David Adger,
p.c. 2 March 1993). A number of people commented on short "0" being the Scottish pronunciation and long "0" belonging to England (particularly
Southern England). One woman (from England
but now living in New Zealand, whose mother was
of Scottish descent) summarized, "In Scotland,
where I studied, short 0 is the local pronunciation,
long 0 is seen as a sassenach (English, foreign) pronunciation" (Laurie Bauer, p.c., 3 March 1993).
None of the UK. respondents were familiar
with scones as fried pieces of yeast-leavened dough
(some reacted adversely to the notion). In fact,
only the 12 respondents with some Utah or Mormon connection were familiar with this type of
scones. Figure 2 gives the distribution of baked,
non-yeast leavened scones versus fried, yeast-leavened scones responses in the U.S. Respondents
who grew up with Mormon scones also had strong
feelings about the legitimacy (if not primacy) of
their scones. For example,
I always assumed that my mother's folkways with
scones were correct and that the local shop and
my wife had some gussied up, yuppified version
that might be an option for some people in
England, but was some modem aberrationnow I see I was too provincial in this. (Lyle
Campbell, p.c., 2 March 1993)3
The LINGUIST survey strengthened our initial impression that the scones found in the Western United States are a Mormon phenomenon. An
article by Raymond Sokolov, food editor of Natural History, lent further weight to this analysis
(1985). His theory on the origin of "Utah scones"
was essentially the explanation we (and others)
arrived at independently. Sokolov presented arguments that Mormon scones developed through contact, that early Mormon settlers were influenced
by one or both of the Southwestern fry breads:
sopaipiUas and Navaho fry bread.

Figure 1. Pronunciation Distribution in the United Kingdom
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On scones
Our study would probably have ended with this,
but we came across two individuals here in Utah
who told us about scones in the Midwest. A 45year-old Catholic man who was born and raised in
Omaha, Nebraska said that his mother made scones
just like the Utah variety and called them scones.
A BYU student distinctly recalls running across a
scone vendor at a State Fair in Indianapolis, Indiana. As a result of this new information we designed a small telephone survey-similar to the
survey sent out over LINGUIST-to investigate
the possibility of Mid-Western origins for Mormon
scones.
For the telephone survey we chose to contact
bakeries, assuming that people working in bakeries
would be likely to be aware of regional varieties of
breads. We began by contacting 7 bakeries in
Omaha, Nebraska; only one reported making
scones: once a year they prepare a large order of
scones for a local hotel. Many of the people we
contacted at the various bakeries were unfamiliar
with scones (traditional or Mormon). One woman
told us that her mother used to make something
similar to the Mormon scones that we described,
but she did not remember them being called scones.
The woman was from North Dakota so we contacted three bakeries in Bismarck, five in Fargo,
and four in Grand Forks. The response was the
same: people were unfamiliar with Mormon scones
and sometimes the traditional variety as well. We
next turned to Indiana, calling 5 bakeries in Terre
Haute, 9 in Fort Wayne, and 6 in South Bend. We
found no one familiar with Mormon scones, but
one person mentioned that they did sound similar
to elephant ears, a fried dough rolled in sugar.
3. Cookbooks and scones
We searched over eighty cookbooks looking for
recipes resembling the Utah fried scone. These
included historical cookbooks, specialty cookbooks
(breads, breakfast foods, desserts), and regional
cookbooks. The regional cookbooks included New
England, the Southern States, the Mid-West, the
Northern States, and Utah. We checked both LDS
and non-LDS-authored Utah cookbooks. We also
searched Irish, Scottish, and English ethnic cookbooks.
From this search, we found that frying bread
dough is quite common. As James Beard, a wellknown chef, said, this is probably due to the fact
that this type of bread is
an old American food that dates back to the time
when every household produced bread regularly.
A housewife put her bread to rise overnight and
in the morning took a piece of the risen dough,
punched it down, rolled it out, cut it into odd
shapes, and dropped the pieces into hot fat to
cook until golden brown on all sides (1974:218).
A cookbook composed of recipes from a famous old
Connecticut restaurant contained a recipe for Baptistcakes (Brown 1939:28). Beard recalled that "On

Nantucket there used to be, and may still be for all
I know, a summer hotel where on Wednesdays, Fridays, and Sundays one could go and have dough
gobs for breakfast" (1974:218). Both Brown and
Beard indicated this type of bread is eaten with
maple syrup.
The fried breads listed in cookbooks were called
by a variety of names, including Baptist cakes, dough
gobs, fried dough, puffy sticks (Amish), and scones.
Scone seems to be the least common name for fried
bread. However, we did find one recipe for fried
bread entitled scones in a non-Utah publication; it
appeared in the proceedings of a symposium of the
American Association of Cereal Chemists held in
Chicago and published in Minnesota (Miller
1981:146).
In the course of a computer search of periodical contents, we discovered a noteworthy trend.
With the exception of Sokolov's article on 'Utah
scones' (1985), all of the recipes in periodicals were
for traditional scones, and all appeared in print
within the last four years. Furthermore, they occur
with increasing frequency in recent issues. Apparently, traditional U.K scones are becoming something of a trendy, imported food. The responses to
the LINGUIST survey and the telephone survey
suggest that traditional scones are more common
on the East coast and the West coast, and are moving inland.
4. U.s. varieties of fried bread
Our cookbook research and the reports of fried
breads similar to Mormon scones in the telephone
survey prompted us to consider the possibility that
scones is merely one of many names found across
the country for this type of fried bread. The best
source on such regional or dialectal terms is the
Dictionary of American Regional English (DARE).
Item H18 of the DARE questionnaire (an open
question among other questions on foods) asks,
"Are there any special kinds of bread made now or
in past years around here?" Unfortunately, only
the first two volumes of DARE (vol. 1 A-C, vol. 2
D-H) have been published. As a result, we were
unable to gain access to possible instances of DARE
questionnaire respondents mentioning "scones."
However, because DARE cross-references related
terms we were able to compile a list of a number of
terms for breads apparently similar or identical to
Mormon scones. For example, under elephant's ear
(where the variant elephant ear is listed), we found
that for many the term refers to a "round, swirled,
sugar-glazed pastry," but for Illinois and Indiana we
found that elephant ears are "large oil-fried sheeds]
of dough, usually sprinkled with confectioners
sugar" (Cassidy & Hall 1991:287). Although the
Illinois and Indiana variety share some similarities,
they are not Mormon scones.
Baptist cakes, a term occurring in a New England cookbook, proved to be a crucial link. Baptist cakes are defined in DARE as "Raised
bread-dough fried in deep fat" (Cassidy 1985:150);
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all references were to New England (particularly
Massachusetts and Connecticut). A cookbook citation indicated that Baptist cakes are eaten with
maple syrup; another mentioned that the name
comes from the fact that they are immersed in deep
fat. This entry further included: "Also called fried
bread 1, holy poke, huffjuff" (1985:150). Atleast
some Baptist cakes, huffjuffs, and holy pokes (all
from New England) appear to be smaller than
Mormon scones: huffjuffs were described as being
"the size of large marbles" in aNew England cookbook cited in DARE (Cassidy & Hall 1991 :1143).
Holy poke is listed for Connecticut only
(1991:1063).
The first DARE definition of fried bread (also
fry bread) is: "yeast-bread dough cut into pieces
and deep-fried" (Cassidy & Hall 1991:573). Informants cited in the entry included individuals from
Colorado, Montana, New Hampshire, South Carolina, and California. Fried dough is listed as "=fried
bread 1j" informants cited were from Arkansas,
Massachusetts, and Connecticut (1991:574).
Morning glory and spider bread were suggested as
other references under fried bread but, of course, are
not included in the published volumes of DARE.
Morning glory and spider bread apparently derive
their names from the instrument used to cook them.
A Dictionary of American English lists morning glory
as a type of stove and spider as a type of "iron frying
pan or skillet, sometimes provided with long legs"
(Craigie & Hulbert 1944:2191). The dictionary
further notes that spider is used attributively "designating foods cooked in a spider" and gives the
following citation: "1920 LINCOLN Mr. Pratt 33
She'd been ... giving 'em spider bread and dried
apple pie for breakfast" (1944:2191).
DARE lists two entries under dough gods. The
first refers to a baking powder biscuit, usually cooked
over an open fire. The second, native to the North
and especially New England, refers to a raised dough
that is fried. Related terms include dough goddy,
dough gob, doughboy, and doughbelly (Cassidy
1985:158-59). A single entry for Northern Maine
mentions that doughdab is another name for a dough
god (1985:158). Speaking of dough biscuits, an informant from South-Eastern Wisconsin observed:
If bread was short and the housewife knew it
would not be baked by mealtime, she used to
cut off small biscuit-sized pieces of the dough,
pat them flat, and fry them slowly on a greased
griddle until lightly browned on both sides.
These fried biscuits were served hot and buttered
(1985:573).
Given that frying small chunks of bread dough was
a common practice in many (if not all) regions of
the country, there is no reason to assume that Mormon scones developed due to contact with Southwestern fry breads. Frying bread dough was clearly
a common American practice. DARE entries and
cookbook recipes indicate these varieties of fry
bread were known by many names. The question

remains: How did scones come to refer to this common American fry bread?
5. A possible solution
A number of accounts of how Mormon scones came
to be called scones are possible. The ingredients,
method of preparation, and name might all have
come from Europe with little or no change. We
did find some evidence to support the possibility
that Mormon scones directly descend from European scones. Sokolov noted a Northumbrian recipe
for leavened whole meal scones (1985:82) and, in
response to the LINGUIST query, Julie Vonwiller
wrote:
... my mother's family came from Ireland and
there they could also 'deep fry' a scone dough
and these were called 'puff d'loons' or 'puff
d'loonies'. (I have seen other similar names for
this method of cooking the dough .... ) I don't
think your scones are that different. The
techniques for cooking dough this way is
probably worldwide. Also, they are eaten with
honey, hot. Delicious if a tad fattening (p.c., 4
March 1993).
More work remains to be done to establish a
stronger case for direct importation of a European
recipe. This solution, of course, would be near
impossible to disprovej negative evidence is rather
scarce. This explanation is unlikely, however, given
that present-day (and apparently past) common European practices differ markedly from Mormon
scones.
That scone-making evolved as immigrants
adapted to the New World's conditions, materials,
and practices seems more likely. Millward observed
that:
three broad semantic areas in which BritishAmerican lexical differences are especially
noticeable are food, clothing, and transportation. Historically, this is because new foods
and new ways of processing and cooking foods
have arisen since the separation of the two
nations (1989:303}.4
Among the examples listed, Millward noted that
British scone is the equivalent of American biscuit
or muffin, and that British biscuit is equivalent to
American cookie or cracker. Some semantic shift
appears to have occurred. However, this solution
still requires some explanation as it requires an explanation of why scone, as used to refer to a type of
fry bread, is restricted to the Mormon West. A more
likely account of the origin of Mormon scones is
that an Old World term came to be applied to an
American product. But this still raises the same
question: Why did Latter-day Saints come to refer
to their fry bread variety as scones? An examination of the probable origins of many of the American fry breads and a consideration of the
demographics of the early LDS settlers may help to
answer this question.
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The development of a name by association
accounts for the origins of most, if not all, of the
terms used for American fry breads. Some names
reflect the means of cooking. For example, we have
already discussed the origin of Baptist cakes, spider
bread, and morning glory. Other names refer to the
ingredients; for example, dough bread, dough gobs,
and dough biscuits. A third method involves describing the shape of the finished product: beaver
tails, elephant ears, and-perhaps--scones. The Scottish National Dictionary indicates that scone had
come to mean "anything round, flat and soft resembling a scone" (Grant & Murison 1971:62); a
similar definition is found in The English Dialect
Dictionary (Wright 1905:255).5
The question then remains: why would the
early Latter-day Saints, but apparently not others
in the U.S., be more apt to use the term scone
(either as a term denoting the shape of the food or
as an alternate for biscuit)? The answer to this question may be found in the ethnic composition of
the settlers of the Mormon West. Of all the states
in the union, Utah has the highest settlement rate
by those of English ancestry; in addition, Utah has
the highest percentage of recent (predominantly
19th-century) British immigration (see Di Paolo
[in press] for a detailed summary of the evidence).
Di Paolo's study of propredicate do presents evidence of British dialect influence on the speech of
Utah Mormons. Given that the largest and arguably most influential ethnic group in Utah in the
nineteenth century was of English ancestry,
the adoption of scone, the English generic word for
biscuit, to refer to an American fry bread should
come as no surprise. As Di Paolo observed, "particular features of English English could have
easily, but unconsciously, surfaced in the region as
Mormon English. This development may have
been spurred on because of the LDS need to show
their separation" (manuscript, p. 12).
The idea that early Latter-day Saints came to
call their fry bread scones due to the influence of
English immigrants is not without parallel. Although flatbread (Norwegian jlatbr{!1d, jladbr{!1d) is
usually described as a thin, unleavened bread baked
on the stove top, one informant from South
Dakota described it as "fried bread dough" (Cassidy
& Hall 1991:467). Apparently, the name used to
refer to a variety of American fry bread may have
been influenced more than once by the ethnic
group that settled in large numbers in a given region. This, and other DARE references, also indicate the interchangeable nature of different raising
agents and methods of cooking.
6. Conclusion
Sokolov observed that "until some researcher
makes a lucky strike in a Mormon woman's diary
or a pioneer cookbook, we are never going to
know for sure how it is that Navajos, Chicanos,
and Mormons ended up eating similar fried breads"
(1985:83); our research indicates we can add

Americans from all across the country to Sokolov's
list. The fact that similar American fry breads are
known by so many names suggests an American
innovation. While we cannot conclusively account
for the origins of Mormon scones, the method
of preparation appears to derive from a wellestablished American tradition, suggesting continuity rather than a contact-induced development.
As for the name scones, the fact that this extremely
common British term came to be used by the
U.S. speech community with the greatest postcolonial English ethnic concentration seems beyond coincidence.
It is noteworthy that no one responding to the
LINGUIST query reported any of these American
regional names for fried breads. It may be that the
survey was not framed in such a way as to make
respondents think of other names for this type of
bread. On the other hand, it may be that they do
not have the type of background that would predispose them to knOWing these terms. Many such
terms are old forms that are dying out (this was
noted in some of the DARE entries). One cause of
their demise is that they are largely tied to home
production. Latter-day Saints from the Intermountain West may preserve what was once common
elsewhere. With the advent of mass-produced,
inexpensive bread, and due to new employment
trends, fewer people baked bread at home. (In our
telephone survey, we noticed that older people were
far more likely to be familiar with frying bread
dough than younger people.) Due to the LDS ideology of self-sufficiency, traditional Mormon culture may have helped to preserve the practice of
frying pieces of bread dough more than other areas
of the country. 6
Appendix
LINGUIST Scones Survey
Where are you from (or where did you become
familiar with scones)?

Are they common there?
yes __
somewhat
no
I am accustomed to the following pronunciation:
with long "0" __
with short "0"
with short schwa
I am accustomed to the following spelling:
"scone"___
"scon"
Scones are (check all that apply):
baked
fried
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"a quick bread made of a baking powder dough"

Wright, J. (ed.). 1905. The English Dialect Dictionary, vol. 5, R-S. Oxford: Henry Frowde.

"a quick bread made of oatmeal or barley flour"
made from bread dough leavened with yeast"
other: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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This paper would not have been possible without the aid of many people, far too many to list
individually. We are grateful to respondents to our
e-mail query, as well as those we spoke with as part
of our telephone survey. We also wish to express
our appreciation to the many others (administrators, colleagues, students, relatives, friends, and
strangers) who encouraged and helped us in our
search for the origins of Mormon scones.
This paper contains a number of extracts from
e-mail messages sent to us in response to our scones
query. We have made no attempt to edit spelling,
punctuation, capitalization or other 'errors,' thereby preserving the generally informal tone of the
medium.
End Notes
1 Some would dispute the connection with the
village of Scone. In a discussion of scones Max
Wheeler noted that "Unconnected (apparently) is
the town and abbey of Scone, Tayside, Scotland,
the original keeping-place of the stone of Scone,
on (or over) which kings of Scotland were crowned,
before its removal to its present site in Westminster
Abbey, London. Scone is pronounced [sku:n] in
RP; in Scots it's /skun/ (there being no length
or quality contrast between the vowels of *pull*
and *pool* in Scots) (personal communication,
3 March 1993). In other words, the Scottish village of Scone is pronounced quite differently than
the food.
2 Rather late in the course of our research we
became aware that a friend from Lovell, Wyoming
(a small Mormon town) grew up with the short "0"
pronunciation. He indicated that his family had
always used the short "0" pronunciation; both of
his parents were born and raised in Wyoming. Another linguist acquaintance had previously told us
of a similar instance of the short "0" pronunciation
(his aunt from Salt Lake City), but all of us had
assumed that her pronunciation was acquiredgiven that she is something of a Scottophile
(though she's never traveled to Scotland). More
research needs to be done on this variation in pronunciation. The short "0" pronunciation in referring to traditional scones is quite expected as it
could easily have been introduced by those who
have traveled to the U.K. The short "0" pronunciation in referring to Mormon scones came as quite
a surprise.
3 Apparently some Latter-day Saints are quite
aware of the geographic distribution of Mormon
scones. The following excerpt from a bulletin board
in the BYU bookstore used to respond to suggestions is indicative of this (These comments were
apparently made toward the end of March, 1993.).
The suggestion-by "My Sweet Tooth"-was to get
more of the San Francisco Tradition brand ice cream
sandwiches. The response from the bookstore rep-
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resentative was, "Sorry, never heard of it!" Penned
in above and to the right of the response were three
informal counter-responses; below these were a
number of off-hand comments, each responding to
the previous response. In response to the third
counter-response, "It's not available outside of CA.
I want to find it too," someone wrote "CALIFO RNIAN GO HOME!!" In turn, another person
wrote, "UTAHN GO EAT A SCONE!!!"
4 Stavros Macrakis, who responded to the LINGuIsT query, noted that:
... cooking terms seem to have tremendous
variation, and seem very amenable to
transferring their meaning, for many reasons.
One reason is simple misunderstanding, another
is transfer of a preparation to a different culture,
another is availability of ingredients. Metaphor
and personal references are also common (p.c.,
2 March 1993).
5 A further possible tie exists: The Scottish national dictionary indicates that scone also referred to
the "slap of the hand or any flat surface, a smack,
spank" (Grant & Murison 1971 :62-63). As applied
to Mormon scones, this could refer to the method
of preparation in which the dough is "punched
down" or "patted down" before it is fried (Beard
1974:218).
6 An informal survey of some BYU students
and faculty members indicated that Mormon home

bread production decreased considerably in recent
decades (though this trend may be reversing due to
the increased popularity of such 'back-to-nature'
hobbies). People approximately thirty years of age
or older related memories of their mothers making
bread-and scones. Younger people were generally familiar with Mormon scones as a result of their
presence in restaurants. At least two Utah restaurants have incorporated scone in their name. The
Rolling Scone, no longer in business, was located near
the BYU campus. The Sconecutter has been quite
successful and has become an expanding chain. In
1985, Sokolov noted there were two of these
"twenty-four-hour drive-ins" in which "the Utah
scone rises to challenge the doughnut and the hamburger bun as a fast-food commodity" (1985:82).
When we spoke with the manager of a Sconecutter
drive-in in Salt Lake City, he informed us that there
were five in the Salt Lake Valley, one in Orem,
and one in Baltimore, Maryland. Suspecting that
few in Baltimore would recognize a Mormon scone
as a scone, we asked him about the Baltimore restaurant. He replied that "English scones" and
Mormon scones, re-named "Western-style scones,"
are both served; he added that the latter are quite
well received. Unlike many of its other American
cousins, the Mormon scone appears to be thriving.
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Toward a Sequential Approach
for Tonal Error Analysis
Qinghai Chen

Introduction
It is unanimously acknowledged that the
lexical tones are one of the most difficult parts,
if not the most difficult, for American learners of
standard Chinese. Very often we come across students who are already at the advanced level but
still agonizing over their tones. The problem is
actually more than the lack of native-like accents.
In a tone language like Chinese, tones are phonemic. Misuse of tones may cause difficulty in communication, and sometimes may even result in
misunderstanding.
Why then does a good mastery of the Chinese
tone system seem to be beyond the reach of so many
of the American learners? The common stand is to
attribute the problem to the interlanguage interference from the English intonation although some
scholars also suggest the explanation in terms of
intralanguage interference (White, 1981). Anumber of studies, although not very many, have been
done in the past decades on standard Chinese tones
in terms of contrastive analysis and error analysis
in an attempt to facilitate Chinese instruction
(Chiang, 1979; White, 1981; Shen, 1989a; Miracle,
1989). There have also been attempts to explain
second language learners' difficulty in terms of observing the tonal development of first language
Mandarin-speaking children (Li &Thompson,
1977; Yue-Hashimoto, 1980). Linguists tend to
believe that a good command of Chinese tones is
not impossible for American learners. Some suggest that the leamer's tonal performance is related
to his perceptual processing which is developed out
of his language background (Hockett, 1951; White,
1981; Repp, 1990).
However, previous studies among American
adult learners seem to have some limitations.
First, almost all the tests used in the studies have
been tonal production tests and seldom have

accompanying perception tests been used. Second,
in analysis of tonal production, errors used as data
are typically collected by having students read aloud
a familiar lesson or a number of specifically designed
sentences. No natural speech is reported to have
been used as data in published literature. Third, in
order to avoid or reduce interaction of various factors, analysis has generally been restricted to syllables at a certain position in the utterance. Even
when a whole sentence is examined, every tone is
treated as if it were occurring by itself regardless of
its context in the sequence. Thus, discussion largely
remains syllabic, focusing on isolated tones. There
is little possibility of identifying and analyzing systematic sequential patterns in the leamer's interlanguage. It is hard to imagine that conclusions
drawn within these limitations could be comprehensive enough.
The purpose of the study was, therefore, to try
to analyze American adult learners' tonal errors
with a different approach. Both natural oral data
and data from perception tasks were used for analysis. More importantly, tentative efforts were made
to analyze tonal errors in sequences as sequences.
On such a basis, two systematic sequential patterns
in the leamer's tonal development were identified
and a hierarchy of difficulty was suggested.
Review of Literature

Tonal Feature of Chinese
Chinese is not unique in being a tonal language.
As far as it is known, tonal languages are found in
Southeast Asia, Africa, and even in North America
among Latin American Indians. However, looking
specifically into the Chinese tonal system reveals
that it has unique characteristics.
Almost every Chinese syllable must carry a
tone. The tone is a suprasegmental phoneme which

Qinghai Chen was an associate professor at the Zhejiang Educational Institute in the People's Republic of
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may serve to differentiate meaning just like consonantal and vocalic segments. Each tone represents
a fixed pitch pattern, being either level or contoured. Using a 1-5 numerical scale for the normal
pitch range of a native speaker, the four tones
in standard Mandarin Chinese can be depicted as
follows:
Tone 1: high level
/55/
/35/
Tone 2: high rising
/214/
Tone 3: low falling-rising
/51/
Tone 4: high falling
These tones "are not fixed notes on a scale but
relative sounds or contours that vary according to
the normal voice range of individual speakers"
(DeFrancis, 1984). There is, in addition, a neutral
tone, which occurs when a syllable is unstressed.
Unlike the four basic tones, a neutral tone cannot
be pronounced in isolation. Its phonetic pitch, depending on the tone of the preceding syllable, is
relatively low after the level, rising and falling
tones. It is relatively high only after the fallingrising tone (Norman, 1988).
According to Chan (1987), there are only two
basic oppositions in the tonal system of standard
Chinese: (1) high versus low: for Tone 1 (/55/) versus Tone 3 (/214/) -in particular, the [21] variant,
and (2) rising versus falling: for Tone 2 (/35f) versus Tone 4 (/51/). Even in slow speech, the pitch
changes would be constant and at the extreme ends,
hence a great deal of effort would be required from
the speaker.
Tones contrast in contour, pitch height and
duration. The traditional view holds that in standard Chinese, tonal contrasts are primarily realized
by difference in contour. Some recent studies, however, suggest that it is the Fo (fundamental frequency) height, or pitch level, that are most basic
and salient (Yue-Hashimoto, 1980; Connell et al.,
1983; Shen, 1989a). As Connell puts it, "relative
pitch seemed to be the primary cue for tonal distinctions" (p. 339). However, he immediately adds
that "in the cases of low tones there could well be
other cues such as duration or subtle differences in
the fundamental frequency contour" (p. 339).
Blicher (1990), too, notices the relatively long duration of low and rising tones although, at the same
time, he deliberately recognizes differences in both
fundamental frequency (F 0> height and contour as
primary means of realization of tonal contours.
Tonal values can be affected by a number of
factors although never by the segments which occur with the tones (Wang, 1967). In nonfinal position, tones in standard Chinese are subject to
certain changes known in many languages as sandhi. Two of the three sandhi rules involve Tone 3.
First, when a Tone 3 is immediately followed by
another Tone 3, the first one is changed from /214/
to /35/ which is identical to a Tone 2. Li and Thompson (1977), referring to Wang and Li (1967),
claim that the resulting Tone 2 by this rule "has
been shown experimentally to be indistinguishable
from an inherent rising tone" (p.189). Second, a

Tone 3 in front of any other tone reduces to just /
21/ without the following rise. The resulting tone
may even be /11/ as is illustrated by Li and Thompson (1977), who, in their later publications, also
adopt the /21/ interpretation. Either /21/ or /11/
reflects a low nonrising vocalic value. The third
sandhi rule states that a Tone 2, preceded by a Tone
1 or Tone 2 and followed by another syllable of any
tone, changes into Tone 1 in rapid speech (Norman,
1988). All these changes are results of tonal assimilation or dissimilation.
Another kind of tonal value change which is
assimilative in nature is tonal coarticulation. It is
manifested in terms of changes in fundamental frequency height, but not in the direction of fundamental frequency movement. For example, when
two fourth tones (high falling) come together, the
first one is pronounced shorter (Mao, 1987); meanwhile, the second one is lower in pitch than the
first, and the first one does not drop as far as those
spoken in isolation (Wu, 1988; referred to by Shen,
1990). Unlike tonal sandhi, tonal coarticulation
does not affect tones very much so that the basic
tonal contours remain relatively unchanged.
In standard Chinese, intonation also interacts
with tones, i.e., lexical tones are influenced in their
fundamental frequency movement by sentence intonation. But again the basic features of the four
tones are left intact. Only in sentence-final position may intonation perturb tone contours in a significant manner to cause pitch-neutralization
(Connell, 1983; Shen, 1989b). Connell points out
the fact about the Chinese language that "recognition of tone is stable over a wide range of frequency
changes" (p. 350). The wide range of tone stability, he claims, permits intonation to function in
the same manner as it does in non-tonal languages.
There have also been studies on contextual effects examining the issue of the perception of lexical tone. Many of them claim that perception is
affected by contextual circumstances. For example,
Shigeno and Fujisaki (1979; referred to by Fox &
Qi, 1990) point out that the effect is a product of
auditory rather than phonetic processing. Speer,
Shih and Slowiaczek (1989) claim that phrasal
prosodic structure influences auditory language
comprehension processes. Fox and Qi (1990), when
failing to provide adequate support for the hypothesis that context (in the form of F rise rate) can
significantly affect the lexical toneo identification
responses for either Chinese or English listeners,
suggest more controlled experiments examining
the influence of context (especially in the form of
pitch variation) on the perception of lexical tone
in particular.

Acquisition of Chinese Tones by American Learners
From the previous section, we know that the
number of the Chinese tones is really not great,
and the tones, even though their values may be affected by various factors, do not usually go beyond
recognition. When we examine the tonal sandhi
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phenomena, which seem to be the only factor to
change the tone values substantially, there are only
three rules for consideration, and they appear simple
and easy. So, since the values themselves and the rules
are not complicated, the tones should not theoretically be difficult for English-speaking learners. However, the difficulty experienced by American learners
in their attempts to acquire good Chinese tones is
widely witnessed. Chiang (1979) is certainly not
alone when he states that the problem of learning
the tones "needs to be tackled decisively and carefully right in the beginning of learning" (p.249).
It seems to be a common belief that it is not the
phonological segments (i.e., consonants and vowels)
of standard Chinese that present any articulation difficulty for American learners; rather, it is the tones
that are difficult for them to acquire (Shen, 1989a).
However, contrastive analyses of the phonetic tonal
contours of English and standard Chinese have failed
to reveal any major articulatory differences between
the isolated tonal contours of the two languages.
According to White (1981), the four tonal patterns
in Chinese, namely high level, rising, low falling-rising and falling, are all available in English, which
actually has at least one more, Le., rising-falling. The
primary difference between the tones of English and
standard Chinese is the significantly wider domain
of the English tone. While a Chinese tone falls on
one syllable, an English tone may be spread across
any number of syllables. However, this does not sound
like an adequate and satisfying explanation of the
difficulty encountered by American learners of Chinese as a second or foreign language.
If the process of second language acquisition in
any sense and to any extent parallels the process of
first language acquisition, it should be helpful to examine how the tones are acquired by native Chinese
children in their language development. In a duration of over seven months, Li and Thompson (1977)
did an "in-depth longitudinal study" in Taipei with
17 children from Mandarin-speaking families. The
result of the study strongly supports the suggestion in
the literature that suprasegmental aspects oflanguage
are acquired relatively early. They claim that when
the child is still at the one-word stage and his utterances are "segmentally inaccurate or even incomprehensible", he already has the adult tone system almost
completely under control and his utterances can be
"tonally perfect" (p.190). In an article describing the
tonal development of her daughter, Yue-Hashimoto
(1980) claims that her baby "could distinguish all
five tones in Mandarin" by the age of 20 months (at
a stage of single-word utterance and with a very limited inventory of segmental sounds acquired), and
that she "began an interesting play on tones" at age 2
(around the time when there is a sudden outburst of
syntactic activity) (p.181). These two studies have
apparently revealed the fact that the correct tone
system is acquired by Chinese children with standard Chinese as their mother tongue well in advance
of the segments. Both studies give credit to Van
Lancker ( 1975; referred to by Li & Thompson, 1977)

for his finding that features of pitch are stored and
processed in the brain differently from segmental phonological features and that intonation is acquired
before many segments in English.
A hierarchy of acquisition sequence for the Chinese tones has been suggested on the basis of first
language empirical studies. Generally speaking, level
tones are easier than contour tones, and falling tones
are easier than rising tones. The specific order of ease
oflearning put forward by Li and Thompson (1977)
based on the data from two small children is: Tone 1
(/55/), Tone 4 (/51/), Tones 2 and 3 (/35/ and/214f).
It turns out that Tone 2 and Tone 3 are more difficult
for the child to produce. Not only do they appear
later in his speech, but they are also the only tones
confused with each other throughout much of the
early acquisition period. Li and Thompson attribute
the difficulty and confusability of these two tones to
the fact that, because they both have a rising end
component, they are similar to each other and different from the high level and falling tones. Such an
analysis can find abundant suppon in literature since
it has already been proved that greater physiological
effon is required to raise pitch (Ohala and Ewan,
1973; referred to by Li & Thompson, 1977), and that
languages tend to try to reduce the occurrence oflowhigh sequences which involve rising pitch (Hyman,
1973; Hyman and Schuh, 1974; referred to by Li &
Thompson, 1977). In spite of the difference in the
level of difficulty in acquisition, what is significant
here is that, for Chinese native speakers, once they
have acquired the whole tonal system in their early
childhood, it has become a matter of course that the
tone pattern is an integral pan of whatever character
or word they learn. In their daily use of the spoken
language, they no longer feel consciously that they
are taking care of their tones. The close functional
association between segmental structure and fundamental frequency contour gets intuitively rooted in
their linguistic behaviors.
In a study in the integration of segmental and
tonal information in speech perception, Repp and
Lin (1990) compare two groups of subjects: speakers
of a tone language (standard Chinese) and of a nontone language (English). They find that Chinese and
English listeners both show an underlying processing asymmetry between consonants and tones in consonant-vowel syllables, whereas only Chinese
listeners show such an asymmetry between vowels
and tones. Their study serves as evidence that English native speakers are less sensitive to tonal differences, tending to interpret them as pragmatic,
affective, or merely auditory variations. White ( 1981),
in his comprehensive analysis of tonal perception
errors, mentions the fact that English speakers will
hear the Chinese high tones as stressed and the low
Tone 3 as unstressed or very weakly stressed although
in standard Chinese the stress on a syllable is realized
by amplitude (Le., loudness) and duration (Le.,
length) rather than F pitch.
In accordance wiili the finding that Tone 2 and
Tone 3 are the last tone pairs to be reliably distin-
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guished in production by first language learners of of English speakers (Chen, 1974; referred to by
standard Chinese (Li and Thompson, 1977), and White, 1981), and that it is 2S% higher and 2S%
more confusable than other pairings to native lower (White, 1981). The normal pitch range of
Chinese-speaking listeners (Chuang, Hiki, Sone American English speakers, even when they are
and Nimmura, 1972; Zue, 1976; referred to by speaking Chinese, is significantly smaller than that
Blicher et aI., 1990), an earlier suggestion is found of native Chinese speakers. In other words, Amerithat these are also the two tones which are more can learners of Chinese have considerable diffidifficult for American learners (Kiriloff, 1969; re- culty in making use of the 1 and 5 values on the
ferred to by Li & Thompson, 1977). Again, their l-S numerical scale for the normal Chinese pitch
confusability is attributed to the similar rise in fun- range. Therefore, their tonal misproduction cendamental frequency during their final portions ters on errors in tonal register (Chao, 1989; Zhao,
(Blicher, Diehl and Cohen, 1990). There is no 1987; referred to by Shen, 1989a). Specifically,
unanimous agreement in the ordering of the de- their pitch height of high tones is relatively lower
grees of difficulty, however. Shen (1989a) argues than that of native speakers of standard Chinese
that, for American learners, Tones 1 and 4 are more (Shen, 1989a). Going a step further, Shen suggests
difficult to acquire than Tones 2 and 3 because that "what American learners learn in tonal proTones 1 and 4 are less marked according to duction is not tonal shape - such as level, rising,
Kellerman's markedness theory (1979, 1983), and and falling - but tonal register such as high, low
more likely to be receptive to first language trans- and mid" (p. 40). Regretfully, this argument of differ than the other tones. The underlying implica- ference in the fundamental frequency (F ) range
tion in the assertion, however, clearly excludes the is not always supported by empirical ~tudies.
possibility of any kind of positive first language Miracle (1989) claims that the subjects in his
transfer. Still another study finds that errors in the acoustic study do not show a narrower F range
0
production of isolated tones do not occur consis- than native Chinese speakers.
tently with one single tone (White, 1981). A simiThe second possible source of difficulty, as is
lar stand is adopted by Miracle (1989), who finds suggested, is interlingual by nature, which means
that American learners make both tone contour that it is caused by interference from English
errors and tone register errors fairly evenly across prosodic features, most significantly from English
all the tones. If there is a particularly problematic intonation. We may feel more sure of this argument
tone, he states, it is the rising tone, but the differ- because there is a universal agreement. It is not only
ence is not significant. Taking Shen's findings into because learner errors in pronouncing the Chinese
consideration, Miracle suggests that while Tones 1 tones in terms of English intonations are widely
and 4 are initially troublesome, with further learn- observed in great quantity, but also because the
ing, the difficulties even out across all the tones. In consistency and systematicity of the errors can be
addition, Miracle also finds that, in tone combina- convincingly explained by contrastive analysis,
tion words, significantly more errors are found in such as the one presented by White (1981). In his
the initial syllable than in the final syllable.
comprehensive study, White makes it clear that inSo far, basically three possible sources of diffi- terference may come either from learners' habitual
culty have come under discussion as far as the learn- use of intonation in English to differentiate sening of standard Chinese as a second language by tence types, or from their less self-conscious use of
English intonation to express emotion and attitude.
American English native speakers is concerned.
The first possible source is seen as linguo- His prediction is that the second kind of interferhabitual, and is denied by some researchers. The ence forms much more serious transfer problems
following quotation represents such an argument:
and is much more difficult for learners to overcome
since they may even not be aware of it. In what
Though subject to small variations from lanChiang (1979) calls a contrastive study, which acguage to language that have no cognitive import,
cording to him includes both contrastive analysis
the range of voice pitch remains remarkably
and error analysis, he classifies learner errors attribuniform across languages. This is true regardless
uting them to interference from various English
of how many tones a language has, or whether
intonations. Although the focus in Shen's study
it has any at all. In general I find it extremely
(1989a) is on interference from another characterdifficult to distinguish utterances in certain types
istic of English suprasegmental production - pitch
of tone language (e.g., Mandarin) from those
range, as we have reviewed before, she also asserts
in a non-tone language (e.g., English) by just
that American learners, in producing Chinese
examining the pitch measurement of theses
tones, transfer the articulatory habits of the English
utterances .... No matter how many tones a
prosody. On the basis of the studies cited above,
language has, the voice pitch traverses approxione thing becomes apparent: that is, phonetic transmately the same overall range (Wang, 1967;
fer from English in the learning of Chinese is conp.100).
sidered totally negative. No such thing as positive
Some other linguists hold a different view, transfer is considered by researchers.
however. They find that the relative pitch range
In contrast to the second possible source of difof Chinese speakers is 1.S times wider than that ficulty, the third one is said to be intralingual, i.e.,
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dealing with inherent properties of the target
language. This can partially be supported by the
difficulty which Chinese children appear to have
for the acquisition of some of the tonal features.
What is unique is the claim that the Chinese tone
"may violate some universal phonetic constraint
in the syllable; and, because of this, the particular
syllable-tone combination is difficult for speakers
of most other languages, not just English, to pronounce" (White, 1981; p. 32). Starting from this
assumption, the difficulty encountered by American learners, and probably by all learners of standard Chinese as a second language, becomes a
matter of self-justification. However, no substantial research seems to have been reported so far.
Far from having been justified, the claim only serves
as a hypothesis at least for the time being.
Despite all these possible sources of difficulty,
however, there should be no doubt that for an American learning standard Chinese as a second language,
the mastering of the tone is not impossible. It has
been pointed out that "any physiologically normal
human being has all the necessary apparatus; Chinese has distinctive tones (contours of pitch), and
even a person who thinks he is tone-deaf can learn
them correctly" (Hockett, 1951; p. xi).
According to Hockett, the most efficient way
for the learner to improve his Chinese pronunciation is to develop at one and the same time that
ability to pronounce correctly and to hear correctly.
He obviously implies that the leamer's performance
in tonal production is complemented by his tonal
perception ability. Other linguists have also touched
upon the perception side of tonal performance of
American English speakers. White (1981), when
he compared the mechanisms of stress in the two
languages, discusses the fact that English learners
of Chinese will hear the high tones as stress and
the low Tone 3 as unstressed or very weakly stressed,
and consequently, they may be heard to mispronounce certain tones. Repp (1990), too, claims that
the difference between English speakers and Chinese speakers is in their tonal perceptual processing. It appears then that any study looking into
learners' tonal errors in their oral production, should
also refer to their auditory performance.

read a familiar lesson (Shen, 1989a) or having them
read a number of specifically-designed sentences in
which all the possible tone combinations available
in standard Chinese in monosyllabic or disyllabic
words are included (Miracle, 1989).
The usual procedure for data processing is to
have subjects' voices reading the test material
recorded and then judged by native speakers of standard Chinese. In order to avoid or reduce interaction of various factors, the analysis may be
restricted to syllables at a certain position in the
utterance, e.g., the sentence-initial syllable, or
the utterance-terminal syllable (Chiang, 1979). Due
to the same concern, sometimes only the word (one
or two syllables) in the topic position is analyzed
(Miracle, 1989). Even when each syllable in a sentence is taken into consideration, analysis seems
to remain on syllable level (Shen, 1989a). The
underlying assumption seems to be that, by avoiding various interactional factors, the analysis of
tonal errors could be less complicated and more
accurate.
Previous studies, while constructive and valuable, seem to have the following limitations:
(1) No perception tasks have been used in conjunction with production tasks. (2) No natural
speech is seen to have been used as data in published literature. (3) More importantly, discussion
appears to be only syllabic, taking tones in a sequence as isolated tones rather than as a sequence.
Efforts to try to avoid internal factors of interaction in tonal data analysis might have presented
a picture which is at least incomplete for the acquisition of tones by American learners. As we have
briefly reviewed, no factors other than sandhi rules
have significant effects on tonal values. Even when
tonal sandhi comes into play and changes a tone
by nature, it can be predicted with rules, and the
affected tone can then be analyzed for what it
should be. The negative transfer of the prosodic
features of the leamer's first language comes up at
the sentence level, rather than the syllable level.
Therefore, interactional factors are really unavoidable in analysis of learners' errors. For new and more
valid findings, it is necessary to analyze the tones
in a sequence as a sequence.

Research Methods
In the literature concerning the acquisition of
standard Chinese by American English speakers,
research data is usually gathered among college students taking elementary Chinese courses. A problem is that the number of subjects has always been
small, often no more than 10. This should not be
surprising, considering the fact that Chinese instruction in this country, overwhelmingly offered
at the college level, is still small in scale.
And also, the production errors used in analysis sometimes do not carry explicit origins as if they
were collected by teachers in daily instruction and
should be commonly understood (White, 1981).
Others are typically collected by having students

Research Hypothesis
With a different approach, some systematic sequential tonal patterns in learners' interlanguage
might be identified, which would add a somehow
new look to analysis of tonal errors and facilitate
the acquisition of Chinese tones by American
learners.
Methods

Subjects
The eight students enrolled in Chinese 211, a
conversational class, in the winter semester of 1992
at Brigham Young University all participated in the
study. Since the two female students turned out to
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be born and raised in Hong Kong and to have
Cantonese, a tonal dialect of Chinese, as their
mother tongue, they were excluded later and only
six subjects remained in the final analysis.
The remaining six male American students,
while they varied in their college majors, had all
studied standard Chinese formally for over a year.
Three had lived in Hong Kong for ten months to
two years with different levels of competence in
Cantonese. One was born in a Chinese American
family in California, had visited Taiwan once for
three months, but did not speak much Chinese.
The fifth had lived in Taiwan for over a year and
married a Chinese lady, but still needed to take the
conversational Chinese course to improve his oral
ability. The sixth and the last subject student was a
Chinese major who had not been previously exposed to a Chinese-speaking community. All the
subjects were aged between 20 and 30.

Then the subjects were given the elicitedspeech test as part of the course requirements for a
unit of three lessons. Every subject's voice was recorded, transcribed, and judged respectively by two
Chinese native speakers including the researcher
himself. Both are veteran language teachers and
presently instructors of Chinese at BYU. The researcher himself did the transcription and had a
detailed analysis of the data. For the purpose of
verification, the other judge was asked to go over
the tape and mark out with different signs all the
syllables she regarded as incorrect and inappropriate. She was also required to underline all the sequences she found awkward, which could be part
of a sentence or a whole sentence.
With both the perception and production data
ready, the researcher did the rest of the work. The
final analysis of the production data was based on
the tonal errors identified by both the judges.

Testing Materials
The tonal perception test consisted of five
parts: (1) the same monosyllable ba repeated eight
times - two times in each of the four tones - in
a random order; (2) eight monosyllables - differing in segmental structure but representing the
same tone distribution as in (1) - given in a random order; (3) ten disyllables and longer sequences
with only the first syllable being tested - the first
syllable occurring four times in Tone 2 and two
times in every other tone - given in a random
order; (4) ten disyllables and longer sequences with
only the last syllable being tested - the last syllable occurring one time in Tone 4, three times in
Tone 3, and 2 times in every other tone including
the neutral tone - given in a random order; and
(5) twenty disyllables representing all the possible
two-syllable combinations (the neutral tone can
only occur in the final position) - given in a random order.
In the tonal production test, oral utterances
were elicited by words and phrases given in
English under two topics. The first topic required
"this week, cold, windy, weather report, tomorrow,
change, warm", while the second required "yesterday, restaurant, friend, three dishes, beer, expensive, good food." Each topic required "name, date,
day, and time" at the beginning. The two topics
with requirements were written on two sheets of
paper, and the subject randomly chose one at the
test.

Results and Analysis

Procedure
The subjects were first given the tonal perception test in the classroom. The test material was
read aloud by the researcher with an interval of
2-5 seconds between items depending on the complexity of the task. The subjects were asked to give
the relevant tone number for each item on a printed
form. It was only a few minutes' work.

Distribution of Errors
Perception errors made by the subjects are summarized in Table 1. The left column depicts errors
at the sequence-initial position in the various tones.
For Tone 2, e.g., its /35/ value was misperceived as
/55/ in four cases, which consisted of 25% of the
total sixteen errors, and it was mistaken for /21/ in
twelve cases, which made up of 75% of the total
errors. The right column in the table is for tonal
perception errors at the sequence-final position. It
is read the same way as is the left column. Tone 0
refers to the unstressed neutral tone, which is not
possible at the sequence-initial position.
It is obvious from the tables that Tones 2 and 3
were more likely to get confused with each other,
and the same for Tones 1 and 4. The Neutral Tone
was also problematic. Although there is the regret
of not being able to decide which tone or tones
are more problematic because the tones did not
occur evenly in the test, it is still found that the
final position attracts more errors than the initial
position.
Identifying and classifying tonal errors in the
production data turned out to be much more difficult. Distribution of the 35 problematic tones
agreed upon by both judges as either incorrect or
inappropriate is tabulated in Table 2. Whether a
syllable is Initial or Final depends on the way the
subject uttered it as well as on its semantic and syntactic relationship with the neighboring syllables.
Generally speaking, a syllable which occurred after a pause and/or took the lead in a compound or
phrase is considered Initial. A syllable which came
up before a pause and/or positioned last in a compound or phrase is regarded as Final. For reasons of
feasibility, factors like coarticulation, which do not
affect tones in a significant manner, were ignored.
The subjects' performance on the neutral tones was
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Table 1 - Distribution of Tone Perception Errors
INITIALS
Tone
1

Value
/55/

Errors

2

/35/

/55/
/21/

4
12

3

/21/

/35/
/51/

4

/51/

/55/
/35/
/21/
/00/

# -

%-

FINALS
%

Tone
1

Value
/55/

Errors
/51/

#

4

%
100%

25%
75%

2

/35/

/214/
/0/

14
3

82%
18%

6
3

67%
33%

3

/214/

/35/
/51/
/0/

10
1
1

83%
8%
8%

5
1
1
1

62%
13%
13%
13%

4

/51/

/55/

2

100%

0

/0/

/55/
/214/
/51/

3
4
2

33%
44%
22%

#

number of occurrences of a specific error for a certain tone
percentage of that specific error out of the total number of errors for a certain tone

Table 2 - Distribution of Tone Production Errors
INITIALS

FINALS

Tone
1

Value
/55/

Errors
/51/ 22 33

Tone
1

Value
/55/

2

/35/

/55/ 22 22 22 33

2

/35/

3

/21/

3

/214/

/55/ 13

4

/51

/55//55/ /55/ /35/ /35/
53
/55/ /55/ /55/ 22 33

4

/51/

22 33 33 33 33
3332 23 23 13

also ignored so that the analysis could be focused
on the four basic tones.
Only twelve out of the total of thirty-five syllables in the list could be said to have been
misproduced as another existing tone in standard
Chinese. In Table 2, the tonal values of these twelve
syllables are presented numerically between two
slashes, such as /51/. The other twenty-three errors, unidentifiable as a Chinese tone, are given
out with bold, italicized and underlined double letters to represent their tonal shape, such as 22. Numbers of a bigger font size are syllables either at the
beginning or at the end of a sentence. These values are decided according to the pitch range of every relevant subject. With no acoustic means
available, the judgment was based on the musical
and linguistic training I had received and on my
past language instructional experience. If such judgment could be considered valid, it could very well

Errors
/51/ 22 ~ 53

be argued that the overwhelming majority of the
tonal errors the subjects made in the elicited speech
are level tones which do not exist in standard Chinese at all.
Examining these two tables, there seems to be
no correlation between the distribution of tonal
production errors and that of tonal perception errors. For example, in Table 2 we find Initial Tone 1
errors but in Table 1 the counterpart area is left
blank. On the other hand, in Table 1 Final Tone 2
errors abound while in Table 2 we fail to find any.
Also, Table 2 no longer shows the confusion between Tone 2 and Tone 3, which is so obvious in
Table 1.

Two Sequential E'!Tor Patterns
In the production data, at least two sequential
tonal patterns were found among the subjects. The
first one which is observed in the elicited speeches
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Diagram 1: Pattern One of Sequential
Tonal Error
55--33--22
Sub. 2 xian
zai
.ilillili

53
dian /51-5151-35-214/
(It's now ten o'clock.)

Sub. 3 san

yue

ffiUiy

hao

/55-51-3521-51/

hao

/55-55-5135-21-51/

(March 19th)
Sub. 4 jin tian shi shi

jiu

(Today is March 19th.)
Sub. 5 ting

tian qi bao
(listened

Sub. 6

hui

to

gao

/55-55-5151-51/

weather report)

hen Iian~ kuai
(would be very cool)

/51-21-35-51/

of five of the six subjects can be called a "55-3322-53" pattern. In the following examples, sequential numbers between slashes represent correct
tone values.
In Diagram 1, unmarked syllables all have level
tones, underlined syllables share the same level
value, italicized syllables are contoured tones. This
is probably an ideal pattern to be found in a comparative phonological study. We can easily match
it to English sequences such as "he is not here" and
"we have many books".
Another possible pattern is "high-Iowhigh-Iow-(high)". The two words "high" and
"low" are used here in a figurative sense referring
to the relative pitch heights of neighboring tones
in a sequence. The "high" does not necessarily mean
an absolute high pitch register, and the same is for
Diagram 2 - Sequential Tonal Error
Pattern Two
high.--low--high-low-(high)

Sub.3 33-22-33-22-33
ni
you
mei
you kan /35-21-35-21-51/
(have you seen)
Sub.2 44-22-55-22
bu
shi
hen
re
(isn't very hot)
55-33-55-22
bu
shi
rai
leng
(isn't too cold)

/35-51-21-51/

/35-51-51-214/

"low". The following three examples were taken
from the utterances of two subjects. The sequential numbers between slashes represent the correct
tonal values.
All the syllables in this second pattern carry
level tones. Here, again, influence from the familiar English rhythm can immediately be felt.

Discussion
In the previous section, negative transfer from
the English intonation to American learners' Chinese tones is seen clearly first in Table 2 and then
in the two sequential patterns. Table 2 convincingly highlights the fact that American learners'
tonal errors are not caused by randomly replacing
one tone with another. Sixty-six percent of the errors listed in the table are simply not Chinese tones
at all. The great number of alien level tones might
have been caused by the interaction of English
prosodic features. Interference from the English
intonation is more evident in the tendency that at
the beginning of a sentence the low Tone 3 may
get a higher fundamental frequency to resemble
Tone 1 while at the end of a sentence the high level
Tone 1 more or less attains the feature of the falling tone.
All the subjects seem to have demonstrated a
1-5 pitch range, i.e., everyone at one time or another did reach the two extremes in the scale which
is used to depict the normal pitch range of Chinese
native speakers. Their common erroneous tonal
behavior can be generalized as shown in Table 3,
where proper tone values are represented numeriTable 3 - Typical Erroneous Tendencies in
Tonal Production
Tone Type Tendencies
Contour flatten off
become level
?go in opposite
direction
Level
change register
*become contour
?rare with only two cases
*at sentence-final position

Examples
/214/->ll

/35/->:n
/51/->11.

/51/->Jl.
/51/->22
/21/->11.

/55/->22

/55/->:n

/55/->SJ.

/55/->~

cally between slashes such as /214/ while their deviant forms are seen as bold, italicized and underlined numbers such as 23.
Apparently, the subjects' performance was restricted by such tendencies for most of the time to
a narrower pitch range of 2-4 and opportunities to
extend the F0 to 1 or 5 on the scale were greatly
reduced. A characteristic of this nature, unique for
American learners speaking English as their mother
tongue, could not possibly be matched in any way
in a perception task in which a speaker of standard
Chinese conducts the utterances. On the other
hand, even though a learner can perceive the tones
well, he may not be able to produce them correctly
especially in a speech when he has little chance to
attend to his own utterances and thus may unconsciously draw more on his native language. Considering that alien tones comprised the majority of
the subjects' errors, it is not surprising that no correlation was found between Table 1 and Table 2.
When all the deviation forms from each and
every tone in the data were listed out, there was a
temptation to suggest a hierarchy of difficulty on
the basis of the literature. The study could not have
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verified in future studies. It is not my intention to
hold that every American learner of Chinese, in
their actual learning practice, would have to go
through all the deviant forms in a predictable order to reach tonal perfection. On the contrary, for
reasons such as learner difference, instructional
difference and environmental difference, things
like a predictable acquisition order amenable to all
the learners will not exist. But a hypothetical hierarchy would at least help us to explain the nature
of tonal errors and the order of tonal acquisition as
a general tendency.
Looking again at Table 3, it is obvious that contour tones are rarely distorted so much as to go to
the opposite direction. The two cases found in
the study might be accounted for as performance
errors or individual style. If these errors are disregarded, the general trend stands further out: the
majority of the errors appear to be either incorrect
and alien level tones or improper contour tones
Table 4 - Tonal Deviations in a Suggested
which do not realize their full value. This adds supOrder of Development
port to the assertion in the literature that the primary cue for tonal distinctions is register (i.e., pitch
Tones
4
2
3
I
height) rather than contour (i.e., tonal shape). This
also implies that for American learners to have
n.
JJ.
~
~
Order
better Chinese tones the fundamental task is not
121/
1551.........
51
of
to teach them how to produce these tones, nor is it
........ '511 ...........
!lJ1l1.
to
warn them of the possibility of mispronouncing
Development
........ '35' _ _
!ill.
a specific isolated tone as another specific isolated
~·1214'
tone under certain conditions. Instead, a teacher's
primary
responsibility is to present the real, com*sequence-final
plete picture of the learners' tonal performance in
What is listed in Table 4 may further be inter- sequences and help them to consciously get rid of
preted into a hierarchy for Chinese tone acquisi- the interference from their mother tongue. It would
be of little value to work on isolated tones in the
tion, which is depicted in Table 5.
classroom.
A large number of alien level tones and nonTable 5 - Hierarchy for Chinese Tone
fully-realized contour tones in the subjects' producAcquisition
tion were neglected by the other judge. The fact
seems to imply that, as long as a sequence appears
Tones
4
I
2
3
as a number of level tones and non-fully-presented
contour tones, even though produced in a narrowed
low level
Order
pitch range of2A, it would still have a good chance
high~ halffaIling
of
to be recognized and accepted by native speakers.
~fullf~ Iullfrising
Iullffalling-rising
This
may also suggest that the poor Chinese tonal
~fUllris~
Development
full falling-rising
performance of American learners is not simply
due to linguo-habitual factors, nor simply due to
interlanguage or intralanguage interference. The
*sequence-final
real problem may lie in socio-lingual fossilization
In Table 5, while "full" means the realization of out of lack of necessity and motivation to seek imthe full tonal value, "half" does not necessarily mean provement! Now that they can already communihalf of the value. Rather, it implies the non- cate, why must they have perfect tones!
realization of the full tonal value. Here, again, the Suggestions for Further Research
columns show how every tone is acquired after a
Although the study is not without findings, it
possible problematic stage, and the rows from top
has
great limitations. First of all, the data base is far
to bottom reflect degrees of increasing difficulty in
articulation. The columns and rows join together too small as in other studies. A much larger group
to provide an explanation for the acquisition order of subjects is needed in further studies. Secondly,
the subjects, mostly having had a long-term expoof Chinese tones.
sure
to a native language environment, may not be
It should be noted, however, what is suggested
by Table 4 and Table 5 is merely a hypothesis to be typical American learners of Chinese. Learners with
basically only classroom learning experience may

identified a particularly problematiC tone or tones.
However, it still seems that the findings of tonal
error forms could support and help explain the following acquisition order suggested in the literature:
Tone 1 (155/) - Tone 4 (151/) - Tone 2 (135/) Tone 3 (l214/). Based on the assumptions that in
tonal development level tones are easier than contoured tones, mid register is easier than high and
low registers and falling contour is easier than rising contours, Table 4 shows how all the deviant
forms found in the study could possibly fit in the
suggested order of development. Here, all the number combinations that are bold, italicized and underlined stand for an incorrect or inappropriate
value of a specific tone. Every column shows what
deviations the learners might undergo before they
acquire the proper value represented numerically
between slashes. The arrows help to explain how
the total developmental process is realized.

Toward a Sequential Approach for Tonal Error Analysis
be needed as subjects, and preferably, they would
be learners in several different levels. Thirdly, the
judgment for errors in the study was overly subjective, largely depending on personal intuition. For
more accurate and reliable assessment, acoustic
approaches should be adopted. Fourthly, the definitions for "sequence" and for "initial" or "final"
need to be elaborated on a solid theoretical basis.
Fifthly, to generate more scientific and comprehensive outcomes, sophisticated statistical techniques
are needed in data processing.
Even though there are serious limitations on
this particular study, it has reviewed many issues
that could be followed and should be followed in
future studies. It can serve as an important step leading to a better understanding of Chinese tonal acquisition by American learners.
Conclusion
To collect data from leamer's elicited speeches
and analyze their tonal errors as sequences seems
to be an effective way to reveal the genuine and
complete picture of the acquisition of Chinese tones
by American native speakers of English. The study
has tentatively identified two tonal sequential patterns in American learners' interlanguage, which
are characteristic of alien level tones and non-fullyrealized contour tones. Both occur as a result of
interference from the English prosodic features.
Learners' oral production does not seem to correlate with their performance in tonal perception
tasks, possibly because production errors result in
tonal utterances that are largely incomparable with
the standard Chinese tones, and therefore, the perception test does not relate to them at all.
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Careers in Software Internationalization
Larry G. Childs
Abstract
Anyone who plans to work as a professional
translator will almost certainly have the opportunity to be involved with software internationalization. Many large corporations such as IBM,
Microsoft, WordPerfect, and Novell have software
internationalization departments. It is also a major
source of work for freelance translators. This paper
presents a summary of what is necessary to be successful in this field. In addition to a knowledge of
translation and culture, software translators must
understand concepts such as software enabling,
retrofitting, and localization. They must also
understand how computers store and display text.
Introduction
Today's software vendors, eager to reach a
worldwide market with their products, have created unprecedented opportunities for translators
and other language experts. If you are a professional
translator or plan to become one, you will almost
certainly have the chance to be involved with
adapting software for international use. You may
find full-time employment in the software internationalization department of a large corporation,
such as IBM, Microsoft, WordPerfect, Borland, or
Novell. Many software companies also use freelance
translators and translation houses. If you choose to
work as a freelance translator or as a staff translator
in a translation house, software internationalization projects can become a major source of work
for you. Besides translators, software internationalization projects need language and culture consultants, as well.
To compete in this fast growing segment of the
translation industry, you must have some specialized knowledge. Software internationalization is

more than just translating the messages of a software program. The software itself must be designed
for international use, and you must understand the
basics of this design to be an effective translator.
Successful software translators are also experts in
adapting the non-linguistic cultural aspects of software programs. This paper will deal with the cultural aspects of software internationalization, and
then discuss some key issues in international software design.
Terminology
We first need to explain some terminology.
Learning the industry jargon will not only facilitate this discussion, it will help you show a prospective employer that you are indeed familiar with
the software internationalization industry.
The first term to learn is software localization.
Briefly defined, localization is the process of adapting a piece of software to a particular locale. It refers to translation and to the adaptation of other
culturally specific parts of the software. To be successful in software internationalization, you must
be more than a translator, you must be a localizer.
During the localization process, the localizer
translates text strings. These are the pieces of text
in the software that the user sees on the screen.
They include error and informational messages,
prompts, and menu items.
Another important term is enabling. This is the
programming design and implementation necessary
to allow localization to take place. If a piece of software is enabled properly, it can be adapted to any
number of locales with a minimum of programming
effort.
Finally, IBM has defined software internationalization as enabling plus localization. In other words,

Larry G. Childs has a B.A.in Gemuln (1977), and an M.A. in Gennan and Linguistics (1979) from BYU.
He is currently employed by Novell, Inc., Provo, Utah, in the field of software internationalization.
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the programming effort to enable a piece of software, plus the linguistic effort to translate and
otherwise adapt it to a particular locale yield internationalized software.
Cultural Adaptation
Translation forms the largest single localization
task in software internationalization, but it is also
the part of localization that translators understand
best. This paper will focus on the less understood part of localization, namely adapting nonlinguistic aspects of the software to different locales.
There are two main aspects of cultural adaptation:
format conventions, and graphics.

Format Conventions
Many software programs display dates, times,
numbers, and currency. The format of each of these
varies from locale to locale, as figure 1 shows.

LOCALE
USA
UK
Germany
Portugal

Sweden

DATE
03/15/93
15/03/93
15.03.93
15-03-93
93-03-15

TIME
8:37:00 PM
20:37:00
20:37:00
20:37:00
20.37.00

NUMBER
12,345.67
12,345.67
12.345,67
12.345,67
12.345,67

CURRENCY
$1.22
£1.22
DM1,22
1$22 Esc.
1,22 kr

Figure 1: Format conventions
Ideally, the end user of the software can choose
the notational conventions used to format this
information. Software must be designed to give
the user a choice of format conventions. A good
example of well enabled software is Windows,
whose International Icon allows the user to set the
preferred locale settings from a menu of choices.
Windows even allows to the user to customize a
locale's default format settings to suit individual
preferences.
Software engineers who program multilocale
format menus will expect you, the localizer, to be
an expert in all format conventions, not just those
associated with the target languages into which
you translate. An excellent source for this type of
information is IBM's four-volume series called
National Language Design Guide (1991).

Adapting Graphics
One very important localization task is to adapt
icons, the little pictures on the screen that depict
file names and programs, etc. Icons will be familiar
to you if you use a graphical user interface, such as
Macintosh or Windows. As a localizer, you are responsible to know what connotations a graphic
image has in your target culture. Images that are
perfectly understandable and innocuous in one
culture may be meaningless, confusing, or even
obscene in other cultures.
A classic example of the problems that culturespecific icons can cause is the trash can icon on
Macintosh computers. To delete a file, you drag an
icon of the file to the trashcan. This caused considerable confusion when the Macintosh was first

introduced to Great Britain because the icon closely
resembles the post boxes for the Royal Mail (Taylor 1992,49).
The meaning of gestures varies widely from
culture to culture. For example, an icon depicting
any sort of a pointing finger will be obscene in at
least one culture. Gestures by Roger Axtell (1991)
is a good reference work for the cultural meaning
of gestures.
A related issue is the choice of colors used to
display both graphics and text on a computer screen.
For example, showing an error message in red to
highlight the warning nature of the message, a common practice in America, sends mixed signals in
China, where red depicts happiness (Taylor 1992,
42).
Enabling Issues
As a localizer, you must also understand the
enabling design issues that affect the translation
and display of text in a software program. First,
enabling, or the lack of it, puts constraints on the
way you translate. Second, as a localizer, you will
probably find yourself in the role of an internationalization expert, giving advice to programmers who
are trying to enable their code. Let us look at the
major language enabling issues that you need to
know to act as a consultant to software engineers
who want to write enabled programs.
String Expansion

One of the most important things that you can
teach software engineers about translation is that a
translated text string is not going to be the same
length as the original. When going from English
to European languages, the translation is almost
always longer. In ideographic languages, such as
Japanese, the translation from English may be about
the same length as the original, but since enabled
software should allow for a wide variety of languages, it must account for the expansion in European languages.
Unless the engineer allows for expansion when
designing the screen layout, many translated strings
will not fit. Figure 2, taken from Childs (1992),
shows an example of a string expansion problem.

File
New
Qpen
.c.lose
.,s.ave
Save bs

.
FIgure 2: Sample Menu Screen
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As you can see, the box around the menu is
just wide enough for the longest menu item, Save
As, which is seven characters long. If the translation of any of the menu items happens to be longer
than seven characters, you are in trouble! As a
translator, you will be forced to invent confusing
abbreviations to make long translations fit into the
allotted space.
The enabling solution is to leave extra space
on the screen to allow room for translated strings
that are longer than the original. Figure 3, adapted
from IBM's National Language Design Guide, Volume 1 (1991, 2-4), shows IBM's general expansion
guidelines. They are based on the number of characters in the original English text string.

String isolation also allows a piece of software
to become multilingual. Leaving the messages in
separate files makes it possible for a user to switch
the language of a program simply by switching the
language file. The software company does not have
to produce separate programs for German, French,
and Italian, for example. Rather, the company can
produce one enabled, language-independent program, plus language files for each supported language. Programs like this are much easier for a
software company to produce and maintain. They
also allow for greater flexibility. Adding a Spanish
version, for example, is simply a matter of creating
a Spanish language file. No additional programming
is involved.

Characters in String Maximum Expansion
200%
1 - 10
100%
11 - 20
80%
21 - 30
60%
31 - 50
51 -70
40%
30%
over 70

No String Concatenation

Figure 3: IBM String Expansion Guidelines

String Isolation
String isolation is another enabling practice
that facilitates software translation. Translatable
text strings are removed from the source code and
put in a separate file, which makes the translator's
job easier. Text strings in unenabled programs are
scattered throughout the source code. Figure 4
shows a simple example of strings in a C language
program. You don't need to understand the program; just note that the translatable strings are inside double quotes.
#include <stdio.h>
extern float get3nswer ();
void main ()
/* Sample program to show text strings * / {
float price, rate;
char inbuf [130J;
printf ('This program computes the sales tax to find\n');
printf{'the total price of an item. \n\n');
printf{'Please enter the amount of purchase: ');
price = gecanswer () ;
printf ('Please enter the tax rate: ');
rate = gecanswer();
printf{'\n\nPurchase price: %5.2f', price);
printf{'\n
Tax: %5.2f', price * rate);
printf {' \n Total price: %5.2 f', price + (price * rate) ) ; )

Figure 4: Sample C Source Code
An actual program is often thousands of lines
long with translatable text strings scattered
throughout. Translators not familiar with the programming language may have a hard time finding
the strings. Besides, software companies are reluctant to allow translators to modify the source code
by changing the strings. Isolating the strings into a
separate file solves these problems.

Software engineers also need to be taught to
write each text string as a complete, stand-alone
thought. When dealing with a number of similar
messages, programmers, for whom economy of space
is a virtue, often store pieces of messages as strings
in the source code, which they then concatenate
to form complete messages to be seen by the user.
A simple example is a typical greeting message that
is displayed on the screen when a user logs onto a
computer. The user sees either Good morning, Good
aft.ernoon, or Good evening depending on the time
of day that he or she logs on. But to save space, the
programmer only stores the four words Good, morning, aft.ernoon, and evening in the program, and then
concatenates cile appropriate pair on the screen as
needed.
Combining sentence fragments works for English, but there is no way to ensure proper word
order, or agreement for gender and case in other
languages. This greeting time concatenation does
not work in Italian, for example, where the word
for good must be inflected to match the gender of
the following noun. See Figure 5 (Childs 1992).
GOOD

MORNING
AFTERNOON
EVENING
English

-f

BUONA MATIINA
BUON
GIORNO
BUONA SERA
Italian

Figure 5: Sentence Concatenation

Easily Translatable Strings
You will also probably need to teach software
engineers how to write text strings that lend themselves to translation. You must teach them to avoid
overly technical jargon and nonstandard abbreviations when they write messages; these are difficult
for the translator, as well the typical user, to understand. Teach them not to be afraid of words like
the, a, and an; complete sentences are much easier
to understand than cryptic technical messages, such
as this error message in Novell's NetWare program:

Careers in Software Internationalization
Volume Mount Problem List Overfiow.
They must also learn to avoid slang and humor, which only ends up confusing, rather than
amusing foreign readers. Making messages easily
translatable tends to make them more readable in
the source language, as well.

standing design limitations, each code page only
contains 256 characters. This is enough to hold all
of the letters and other characters and symbols for
one or even several alphabetic languages, but it is
not big enough to hold all the characters needed
for all of them. Therefore, if you want to switch
from English to Danish, for example, you need to
Other String Considerations
switch code pages. Code page 437 holds all of the
Besides translation, programs must be enabled English characters, plus a wide range of symbols and
to handle other aspects of text strings, as well. I graphics characters. Code page 850 includes all of
will mention two common ones here: sorting and the letters (including letters with diacritics) for most
accelerators.
of the European languages including Danish, but
Sorting is a general term for alphabetization, leaves out many of the graphics characters in code
but includes the ordering of nonalphabetic lan- page 437.
guages, as well. Different languages have different
Switching code pages is generally an awkward
sorting schemes. In Swedish, for example, the um- process. On DOS computers, it entails rebooting
lauted vowels ii and 6 are alphabetized after the let- the computer, and restarting all the programs that
ter z, whereas in German they appear next to the you want to run. The philosophical assumption
non-umlauted versions of the respective vowels. If behind this process is that code page switching will
an enabled software program sorts lists of strings, it be very infrequent. Users will only want to configmust be programmed to sort according to language. ure their computers to their particular locale, and
Again, you as the localizer will be viewed as the will only want to work in one language. This asexpert to determine the sort sequences for various sumption is not necessarily valid in many countries, but regardless of its validity, code page
locales.
We saw an example of accelerators in the un- switching will take place sometimes, and enabled
derlined letters in the menu example in figure 2. programs must account for it as much as possible.
There are many enabling problems associated
This is the name applied to the practice of allowing a user to select a menu item by typing a single with code page switching. For example, the lack of
letter from that item that uniquely identifies it. In graphics characters in code pages other than 437
the example in figure 2, these uniquely identifying causes problems when drawing boxes on the screen,
as seen in figure 6 (Childs 1992). An unenabled
letters are marked with underlines.
After a menu is translated, the accelerator letters program, assuming only code page 437, might draw
need to be changed to fit the new language. You need a box as seen at the top of figure 6. However, when
to ensure that the software engineer has allowed for that program runs on a computer using code page
this. In an enabled program, the translator is given 850, the box appears with garbage characters in it
some convention for marking the accelerator letter
of each translated item. The enabled program must
be written to look for whatever letters were marked
as accelerators, rather than simply associating S with
the Save option, for example.

Character Sets
Let me conclude with a semi technical discussion on how character sets are used to store and
display text strings on a computer. A character set
is the collection of all the letters (both lower and
code page 437
upper case), digits, punctuation marks, mathematical symbols, graphics and other miscellaneous char- 1
acters that a computer has at its disposal to store 1
and display. (Graphics characters are used to draw a
lines and boxes on the screen, and come in a wide
variety of vertical and horizontal line segments,
comers, and junctions: thin and thick; solid and
gray; single and double, etc.) As a localizer, you
will have little control over the process of storing
and displaying characters, but knowing the issues
will help you understand the common problems E
associated with text display in internationalized
code page 850
versions of software programs.
IBM code pages, used in DOS computers, are a Figure 6: Graphics Characters
common example of character sets. Because of long-
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because code page 850 does not have graphics
characters for some types of comers and junctions.
An enabled program would draw boxes using only
the characters available in the current code page.
Accounting for ideographic writing systems is
even more difficult. The tens of thousands of characters in languages like Japanese or Chinese do not
even begin to fit into a 256-character code page.
The traditional solution to this problem is to introduce double-byte characters. Double-byte character is a technical way of saying that a combination
of two characters from a character set is used to
represent one character. Since the total number of
possible character combinations is 256 x 256, there
are more than enough double-byte (i.e., doublecharacter) combinations to represent all the thousands of characters of an ideographic writing system.
(In practice, only certain characters are valid in
double-character combinations, so the total number of possible characters is less than 256 x 256.)
The problem is that in Japanese, for example, text
strings typically contain a mixture of single and
double-byte characters. It is a tremendous chore for
the computer hardware and the sofrware to sort out
whether an individual character should represent
itself, or whether it is part of a double-character
combination that represents quite a different character altogether. Needless to say, designing software
to run in both Oriental and Western locales is a
difficult task.
Today, new standards are emerging for large
character sets that hold all characters. A character
set standard called Unicode seems to be emerging
as the de facto world standard among hardware
manufacturers and software developers. The
Unicode character set contains over 65,000

characters, which means it can represent the
characters of all the world's writing systems without character set switching. When such a standard
finally becomes universal, the current character display problems in internationalized software will be
a thing of the past.
CONCLUSION

The field of software internationalization is
growing by leaps and bounds. Software localizers
are in ever increasing demand. If you are interested
in enabling or localization, now is the time to start
preparing. This paper should provide a road map
for further study.
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A New Use for Ellipsis Points ...
Larry G. Childs
Introduction
Within the last seventy years or so, the three
dots commonly known as ellipsis points, or simply,
ellipses, have taken on a new use. Although probably the most common usage of ellipses today, this
new use is completely ignored by almost all English style books. This paper examines the new usage in order to document a nearly undocumented
change to our living English language.
If you open any newspaper or magazine, or read
any sort of advertising blurb, you are almost guaranteed to find ellipsis points used as a "device to
catch and hold the reader's interest," to quote the
Style Manual in the College Edition of the American Heritage Dictionary (1982, 60). Instances of this
type of usage are plentiful. Let me give some examples of what might be called the interest usage of
ellipsis points.
•

•

•

From a newspaper advertising insert for a furniture store (The Daily Herald, Provo, Utah, 12
March 1992), accompanied by pictures of several sofas:
Your Choice •••
Buy It Today
And Take It
Home Today!
From a department store advertising insert in
The Daily Herald (8 March 1992):
Sony, Zenith••• save on the brands you
trust.
From an advertisement for World War II videos in U.S. News & World Report (22 February
1993,p.35)
U.S. News Video presents•••
WARRIORS

The Warriors of World War II •••
Meet them on video for the first time!
•

From a newspaper advertisement for classified
advertising (The Daily Herald, 20 March 1992,
p. B6), accompanied by a drawing of a clown:

THE DAILY HERALD
CLASSIFIEDS .••
A CIRCUS OF VALUES
•

Newspaper headline about child skiers (The
Daily Herald, 21 February 1993, p. E1):
These kids race for cookies •••

•

Every section of the USA Today newspaper has
a "Today's Tip-off" feature containing headlines
with ellipses. Here are some examples from the
8 December 1992 edition:
Northwest Airlines is •.• extending the
travel period for winter fare discounts
You can speak to your ATM .•• with a
system from NCR and AT&T Smart Cards
On tape ••• The National Association
of Basketball Coaches is offering a video

•

Headline about a boxer in USA Today (8 December 1992, p. 3C):
In this comer of the hotel ••• Holyfield

•

From a mail flier advertising a software program
(January 1993):
Attention: CorelDRAW Users .•.
SPECIAL
DOUBLE.UP
OFFER!

$149
•

Software message displayed on the screen by
Novell's NetWare software:
Press a key when ready•••

•

From a mail flier advertising the visit of National Public Radio personality, Scott Simon
to Salt Lake City (April 1992). Note the double
usage of the ellipsis points:
SIMON SAYS •••
••• mark your calendar for Monday, April

6, 1992
.••join me for breakfast at the Doubletree
Hotel
•••Call KUER FM90 to make your reser·
vations

Larry G. Childs has a B.A. in German (1977), and an M.A. in German and Linguistics (1979) from
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•

Sign on the door to the work area of a tire store
in Provo, Utah:
For YOUR protection
PLEASE
do not enter work area••••
machines & equipment may
be hazardous to your health••••
Thank You

•

Two signs posted in the lawn of an apartment
complex across the street from Brigham Young
University, one a few feet behind the other. The
first sign reads:
Cold?
Tired?
Hungry? ••
The second sign reads:
If you lived at
Monticello Apartments
you'd be home by now!

In addition to the above adverting examples,
the interest usage is frequently found in comic strips
and political cartoons, and occasionally in prose,
as well.
•

Political cartoon (The Daily Herald, 24 February 1993, p. B6), showing President Bill Clinton

talking. In the first panel he says:
There's nothing like dealing with deficit
reduction, health care reform, tax hikes
and so on •••

of years. The earliest examples I found of the interest use of ellipsis points are from the mid 1920's, as
in this advertisement for RCA Radiola in The Ladies' Homelournal (March 1925, p. 101):
Good music, a glowing fire ••• comfort! Jokes,
speeches, songs, dancing ••• fun!

1checked selected issues of The Ladies' Home lournal as far back as 1913 (the earliest available issue),
and The Daily Enquirer (the precursor of The Daily
Herald) as far back as 1891, but found no earlier examples than 1925. These early issues were full of advertising copy in much the same format as in later
years, but the advertisements used dashes and other
more traditional punctuation where later advertisements used ellipsis points. (Note that other magazines, such as TIme and The New Yorker only went
back as far as the mid 1920's, but contained numerous examples of ellipses in their earliest issues.) The
interest usage of ellipsis points became popular very
rapidly after that. The local newspaper, The Daily
Herald, was the slowest to adopt the usage; the first
examples were found there in 1934. However, by the
early 1930's, this usage was extremely common in all
national magazines. By the 1940's, ellipsis points were
as common as they are today in every periodical I
examined. Its use in comic strips began about the
same time as its use in advertising.

I call the interest usage new for two reasons.
First, its rise can be traced over the last seventy
years or so. Second, descriptions of this usage have
not yet found their way into most books and manuals of English style. Let us look at these reasons in
detail.

Treatment in Style Books
Another way to appreciate the newness of the
interest usage is to contrast it with traditional uses
of ellipsis points. I consider a usage to be traditional
if it is typically documented in books and manuals
of English style. A survey of some 20 different English style books (listed in the bibliography) that
deal with ellipsis points yielded two traditional uses:
to indicate omissions from quoted material, and to
indicate hesitating or faltering speech.
Not surprisingly, all the style books describe how
ellipsis points are used to indicate omissions from
quoted material. The very name of the punctuation implies this usage: 'ellipsis' means literally to
leave out or to leave behind. The interested reader is
referred to The Chicago Manual of Style for one of
the most complete treatments of this usage.
The second most commonly described usage is
to indicate hesitating or faltering speech, as in this
example from The Chicago Manual of Style (1982,
sec. 5.12):
Felicia sat down suddenly, almost as though she
had fallen into her chair, and said, "1 don't understand. We were beginning ... 1 had thought

History
1 have traced the history of the interest usage
by checking old issues of the local newspaper (The
Daily Herald, Provo, Utah) and of magazines that
were available in the local library, such as Time,
The New Yorker, and The Ladies' Home lournal. 1
did not conduct an exhaustive search of every back
issue, but rather chose selected issues over a range

Again, The Chicago Manual of Style (1982, sec.
5.12) gives the most complete description of this
usage. It emphasizes that this use suggests "confusion or indecisiveness" in speech. While it is true
that the ellipsis points in some of the examples I
showed above may indicate a pause or a break in
thought, as does the hesitation usage, the interest
usage in no way suggests confusion or indecisive-

The second panel shows him saying:
to get a fella really interested in foreign
policy.
•

From the illustrated children's book, A Pocket
for Corduroy (Freeman 1978), about a teddy
bear who ends up in the laundry: (Children's
books tend to use ellipses to hold the reader's
interest more often than adult prose.)
Before he knew it, Corduroy was being
tossed, together with all the sheets,
shirts, shorts, and slacks•••
Continued on the next page:
inside the dryer!

"

A New Use for Ellipsis Points ...
ness. The hesitation usage also typically occurs in
dialog, and the interest usage does not.
Only one of the twenty style books that dealt
with ellipses described the interest usage of ellipsis
points explicitly. It is the short Style Manual in the
College Edition of the American Heritage Dictionary
(1982,60) that I quoted earlier. The full quotation
reads:
Ellipses are sometimes used as a device to catch
and hold the reader's interest, especially in advertising copy.
Based on all the actual instances of this usage
that I have encountered, this definition hits the
mark exactly. Most of the instances I found were
indeed in advertiSing copy. Also, "catching and
holding the reader's interest" summarizes the main
purposes of this usage quite well. In examples such
as "U.S. News Video presents ... WARRIORS", the
ellipsis points catch our attention very much like a
fanfare or an announcer's pregnant pause before announcing the main attraction. In other examples,
such as the "Cold? Tired? Hungry? .. " sign, the ellipsis points hold our interest and tell us that there
is more to come. It is this latter reason that makes
them so popular in comic strips, where they often
tie a single thought together across the panels of a
comic strip, as in "There's nothing like dealing with
deficit reduction, health care reform, tax hikes and
so on... [panel break] to get a fella really interested in foreign policy." It is also this latter reason
that allows them to serve as a separator between
topic and comment, as in The Warriors of World
War II ... Meet them on video for the first time!"
After the topic is announced, they tell us to hold
on because the comment will follow.
Considering how common this usage is, it is
surprising that more style manuals do not treat it. I
did find one other style manual that made an indirect allusion to this usage, which I will discuss later,
but the vast majority of the books completely ignored it.
Not even the advertising world seems to be
aware how commonly ellipses are used in advertising. In addition to English style books, I also consulted nine books on copy writing, the art of writing
advertisements. While some of them dealt with the
effective use of punctuation marks in advertising
copy, none of them dealt with the use of ellipsis
points.

Prescription versus Description
By now, it has probably struck the careful reader
that in traditional writing, virtually every instance
of the interest use of ellipses can be avoided. These
ellipsis points serve the same function as existing
punctuation, such as colons, commas, dashes, and
periods, or in many cases they can simply be left
out without changing the meaning of the statement.
The only other allusion to this new use of ellipsis
points in the style books that I consulted was a
warning to avoid using ellipses as "all-purpose punc-

tuation marks, for example, to punctuate the items
in a series." The warning came in a section entitled
"Weak Use of Ellipses" in the Raruiom House Handbook (Crews 1974,348), and was followed by this
sample sentence:
Yogurt improves your morale ... releases your
inhibitions ... postpones death .. .
This example does describe one use of ellipsis
points in advertising. Compare this example with
the following sentence from a newspaper advertising insert for a kitchen utensil called the "Speed
Slicer" (The Daily Herald, 8 March 1992):
Now you can mince fresh herbs and
spices ... shred cabbage for cole slaw... chop ham
salad and slice up a perfect health salad in just
seconds.
Here ellipses are used to keep our attention
across the items of a series. However, the Raruiom
House Handbook is not attempting a general description of ellipsis points in advertising. Rather, it
is prescribing a careful usage that happens to preclude much of their advertising use.
This brings us to a key question. Is there a place
for the interest usage of ellipsis points in good writing? On the one hand, the criticism is valid that
this usage is weak. Using a variety of traditional
punctuation, each with its own distinct meaning,
certainly lends itself to more precise expression than
using ellipsis points as "all-purpose punctuation
marks." On the other hand, why should we want
to proscribe a usage that is extremely common, used
productively by educated people, and is understood
intuitively by virtually everyone? To illustrate this
dilemma, I have saved my favorite example for last.
This is the text from the cover of an Associated
Press style manual (Cappon 1982), which, by the
way, does not discuss ellipsis points at all on the
inside:
The
Associated Press
Guide to
Good Writing
How to write reports, news stories, feature
articles, business presentations and
more ... by the world's largest
newsgathering organization.

Conclusions
My own conclusion is that using ellipsis points
to "catch and hold the reader's interest" is not a
matter of good versus poor writing. In the proper
contexts, this usage is very effective, and despite a
slight lack of precision, is understood intuitively
by virtually every reader of American English who
encounters it. Besides, it is so tremendously productive that it would be futile to try to condemn it.
The real issue here is formality versus informality.
Formal writing requires the precision offered by
using a variety of similar punctuation marks in
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unique and well-defined ways. But when appealing
to the masses, using ellipsis points to catch and hold
our interest seems to be the natural thing to do,
even in good writing.
I also argue that style books should stop ignoring this interest usage of ellipsis points. Some language purists may quibble with me about their
appropriateness, but how they are treated is a secondary issue. The point is that it is absurd to completely ignore what is probably their most common
usage today.
We are still left with one unanswered question.
Why did this use arise intuitively and rather
abruptly in the 1920's? Here I cannot yet offer a
conclusion, but only hypotheses about its intuitiveness and its recent inception.
First, the interest usage is very close to the established hesitation usage. It is a natural extension
for ellipsis points to indicate a deliberate pause,
when they already traditionally represent indecisive, faltering pauses. Such a shift could indeed
occur intuitively without the help of style books to
define it.
Second, the shift may have occurred in the
1920's as part of the spirit of the times. The whole
social order of America changed drastically during
that decade as a tremendous ground swell against
everything traditional swept the country. The years
after the first World War brought women's suffrage,
women's entry into the traditionally male work
force, new mobility because of the automobile, the
popularization of Freudian psychology, and a revolution in ideas about sex, religion, politics, and social reform. This spirit of change must have affected
language, as well. The great iconoclast of the period, H. L. Mencken, wrote already at the beginning of the decade about the American predilection
for newness in language:
The American is not, in truth, lacking in a capacity for discipline; he has it highly developed;
he submits to leadership readily, and even to tyranny. But, by a curious twist, it is not the leadership that is old and decorous that fetches him,
but the leadership that is new and extravagant.
He will resist dictation out of the past, but he
will follow a new messiah with almost Russian
willingness, and into the wildest vagaries of economics, religion, morals and speech....
Thus the American, on his linguistic side, likes
to make his language as he goes along, and not
all the hard work of his grammar teachers can
hold the business back. A novelty loses nothing
by the fact that it is a novelty; it rather gains
something, and particularly if it meets the national fancy for the terse, the vivid, and, above
all, the bold and imaginative. (Mencken 1921,
30-31)
It seems quite likely that a new means of expression, such as the interest use of ellipsis points,

could have arisen and become very popular during
that decade of change. Further research into linguistic change in America in the 1920's is needed
to help strengthen this hypothesis.
By itself, the subject of ellipsis points to "catch
and hold the reader's interest" is only worthy of a
few lines in the typical style book's treatment on
ellipses. But as an example of language change, it
helps to document the fascinating history of our
living language.
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The Occurrence of Progressive
Constructions in Spanish
J. Halvor Clegg and]. David Rodriguez
Introduction
The progressive construction in Spanish has
recently undergone a reevaluation within the paradigm of verb structures. As recently as the sixties
authors considered the progressive to be little more
than a variant of the simple tenses. William Bull
( 1968) in his classic work Time, Tense and the Verb
spends almost no time on the progressives.
In the last two decades, research into the progressive has intensified and it has become obvious
that it is more than a mere variant of the simple
tenses. The new research has involved syntactic
and semantic parameters and has given new insight into the unique functions and meanings of
the progressive.
One of the major difficulties encountered in
most linguistic research is the appalling lack of
empirical data. This is also the case in the research
on the progressive. The purpose of this study is to
analyze current research in the light of an extensive bank of real language examples. This not only
gives us real text, but relative frequency of the phenomenon being studied.
Review of the Literature
Literature related to the progressive can be divided into three basic categories. These categories
are: 1) Formal descriptions; 2) The Progressive, its
uses and restrictions; and 3) Comparisons with
English and interferences from English.
All of the formal descriptions can be summarized and well represented by the work of
Oscar Ozete (I 983). Ozete's work is on the uses
of the -ndo form ("Active participle") in Spanish. He includes four structures: 1) The progressive (Estar + -ndo); 2) Adverbials, including the
periphrastiC forms of the progressive (ir, venir,
andar, etc.); 3) Adjectival; and 4) The "absolute" construction. He shows that all of these

constructions are either progressives or raisings
of progressives.
Sole and Sole (1977) summarize the uses of
the progressive by contrasting them with the uses
of the simple tenses. The focus of the distinction
is the "attention to a specific moment", the "ongoing" nature and the use in "actions in progress"
of the progressive.
In other literature these same distinctions are
commented on with different terminology. Gili y
Gaya (1961), Bull (1965), Stockwell, Bowen and
Martin (1965), Real Academia Espanola (1973)
(Using Gili y Gaya's wording), Whitley (1986) (Using Bull) and Butt and Benjamin (1988) all use
"durative" to describe the uses of the progressive.
In more specialized studies King and Suner
(1980), and Sole (1990) go into semantic distinctions and verb types used with the progressive. The
major distinction in verb types is between "Stative"
verbs and "Dynamic" (Non-stative) verbs. The
major semantic distinctions are Sole's aspecto
evolutivo concurrente, and King and Suner's
"aspectual focus on the overt, developing and ongoing".
Most of the authors cited mention in passing a
comparison with and possible interference from
English. Among those who comment more extensively is Gili y Gaya (1966). He rejects the use of
the progressive rather than the simple present (estoy
estuAiando versus estuAio) and the use of the passive
progressive (estd siendo estudiado) as being interferences from English in the Spanish of Puerto Rico.
Yasquez (1989) did a study that quantified some
of the questions surrounding the use of the progressive in Puerto Rico. She based her orientation
on dle requirements of the Norma Culta project
(The study of educated Spanish spoken in the major cities of the Spanish-speaking world). She found
882 -ndo forms in the text of the speech of San
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Juan, Puerto Rico. 624 forms were used in compound constructions (Estar, ir, venir, + -ndo, etc)
and 258 were used separately. Of the compound
constructions there were 443 occurrences of Estar
+ -ndo (71 %) and 181 with periphrastic substitutes.
She also includes a section on possible interferences from English. She divides the interferences
into three types: 1) De Nomina (English form and
function but not present in Spanish); 2) De
Distribuci6n (Parallel form and function but Spanish adapts the English distribution); 3) De
Frecuencia (Increased frequency from the norm).
The principal De Nomina interference is where
the progressive is used in place of a simple tense
(Gili y Gaya's estoy estudiando versus estudio).
Vasquez found 36 cases (out of 443). The De
Distribuci6n interferences are where an element is
placed between the auxiliary Estar and the -ndo
form (-ya estaba definitivamente dominando.)
Vasquez found 13 cases (out of 443). The principal De frecuencia interference discussed is the progressive passive (Estar siendo + past participle).
Vasquez found 3 cases (out of 443).
Sanchez (1972), Sole (1977), Studerus (1980)
and Lavandera (1981) cite different forms of progressive interference in Chicano Spanish. Chaston
( 1991) takes them to task for making the assertion
that there is excessive use of the imperfect progressive without any quantitative or qualitative evidence. In his own research based on 15 speakers of
Chicano Spanish he found that of 546 imperfect
indicative situations only 33 (6.04%) appear as
imperfect progressives. He points out that "clearly,
this 6.04% does not constitute an overall replacement of the imperfect with the progressive form".
He also makes an excellent point in considering
the contrasting competence among the continuum
of Chicano speakers, since some Chicanos learn
Spanish as a second language. He goes on to use
Sole and Sole's (1977) categories to show that the
Chicano usage falls within the parameters of standard Spanish usage.
Methodology
For this study a Spanish Corpus of spoken
samples was used representing approximately
1,300,000 running words of text from the Habla
Culta project (PILEI). This project represents the
educated speech of Buenos Aires, Bogota, Madrid,
Mexico, Santiago de Chile and Caracas. To this
was added a similar project done in San Jose de
Costa Rica.
A second corpus was also used representing
written educated language. It consists of approximately 1,300,000 running words of text from 15
novels from all over the Spanish-speaking world
including countries represented by the Habla Culta
project. The novels were chosen on the basis of
being written by the best authors in those countries from the viewpoint of language and by having
been written in the last 25 years.

These two corpora were then processed by the
computer program WordCruncher-a program that
creates concordances of computerized texts.
Using the WordCruncher program the following forms were separated from the texts:
Progressive Constructions
Estar + -ndo
Estar substitutes (Ir, Venir + -ndo, etc.)
Progressives with Estar where an element is placed
between Estar and -ndo
-ndo alone
The passive progressive Estar siendo
The total occurrence of imperfects and imperfect
progressives
The frequency of these constructions was then
determined.
Results· Frequency of Constructions
Total number of -ndo forms
Written
13,242
6,807
Spoken
The occurrence of -ndo forms in written usage
is almost double that of spoken. Vasquez found
882 forms in the speech of San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Progressive with Estar
Written
1,318
Spoken
3,068
The written frequency represents 10% of the
total number of -ndo forms. The spoken frequency
represents 45.1 % of the -ndo forms. Vasquez found
443 progressives with Estar (of 882) or 50.2 %. The
use of -ndo forms in written language is approximately double that in spoken language. Even
though there are twice as many occurrences of the
-ndo form in the written language the Estar + -ndo
structure is far more likely to occur in spoken language. It should also be noted that the 1,318 occurrences of the progressive in the written samples
show that it is used more frequently than generally
believed.
Estar substitutes (Ir, Seguir + -ndo, etc.)
Written
lr

Se2uir
Quedar
Andar

Venir
Continuar
Salir
~

641
614
110
95
59
55
7
3

Spoken
lr
Sel!Uir
Quedar
Andar

Venir
Continuar
Salir
Pasar

842
310

30
54
75
22
3
5

The periphrastic substitutes for Estar + -ndo totaled 1584 cases (of 13,242) (12.0%) for the writ-
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ten sample and 1341 cases (of 6,807) (19.7%) for
the spoken sample. Estar + -ndo totaled 1,318 cases
(of 13,242) (10.0%) in the written sample and
3,068 cases (of 6,807) (50.4%) in the spoken
sample. These results show that the use of periphrastic substitutes is somewhat higher in the spoken
language but not as extensive as the use of the progreSSive itself. These numbers also show that the
use of the verbs ir and venir is higher in spoken language than in written.
Progressives with Estar where an element is placed
between Estar and -ndo
Written
64
Spoken
159
The written samples have an element placed
between Estar and -ndo 4.9% (64 of 1,318) of
the time. The oral samples have an element placed
between Estar and -ndo 5.2% (159 of 3,068) of
the time. Vasquez found 2.9% (13 of 443) for San
Juan. The occurrence of intrusive elements is almost equal in written and spoken usage in our
samples.

-ndo Alone
Written
Spoken

10,340
3,068

These numbers show that the -ndo form alone
is used much more (three to one) in the written
language than in the spoken language. On a percentage basis, this turns out to be 10,340 of 13,242
cases (78.1 %) for the written sample and 3,068 of
6,807 cases (45.1 %) for the spoken sample.
The Passive Progressive Estar siendo
Written
2
Spoken
14
This form almost doesn't occur in the Spanish
language. It does occur more in the spoken language than in the written language. The general
usage shown here represents .46% of all cases of
Estar + -ndo in the spoken language and .15% in
the written language. The .46% for general spoken Spanish is almost the same as the .68% encountered by Vasquez for San Juan, Puerto Rico,
which shows that its frequency of use is general and
not an anglicism as indicated by Gili y Gaya and
others.
Simple Tense Imperfect Versus Progressive Imperfect in Spoken Language
Total Number
of Imperfect
Constructions
22,522

Number of Imperfect
Progressive
Constructions
566

%

2.5%

This comparison was made in order to provide
some quantitative evaluation for Chaston's data.
The percentages show that the occurrence of the

imperfect progressive is lower in general Spanish
than in Chaston's (33 of 546) (6.04%) sample.
These data would appear to support the existence
of interference from English in Chicano Spanish.
Vazquez' mention of interferences of this type is
based on a count of the progressive structures that,
in Spanish, would "normally" be expressed using
the present indicative. Even though such data are
not available to correspond to her claims (In many
cases the determination as to whether a sentence
falls under this category are very subjective.) there
is enough evidence to show that sentences of the
type Esui estudiando economill politica (Buenos Aires)
compared to the "expected" Estudia economill politica
are generally found throughout the Spanish-speakingworld.
Conclusions
In the reevaluation of the progressive, research
has shown that it is more than a mere variant of
the simple tenses. Syntactic and semantic parameters have given new insight into the unique functions and meanings of the progressive.
This study provides research in the light of an
extensive bank of real language examples along
with the relative frequency of the phenomenon
being studied.
Frequencies have been provided for the occurrences of the -ndo forms, the progressive with Estar,
the substitutes for Estar in progressive structures,
where elements are placed between the two verb
forms, where -ndo is used as a modifier, the passive
progressive and the simple tense versus the imperfect progressive usage in both written and spoken
language.
The use of the progressive has been found to be
prevalent. It occurs regularly in written language
but is found to be more common in spoken language. Interferences from English can be shown
to exist in the use of the imperfect progressive
instead of simple imperfect in Chicano Spanish.
The interferences of the placement of elements between the two verb forms of the progressive and
the passive progressive proposed by Gili y Gaya
and Vasquez have been shown to be general
phenomenona.
The results of this study show the value of
using empirical data to corroborate theoretical
principles.
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Vocabulary~ Building Strategies:

A Guide for Students of a Foreign
Language
Tina Marie Collings
Introduction

Students of a foreign language soon discover
that there are at least three basic parts to learning
a new language. They are vocabulary, grammar, and
culture. Even though cultural knowledge is not
completely necessary in order for a person to produce coherent sentences in a given language, it is
a vital part of communicating with native speakers
of that language. But teachers usually pay little
attention to how much cultural knowledge the
students are assimilating. Teachers concentrate
mostly on vocabulary and grammar. If we were to
compare a language to a brick wall, then vocabulary would be the bricks and grammar would be the
mortar.
Bricks are absolutely indispensable in building
a brick wall. You can build a wall without mortar.
Even though the wall will be unstable, it will serve
for some basic purposes. Similarly, you can communicate to a small degree using only vocabulary,
but communication is impossible using only grammar principles. Vocabulary skills are essential in
learning a language. Consequently, students are
always asking their teachers how they can learn vocabulary more effectively. Since each student learns
differently, there is no best answer. There are methods that can assist both the teacher and the students to find the best answer for the individual,
however.
One method uses the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) to determine a person's psychological type, (based on Carl Jung's Psychological Types).
The MBTI is a questionnaire that places a person
in one of sixteen types. Each type is a combination
of four categories. Within each category there are
two opposite subtypes. Madeline Ehrman of the
United States Foreign Service Institute suggests
that a person's type also affects one's learning style.
Once a student knows his psychological type, he

also knows his learning style (1991). Once he
knows his learning style he can find vocabulary
learning techniques best suited to that style.
One of these categories, sensing-intuition,
seems to relate more to vocabulary learning. Of
these two subtypes, the intuitor seems to have more
trouble with vocabulary learning. If the nature of
the intuition subtype makes it more difficult to learn
vocabulary then there need to be strategies developed to aid people of this subtype in learning vocabulary. Do intuitors have more difficulty learning
vocabulary than other types? If so, what strategies
will best help them to acquire vocabulary.
Personality Type and Vocabulary

Categories
The four categories of the MBTI are: Extraversion-Introversion, SenSing-Intuition, Thinking-Feeling, and Judging-Perceiving. Isabel
Briggs Myers, creator of the MBTI, explains that
each of these categories exists to answer a different
question. Each question is answered by one of the
two opposite words in the name of that category.
For example, the question, "Where do you prefer
to focus your attention?" determines whether a person is in the subtype of extroversion or introversion. An extrovert focuses her attention on the
outside world. An introvert focuses on the inside
world. Table 1 illustrates the questions, traits, and
relating categories (1980, p.5).
Sensing-Intuition Subtype
The sensing-intuition category should be the
main focal point when identifying which students
would typically have trouble learning vocabulary
since learning vocabulary is acquiring information.
Sensing people are "good at remembering and working with a great number of facts." Intuitive people
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prefer to use "meanings, relationships and possibilities that go beyond the information from [their]
senses" (1990, p. 5). Vocabulary is generally presented as a "fact" of language, a list that needs to
be memorized. It follows that a sensing personone who is good with facts-would more easily remember vocabulary items than a person who deals
with meanings and relationships. In other words,
intuitors have more trouble than sensing people
with vocabulary in traditional situations.
Because intuitors have more trouble in this area,
they are more likely to need more help. Barbara
Ferrell, in Profiling and Utilizing Learning Style, says
that "since the tenn 'learning style' was first coined
by Herb Theba in 1954, two things have become
apparent about learning style from research in the
field: individual differences in learning style do exist
and when efforts are made to match an individual's
learning style with an instructional environment,
the outcomes of learning are positively affected"
(Keefe, 1988, p. 35). In the same book John M.
Jenkins adds that the attitude of students also improves because they feel a measure of control (p. 42).
However successful teaching to a student's
learning style may be generally, teachers cannot
adapt to each student's style. It becomes necessary
for the student to adapt his or her private study
time instead. This is also very important since students usually do not have many opportunities to
learn vocabulary in the classroom. Most teachers
do not even teach vocabulary. They usually give
them vocabulary lists and tell them to study. This
puts the burden of deciding a study style on the
student.
The study style decision is something within
the student's ability. M. E. Payne, a masters candidate at Brigham Young University, states in her
thesis that generally students can identify their
learning style (1988, p.18). With a little help, the
students can use this knowledge to create their personal style of study that suits them best. There are
many vocabulary building strategies available that
use intuition to find relationships that aid vocabulary learning. These styles include the root \ affix

method, mnemonics, logical arrangement and
reading in the language being learned (the target
language).
Learning Strategies

Root Affix Method
According to Gordon E. Clark, there is evidence that a root/affix method is useful to people
learning vocabulary in both their native language
and in foreign languages (1991, p.53). The root/
affix method uses the roots and affixes of language
to form new words. In English we have many Latin
and Greek roots and affixes. For example, the affix
'pre-' means 'before' and the root 'fix' means to
'attach'. Together theyfonn the word 'prefix' meaning 'attached before.' 'Pre-' combines with other
words, not necessarily Latin, to fonn many English
words such as predate, prepay, and prenatal. A student who understands this concept can remember
at least part of many English words. The intuitive
student may recognize the role of'pre-' even when
he does not understand the meaning of the root. In
words such as 'preliminary' or 'preamble' the root
has no meaning to the average English speaker.
However, the 'pre-' still suggests that it comes 'before' something.
Howard Keller suggests that in some languages
the root/affix method is a very powerful tool. Both
Russian and Chinese combine fragments of words,
which represent concepts, to fonn a very extensive
vocabulary. In Russian "the task of learning some
2,000 words, then, can be reduced to acquiring a
familiarity with 200 roots and 20 prefixes." Of
course not all roots and prefixes combine to make
words (1978, pp. 2-4). If a teacher were to give a
group of students a choice between 2,000 words and
220 word fragments, very few would choose the
larger number.
In other words, it is easier to do what Hughey
and Wonnuth call learning about words. They stress
the need to learn how to manipulate the words and
practice how to organize terms and discover mean-

Table 1: Questions, Personality Type and Traits

Question
"Where do you prefer to focus
your attention?"

Traits
Outer world
Inner world

Category
Extroversion
Introversion

"How do you acquire information?"

Using your five senses
Examining relationships
Using logic

Sensing
Intuition
Thinking

"How do you make your decisions?"

Considering the way people feel
In an organized, planned fashion

Feeling
Judgement

"How do you orient toward the
outer world?"

Spontaneous

Perception

Questions and information are taken from Myers, 1980, pp. 5-6.
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ing (1983, pp. 9-10). Learning about words begins
to give the student an understanding of the language that a native speaker might have.
This power is more likely to be acquired by the
intuitive learner than the sensing learner because
sensing learners memorize and intuitive learners
feel relationships. According to Myers, sensing
children learn arithmetic by rote. "For many of
these children, two-plus-three is entirely different
from three-plus-two, and has to be learned separately" (1980, p.61). When sensing children begin to learn algebra they don't always understand
what they should be doing (Myers 1980, pp.6061). If sensing children do not see the relationship between two-plus-three and three-pIus-two
then it would be difficult to see relationships that
exist between roots and affixes. This task is much
easier for the intuitor. The intuitor seeks for relationships that exist in compounds, such as those
found in Chinese characters.
Many Chinese characters are a composite of
other more simple characters. The simple characters have fixed pronunciations. These fixed pronunciations combine to form new words. The same
is true for many Japanese words. Japanese borrowed
many of the Chinese words and their characters.
Table 2 (below) illustrates this concept in Japanese.
The relationships between the individual character meaning and the compound is sometimes very
abstract. The intuitor works to understand the relationship between "outside hear" and "reputation."
The sensor memorizes the combination. The most
difficult part of the process for the intuitor is memorizing the pronunciations for each character. In order to memorize these pronunciations the student
may employ techniques such as mnemonics.
Mnemonics.
Mnemonics is widely used in learning vocabulary. Keller defines it as the association of new information with information already in one's

memory "on one of the following basis: logical connection, similarity, contrast, or simultaneous occurrence." They include associating a letter with a
number or a visual and a symbol (1978, p.7).
There are several ways that a student can use
this method with vocabulary. One is the keyword
method. Hall et al.(1982) explain that the keyword method has three stages: "(a) A common
English word, the keyword, is derived from the foreign word based on acoustic and/or orthographic
similarity; (b) a stable association is built between
the foreign word and the keyword; and (c) a visual
image containing the referents of the keyword and
the English translation is produced by the
learner"{1981, p.345). Dr. Blair, professor at
Brigham Young University, gives an amusing example of this. To remember the Chinese word for
nose, pronounced beedza. "Don't put beads up your
bizi (1992)." This definitely calls up a visual picture. But not all keywords work so well.
Hall's study reveals that the keyword method is
not always useful. Three of seventeen students who
were supposed to generate keywords for the study
didn't, but they recalled more words. The other
fourteen students only generated keywords for 80
percent of the items. One reason for not doing this
was that they couldn't find a useful word. Another
reason was they found a way that they liked better.
The keyword method does work better if the teacher
is controlling the study, but if the student is allowed
to study freely it doesn't. Students with a choice
used more than one method of memorizing vocabulary lists. They repeated the words, noted similarities between the words in the target language and
words in other languages they knew and various
modifications of the keyword method. Sometimes
the students would choose a word for its meaning
rather than its sound or spelling. For example, one
student used 'excited' (about success) to remember
the Spanish word for success, exito, instead of the
word 'exit', which was the word given to students.

Table 2: How Chinese Characters Combine to Form Words
Japanese
Chinese Character
Pronunciation

rIt~

frr~l

English Equivalent

kiku, kikoeru, bun, mon

to hear, listen; can be heard/hearsay

shinbun

newspaper

kenbun

experience

gaibun

reputation

new hear

outside hear
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But, in long term retention the methods used didn't
seem to make much of a difference (1981, pp. 349357).
One reason that the keyword method may not
be effective long term is that the students forget
the keyword. It is not hard to find a student complaining that he has forgotten his memory device.
Since the intuitor naturally sees relationships the
mnemonic devices that he uses should be based on
some sort of relationship when possible.
Keller suggests an interesting mnemonic device.
Many times the etymology of a word can aid the
student. This works especially well when the target and native languages are somewhat related. For
example, in Russian, gazeta means newspaper. Other
word similarities may be less obvious such as in VZena
(wife). Often the in Russian comes from 'g'. Zena
has the same root as the Greek GYN that English
speakers use in words like gynecologist (1978,
pp. 7-8). With this type of strategy a student may
need the help of a teacher. Nevertheless it can serve
the student well once she has learned some patterns. Another way that the student can establish
patterns is by arranging words into logical vocabulary lists.

'z

Logical Arrangement.
Most of the time it seems that vocabulary lists
are arranged in an alphabetized or very arbitrary
way. Halverson and Keller agree that this can frustrate students who would like to learn how to communicate (1985, p. 328; 1978, p. 12). When we
converse we don't randomly spit out words. We
arrange our thoughts in topics. We should do so
with our vocabulary lists also. Unfortunately, often
lists are not made to order.
The student can combat this by arranging flash
cards according to topics. This will increase his
ability to converse well on specific topics. This will
boost the student's confidence with the language
because she will feel more secure conversing when
she has an idea of the words that will be involved.
A similar thing is suggested by The Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. In its Infield
book for foreign-speaking missionaries it suggests
that they note topics that they would like to be
able to discuss but can't. They are to learn everything they can about that topic by asking
people about it and conversing with others about
it in the target language (1986, p. xii). The text
for the missionaries also has vocabulary lists
arranged according to topic.
Topical arrangement is not the only way that
a student may arrange her vocabulary lists or flash
cards. McDonough suggests that a student can organize her lists into semantic categories, such as
containers (1981, p. 71). Despite drawbacks there
are advantages to this method. At the Annual
Convention of Teachers of English to Speakers of
Other Languages, Vicki Smith said that children
acquire native vocabulary in such a way. She continued by stating they will substitute known words

in these categories for words they do not know.
For example, if they were shown water, milk, or
coffee, they might all call it milk because they did
not know the correct word. They would make the
substitution based on the objects' similarities
(1978, pp. 6-8). This gives the student a way to
communicate without knowing everything. As she
uses the language, she is reinforcing what she
already knows. However, McDonough warns that
this may cause a problem because the target language does not always have the same categories as
in the student's native language (1981, p. 71). This
strategy is also helpful because it allows the student to compare items within the category once
she can distinguish between the two items.
A similar method would be to arrange words in
similar pairs. For example a student learning Japanese may have difficulty distinguishing between ashi
'foot' and ishi 'rock'. The problem is complicated
by a vague Similarity in the characters that represent them. If the student were to study them side
by side the differences would be discovered and the
words could be easily distinguished in the future. If
the student has chosen to use flash cards then it
would be easy for him to rearrange the cards as he
feels fit. When his needs change so can the arrangement of his cards.
Arranging words in logical groups does not fully
explore the diverse ways in which words can be
used. Words do not appear in lists when we speak.
Our speech is usually arranged according to topics
but this does not allow the student to feel how the
words are used in the target language. If the student is allowed to read text in the target language
then she will get a feel for how the words are used
and the context that generally surrounds them.

Reading.
Reading in the language has proven effective
because it allows the student to see the context in
which the word is used. A study done in Sweden
showed that while students may learn the vocabulary more slowly, they learn it better (Krantz, 1991,
p. 138). Krantz does not believe that this reading
will help one type of student more than the next
(1991, p. 138). There is no evidence to support that
this strategy is more effective for the intuitor than
the sensor. But it does yield significant benefits.
All students can benefit from learning words
in context. Leontiev stresses the importance
of learning how words fit into the system because "words are not just isolated units" (1981,
pp. 55-56). Words best communicate when
they occur in context. Sometimes the context is
nonverbal, but it is necessary to ensure complete
understanding.
Often the problem of context is solved by having the students memorize phrases. Reading can do
more than memorizing phrases. Memorization can
be very restricting and very monotonous. Also,
there is the question as to which phrases should be
memorized. When it comes to real life situations
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these phrases can both help and hinder. They help
because they are words in context. They hinder because this context may not fit the situation.
One student ofjapanese needed to call a friend
in Japan. The friend spoke English but her family
did not. She studied all the phone conversations
available to her in the text book. She felt prepared.
When the connection was made she communicated
that she would like to speak to her friend. The response she got was nothing like had been given in
her text. She was lost. Panicking she could only
say that she couldn't speak Japanese. Had she been
exposed to more natural conversation she might
have felt secure enough to think of a way to circumvent the problem at hand. Also, reading may
have given her the passive vocabulary necessary to
understand the situation.
Passive vocabulary consists of the words that a
person can recognize and understand but does not
feel comfortable enough with to use on his own.
Crow states that a person can get along with an
active vocabulary of about 2000 words, but an average college student has a passive vocabulary of
over 150,000 words (1985, p. 499). The passive
words in the student's vocabulary will help him to
recognize situations and respond appropriately.
Another advantage to passive vocabulary is the familiarity that the student has with the words. Because the student can recognize the words he can
more easily begin to use them in his own speech.
Because he has read the words in real situations, he
can quickly recognize appropriate situations in
which he can use these words. Using the language
has long been the most accepted way oflearning it.
Probably the most important reason to read is
to retain what has been learned. Constant exposure to a language is constant review. Reading is a
way that the student can actively participate in the
communicating process without needing to rely on
the sometimes rare availability of another target
language speaker. Reading is a strategy that should
be used no matter what a student's learning style is.
It helps because not only does the student continue
to learn more about the words she knows but she
also reinforces what she already knew. No matter
what a student's learning style may be, few would
dare dispute the need for consistent use of the target language.
Conclusion
The way a student is exposed to vocabulary can
affect the student's ability to learn. There are two
ways in which people acquire information. One way
uses the five senses. A sensing learner does well
with traditional methods because he can memorize well. Another uses intuition to examine the
relationships that may exist. An intuitive learner
needs help to discover relationships between words
because she prefers to learn using relationships. The
methods that an intuitive learner can use to find
relationships in language are: the root/affix method,
mnemonics, and logical arrangement. Reading in

the target language is a strategy that both the sensing and intuitive learning types can use to review
what has been learned and prepare for what may
be learned in the future.
The root/affix method teaches the students to
recognize word fragments and how they may be
combined to form different words. A sensing learner
might find it easier to just memorize the words if
the task were small. An intuitive learner would
prefer to "cheat" by learning the roots and affixes
that form the building blocks for the words.
Mnemonics is a strategy that seeks to find relationships between things that the student already
knows and what she needs to learn. These relationships are not concrete. The student can be creative
and employ any idea that she thinks will link new
words to old.
The last strategy that utilizes relationships is
logical arrangement of vocabulary lists. Because the
traditional vocabulary list can be somewhat arbitrary, it is difficult for the intuitive student to find
relationships. There are many different ways to arrange words. Topical arrangement puts words together that might be used while conversing on a
specific topic. Category arrangement groups words
that have similar functions. Finally, a student can
arrange words according to similarities that can
make them hard to distinguish one from another.
Once the student has gained enough knowledge in the language to read, she should read
to retain what has been learned. This strategy
helps students of all learning styles. It is important
to remember that one learning style is not better
than another. But it is important that the student
recognize her style so that she can capitalize on
the advantages of her style and minimize the
disadvantages.
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Modem Reports
of Prophetic Succession:
A Study of the Interpretation
of Discourse Biases
Doris R. Dant

Introduction and Justification
Eugene England notes the following:
Mormonism has been called a "new religious
tradition,"! ... different ... in ways that make
Mormons much more like ancient Jews and early
Christians and Muslims than, say, Baptists or
even Lutherans.
Mormonism is also growing rapidly, with the
highest convert rate among religious groups
larger than one million.... Harold Bloom, the
distinguished literary and cultural critic, has
recently noted Mormon group cohesion and
growth in numbers and accompanying economic
and political power and ... predicts that it will
become the equivalent of a state religion in some
parts of America within a few decades. 2
In such a situation-where one group is markedly different from another and where in addition
it makes incursions into the membership and power
of another-we should, according to critical discourse analysis theory, expect conflicting discourses 3
and should be able to observe how a dominant "discourse disciplines a population."4 These discourses
should be discernible in news media reports from
both groups as media reports are "the main form of
public discourse that provides ... the pervasively
dominant knowledge and attitude structures."5
Thus reports from both groups can serve to highlight their biases-the existence and operations of
their competing picture of, interpretations of, and
underlying assumptions about reality.
Although media reports "do not necessarily prescribe the concrete opinions of readers," according
to van Dijk, they are of particular interest in such a
situation because they "condition the readers to
develop [the dominant] interpretation frameworks
rather than alternative ones, in which other goals,
norms, values, and ideologies are used to provide
counter interpretations of news events."6

The more hidden the workings of bias are, the
more effective they are. 7 Nevertheless, recipients
sometimes do perceive the biases of reports, and
when they do so, they can distance themselves, reject the interpretive frameworks, or struggle against
them. For a group on the receiving end of media
attempts to discipline or at least achieve commonality, the ability to perceive bias and resist conditioning is crucial to maintaining the group's own
set of discourses.
How do college students who are not trained
in rhetoric perceive the operational discourses and
the resulting bias? Specifically how will they interpret religious bias both in reports by members of
their own religion and by members of other beliefs?
I conducted an experiment to begin answering
those questions.
This study will analyze some BYU students' interpretation of the discourses operating in the TIme,
Newsweek, Church News, and New York Times accounts of the 1973 prophetic succession of Spencer W. Kimball and in the TIme and Newsweek
accounts of the 1985 succession of Ezra Taft Benson.
(See the appendices for the six excerpts used in
the study.)
The Instructions and Setting
In two of my classes, I told a story about my
treatment from a biased press. Then I asked the
students to do an exercise in bias. The instructions
for each excerpt read as follows:
Please read the following excerpt and
determine whether or not it is biased. While you
read, please underline or circle anything that
helps you determine the bias. You may also make
notes in the margin, since some clues may not
be the type that you can underline.
After reading an excerpt, the students were
asked to rate its overall bias on a scale ranging from
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very negative through neutral to very positive. The
order of the reports was randomly varied from student to student to offset the effect that comparing
the news stories in a specific order might have had
on the ratings.
The Sample
The sample consisted of 33 technical writing
students at Brigham Young University. Most of
the students were from the sciences or engineering, but 4 were English majors, and 1 was a journalism major.
All were active Latter-day Saints; in fact 28
were life-long members. Twenty-seven rated themselves as very active, and 5 as moderately active.
Most were three or four at the time Spencer W.
Kimball became president, so what they know of
the event would be what they learned later. However, those students would have been fifteen or sixteen at the time of President Kimball's death, so
the event, since all are active, would probably have
made an impact on them. One would expect them
to know a fair amount about both presidents by
which to judge the bias of the media treatment of
the two men. They should also know the teachings
and practices of their church well enough to judge
bias in those areas.
The students were most familiar with the LOS
Church publications, but over two-thirds were also
familiar with Newsweek and Time. Thus they could
be expected to have some experience with the
biases of those magazines and of the Church News.
Correlations
Majors did not correlate with ratings. For instance, three of the four English majors rated the
Church News as neutral; one rated it as moderately
positive. The journalism major rated it as neutral.
The vast majority (30) of the students rated
themselves as conservative or moderate. However,
political beliefs did not correlate with the way students ranked the articles. For example, the two liberals, who might be expected to applaud the traces
of the political discourse occurring in the 1974
Times and 1985 Newsweek articles, rated them as
moderately negative, but so did many of the conservatives. In the schema of the reports, these discourses are located in the background sections.
Apparently, these LOS students accepted this ordering of significance and focused on the religious
discourse, although the instructions did not specifically direct them to do so.
Overall Ratings of Bias
Table 1 lists the ratings. Although I asked for
a single rating, some students orally objected, saying it was impossible to give a single rating to the
1985 Time and Newsweek articles, which seemed
to them to be positive about President Kimball and
negative about President Benson. Other students
simply gave split ratings. Out of 33 ratings each,
the Time article received 6 split ratings and the

Newsweek article 5. Student comments included
"positively biased towards Kimball negatively towards Benson," "slam on Pres. Benson" but "only
praise for Pres. Kimball," or simply "pos Kimball,
neg Benson."
One student's split rating of the 1974 Time
excerpt, which received the highest number of very
negative ratings, presents an interesting anomaly.
The student seems to have missed the implications
of the conjunction of the words selfperpetuating
gerontocracy with by tradition and interpreted them
as positive. The student also missed the innuendo
of "a spiritual WPA-a task that keeps older Mormons both busy and feeling needed." This inability to see how words may change their connotations
when in a different context led the student to rate
the article as being very positive about President
Kimball. Interestingly, the student seems to be one
who does not read as broadly as the majority of the
sample. Of the 9 periodicals listed, the student had
read only 5. However, for the whole sample, there
is little correlation between breadth of reading experience and the ability to make fine distinctions
in bias.
The other students primarily emphasized the
negative and rated the 1985 Time and Newsweek
excerpts accordingly, although in the case of
the Newsweek article, some noted positive elements in their comments. For example, one who
rated the article as very negative nonetheless commented that white suits and gentle have positive
connotations.
The rest viewed these two articles as neutral,
even though they commented that some of the articles' observations were biased. One student noted
afterwards that he determined neutrality by adding up the number of negative and positive comments. This approach to neutrality at first seemed
odd to me, but it may reflect the assessment that
no text is bias free and that, therefore, the only
way neutrality can be achieved is to balance the
negative and positive. I wanted to see if this hypothesis held true for the times when many in the
class considered the more positive articles to be
neutral. I also wanted to determine how the neutrals
rated the other article receiving a split vote. None
of the five rated the New York Times report neutral.
Only two rated the Church News report as neutral.
(See table 2.) These numbers are too small to be
statistically significant, but they do suggest a hypothesis for future research.
A fairly positive report, the New York Times
article, was seen as neutral by almost a third of
the students. In addition, the story that reflects the
students' own discourses, the one from the Church
News, was rated as neutral by the vast majority of
the students, who, remember, are all LOS. Apparently for these students, the Church News discourse
has been naturalized and become common sense.
Because LOS discourse is the dominant religiOUS
discourse at BYU, it no longer seems to them to be
part of the discourse of a specific institution, their
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Table 1. Rated Bias of News Reports about the Prophetic Successions
Number of Students Giving Each Rating
Rating

Time
1974

Time
1985

Very negative

18

11

1

8

Moderately negative

9

11

11

18

3

Neutral

1

3

11

2

10

27

Moderately Positive

0

9

12

3

Very Positive

1

5

2

Between Mod. Neg. &
Very Neg.

4

Church News
1973

0

1

Between Mod. Pas. &
Neutral

Newsweek Newsweek N.Y. Times
1974
1985
1973

1

Between Mod. Pas. &
Very Pos.

1

Mod. Neg. + Neg. *
Neutral + Mod. Neg.
Neutral + Very Neg.

1

Mod. Pos. + Very Neg.

1

1

Mod. Pas. + Neutral

1

Mod. Pas. + Very Pas.

1

Mod. Pos. + Mod. Neg.

3

Very Pos. + Very Neg.

1

2

2

Mod. Pas. + Neutral +
Mod. Neg.

1

Total number of
Responses

33

33

33

33

32

33

Rating Mean**

4.5

3.9

3.1

4.1

2.4

2.7

Rating Mode**

5

4.5

3.5

4

2

3

*The "+" indicates a split rating
** Rating scale: 5=very negative, 4=moderately negative, 3=neutral, 2=moderately positive, l=very positive
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Table
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church, and is thus free of the implications of bias,
positive or otherwise. 8 The discourse of the New
Yark Times story apparently is similar enough to LDS
discourse that for several students, it, too, seemed
"matter-of-fact. "
Items Used in the Rating Process
Significantly, in light of the common-sense
nature ofLDS discourse at BYU, students specified
fewer biased items for the Church News excerpt than
they did for any other article. Certainly part of the
explanation for this low number is the short length
of the excerpt. However, length does not entirely
account for this phenomenon, as few students specified any rating criteria--only 4, as opposed to 17
for the short New York Times excerpt and 25 for the
equally brief 1974 Newsweek excerpt. Phrases such
as "set apart" and "prophet, seer and revelator" and
titles such as "elder" and "president" appear bias
free, even though they are not standard terminology for many other denominations.
Text items selected by a third or more students
are shown in table 3. Loaded phrases, such as "divisive Benson," "abrasive utterances," and "bounce
to his walk" were picked up fairly readily. In fact,
the most frequently cited items, "wave-making,"
right-winger," fear of accession," and "controversial arch conservative," were marked by 26, 26, 26,
and 30 students respectively. But omission and innuendo were more difficult for these students to
see, especially when the omission falls into the category of common sense, such as the omission of a
discussion of President Benson's politiCS from the
Church News. Innuendo that succession in the LDS
Church is determined through naturalistic, not divine, means was unevenly noticed. For example,
the various forms of elect, election, and select in the
1974 Newsweek article were underlined by only 6,
8, and 2 people respectively. However, the more
explicit "outcome never in real doubt" (seen as
negative) and "self-perpetuating gerontocracy" were
selected by 19 and 23 students. Likewise, the innuendo of strict obedience created by the military
metaphors corps, troops and enroll was picked up by
few although the innuendo of "virtually absolute
doctrinal powers" was noticed by 16 students.

-

_-_ kas_ N"'-_ _..
...

.......

......

Church News
1
3
1.5
2
3

Students seemed to be fairly sensitive to the
underlying politically liberal and democratic discourses. One student noted that the 1985
Newsweek report "focuses on Benson's political controversies, not religious background" and that it
"portrays church as government and business-not
as a church." Many phrases indicting Benson for
his conservatism ("attacked the civil rights movement") and the Church for its antidemocratic
stance ("regime," "reign," "Mormon empire") were
marked as rating factors.
Conclusions
The student sample were able to pick up explicit bias, as they did with the 1974 Time article,
which twenty-seven rated as negative, and as they
did with loaded words located elsewhere. The more
subtle forms, such as innuendo and omission,
seemed to pose more difficulty, as they were noted
by fewer students. The most subtle form of all, text
reflecting naturalized discourse, was picked up by
only six students. Three of those students may have
recognized the positive bias of the Church News
story because they operate on the belief that all
texts are biased in some way.
I am concerned that several of the students, who
had every reason to detect the bias in these news
reports, had difficulty except when it was blatant.
(Only rarely did more than two-thirds of the students point out the same item.) All the students
were LDS and were active, lifelong members except for two. Most were familiar with the papers
and magazines the reports came from. Yet they failed
to see the more subtle bias in articles written about
their own religion. Such blindness makes the workings of bias more effective and puts the group at
risk of being conditioned by alternative discourses.
I suspect the students would have even more difficulty in detecting bias in articles about other religions. If that is the case and these students are
somewhat representative of the general student
population, other students could have considerable
difficulty detecting the bias in reports about Mormons. This possibility would certainly hinder the
development of mutual understanding.
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Table 3. Frequently Selected Text Items
Publication

Subiect

New York Times

Kimball

Total Times
Selected

Text Item
bounce to his walk
wear a perpetual smile

1974 Newsweek

Kimball

a bit more surprising
virtually absolute doctrinal Dowers

1985 Newsweek

outcome never in real doubt
Benson

reputation as ideological scrapper
hard-line conservative
income tax as Marxist
attacked civil-rights movement
communist-inspired
ipraised the right-win!! 10hn Birch Society
sou!!ht to allay fears

11

chose two moderates

15
16
16
19
16

Hinckley

Hinckley a pragmatist

Benson

management trinity
Mormon empire

1985 Time

Kimball

reign

Benson

controversial arch conservative

Kimball

energetic activist
most successful religion

12

Benson

wavemaking, DeDoer-tomrued

26
26

Kimball

was reponed

triumph

,

right-winaer
to have reprimanded

1974 Time

17
16
12
16
19
17
16
16
18
14
14

Kimball

self-perpetuating I!erontocracv
was deceptive

Benson

15
14

23
13

health as an excuse

12

real reason

12
26
14
17
14
17
17
17
16
16
13
17
15

fear of accession
flustered
abrasive public utterances
so heavy
right win!!
political ovenones
embarrass
conservative hierarchv
divisive Benson
next in the wings
Kimball

23
30
13

spiritual WPA
busy and needed

Appendix A: Excerpt from "Smooth
Succession?"Time, January 14, 1974.
The leadership of the Mormon Church is a selfperpetuating gerontocracy. By tradition, the presidency of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day

Saints, whenever there is a vacancy, falls to the senior member of the church's governing Council of
Twelve Apostles. Last week, following tradition, the
council "invited, sustained and ordained" Spencer
Woolley Kimball, 78, as the church's new president.

Modem Reports of Prophetic Succession
Kimball thus became the fourth "prophet, seer and
revelator" of the Mormons in as many years ....
The apparent smoothness of the latest succession was deceptive. In 1972 Spencer Kimball had
open-heart surgery; 15 years before that an operation for throat cancer left him with only a part of a
vocal cord. Although he arrived at the decisive
meeting of the twelve with a doctor's certification
that he was in good health, many Mormons were
naturally concerned about Kimball's longevity.
Some even would have liked to use his health as
an excuse to change the line of succession. The
real reason: their fear of the accession to the presidency of Ezra Taft Benson, 74, when Kimball dies.
Eisenhower's former Secretary of Agriculture,
who is now senior apostle and head of the council,
has flustered many Mormons with his abrasive public utterances, some of them to John Birch Society
audiences. His benediction at the funeral of President McKay was so heavy with right-wing political
overtones as to embarrass even the conservative
Mormon hierarchy. Now the divisive Benson is next
in the wings, as amiable President Kimball begins
his regime.
Kimball takes an equally pragmatic view of
other Mormon practices. One remarkable doctrine,
for instance, holds that the dead as well as the living can be offered baptism as Mormons. This sends
troops of elderly members to the church's temples
to enroll ancestors. Kimball sees the work as a sort
of spiritual WPA-a task that keeps older Mormons
both busy and feeling needed.

prophet, seer and revelator of the church in the
Salt Lake Temple Sunday, December 30.
Elder Ezra Taft Benson was set apart as president of the Council of the Twelve by President
Kimball.
President Kimball, 78, is assuming his responsibilities as president of the church after having
been a member of the council of the Twelve since
July 8, 1943. He has served as the council's president since July 7, 1972President Benson has been a member of the
Council of the Twelve since July 8, 1943, the same
day as President Kimball.
Appendix D: Exerpt from New York Times,
December 31, 1973
Spencer Woolley Kimball, who became President of the Mormon church on Sunday has a
bounce to his walk and seems to wear a perpetual
smile, as one colleague put it, although his work
day often begins at 5 a.m. That is hardly the image
of a 78-year-old man who has survived, among other
things, throat cancer and open heart surgery.
A specialist in missionary and American Indian
affairs. Mr. Kimball has headed the Mormon's
Council of the Twelve Apostles and thus has been
expected to succeed Harold B. Lee, who died last
Wednesday.
Ezra Taft Benson, Secretary of Agriculture in
the Eisenhower Administration, was named President of the Council, succeeding Mr. Kimball. The
selections were made by the council on Sunday in
the Salt Lake Temple in Salt Lake City and were
announced yesterday.
After graduating from the University of Arizona, he went into business in Arizona, spending
eight years as a banker and 16 in the insurance and
real estate business. He helped organize the Gila
Broadcasting Company and raised cotton and alfalfa on a farm.

Appendix B: Excerpt from Newsweek,
January 7, 1974
Following a tradition begun by Brigham Young,
the elders of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints met early last week to elect a new "president, prophet, seer, revelator and trustee-in-trust"
for the world's 3.3 million Mormons
The new leader of the church is a former banker, real-estate man, and insurance executive in Appendix E: Exerpt from "Awaiting the 13th
Prophet,"Time, November 25, 1985
Arizona.
By any statistical measure, Spencer W. Kimball's
For the Church's No.2 job, the presidency of
the Council of the Twelve, the elders selected reign as President, Prophet, Seer and Revelator of
Ezra Taft Benson, 74, who served as Secretary of the Church ofJesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints was
Agriculture in the Eisenhower Administration. a triumph. During his twelve-year ministry, the
Kimball's election, however, was a bit more surpris- Mormon church nearly doubled its world membering. Although he had been president of the coun- ship (to 5.8 million) and its force of short-term
cil (and thus heir apparent), he had also undergone missionaries (to 30,000). He ordered the addition
operations for throat cancer and a heart condition. of 31 temples to the 16 that stood when he took
But once he was elected, Kimball took an unusual charge. Kimball, who had been an invalid for
step to assure the faithful that he was capable of four years, died in Salt Lake City last week at the
wielding his virtually absolute doctrinal powers. At age of 90. Certain to succeed him is the senior
a news conference in Salt Lake City, he produced a among the church's twelve apostles who govern
letter from his physician stating that Kimball is with the President and his counselors: Ezra Taft
Benson, 86, a controversial archconservative who
stronger now than he has been in twenty years.
served eight years as President Eisenhower's SecreAppendix C: Exerpt from Church News,
tary of Agriculture.
January 6, 1974
Kimball had only a modest business career in
President Spencer Woolley Kimball of the Arizona before he became an apostle in 1943. His
Council of the Twelve Apostles was ordained self-effacing manner and sieges of heart trouble
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and cancer led many to believe that he would be a
caretaker President. Instead, he proved to be an
energetic activist who toured 85 nations and spurred
the international growth of the most successful
religion ever born in the U.S.
Some Mormons are ... anxious about the intentions of Benson, the 13th Prophet-President. A
wavemaking, pepper-tongued right-winger, Benson
acquired some notoriety in the 1960s for praising
the John Birch Society and calling the civil rights
movement Communist influenced. Other Benson
targets: the U.N., the Supreme Court and disarmament negotiations with the Soviets. Speaking at
the church-run Brigham Young University in 1980,
Benson asserted that the Prophet-President speaks
authoritatively on civil as well as religious matters,
and that his pronouncements supersede the words
of the Mormon scriptures and founders. Kimball
was reported to have reprimanded Benson after that
speech.

church's First Presidency: Gordon B. Hinckley, 75,
a pragmatist who has been supervising daily operations of the church, and Thomas S. Monson, 58,
a former publisher. Together they, like others before them, form a management trinity devout Mormons believe mirrors the heavenly teamwork of the
Father, Son and Holy Spirit ....
... The Mormon empire Benson will direct is
significantly larger than the one his predecessor inherited in 1973. Under Kimball, the church nearly
doubled its cadre of missionaries and added almost
2 million converts. Sixty percent of the church's
938 stakes (dioceses) were created during the
Kimball presidency; 21 new temples were dedicated,
bringing the total to 37 around the world. But the
gentle Kimball's most significant gift to the church
was the revelation in 1978 that God now wanted
black as well as white males to hold the Mormon
priesthood-a prerequisite not only for enjoying
full membership in the church on earth but
also for advancing to the highest reaches in the
Mormon heaven.

Appendix F: Exerpt from "A Time of Testing
for the Monnons," Newsweek, November 25,
End Notes
1985
1 Citing Jan Shipps, Mormonism: The Story of
Five days after the death of Spencer W. Kimball,
president, prophet, seer and revelator of the Church a New Religious TrcuIition (Urbana: University of
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, the church's Illinois Press, 1985).
2 Eugene England, "Mormon Literature:
12 apostles donned white suits and assembled in
the fourth-floor Council Room inside the Mormon Progress and Prospects,"in Mormon Americana, ed.
temple in Salt Lake City to select a successor. There, David Whittaker, forthcoming. England is citing
beneath three life-size pictures of Jesus depicting Time, 5 April 1983, 46-47, and Harold Bloom, The
his death, resurrection and calling of Peter, they American Religion: The Emergence of the Postprayed to be filled with the Holy Spirit. Breaking a Chrstian Nation (New York: Simon and Schuster,
24-hour fast, they shared sacramental bread and 1992).
3 Discourses are defined by Gunther Kress as
water. Then, after more prayer (though the outcome was never in real doubt), the apostles laid "systematically-organised sets of statements
their hands on the head of the eldest among them: which give expression to the meanings and values
Ezra Taft Benson, 86, who by right of seniority last of an institution.... It provides descriptions,
week assumed spiritual leadership of the world's rules, permissions and prohibitions of social and
5.8 million Latter-day Saints.
individual actions" (Linguistic Processes in SocioculManagement trinity: Benson brings to the Mor- tural Practice [New York: Oxford University Press,
mon presidency a reputation as an ideological 1985], 7).
4 Paul A. Bove, "Discourse," in Critical Terms
scrapper and a hard-line conservative even by the
standards of a church where liberals are a lonely for Literary Study, ed. Frank Lentricchia and Thocrowd. Early in his career as an agricultural mar- mas McLaughlin (Chicago: University of Chicago
keting expert, he denounced the graduated income Press, 1990),63.
5 Teun A. van Dijk, News as Discourse
tax as "Marxist." As secretary of agriculture under
President Eisenhower, he fought to limit price sup- (Hillsdale, N.J.: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates,
ports for farmers, nearly causing his own dismissal. 1988), 182.
6 van Dijk, News as Discourse, 182.
In later decades, as one of the church's 12 apostles,
7 Norman Fairclough, Language and Power,
Benson attacked the civil-rights movement as communist-inspired and praised the right-wing John Language in Social Life Series (New York:
Birch Society, in which his son, Reed, once served Longman, 1989), 85.
S See Fairclough's chapter 4 for a more comas a national director. And when he declared
that the Mormon prophet "speaks for the Lord in plete discussion of common-sense discourse.
everything," he set off alarms that as prophet himself he would demand political as well as spiritual
obedience.
Last week Benson sought to allay such fears.
He made overtures to "all our Father's children
of every color, creed and political persuasion."
And he chose two moderates to join him in the

The Development of an English., Influenced,
Universal, Techno., Academic Rhetoric
Bill Eggington

Introduction

Due to a number of factors including key
historical turns and the economic power of Great
Britain and the United States of America, the
English language has emerged as the world's language of wider communication in most fields of
cross-linguistic, international communication
(Fishman et al., 1975). For example, in 1981,86%
of all published material dealing with the biological sciences was in English (a gain of 11 % since
1965). A similar trend can be found for physics
(85% - a gain of 12% since 1965), medicine (73%
- a gain of22% since 1965) and most other modem sciences (Swales 1985:2). This means that if
an individual or group wishes to gain access to, or
contribute to, a huge portion of the world's current
scientific knowledge, English becomes the key to
unlocking information storage and retrieval systems. Thus, the English language has a significant
effect on the international scientific and technological speech community. For instance, most new
scientific and technological terms are created using English-based lexical and phonological features
regardless of the native language of those researchers and developers who have conducted the research or initiated the development (Radd 1989).
However, preliminary research indicates that the
effect of the English language on the international
speech community has been much deeper than lexical choices.
Commencing with Kaplan's work in 1966
(Kaplan 1966), some linguists have investigated
the notion that people from different cultures prefer to develop meaning in different ways. Sufficient
evidence is available to indicate that different
speech act behavioral patterns exist for different
languages. These specific patterns appear to be related to the cultural and sociolinguistic dimension
within a particular speech community. Cultural

influences on linguistic behavior are not only
confined to spoken texts. For example, Kaplan
(1966; 1972; 1987) has demonstrated that crosscultural patterns are evident in written texts. Thus,
while numerous forms of developing meaning are
available to all languages, each language exhibits
clear preferences as to the presentation of that
meaning. As Kaplan (1987) states, there are
important differences between languages in the
way in which discourse topic is identified in a
text and the way which discourse topic is
developed in terms of exemplification, definition
and so on (p. 10).
Or, as Clyne (1985) suggests:
it is the cultural value system that determines
whether, to a particular group, directness is
vulgar or indirectness is devious ... whether a
letter should come to the point immediately or
gradually build up to the central speech act ...
whether linearity in discourse is seen as the only
logical or comprehensible structure, or whether
it is felt to curb exhaustive discussion (p. 14).
Lautamatti (1987) has examined the relationship
between discourse topic and sub-topiCS for the
English language. She explains that topic develops
in terms of succession of hierarchically ordered
sub-topics, each of which contributes to the
discourse topic, and is treated as a sequence of
ideas, expressed in the written language as
sentences (1987:87).
Topical progression in English academic scientific and technological written discourse comes
about generally through two types of sub-topic
development:
1. parallel progression where the sub-topic in a
series of sentences is the same, and
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2. sequential progression where the topic of a
sentence is provided by the predicate of the
preceding sentence.
. It appears that essential elements in the expectations of the native reader of English scientific
prose are that there is a hierarchical progression of
topic and that there is a" direct and uninterrupted
flow of information" (Kaplan 1987:10). Consequently, parallel and sequential topical progression
must add to the topic within a narrow set of parameters seldom, if ever, digressing from the stated,
clearly defined topic.
However, textual analysis of texts written in
many languages other than English has shown that
the above described narrow, linear development of
topic has not been a language universal. Some academic texts in German (Clyne 1984), Brazilian
Portuguese (Dantas-Whitney and Grabe 1989),
Korean (Eggington 1987), Japanese (Hinds 1980,
1987), Hindi (Kachru 1988), Mandarin (Tsao
1984) and Hebrew (Zellermayer 1988) develop
topic in ways other than those expected by native
English readers. For example, Eggington (1987)
shows how Korean cultural emphases on humility
and indirectness in communication prohibits some
academics from expressing their hypothesis at the
commencement of their discourse for fear of
appearing to be arrogant. Rather, a clear statement
of topic and rhetorical intent either is absent, or is
buried in the text and only briefly mentioned. In
addition, many Korean academic writers develop
topic not in the preferred linear style common to
English academic writing, but rather in a fashion
based upon classical Chinese poetry where the
argument is vaguely introduced by reference to a
series of tangential examples; the argument is developed in terms of what it is not rather than what
it is; there is an abrupt change in topic with a focus
on sub-themes to the argument; and finally a quick
conclusion is reached.
However, Eggington also shows that
another rhetorical style is evident when one
surveys Korean academic journals of the type
written in Korean and English and especially
when one concentrates on articles written by
those authors who publish in both Korean
and English and have earned academic degrees
in English-speaking countries (Eggington 1987:
157).
Eggington continues this line of research by suggesting that "the academic rhetorical patterns of
the world are adjusting to fit a linear style"
(Eggington 1987:159). Clyne (1984, 1981) also
comes to this conclusion with reference to German.
He states that
there appear to be some disciplines (e.g.,
mathematics, engineering) in which German
scientists have adopted a basically linear
discourse structure. This may be conditioned by
the discipline or by leadership in the discipline
of English speakers. In other fields of science

(e.g., chemistry), the non-linear structure is
quite common in German (1981:64).
Most recently, Biber (1989) and Atkinson
( 1991) have shown that the preferred rhetorical
patterns of the English language in many written
genres have "drifted" over a two hundred year
period to form those styles which are presently
accepted. Atkinson has shown how the rhetorical
style of the oldest scientific journal still being published, the Edinburgh Medical Journal, has changed
significantly since 1735. These changes are broadly
attributed to the changing nature of the scientific
speech community and the subject matter.
Hypothesis
Two preliminary hypotheses can be generated
from the above discussion. It would appear that
1) the world scientific speech community is creating a standardized form of rhetoric regardless of the
cultural influences on the languages functioning
within that speech community, and 2) that the predominant cultural and linguistic influence on this
rhetoric is derived from Western, English-based
rhetorical preferences.
Should the above-stated hypotheses be supported, it would confirm that there is a developing
international scientific rhetoric which transcends
linguistic barriers. Such a finding would be significant in and of itself as a clear indication of the predominance of the English language, and of a
developing "global village" comprised of individuals who can at least function in a shared discourse
style. However, the educational implications of the
finding would be far more significant.
Language-in-education policy planners in all
nations would have a defined rhetorical style to
hold as a model for instruction which would make
it easier for scholars to gain access to, and contribute to, the world's scientific information storage and
retrieval systems. It should be noted that this rhetorical style would not supplant the preferred culturally derived genres and registers functioning in
any given language, but rather be one of the many
genres and registers all individuals carry as part of
their linguistic repertoire.
Evidence in Support of the Hypothesis
Evidence to support these hypotheses can be
gathered from two sources: Historical precedent and
contemporary studies. A brief overview of some supporting evidence follows.

Historical Evidence
The Latin influence on the development of
English rhetorical patterns has been well documented. Millward (1989:241) shows that the preferred pattern of topical development during the
Middle English period involved the placing of ideas
in a paratactic or side by side progession. Thus:
But take heed to yourselves: for they shall deliver
you up to councils; and in the synagogues ye shall
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be beaten: and ye shall be brought before rulers
and kings for my sake, for a testimony against
them (Bible, KJV. Mark 13:9).
However, scholars during this period gained much
of their knowledge through the study and translation of Latin texts. Latin was the language of wider
communication for intellectual activities. Consequently, when scholars wished to write in an academic style, they preferred the Latin hypotactic
tradition which involved considerable subordination of ideas. For example, the "scholars" who produced the King James Version of the Bible retained
the paratactic patterns from previous translations
for the actual scriptures as in the example above.
However, when producing the dedication for the
Bible, they felt compelled to write in the Latin
hypotactic patterns. Thus:
So that if, on the one side, we shall be traduced
by Popish persons at home or abroad, who
therefore will malign us, because we are poor
instruments to make God's holy truth to be yet
more and more known to the people, whom they
desire still to keep in ignorance and darkness;
or if, on the other side .... (Bible, KJV Dedication)
This Latin rhetorical influence continues to the
present time as a preferred pattern for most academic written discourse. If traditional discourse
patterns for Middle English were influenced by the
major academic language of the period, it is not
difficult to conclude that some rhetorical patterns
of contemporary languages have been influenced
by today's major academic language, the English
language.

Contemporary Evidence
As mentioned above, Eggington (1987) showed
that there is an English based influence on some
Korean academic writing. In order to further explore this influence, Capell (1992) examined
twenty-five essays and articles published by the
Korean academic, intellectual journal Shin Tonga
(New East Asia). He selected five text samples each
year from journals published in 1965, 1972, 1982,
1985 and 1990. He analyzed each text in terms of:
1. Number of paragraphs,
2. Words per sentence,
3. T-units per text/sentence,
4. Coordinate structures,
5. Subordinate structures,
6. Superordinate structures,
7. Linear topical development,
8. Circular topical development,
9. Other forms of topical development,
10. Pronominalization,
11. Ellipses,
12. Discourse markers,
13. Loan words,
14. Profession of author,
15. Author's experience in English-speaking
countries.

Capell's purpose for conducting this type of
micro-analytic research was to determine if there
were some linguistic features which had been influenced by English. He found, among many interesting results, that a "new" pattern had emerged
which was not considered as "good" Korean discourse. In this "sandwich" pattern, the main topic
of the text appears to be sandwiched between an
introduction and a conclusion which seemed to be
tangential to the topic (Capell 1992:80). He also
noted the occurrences of linear development of
topic. In 1965, there were 2 examples; in 1972, 1
example, in 1982, 1 example, in 1985,3 examples
and in 1990, 4 examples. This trend seems to verify
the hypothesis that there is a linear influence in
modem Korean writing. Capell also noted that linear discourse is preferred by Korean readers "who
have been either living or studying in America, or
studying English" (76).
In a similar study, Folman and Connor (1992)
examined preferred patterns for topical development in research papers produced by secondary students in Israel writing in Hebrew and a similar
cohort of student in the United States writing in
English. Their results suggest
that while the research paper is a universal normbased product defined by the international
academy, the products of the two culture groups
were situated at different points along the
(mostly pedagogical) approximative systems
which aim at defining the research paper by
universal quality norm (Folman and Connor
1992).
My final example requires that I be anecdotal.
During a recent visit to Beijing Normal University, China, I interviewed a Chinese PhYSics professor, Dr. Jiang Liu, concerning the influence of
English in Chinese technological writing. He stated
that many Chinese physics students were using adverbial modifiers following English patterns. These
patterns, he said, were not acceptable in social science written discourse. He also stated that English
mathematical/physics formulae had influenced
Chinese expression. As an example, he drew a triangle labeled ABC. In English, he said, a geometric equation can be written thus:
1.

AB = AC if, and only if, a = b.

He explained that the Chinese preferred pattern
is:

2.

ifa= b thenAB =AC.

Even though the English structure (1), when translated into Chinese, is awkward, students in college
preferred to use (1) more than (2). He also stated
that high school teachers were "angry" at college
professors for allowing their students to write Chinese following the awkward English pattern (1).
But, he continued, college students will continue
to use (1) because of the examples set in their English textbooks.
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Conclusion
The evidence presented above is still preliminary. However, it does appear that there is a trend
toward an English based rhetorical pattern in scientific/technological writing in some languages.
Further research needs to be conducted with other
languages to determine the extent of this trend.
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Philology and the Andean Highway
Cynthia L. Hallen

The love of language is the beginning of light
in the mind. One way to foster a love for language
is to restore philology to the language arts curriculum in English studies. Philology is the history of
change and continuity in the structure, sound,
sense, and usage of words across time. In time, words
build up powerful portfolios which can be a resource
to contemporary writers and readers. The invention and interpretation of texts can be rooted in
philology. Philology is the art of sorting out the full
potential of a word in its contexts, an art of metaphor that helps us interpret discourses in various
cultures.
The value of philology became apparent to me
when I took a course in German reading at the
University of Arizona in 1976. The reading teacher,
Herr Oong, encouraged his students to figure out
the meaning of new words by analyzing their roots
and affixes, and he gave out vocabulary lists which
were organized by word roots. Words like heilen {'to
heal'} and heilig {'holy'} and Heiland {'Savior'} were
grouped together so that we could use the meaning
of the Germanic root heil {'whole'} as a mnemonic
device. I learned that words containing the heil root
had in common a sense of wholeness, and I saw
that English cognates had a similar relationship.
Words like 'heal' and 'health,' which suggest physical well-being, are related to words which imply
spiritual perfection, such as 'holy' and 'hallowed.'
Meanwhile, I had discovered Calvert Watkin's
Proto-Indo-European {PIE} Appendix in the back
of the American Heritage Dictionary. I learned that
philologists {or comparative historical linguists } had
used phonological patterns and other linguistic rules
to reconstruct the etymology of words like 'whole,'
'heal,' and 'holy,' tracing them back to an IndoEuropean root *kailo-, meaning 'whole, uninjured,
of good omen.' A new interest in words and language began to influence my foreign language

studies as well as my work in creative writing and
English literature.
Herr Oong's philological approach paid off the
following year when I was learning Spanish in Bolivia. Through Spanish, I learned that English had
another set of Indo-European roots related to
wholeness, holiness, and health. The English word
'sane' and the Spanish words sanar and sano have
in common the reconstructed Indo-European root
*sano, meaning 'healthy.' The words 'sacred,' 'saint,'
and 'sanctify' are cognate with Spanish santo and
sanctificar through the root *sak-, meaning 'to sanctify.' And 'safety,' 'save,' and 'Savior' correspond to
salud, salvar, and Salvador through the root
*sol-, meaning 'whole.' Even though the Germanic
and Latinate words had come from two different
Indo-European roots, their roots covered similar
connotations of wholeness.
The ambidextrous nature of English in its Germanic and Latinate roots was intriguing, so then I
started to look for word root connections in nonIndo-European languages, such as the Aymara language of Bolivia. One of the pre-Incan names of
the Aymara people is the Kollas [kol yas], or 'holy
ones,' and there is a philological connection between holiness and healing in the Aymara language:
kollaiia meaning 'to heal' and kollanaptayasiiia meaning 'to hallow' or 'to sanctify.' Even though the
parallels in sense and sound between words derived
from Indo-European *kailo- and Aymara kolla are
probably coincidental, seeing the correspondences
helped me remember the new language through
metaphoric if not historic connections.
A philological perspective helps me not only
as a student of other languages and cultures but also
as a teacher. When I teach English as an alternate
language or Freshman Composition courses, I
incorporate the history of the English language
and the Indo-European roots of English into my
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syllabus and ask the students to share their philological insights about word-building in various texts,
languages, or cultures. I use several of the words
listed in The American Heritage Dictionary of IndoEuropean Roots to illuminate my teaching and
research.
For example, the reconstructed sense of the
Indo-European root *ar- is 'to fit together.' Words
such as ART, ARTIST, ORDER, COORDINATE,
EXORDIUM, ORNAMENT, and READ are derivatives of this root. The English word ORDER
comes from the Latin word ard6, which originally
referred to a row of threads in a loom. The rhetorical term EXORDIUM comes from Latin ardfn, 'to
begin to weave.' The connection between fitting
things together, writing, reading, and weaving becomes a discussion question for my composition
class: "What does writing an exordium (introduction) have to do with beginning to weave or fitting
ideas together?" When I teach the history of the
English language, I can show how the meaning of
'reading' has changed across time and how the epithet of the Anglo-Saxon king, Aethelred the Unready, works as a pun. Besides having the sense of
'comprehending a written text,' the Old English
word rredan meant 'to explain,' 'to advise' or 'to
counsel.' So Aethelred literally meant 'Noble-Counsel,' and Unread meant 'No-Counsel' (Blair 91).
Through his ineptitude as a leader, Aethelred, who
was supposed to be a person of wise counsel, earned
the epithet of being uncounseled, unschooled,
unwise, or unread.
Another rhetorical term with an interesting
Indo-European root is ARGUMENT. The primary
sense of the reconstructed root *arg~ means
'to shine; white; silver.' Our word ARGUE come
from Latin arguere, 'to make clear, demonstrate.'
When my students and I discuss ways to increase
understanding in spite of differences, we talk about
argument as clarification, illumination, and enlightenment through debate, rather than the clever and
vicious contention of intellectual warfare.
After a discussion of the derivation of literacy,
letters, alliteration, and literature from the IndoEuropean root *deph~, 'to stamp,' one of my students attended a lecture on graffiti that verified the
philological connections between literacy and the
technique of 'stamping' in contemporary inner -city
culture. Students have also seen 'scratching' as a
metaphor for writing in the root *gerbh-, the ancestor of Old English ceorfan, 'to cut,' from which
we get the word CARVE. IE *gerbh~ is also the
ancestor of Greek graphein, 'to scratch, draw, write'
(also gramma and gramme), from which we get several important writing words and suffixes: -GRAM,
-GRAPH, GRAMMAR, and PARAGRAPH. In
discussions and in free-writing, students see literal
and figurative significance in acts of writing by
which they can mark, stamp, or engrave a name
and place for their unique existence in the universes
of discourse.

Many students are concerned about getting
good grades and about getting their college degree,
so I like to introduce the IE root *ghredh~ and its
Latin derivatives gradI, 'to walk, go' and gradus, 'step,
stage, degree, rank.' These two Latin words gave us
the English words CONGRESS, DIGRESS,
PROGRESS, REGRESS, TRANSGRESS,
GRADE, DEGREE, DEGRADE. Yes, good grades
are related to graduating with a degree, but I advise
students to enjoy each step of the educational process, to progress qualitatively and not just quantitatively as they go/walk through the system. And
sometimes I tell students to run like a chasqui (messenger) on the Andean highway, because courses,
discourses, curricula, cursors, cars, chariots, and
careers all have running as their primary sense in
the Indo-European root *kers-2 , 'to run.'
The most poetic root could be *deru, with derivatives meaning 'to be firm, steadfast, solid': Old
English treow: TREE; Old English treow, pledge:
TRUCE; Old English treowe, firm, true: TRUE; Old
English treowth, faith, loyalty, truth: TROTH,
TRUTH, BETROTH; Old Norse traust, confidence, firmness: TRUST; Latin daTUS, hard: DURESS, ENDURE. I like to ask students what trees
and truth have in common, what the relationship
is between having trust and being betrothed or
engaged. In Indo-European literatures and legends,
trees have been enduring symbols of truth, starting
perhaps with Siddhartha's experience under the BO
tree, which has the same root as the word BUDDHA, from Sanskrit bodhati, 'he awakes, is enlightened, becomes aware,' under the Indo-European
root *bheudh~, 'to become aware; to make aware.'
Like a BO tree, philology has roots and branches
that can lead us to enlightenment.
Much research remains to be done in other literatures and in other contexts. Although I am not
advocating the "degrading vassalage" or "slavery"
to philology which characterized English departments before the advent of late 19th century literature and linguistics programs (Kinneavy 11-13),
there is something going on in philology that I want
my students to know about. For a methodology, I
ask them first to notice key words as they read or
write or learn a language. Next, I have them search
out the roots and derivatives of key words in a dictionary which provides etymologies to see if they
notice any associations or connections. Then I ask
them to discipline their responses using Louise
Rosenblatt's scale: 1) Are the associations directly
relevant? 2) Are they peripheral associations? 3)
Are the associations irrelevant? (Rosenblatt 59).
Finally, I ask them to consider whether the underlying association of words might help them retain
vocabulary or complement their interpretation and
creation of text.
Of course, in applying philology to texts, readers and writers may make mistakes. Fatuous etymologies are not uncommon; however, consistent
reference to proper tools will eliminate most
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unfounded speculations. The connections we see
will be influenced by our motives for selecting and
interpreting the data, so there are no grounds for
insisting on some static, mandatory, fixed pattern.
The etymology of the word philology is the 'love
of words,' or of logos-which love requires effort,
study, and discipline. In a reader's transaction with
a text, says Louise Rosenblatt, "The various strands
of response are often simultaneous, often interwoven, and often interacting" (Rosenblatt 69). Philologists see words as part of an interacting and resonating whole that they can be in touch with by
respecting language enough to pay attention to it.
Like Emerson's etymologist, we may find "the
deadest word to have been once a brilliant picture"
(Emerson 231), if we but open our eyes and a good
dictionary. Words have long histories and many
songs and stories to tell, if we but listen.
The inherent intelligence of human beings in
the language process is more than a linguist's claim
or a teacher's hope. It's a given in the network of
philological associations which make up language.
In his essay "The Poet," Emerson said that every
word was once a poem (229). Vico speaks of philosophers and philologers, of poetic logic and
poetic proto-languages in which all words are
allegories, and "these allegories must be the etymologies of the poetic languages" (Vico 299). Such
etymologies are a kind of philologic poetry underlying the languages we acquire at home, at school,
or abroad. Perhaps philologic poetry is the deep
structure of language, the underlying mental representation of language that theoretical linguists
are looking for. At any rate, philology can give us
energy as we run messages to each other in the
course of our language and literature careers.
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Spoken Characteristics in Written
Language: the Dialog Conference
Donna Hiatt

As computer bulletin boards and electronic mail
systems multiply, an examination of the language
used in them, including levels of usage, becomes
increasingly important as writers consider the etiquette appropriate for this popular new communication medium. This paper examines examples from
the Dialog Conference of CCC-INFO, Brigham
Young University's computer bulletin board. CCCINFO's patrons are all students, faculty, or others
associated with the university. The samples gathered cover the period from December 12, 1991 to
April 2, 1992. In the examples I quote throughout
this paper I have retained misspellings and errors
from the original messages.
As I was transcribing interviews for a folklore
fieldwork project, I had difficulty in transferring
spoken language to written language. Since how the
interviewees spoke was as important to my project
as what they said, I had to find ways to imitate spoken language with the written word. This was one
of the first times I had critically examined the differences between spoken and written language.
Most of the interactions people have with each
other bear little resemblance to formal written
sources such as a textbook. So when people desire
to write in a way that simulates conversation, they
must break many of the rules and standards of formal written language, creating their own conventions. The Dialog Conference, a computerized
discussion forum in which people leave messages
for each other on subjects ranging from politics to
movies, exemplifies this blurring of mediums. Although it is a written medium, writers use diction,
grammatical construction, and cues to imitate spoken conversation.
A striking characteristic of the diction used in
Dialog messages is the frequent usage of informal
and slang words. One writer refers to "all the
whiney, gutless, mud-slinging, sweet-talking presidential hopefulls [sic]." These are hardly terms one
finds in a formal essay, but they express her opin-

ion colorfully. Other writers talk about screw-ups,
commies, radar cops (photo radar), bucks, a crap,
get-togethers, a gotcha, King George and Wild
Willie, getting nailed, squashing kids, and being
messed. They use terms like pal, preachy, double
idiot, sleeze, slick, duped, outrageous, awesome, and
pie-in-the-sky. One writer said "I don't do long distance." Another called a politician a "'get it done'
kind of guy who doesn't put up with a lot of excuses or smoke screens." Interjections add to the
writers' choice of words. Writers used the following: "Amen!" "Ah-ha!" "Ok, ok." "Wow!" "Ack!"
"Augh!!!"
One device writers use in their selection of
words is to imitate the sounds used in speech such
as through syncope. Writers abbreviate of as "0',"
because as "cause," old as "01'," until as "'till," playing as "playin," sort of as "sorta," information as
"info," second as "sec," and yes as "ya." These mutations remind one of speech because people often
leave off letters in words or slur words together when
they speak.
Many terms used in speech seem redundant in
formal written language. Some are used to stall for
time as the speaker thinks. Examples of such throatclearers which appeared in Dialog messages include
uh, hmmm, ah, and heheh. Using an informal style,
Dialog writers often begin sentences "Well," "In
any event," "Anyway," and even "As for .... " Other
colloquial expressions which give the messages a
casual tone include "I believe," "of course," "I guess,"
"blah blah blah," "who knows," "I'd dare say," "sure,"
"that sort of thing," "but believe me," "oh well,"
and "by the way." Dialog writers' choice of words
clearly reveals an informal style imitative of spoken language.
Besides diction, writers use many different grammatical constructions to imitate spoken language.
For example, they use many fragments. Usually, the
rest of the sentence is implied. When someone
wrote "Arguments anyone????," the reader knew by
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the context that the sentence was an abbreviated
way of saying the complete thought: "Does anyone have any arguments with this?" However the
shortened form is more forceful because it is more
brief. Alternately, the shortened form could also
be a play on the structure of the idiomatic phrase,
"tennis anyone?" thus inviting others to argue if
they would care to.
In the following example, the words "would you
believe" are used in the first sentence, then merely
implied in the following two sentences.
Would you believe he's in a
federal prison for mail fraud??
That the bulk of his 'political'
efforts have been in the form of
fund-raising? Or that he was
jailed for pocketing those
mailed-in campaign funds?

Another writer began a message in which he was
replying to another writer: "My province? California." In conversation fragments are frequently used
as speakers and listeners both use the immediacy of
the context to easily construct the implied complete message.
Another grammatical construction, run-on sentences, appeared along with the fragments. In several cases, the writer uses a comma to join two
complete sentences. For example, one person wrote
I must say I wish you'd run for
office some time, we need someone
with your insight and ability to
get to the heart of the matter in
these political confusions that
seem to constantly descend upon
us.

The use of run-ons corresponds with an abundance of conjunctions. Strings of sentences are
joined together with ands and buts, creating one
long sentence. For example, speaking of socialized
medicine, someone wrote
But believe me, the vast majority
are not suffering. It has its
problems yes, and its a tax drain,
but in the overall picture, its
worth it.

This also shows a sentence beginning with "but,"
which is common. "And" was also used often to
begin sentences.
If you read aloud a sentence formed with
many conjunctions, it sounds like a common
spoken sentence. A formal sentence would not
sound as natural when it was read aloud. Both
fragments and run-ons also serve to simulate the
rhythm of spoken language in the written messages. One of the main qualities of the messages
on Dialog is that you can easily imagine how
the message would sound if spoken aloud. One
of the key ways that writers do this is using cues.
A cue is a device a writer uses to indicate how a

sentence should be read. For example, the following quote uses parentheses, capitalization,
and a dash as cues:
I'm from Canada, and despite my
dislike of socialism (I'm usually
quite the conservative soul), the
national health plan is one thing
I like - A LOT !!!!

A common cue, the parentheses, indicates an aside,
a break in the sentence. In spoken language, these
breaks are indicated by a change in the tone of the
speaker's voice. This quote also uses capitalization
for emphasis. A speaker's voice would become more
forceful on these words. Out of 84 messages I looked
at, this device was used 25 times. The dash indicates a pause. Speakers use pauses for dramatic
effect and flow.
Other cues are also used for emphasis and for
flow. One writer, to emphasize an entire line, set it
off from the rest of the message by double spacing
before and after. (Messages are automatically single
spaced by the primitive word-processing program
used by the Dialog system.) This same writer also
emphasized the word "another" by writing it
"_anothec." The dashes are an abbreviated way of
underlining the word for emphasis.
In other messages, commas are used not only
where they are called for by traditional rules, but
also whenever the writer wants to indicate a pause.
Some writers, such as the one quoted above writing about socialized medicine, use a comma after
every phrase or group of words: "This gives me great
satisfaction, knowing that in an emergency room,
they look at my injuries first, not my wallet."
Writers also often use ellipses for flow. They
indicate to the reader either a pause or that the
sentence is dwindling off without being completed. For example, after an extended exchange
of messages on socialism, a writer asserted "That's
it pal.... So quit thinking I some kind of a
Commie .... " In another example, a person wrote
"Maybe I was just lucky... ?" These ellipses show
the sentence trailing off. When combined with the
question mark and the "maybe," the reader knows
that the writer was not really feeling lucky, but said
that facetiously.
A more complex cue is the use of quotation
marks. Writers often use single quotes in place of
double quotes, probably because they are faster to
type. Similar to standard written language, quotation marks are used to indicate a title or to indicate
that the writer is repeating someone. Unlike standard written language, quotation marks are also used
as a cue to indicate how to read the message. In the
following example quotation marks are used where
the inflection of a speaker's voice might change:
I find it irritating that they
find it necessary to use ANY
label; I find it disgusting that
they have to use a 'Politically
correct' label.
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Another writer uses quotation marks to indicate
that she is being ironic when she describes the actions of the officers in the Rodney King case as
"overzealous."
Writers also use quotation marks to indicate
their voice inflection or emphasis when they mimic
another's expression, as in the following example:
Granted, a G movie will contain
less 'bad' stuff than an R movie,
but the lines between PG, PG-13,
and R are extremely vague.

In another example the writer placed quotation
marks around the phrase "young Narm." The spelling and quotation marks together indicate that the
writer wishes to imitate a Utah accent. Quotation
marks serve as a device both for quoting others and
for bringing in the qualities of spoken language.
Another type of cue is used to prevent misunderstanding. My husband left a private message
for me on Dialog which upset me because of one
sentence. I mentioned this to him later and discovered that he hadn't written the sentence seriously. If I had heard him say it, I would have known
by his tone that he meant to be humorous and
would not have found the message annoying. This
is a problem for many writers on Dialog, especially
when they are being ironic or sarcastic. Since they
don't meet the people face-to-face with whom
they exchange messages, they can only rely on the
written medium to express themselves. To prevent
misunderstanding, they cue the reader that they
are being humorous by writing "<grin>" or simply
"<g>" after a sentence or by making a sideways
smiley face. This type of cue serves the same function as tone of voice and facial expression do in
conversation.
In an example of this cue, one person wrote to
another: "Thanks for not being so close minded as
Calvin gets to be sometimes. (now watch my signon
vanish .... :-> )." In "signon" a person enters their
name and secret password to gain access to the bulletin board. Calvin is in charge of the bulletin board
and controls who can sign on to use the bulletin
board. The writer wanted to make sure that people,
especially Calvin, realized that he was kidding, so
he added a sideways smiley face to the message.
The following example uses both the grin/
smiley face cue and a device called echoing. If a
person wants to directly address what another writer
has said, they may copy or "echo" a portion of the
other writer's message in order to clearly establish
the context for the message they are writing. An
arrow ( -> ) indicates the echoed portion.
-> me, just as the grass and
flowers aren't going to be too
-> queasy about using me for
fertilizer when the time comes.
-> ; -}

Yeah, but it still makes >me< a
little queasy ... ah, well ... my
husband is the only one who really
has to put up with me. <grin>

Note the "queasy" smiley face created by a semicolon, a hyphen, and a curly bracket (;-}), as opposed to a regular smiley face made from a colon, a
hyphen, and a square bracket (:-». This example
clearly illustrates the conversational quality of these
messages. This is the end of a series of messages
discussing the relative advantages of vegetarianism
and meat-eating. This person begins her message
by directly and immediately answering the previous message, which she echoed a portion of. She
also uses ellipses for pauses, square brackets for
emphasis, and conversational diction such as
"yeah," "ah, well," and the expression to "put up
with." "Put up with" is an example of the large use
of colloquial phrasal verbs in Dialog Conference
messages. Also in this series of messages is an interesting variation on the <grin> cue: "It always kinda
grosses me out seeing all those cellophane wrapped
hunks of bloody muscle in the grocery store ...
<shudder> ick!" The square brackets seem to be
used by Dialog writers for any imitation of physical
actions that meaningfully accompany speech.
The example above used echoing to establish
context. Some writers do not know how to use
echoing. But since each message indicates the subject of the message, as well as the writer and who
they are replying to, they begin without bothering
to establish the context. One writer begins "I agree.
R rating alone does not make me go or stay away."
If these messages followed rules for formal writing
instead of imitating conversations, the writer would
have been required to clearly explain the context
before expressing his views. In other examples of
this conversational quality, writers begin messages
with "Now we are getting the idea," "Not so," and
"Ah-ha!"
A final example illustrates many of the techniques used to imitate conversation in the Dialog
Conference. The first set of lines is echoed by the
writer of the second set oflines, and those lines are
echoed by the writer of the last lines.
TC> what can a full time working
student do with his wife
TC> that she will enjoy?
FE>
Well, speaking as a
female ... urn, well .... no, never
FE> mind ... this BYU's BBS.
Perhaps that should be qualified
to .. , what can a full-time working
student do with his wife that
she can enjoy and can be discussed
on this BBS ... (Probably not a
lot .. , :-) )

Spoken Characteristics in Written Language: The Dialog Conference
This writer has echoed and then commented upon
an exchange between two other writers, using their
initials to indicate who is speaking. This message
uses colloquial word choice such as "urn," "well,"
and "never mind." It breaks traditional rules of
grammatical construction by using fragments. It uses
as cues ellipses to indicate pauses, parentheses to
indicate asides, and a sideways smiley face to indicate humor. If this exchange had been written in a
formal style, it would have been difficult for the
writers to gain as much depth in implications as
they do here by using a conversational style.
Communication is difficult to describe. Grammars have attempted to capture rules for language

use, but they work within the framework of formal
(i.e., grammatical) usage. They never approach explaining the depth of meaning and expression found
in an everyday conversation. Recognizing the advantages of casual speech, the writers of Dialog messages have developed conventions to duplicate
many characteristics of conversation. The qualities of the messages left on this computerized bulletin board are captured in the name of the
conference-Dialog. Like a dialogue in a story,
the exchanges imitate spoken conversation within
the limitations of the written page.
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Tim Hiatt

A major assumption of wordprinting or
stylometry is that an author is stable in his subconscious writing habits and that such stability will
differ consistently with regard to other authors'
subconscious habits. Using computers and statistics, many scholars have demonstrated stylistic differences between authors and have used this
information to include or exclude disputed or·
unattributed pieces of the canons of certain authors.
Studies of several anonymous "Federalist" papers
are early examples of assigning authorship based
on stylistic information.
At the 1990 Deseret Language and Linguistics
Society Symposium, John Hilton and I presented
the results of a study that tested the assumption
that an author is stable in his subconscious habits,
as measured by Hilton's wordprinting technique. 1
To do so, we examined As I Lay Dying by William
Faulkner, in which the author wrote several firstperson narratives from different points of view
to simulate different individuals' narrations. Included in the study were other works by Faulkner
and a group of control texts from which to gauge
the comparisons.
This method used frequencies of noncontextual
words ("the," "and," and "of' and so forth) compared to other words and combinations of words,
as well as frequencies of certain words in particular
places within sentences. These derived measurements are called word pattern ratios. These results
were compared to similar computations made from
different texts, with similarities or differences indicating similar or different authorship among the
texts tested.
We found that Faulkner was able to vary his
subconscious style (as measured by this technique)
in ways that seemed to contradict the primary
postulate of wordprinting. Faulkner did so by
using noncontextual words in a way related to the
context. He thus made contextual some of the
word pattern ratios that have traditionally been

considered noncontextual. For example, in one of
Faulkner's first-person narrated characters, he restricted the use of "an." The character was a child,
and apparently Faulkner restricted this character's
use of "an" to give a more realistic impression of a
child's use of language. Thus, the word pattern ratio for the total number of "an"s divided by the total number of "an"s plus the total number of "a"s
was very different for this character compared to
the other characters Faulkner authored in the book.
Other word pattern ratios also were different,
leading to the conclusion that when an author tries
to simulate different narrators, those who would
determine disputed authorship should be very careful. We noted also that the overall distribution of
differences among the Faulkner works in question
was larger than in authors previously mentioned,
indicating that a certain variability is introduced
when an author is manipulating his characteristic
style. Hilton's technique has been used with the
Book of Mormon,z Hobbes's essays,3 and texts by
the early brethren of the LDS Church (yet to be
published).
The purpose of the present study was to reexamine the assumption that an author is stable in
his subconscious writing habits, improving on the
previous study. The Faulkner study was limited in
its value by the small size of the texts involved:
only 5 text blocks were of sufficient size in As I Lay
Dying to make the necessary calculations and comparisons. Also, because of resource limitations,
other texts written by Faulkner using the same technique were unavailable.
For this study, I examined several works by
James Joyce. The most significant text of these was
Ulysses because it was written in multiple styles.
Joyce planned and wrote using a different "technic," or style, for each chapter. 4 Respecting the integrity of chapter boundaries (and thus stylistiC
boundaries), I was able to prepare 41 text blocks
for comparison with each other and with other

Tim Hiatt has a B.A. in English and an M.A. in linguistics from BYU.
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texts. I also had Dubliners (14 blocks), Portrait of
the Artist as a Young Man (16 blocks), and Finnegans
Wake (28 blocks) for comparison, totaling 58 additional text blocks. To increase sensitivity to authorial style, dialog was eliminated from Ulysses.
Versions of Dubliners and Portrait were also prepared
without dialog (10 and 11 blocks, respectively), for
a total of 79 text blocks oOoyce material. Hilton's
12 control text blocks were also included in the
study, as were 2 text blocks of Washington Irving's
"Legend of Sleepy Hollow," 6 blocks of Faulkner's
general essays, and 6 blocks of H. O. Wells's The
Time Machine.
Wordprint measurements of this type are made
by counting the number of null hypothesis rejections occurring between two compared text blocks.
Each of the 65 word pattern ratios put forth by
A. Q. Morton in 1985 are tallied for both text
blocks and then compared by the nonparametric
Mann-Whitney statistic, the null hypothesis in this
case being that the word pattern ratio is not different between the two text blocks. If the ratios are
Significantly different, the hypothesis that the
ratios are the same is rejected.
Carrying out the total wordprint study was a
time consuming task. Text preparation took approximately 100 hours and computing the comparisons took 700 hours of computer time on Intel
80486 computers. That part of the research was
made possible by the kind permission of the
Brigham Young University Statistics Department
and their computer lab. John Hilton's additional
assistance was invaluable.
Previous experience with Hilton's 12 control
texts suggested that for comparisons of texts written by different authors, the average number of rejections per comparison would be around 7.44
(s=2.4, n=52).5 For comparisons of texts by the
same author, the average number of rejections per
comparison would be around 2.87 (s=1.83, n=14).
This study of Joyce's writings challenges the assertion that within and between authors comparisons
average near 2.87 and 7.44 rejections, respectively.
The following table contains the results ofcomparisons made within works by Joyce. The average
rejections show how consistent the style of each
text remains by finding the number of rejections
Text compared against itself
12 controls (between 4 authors)
12 controls (within each of 4 authors)
~
~

(without dialog)
Dubliners {whole textl
Portrait (without dialog)
.furtrai.t (whole textl
Finnenns Wake
Faulkner's essays
"Legend of Sleepy Hollow"
Th!:; Tim!:; Mas;hin!:;

for the comparison of each text block with every
other text block in each work.
For Dubliners and Portrait, versions with and
without dialog were intercompared. In both cases,
more rejections occurred in the cases of the texts
without dialog in them. This result is opposite the
conclusion reached by A. Q. Morton that there is
a great difference between dialog and narrative and
that dialog introduces unwanted variation into an
otherwise stable measurement. 6 For these two
books just the opposite is the case: the texts show
more internal consistency when the different literary genre, dialog, is included, as measured by this
technique.
Some component of dialog may be present in
the narrative portions of these books. Deleting the
overt dialog could cause an imbalance of the occurrences of the elements of dialog, causing rejections, on the assumption that these elements of
dialog would then be abnormally distributed across
the 5000 word text block.
Another explanation may be that some of the
word patterns measured in the wordprint process
are sensitive to elements of speech and narrative
but are not equally sensitive to either. For example,
a small dialog could contain a large number of occurrences of a particular word pattern, while the
large narrative in the rest of the text block could
contain enough occurrences to balance the total.
Without the dialog, a rejection would occur.
Portrait has a rather high number of rejections
(3.69 for the text including dialog) compared with
2.87 for Hilton's within author control group. In
the first section of Portrait, Joyce writes third person narrative about the protagonist, Stephen, as a
young child. The style in this passage is reflective
of the state of life of the protagonist:
Once upon a time and a very good time it was
there was a moocow coming down along the road
and this moocow that was coming down along
the road met a nicens little boy named baby
tuckoo ...
His father told him that story: his father
looked at him through a glass: he had a hairy
face.

average rejections of 65 word pattern
ratios and standard deviations
7.44,2.40
2.87, 1.83
7.17.3.99
2.64. 1.72
1.96 1.32
3.84,2.10
3.69,2.02
3.05 1.55
2.53, 1.06
2.00,0.00
1.80, 1.08

number of text blocks and
number of comparisons made
4.2,4.2;52
4.2.4.2; 14
41;820
10;45
14;91
11; 55
15; 120
28; 378
6;15
2; 1
6;15
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He was baby tuckoo. The moocow came
down the road where Betty Byrne lived: she sold
lemon platt. 7
This style does not continue very long in this
elementary fashion, but aspects of it do for a number of pages. Sentences tend to be shorter than in
others ofJoyce's mature works and are not as complex. Overall, the initial portion of Portrait is a simpler narrative than the later portions of the book.
This is seen especially by the wordprint comparison of the first section of the book against the others: 4, 2, 5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10,3,7,8,8, 10,9, and 10 are
the rejections, in order. The initial style exhibits
more variation when compared against the later
sections than against the earlier ones. This maturing of style corresponds to the later style of Stephen
as a mature narrator. The contrast does not appear
as much in the comparisons of the first section with
the first third of the book (average 3.6 rejections)
as it does with the last two thirds (average 7.6
rejections).
By eliminating the comparisons of the first section of Portrait with the rest of the book, the average number of rejections drops to 3.32 (n=105,
s= 1.59; 3.49 [n=45, s= 1.85] for Portrait without dialog). This measurement of the stability of Joyce's
style within Portrait, adjusted for the different initial style, is not far from the 2.87 of the control
texts. Similarly, Dubliners at 1.96 rejections (n=91)
shows good coherence of style--even more so than
the 12 control texts.
Finnegans Wake had an average of 3.05 rejections from a total of 378 comparisons. This number of rejections should not be surprising, as it is
not far from the expected 2.87 of the control texts.
However, given the nature of the text of Finnegans
Wake, such stability of wordprint style is surprising. The language of this book is strange-different from anything else by Joyce. The following
paragraph is a sample:
... wanamade singsigns to soundsense and yit
he wanna git all his flesch nuemaid motts truly
prural and plusible; has excisively large rings and
is uncustomarily perfumed; lusteth ath he listeth
the cleah whithpeh of a themise; is a prince of
the fingallian in a hiberniad of hoolies; has a
hodge to wherry him and a frenchy to curry him
and a brabanson for his beeter and a fritz at his
switch ... 8
chapter large enough to be
compared within itself and
number of text blocks in
that chapter
C:yclops.3
Nausikaa,3
Oxen of Sun, 4
Circe, 7
Eurneus, 3
Ithaca, 4
Penelope, 4

The particular sample chosen does not matter
much: the style of the entire book is much the
same.
The strange appearance of Finnegans Wake exists only because Joyce modified the way he used
verbs, adjectives, and nouns. Those words have
been combined and recombined, respelled, and
otherwise changed to convey the impressions and
allusions Joyce had in mind while relating these
dream images found in Finnegans Wake. But his use
of function words, which this wordprint method
measures, was not changed, and in fact was quite
consistent throughout.
Luckily, Joyce did not choose to change the
spelling or use of function words; had he done so,
the book may have been nearly incomprehensible.
It is possible in this case that Joyce tipped the axis
the other way: instead of creating different narrative styles as he did in Ulysses, he stretched language to its most expressive limit. In doing so, he
may have found the communicative and narrative
aspects of the language he was using were not surviving. To compensate, he may have unified his
style to provide a coherent background to his foreground manipulations of verbs, adjectives, and
nouns. Function words and their customary uses
are the backbone of comprehensible English.
In contrast to the fairly consistent internal style
of the other Joyce works examined, Ulysses averaged 7.17 rejections from 820 comparisons made
within the book itself. That average is much closer
to the control text average of 7.44 for between
author tests than to the 2.87 average of within
author tests. Joyce's style is clearly not uniform in
this book.
As noted above, Joyce proposed a schema or
overarching structure for the book that dictated a
different "technic" or narrative style for each section. Is his style consistent within each of his selfdefined styles? The data indicates that he is. The
last 7 chapters or episodes in Ulysses were large
enough to compare among themselves for internal coherence of style as measured by this wordprint method. These results are shown in the table
below.
In Cyclops, the only narrator is a "simple and
bibulous Dubliner, a nondescript, in the highly
coloured idiom of the profane vulgar."9 The number of rejections against the rest of Ulysses is high
(8.35), suggesting that this style is particularly well

average rejections
within chapter
with standard
deviation
1.33,0.59
3.00,2.65
4.50,2.88
2.19, 1.54
2.00,0.00
1.83,1.60
2.00,1.79

average
rejections
against the rest
of Ulvsses
8.35
4.52
6.78
6.71
5.83
8.66
11.90

number of
comparisons within
chapter and between
the rest of Ulvsses
3,114
3,114
6, 148
21,238
3,114
6, 148
6, 148
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developed, or that oral elements of the first person
narration differentiate it from the more "written"
style of the rest of the book. Both may be the case.
The narrator of Nausikaa is Gerty MacDowell,
a young Irish woman. Her narration lasts for the
first part of the chapter; the latter part contains
Leopold Bloom's stream of consciousness. The
change within chapters of narrator is detected.
The chapter was wordprinted from 3 pieces. The
first compared against the second resulted in
o rejections, the second against the third gave
4 rejections, and the first against the third yielded
5. The point at which Gerty's narrative stopped and
Bloom's started was probably late in the second
block of words analyzed, which explains the higher
rejections found in comparing the third with the
other two blocks.
In Oxen of the Sun, Joyce presented a progression of style to parallel the development of the child
in the womb. The result is, in Joyce's words, "a
nineparred episode without divisions."10 Joyce used,
in order, the styles of Anglo-Saxon, Malory's Marte
d'Arthur; Elizabethan chronicle; Milton-TaylorHooker; Burton-Browne; Bunyanesque; PepysEvelyn; Defoe-Swift-Steele-Addison-SterneLandor-Pater-Newman; ending with "a frightful
jumble of Pidgin English, nigger English, Cockney,
Irish, Bowery slang and broken doggerel."ll
It was not surprising, then, to find an average
of 4.5 rejections. Such a jumble of styles prevented
the wordprint measurement from indicating that
Joyce's style was consistent in this passage. It is
unfortunate that Joyce did not maintain the styles
for larger amounts of text: a measurement of his
style in imitation of other specific authors' styles
(and a comparison with them) would have been
an excellent subject for further research.
Circe is formatted as a play, including stage
directions. It is by far the largest episode in Ulysses.
Joyce's "technic" for this chapter was hallUCination,
which converts in the text to a theater of the unreal. In spite of the mixture of stage direction
(which is used as narration of action) and dialog,
the section averaged 2.19 rejections.
Again the curious problem of dialog arises. Even
though the conversations are between various characters' the rejections are low. One constant
throughout, however, is the narrator/stage direction. It does not change and in some places dwatfs
the amount of dialog text by comparison. This constant mixture could be why the average rejections
are so low. Also, the aspects of language that the
word patterns measure in the stage directions could
be quite similar to those in the dialog, even though
mixing literary styles in wordprinting has been
warned against by Morton. Similarly, the qualities
of dialog common to all speakers in the episode
could contribute to low average rejections.
Joyce's "technic" in Eumeus is "narrative (old),"
and in it the characters are tired, middle-aged, or
old. The style is somewhat wordy, given to longer
words and sentences, as these examples show:

Then they began to have a few irascible words,
when it waxed hotter, both, needless to say,
appealing to the listeners who followed the
passage of arms with interest so long as they
didn't indulge in recriminations and come to
blows. l2
It was a thousand pities a young fellow blessed
with an allowance of brains, as his neighbour
obviously was, should waste his valuable time
with profligate women, who might present him
with a nice dose to last him his lifetime. 13
This wordprint method resulted in 2 rejections
between each of 3 comparisons.
Ithaca's style is "catechism (impersonal)." In it,
Joyce strove to portray reality by objective facts; it
is "an accumulation of details which has no inherent 'aesthetic' limits but relies on the epic impact
of overmastering fact."H The chapter takes the
format of question and answer--questions with
answers from a seemingly omniscient respondent.
The style is constant throughout, except for the
very end of the chapter. There, the factual recounting breaks down as Bloom drifts to sleep:
He rests. He has travelled.
With?
Sinbad the Sailor and Tinbad the Tailor
and Jinbad the Jailer and Whinbad the Whaler
and Ninbad the Nailer and Finbad the Failer
and Binbad the Bailer and Pin bad the Pailer and
Minbad the Mailer and Hinbad the Hailer and
Rinbad the Railer and Dinbad the Kailer and
Vinbad the Quailer and Linbad the Yailer and
Xinbad the Phthailer.
When?
Going to a dark bed there was a square round
Sinbad the Sailor roc's auk's egg in the night of
the bed of all the auks of the rocs of Darkinbad
the Brightdayler. l5
The inconsistency of style at the end of the
chapter could be the reason for an outlying rejection. The 4 pieces of dlis chapter intercompared
for an average of 2 rejections, based on 6 comparisons. The rejections are 1, 1,5, 1, 2, and 1. The 5
occurred on the comparison of the first text block
of the chapter with the last-the one containing
the unusual (for this chapter) ending.
Penelope is the last episode of Ulysses. The
"narrative (feminine)" is in its own way a stylistic
triumph. The episode is written to be the stream
of consciousness of Molly Bloom and nothing
else. Any description or dialog is described by Molly,
and any external influences on Molly as she thinks
is interpreted for the reader through Molly's
perceptions.
This chapter averaged 2 rejections for comparisons within this chapter and 11.9 rejections for
comparisons between this chapter and the rest of
Ulysses. That Joyce can maintain a style consistently within a chapter is, by now, no surprise. However, the high number of rejections against the rest
of the book is explainable.
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In Penelope, Joyce chose not to punctuate.
There are 8 paragraph breaks within the episode,
and each has been interpreted for the purposes of
wordprinting as an end of sentence. Therefore, the
12 word patterns (out of 65) that include as part of
their measurement the placement of function words
in relation to the beginnings and ends of sentences
were adversely influenced. Additionally, the runon sentences generated by the lack of punctuation
caused an increase of function words, especially
conjunctions. The word patterns that involve the
occurrence rates of these words are also different
than elsewhere in the book.
In summary, Joyce is, within his own defined
styles, consistent, according to the measurements
made with this wordprint technique. The numbers
of rejections of chapters large enough to compare
within themselves is analogous to previous within
author comparisons. Also, the numbers of rejections of these chapters when compared against the
rest of the book are, in most cases, again analogous
to previous between author comparisons, even
though there is no doubt that Joyce authored the
entire book. At this point, one can conclude that
Joyce is able to alter his wordprint as measured by
this technique.
Also of interest to this study is the comparison
of Joyce's works to each other and to the control
texts. The table below shows the average number

of rejections for between text comparisons, including the number of comparisons made.
The 4 control texts for this study were Hilton's
12 control text blocks by 4 authors, Faulkner's essays (6 text blocks), "Legend of Sleepy Hollow" (2
text blocks), and The Time Machine (6 text blocks).
In compariSOns between each other, the 12 control text blocks averaged more rejections against
Faulkner's essays, "Legend of Sleepy Hollow," and
The Time Machine (7.31,8.42, and 6.99) than these
other texts did against each other (5.58, 5.42, and
4.08).
The 12 control text blocks averaged 7.44 rejections within themselves. This high number resulted from the nature of the texts and authors
involved in the 12 texts. Of the 12,4 were written
by Clemens, 2 by Heinlein, 4 by Samuel Johnson,
and 2 by Steinhauer. One wrote in the 18th century, another in the 19th, and the others in the
20th. Diachronic language change is likely responsible for the elevated rejections against these control texts, as compared to the other controls.
Similar to the control text comparisons, the last
4 columns of the table below show the results of
the 4 control text blocks against the Dubliners
books, the Portrait books, and Finnegans Wake.
Again, the 12 control text blocks generated the
most rejections. The other 3 books are mixed as far

II Average number of rejections between texts, number of comparisons, and standard deviation
paw
paa
wake
fe
lsh
tim
II uly duw
dua
c
7.7
410
3.08

6.48
574
3.23
2.59
140
1.77

9.36
451
3.79
4.84
110
2.04
5.62
154
1.95

Abbreviations:
uly: Ulysses
duw: Dubliners (without dialog)
dua: Dubliners (whole text)
paw: Portrait (without dialog)
paa: Portrait (whole text)
wak: Finnegans Wake
c: control texts
fe: Faulkner's essays
lsh: "Legend of Sleepy Hollow"
tim: The Time Machine
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as which results in the next highest number of
rejections.
In comparing Ulysses against the control group,
the 12 control text blocks again led in rejections,
but not by much. The other 3 texts had high levels
of rejections also, due to the varying styles present
in Ulysses.
The average rejections found when comparing
Ulysses to the other Joyce works in this study are
slightly lower than those of Ulysses against the control groups, but comparable to those of the 4 authors of the 12 control texts compared to each other
(in the previous figure the average rejections are
7.7,6.48,9.36,7.84, and 6.32). In other words, the
number of rejections found between Ulysses and
other works by Joyce seemingly suggest that either
Joyce did not write Ulysses or the other works. Of
course, that would be a false assumption: as detailed
above, the stylistic variations introduced by Joyce
in Ulysses resulted in the wordprint measurements
found in this study.
Interestingly, there were individual sections in
Ulysses that did not vary significantly in rejections
against the Joyce works in this study. The first half
of the Wandering Rocks episode averaged 4.4, 3.35,
4.64,3.18, and 4.39 against Dubliners without dialog, Dubliners, Portrait without dialog, Portrait, and
Finnegans Wake, respectively. Against the same order of Joyce works, the second quarter of the Oxen
of the Sun chapter averaged 6,5.07,7.09,6.18, and
5.39 rejections. The first third of the Eumeus episode averaged 5.7, 5.92,6.5,6.25, and 5.96. In the
question and answer catechism of Ithaca, 3 of the
4 text blocks did not vary significantly-the first,
third, and fourth. Their averages were 8, 8.07, 7.63,
6.87, and 7.1; 9.1, 8.5, 8.9, 7.06, and 7.67; 10.9,
11.42, 10.45, 9.5, and 10.03.
Why these sections of text should compare so
evenly to the rest of the Joyce works in the study is
unknown. It could be the operation of chancethat different word patterns are rejected in the comparison of each part of Ulysses here mentioned, but
the rejections totalled similarly.
More likely, however, is the possibility that
some aspects of these sections that are peculiar to
Joyce's style are in constant opposition to a normal
style found in his other works. In other words, for
these 6 text blocks, Joyce changed habits that usually are constant for him. These are only some possible explanations; further research may clarify what
Joyce is doing in this case.
In the non-Ulysses comparisons of Joyce's works
against themselves, the above table shows that
the texts of Dubliners and Portrait without dialog
resulted in more rejections (and more style dissimilarity) than the versions with the texts complete.
Finnegans Wake against the other Joyce texts made
the most rejections, still following the rule that texts
without dialog reject more often than whole
texts with dialog intact. In spite of its internal consistency, Finnegans Wake rejects at a high rate
against the two versions of Dubliners and Portrait.

As mentioned above, the baseline usage around
which Joyce built the linguistic extravaganza of
Wake apparently was not the same one on which
he built Dubliners and Portrait.
Even comparing the average rejections of the
complete texts, Portrait and Dubliners resulted in
3.96 rejections. This suggests the style of the two
books is slightly different. Dubliners is a collection
of short stories and Portrait is a novel: the first involves general characters who are not well developed in the way that main characters in a novel
are. The second contains the beginnings of the
stream of consciousness technique Joyce was to later
use in Ulysses, mixed with the same voice occasionally as narrator. The level of rejections found
in this comparison is not surprising.
Overall, however, the results of the wordprint
study are surprising. Joyce was able, in large parts
of Ulysses, to create styles that this wordprint
method both differentiated between and found consistency among. This technique has proved very
sensitive: it was able to detect the shifting of streams
of consciousness midway in the Nausikaa episode.
Joyce's ability to craft steady styles challenges
wordprinting and stylistic scholars to live up to their
claim that an author's fundamental style is constant
and detectable in his texts. Of course, Joyce is
exceptional. Others, such as Clemens and Heinlein,
were not able to alter their wordprints across characters. As was seen in the Faulkner study, Joyce's
influence on the writing style of others cannot be
underestimated. In fact, wordprinting 20th century
texts could tum out to be a much harder job because of Joyce's stylistic inspiration.
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Resultative Verb Compounds Versus
Auxiliary Verbs: An Analysis of
Student Acquisition of Chinese Native
Forms of Expression
Justin Johnson

Introduction
A distinct indicator that the Chinese student
is beginning to grasp idiomatic forms of expression
is his/her ability to use resultative verb compounds
(RYCs) appropriately. In simple terms an RYC is
two verbs juxtaposed to form a compound, the second verb indicating some result of the first. For example, da po 'hit break,' communicates the idea of
breaking something by hitting or striking it.
In this study I monitored how non-native students used RYCs as opposed to auxiliaries in situations where native Chinese speakers would clearly
prefer to use an RYe. Of particular interest to me
were the types of errors students would make in
relation to the implementation of RYCs. I was further interested in the amount of time required by
the student before he/she would be able to mimic
native RYC usage. Thus, I focused on discerning
at what point in the acquisition process students
were able to internalize this subtlety of locution
and produce it in their expressive language.
The first section of this paper will give background for the study and will explain the expectations and hypotheses that preceded the research.
The second section of the paper will focus specifically on the methodology used to acquire the supporting data.The third section will be a presentation
and discussion of the data including an evaluation
of the dominant errors committed by non-natives
concerning RYC usage.

1. Hypotheses and Background
Li and Thompson (1981:54-55) define an RYC
as a compound in which "the second element of
the compound signals some result of the action or
process initiated in the first element." A more specific definition can be found in Thompson's
"Resultative Yerb Compounds and the Student of
Chinese" (1971:1). She states: "Given a transitive

action verb, such as la 'pull,' and an intransitive
verb, such as kai 'open,' they can be combined into
a resultative verb." Furthermore, "A resultative verb
will be defined as a verb compound which can occur in the 'potential mode.'" What occurring in the
"potential mode" means is that the infixes de 'obtain' or bu 'not' can be inserted into the middle
transitive and intransitive verbs. It is these potential mode RYCs that are pertinent to my study. Students will only be considered competent in the
usage of RYCs if they know how to use them in
this mode. Examples are la de kai 'pull' potential
result 'obtain open,' and la bu kai 'pull' potential
result 'not open.' In contrast, the use of neng 'can'
and bu neng 'cannot,' or hui 'will' and bu hui 'will
not' to express the de and the bu infix respectively,
would be considered use of an auxiliary.
Because hui, neng, and keyi 'may/can,' all structurally resemble the English auxiliaries, and also because we use auxiliaries with great frequency in
English, I hypothesized that beginning students of
Mandarin would display a strong tendency to use
these auxiliaries under circumstances in which natives would prefer to use RYCs. Additionally, due to
the nature of auxiliaries in Chinese, I expected that
beginning students would use them to express meanings either unintentionally or inaccurately. For example, a customer desires to tell a shop owner that
he cannot afford his goods. Most natives agree that
the best way to convey this meaning is through the
RYC mai bu qi 'buy' potential result 'not afford.' The
alternative use of an auxiliary form of expression, such
as bu neng mai 'cannot buy,' does not specify for what
reason the person cannot make the purchase, and is
thus not restricted to the exclusive interpretation that
the goods are "unaffordable." Instead, the reason for
not being able to buy the goods could be because his/
her mother has forbidden it, or because he/she has a
poor credit rating, etc. Of course, there does also ex-

Justin]ohnson is a junior at BYU majoring in Chinese and Accounting. He became interested in Chinese
while serving an LDS mission in Taiwan. Since then he has studied and traveled in mainland China.
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ist the possibility that the speaker intended to communicate the same meaning as expressed in mai bu
qi. Unfortunately, due to the generality of the auxiliary expression, one is only left to speculate. Furthermore, according to my native informants, use of bu
neng mai, although grammatically acceptable, seems
awkward.
Light (1977:35) puts forth anothernotable distinction between RYCs and auxiliaries. He asserts:
"To use an RYC, the agent must have initiated the
primary action referred to by the compound, while
the use of neng 'can' only suggests the possibility of
initiating the action."
This study's purpose is to test the validity of
the foregoing hypotheses, as well as to discern at
what point in the Chinese language acquisition
process students were able to start using RYCs
appropriately.

As mentioned earlier, due to English interference, I predicted that lower level students would
rely more heavily on the use of auxiliaries to express their meaning, while more advanced students,
especially those who had spent some time in China,
would be more inclined to use RYCs. Moreover, I
expected that the native group would use virtually
all RYCs and no auxiliaries.
The data from the questionnaire was classified
according to question and by class level, or according to whether the subject was a native or not.
Responses were categorized into groups according
to usage of an RYC, an auxiliary, or something else
(see Appendix A: Data Table). The reason for such
categorization was to produce data in which the
results for class levels could be compared with each
other as well as with those results produced by the
native group.

2. Methodology

3. Data and Results
The data revealed three major errors committed by students. Error for this study will be defined
as unnative-like response. For example, if natives
clearly preferred the use of an RYC, then use of an
auxiliary would be considered an error. This is not
to say that the responses containing auxiliaries are
grammatically incorrect; on the contrary, they may
be entirely grammatically sound. Nevertheless,
what is being tested for is the most native-like and
semantically appropriate response.
Question number five is the only question from
the ten that produced a one hundred percent RYC
response among natives (questions number eight
and number ten followed with eighty-seven point
five percent). For this reason, and also due to the
fact that the errors found in question five were indicative of the errors found in the other questions
in the study, I have chosen to use responses from
this question to introduce the three major error
types.
Accordingly, these errors (preceded by an
asterisk below) as well as the correct response for
question number five are identified in the following four examples.

Since I wanted to compare results from students at different acquisition levels, I collected data
"vertically" from a range of different classes. Accordingly, data was taken from subjects in Chinese
classes ranging from Chinese 101 to Chinese 321.
Data was also collected from a group of native Chinese speakers most of whom were BYU Chinese
department instructors.
I obtained the data by means of a questionnaire.
In order to avoid confusion and misunderstandings,
I chose to make the entire questionnaire in English. All subjects were given identical questionnaires. For subjects whose native language was not
English, I made sure that the instructions for the
survey, and the content of the questions were clearly
understood before they made any attempt to respond. The questionnaire was composed of fourteen questions, ten of which were pertinent to the
study, and four of which were added to decrease
the obviousness of what was being tested. The questionnaires also requested germane background and
demographic information from the participants in
order to facilitate proper analysis of the results (see
Appendix C).
All questions were preceded by a deliberate description. These descriptions set up the desired context under which Chinese responses could be
solicited. Responses could be written in either pin
yin (a phonetic alphabet system used to represent
Chinese characters) or Chinese characters so as not
to penalized the students for inability to write the
characters. None of the questions required direct
translation; most called for a reaction to, or comment on a situation. Many of the contexts set up
situations where the response could have actually
been a verbal utterance if the test had been performed orally. The relevant questions were designed
with the intention that the subjects would respond
using an RYe. In other words, I anticipated that
under the circumstances of the context provided,
the usage of an RYC would create the most
"native-like" response.

1) *ge ge, wo bu neng, or wo bu neng ZUO, etc.

big brother, I not can, I not can do
bu neng pa shang qu
I not can climb ascend go
3) *wo shang bu qi lai
I ascend not rise come
4) wo pa bu shang qu
I climb not ascend go
2) *wo

The errors listed above are not necessarily complete responses from the questionnaire, but instead
represent the critical portion of numerous responses.
I inserted the correct form underneath error
examples for contrast purposes.
In general, all three of these errors can be characterized by interference from the subjects' native
language. Manifestation of such interference is particularly obvious in error number one. Students
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falling into this category were simply trying to say
"cannot" or "cannot do." Of course there were several variations on this response with many different verbs following the bu neng 'cannot.' Such
discrepancies in responses were judged to be minor
and were accordingly grouped together. Common
to all of these responses was the absence of RYCs.
In fact, these responses not only lacked application of an RYC in the potential mode, but were
void of any RYC whatsoever.
The second error, while it contains an RYC
(and is thus a step in the right direction) still adheres to the non-native form of negation using the
auxiliary. From this type of error it is apparent that
the subjects had integrated usage ofRYCs into such
contexts; nevertheless, they still lacked proficiency
in their usage of the negative form of the potential
mode RYe.
The third error was most interesting to me.
These subjects produced responses in which they
clearly intended to use a potential mode RYC to
express their meaning, but did not know how to do
so correctly. These garbled, self-invented RYCs say
much about these students' struggle to speak like a
native.
As far as the prevalence of these three errors
among the various class group levels, error number
one was definitely most common among surveys
taken from Chinese 101 and 102. The reason for
this error is that they probably could think of nothing better to write. At the 101-102 level, first year
of acquisition, grammatical training and vocabulary is so limited that they were perhaps struggling
just to get anything down at all.
Error number two occurred in data taken from
all class levels, but was most concentrated in the
subject responses obtained from Chinese 201 and
202. These students have expanded vocabulary and
grammatical training and would thus be unlikely
to commit error number one.
Surprisingly, error number three also ran the
gamut of all class levels. For lower level students,
this type of error only occurred with those students who had spent time abroad studying Chinese.
Their commission of the error can be attributed to
the fact that, while they know not to use auxiliaries, they have never been taught the proper way
to form a potential mode RYe. Some such students
formed grammatically incorrect RYCs. For example, for response to question number two (see
Appendix B: Questionnaire), a Chinese 102 student who had lived in China for a year responded:
kai bu guan 'open' potential result 'not shut.' The
reason for this type of error is clearly a result of
basic familiarity with native forms of expression.
The understanding ofRYCs is undoubtedly already
incorporated in this student's receptive language;
still the concepts remain insufficiently crystallized
to facilitate proper implementation in the student's
expressive language. As for upper level students,
commission of error number three could be for the
same reason as for lower level students, or it could

be because they have been taught the compound
structure in class but cannot remember the rules
for construction.
Another notable idiosyncrasy involving error
number three was that students used an RYC that
was grammatically correct but idiomatically inappropriate for the given context. For example, again
for question number two, I obtained the follOWing
response: men, wo da bu chu lai 'door, I hit' potential result 'not exit come.' According to my native
informants, this RYC could not be used in this context. A context that it might be used in is to explain that you were unable to "type up a report" for
various reasons. Using this example we can see why
it is so hard for the student to assimilate proper RYC
usage, because the verb da 'hit' can be used in so
many different contexts to mean many different
things; in this instance it means to strike the keyboard or type. This error can also be explained as
an attempt to mimic native forms of expression.
This student perhaps is unaware that he is in error;
after all, he is using a native-like form of expression. However, it is clear that he has not mastered
using RYCs appropriately in different contexts.
It is interesting to note that among all eight
natives surveyed, for all ten questions asked, error
number two (as we have defined error for the study)
was recorded only once, and error number one and
three not at all.
4. Statistical Analysis
I chose to perform a Chi Square test on my
number data to ascertain if my conclusions formed
by inspecting the raw data were reasonable. At the
bottom right hand comer of the data sheet there is
a count of total responses obtained numbering 579.
The right hand column identifies the total number
of responses for each class. These numbers vary due
to the varying number of subjects available from
each class. The three central columns contain the
essential data. For each language level, the top number in each of the three columns RYC, Aux, and
other is the actual number of responses obtained
from the data for that language level. For example,
consider the first row for 101 language level. Eleven
students were tested on ten different questions producing 110 total responses. Of these 110 responses,
eight contained RYCs, thirty-five used auxiliaries,
and sixty-seven had something else. The bottom
three figures for the 10 1 language level identify the
number of responses we would have expected had
there been no relationship between language level
and RYC usage. Accordingly, responses should have
been 47.69 RYC, 19 Aux, and 43.32 other.
In order to discern just what this test indicates
it is best to analyze just one column at a time. Consider the Aux column first. In this column, as we
proceed from lowest language level to native level,
it is apparent that the number of Aux responses
actually recorded diminishes from one extreme case
005 forthe 10 1 level, to the other end of the spectrum of only one Aux response for the native group.
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Since the questions were designed to elicit an RYC
response, it was expected that the higher up in the
level the subject the more likely he would avoid
using an auxiliary. The data strongly suggests that
this is a proper assertion. Furthermore, the discrepancy of the paired values (especially noticeable for
the 101, 102, 321 and native levels) indicates a
pattern. According to our hypotheSiS lower level
students should use more aux than expected, and
natives should not use any. From the data sheet,
looking at the 101 level, it is observed that the top
value for the numbered pair exceeds the bottom
value by 16 responses. This discrepancy of top and
bottom value slowly diminishes as we rise to the
201 and 202 language levels, and then increases
(except this time with the bottom value greater
than the top) as we rise into the native level. This
spectrum of findings strongly suggests that the hypotheSis that lower level students would use more
auxiliaries than the higher levels is valid.
Looking at the RYC column we observe a similar phenomenon in reverse. Lower language level
subjects use fewer RYCs than would have been expected had there been no relationship between
being a lower level student and using an RYe.
Accordingly, as the language level rises, the use of
RYCs also rises. Notice for the 321 group the number ofRYC responses exceeds expectations by 35.31
responses. This discrepancy may appear exaggerated due to a possible hyper-correction discussed
in the section: Pedagogical Suggestions.
Another point of interest is that the natives
did not produce an RYC response up into the mid
to high seventies range. This indicated that there
was some kind of breakdown in the questions that
were intended to produce a 100% RYC response
among natives. This point is also discussed later.

and be able to form them correctly with time and
practice.
5. Conclusions
On the whole, the data demonstrated that generally at the 300 level, students begin to use RYCs
competently and in the correct form; but this is not
to say, even at this level, that students have completely mastered this skill. In fact, it is possible to say
that there was a fourth error committed by this level
of students. It is apparent from the data that Chinese
321 students, for example, use RYCs with even greater
frequency than the natives. It is difficult to ascertain
the reason for such an outcome. Perhaps this type of
error is due to hyper-correction, or perhaps it simply
represents students' inability to discern when an RYC
is appropriate and when something else would be
better. Such an ability constitutes a profound awareness of the language that can only be achieved
through much practice and interaction with native
Chinese speakers.
The data does support the hypothesis that beginning students rely on auxiliaries while more advanced students implement greater usage ofRYCs.
However, the data indicates two interesting facts
concerning advanced students, specifically the
Chinese 321 group. First, even among the students
of this most advanced group, there still exists significant use of auxiliaries (albeit most in conjunction with an RYC). This demonstrates the difficulty
that students have in breaking away from patterns
of English expression. Furthermore, a pattern of
reversion to reliance on auxiliaries when the proper
RYCs are not known can be detected in the data.
The data also revealed much about the questionnaire itself. The fact that natives did not choose
to use RYCs when responding to certain questions
may be attributable to problems with the questions
themselves. Frustrated with the results concerning
5. Pedagogical Suggestions
the native group, I consulted with several native
All three of these errors need to be isolated and Chinese faculty members. Upon scrutiny of the
overcome in different ways. Error number one can questions in my questionnaire, they were able to
probably be best overcome by presenting more op- tell me why in many instances an RYC was not
portunities for students to talk with natives and hear only not preferable but also inappropriate. For exthem speak, accompanied by more Chinese instruc- ample, question number nine (see Appendix B) was
tion in general. Specifically, RYCs might be intro- intended to solicit a kan bu dong 'read' potential
duced on a basic level (perhaps in Chinese 102), result 'not understand' response. Many of the naso students could at least know what they are and tives chose not to implement this RYC, however.
that they exist, and could thus listen for them when In fact, of the eight tested only one did. It was exthe opportunity presents itself. Overcoming error plained to me that the question was not worded
number two is simply a matter of forcing non- properly in order to obtain the desired response.
native students not to rely so heavily on auxiliaries Because I had the words "cursive script" in the quesand teaching them how to form a potential mode tion, and because most native Chinese equate the
RYe. As for overcoming error number three, in- ability to understand cursive script with an ability
structors should refer students to the DeFrancis to "recognize" the characters, and not necessarily
standard beginning Chinese textbook which states: with an ability to "understand" the meaning, a good
"The student should not attempt to make up his number of the responses focused on recognition of
own RYCs, but should learn and memorize them script: ni ren bu ren shi CaD ti zi? 'Do you recognize
as he encounters them." (Thompson, 1971:1) This cursive script?,' and not on understanding of the
advice, however, is considered too restrictive by cheng yu 'idiom': ni kan de dong rna?
If I were to repeat the test, I would do so in a
many teachers who instead encourage students to
make up their own RYCs, hoping that through slightly different manner. First, it would be necessuch activity they will become more aware ofRYCs sary to work with a native who has good English in
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results are only applicable to students at Brigham
Young University. It would be interesting to conduct a continuation of this study, i.e. rework it so
that it could be replicated at several universities
with a sufficient number of subjects so that data
results could be rigorously statistically analyzed. As
it stands, the study suggests strongly that proper
implementation of RYC is a process that non-native students have to acquire slowly. The main types
of errors committed in the acquisition have been
outlined and discussed in the study. As a general
rule, the more advanced the student, the greater
the level of competency in manipulating RYCs.
Nevertheless, even at the most advanced class levels there still exists a significant use of auxiliaries.

order to compose question contexts in which the
native speaker would clearly choose an RYC to
communicate his/her meaning. Having composed
the questions on my own, only half of them proved
to satisfy this requirement. However, upon discussing the possibilities of this kind of question construction with a native instructor, it was his opinion
that the creation of a context that would always
exact an RYC response on the part of the native
would be extremely difficult due to the diversity of
the language.
Another problem with the study is that data
from Chinese 301 was unattainable. Data from that
class would have really completed the spectrum of
figures. Additionally, I was faced with the problem
of drawing an unequal number of responses for each
class. In order for the test to have been statistically
significant, roughly thirty subjects would have to
have been surveyed from each group. This task
proved to be technically unfeasible as Chinese 102
had only one section of five students, and none of
the sections numbered thirty students. Yet another
revision might have been to make the test oral instead of written, since virtually all of the questions
solicited answers that could have been uttered verbally. Using such a method, subjects might have
performed more naturally. However, employing this
method would have required many hours of interviewing, thus presenting time demands that I could
not meet.
Despite the weaknesses listed above, this study
did yield some useful results. Of course my study
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AppendixB
QUESTIONNAIRE
Dear Participants:
Thank you for taking the time to help with this
project.
Below are some questions that solicit a Chinese response. Please respond to the questions as
naturally and spontaneously as possible. Answers
can be given in Chinese characters or in
Romanization with proper tone designations. Both
forms (or a mixture when a particular character is
not known) are equally acceptable.
The sections in regular print set up the overall
context when one is needed. Please respond to the
questions or complete the statements that are in
bold face print.

7. G len points to a tall tree and asks his father how
tall he thinks the tree is. How would he ask?
8. Robin points to the sign some distance down
the road which reads: WU3.llli DlAN4. Squinting, how would Frank explain to Robin that he
cannot see the sign?
9. Mr. Li writes some very famous Chinese idiom
in cursive script. He then asks William if he understands? How would he ask?

1. Jill works hard in the backyard racking up the
leaves. After a while she explains to her mother
that there are too many leaves and that she cannot
finish the job. How would she say this?

10. After school, Jennifer and Vickie decide to take
a walk in the woods near their homes. During their
stroll they encounter a stream. Jennifer who is long
legged and quite athletic, jumps the stream just
making it to the other side dry. She then beckons
Vickie to jump and follow her. Vickie, who is short
and awkward, is hesitant. She knows that she cannot make the jump and states:

2. Sylvia pulls on the door, but it will not open.
She mutters:

11. Linda, who hates to watch football, asks Rick
to tum the T.Y. off. How would she ask?

3. Jack invites his friend James to go to the baseball game with him. How would James explain
that he would really like to go, but that he does
not have time?

12. Ralph wants to purchase a new mountain bike.
After inspecting several bicycles on hand, he finally finds one to his liking. Accordingly, he asks
the sales clerk for the bicycle's price. The clerk
responds by telling him that the price is $650.00.
Ralph disappointedly informs the clerk that he
cannot afford such an amount by stating:

4. Bob has bags under his eyes and is obviously
very tired. During lecture he yawns and starts to
nod off. The professor, insulted by such behavior,
reprimands Bob by telling him that if he plans to
sleep in lecture he should not bother coming. Bob
was embarrassed. How would Bob explain to the
professor that he was unable to get to sleep last
night?
5. John, Mary's older brother, has built a treehouse in their backyard. In order to climb into the
tree-house one must grab a low-lying branch and
pull oneself up and into the doorway. Mary is able
to reach the branch but is having some trouble
climbing up. After several failed attempts she becomes frustrated. How might Mary tell her brother
that she cannot make it up?
6. Mr. Chen starts speaking in Taiwanese and then
asks the bewildered looking Jeff if he is able to understand. How would he ask?

13. The water in the swimming pool was extremely
cold. The minute Ron dove in his whole body became numb. he warned the others to be careful
before jumping in by stating?
14. As the oral comprehension test commences,
Fred puts on his earphones and listens to the recordings. After the exam, a disgruntled Fred explains to the instructor that he thought the exam
was unfair because some of the recordings were indistinct. How would he explain that there would
many parts that he might gotten right had he been
able to hear them?

Resultative Verb Compounds Versus Auxiliary Verbs

AppendixC
CHI SQUARE TABLE
Expected counts are printed below observed counts
Langage Level

Rye

Aux

Other

Total

101

8
47.69

35
19.00

67
43.32

110

102

5
17.34

23
6.91

12
15.75

40

201

58
52.02

17
20.73

45
47.25

120

202

39
38.58

17
15.37

33
35.05

89

321

96
60.69

7
24.18

37
55.13

140

Native

45
34.68

1
13.82

34
31.50

80

Total

251

100

228

579

ChiSq=33.028+ 13.478+ 12.950+
8.782+ 37.481 +0.893+
0.687 +0.670+0.108+
0.005+0.173+0.120+
20.542+ 12.206+5.962+
3.071 + 11.889+0.198= 162.241
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Markedness Effects in Welsh Plural Forms
Arle R. Lommel

Welsh is a member of the Indo-European 'words,' and brawd /brodyr ' brother/ brothers'. In
family of languages and is one of the few surviving addition to forms which show the vowel change
members of the once flourishing Celtic branch. in the plural, there are a limited number of forms
Currently Welsh is spoken by a substantial portion which show affection in the singular but not in
of the population in the British principality of Wales the plural, e.g., gwraig 'wife,' and gwragedd 'wives'
and is also spoken in limited areas of Patagonia (ibid 42).
which were settled by Welsh fleeing the encroachThe group of plurals which this paper is to
ing English in the late 1800's.
focus on however is a group that appears anomaIn Welsh, as in many other Indo-European lan- lous. This group of words consists of those words
guages, plurals are typically formed by suffix addi- whose plurals represent the bare stem and whose
tion, by stem vowel change, or by a combination singulars have an added suffix. This ending is -yn
of stem vowel change and suffix addition. Singular (occasionally -cyn) in masculine words and -en in
forms in general represent bare stems as they do in feminine words. In many words there is also a stem
English.
vowel change between singular and plural-the
The vowel changes which occur are generally singular often undergoes penultimate affection
caused by a process known as ultimate i-affection caused by the vowel in the singular termination,
(Morris-Jones 39). I-affection is a historical rem- or, in other cases, the plural shows the result of hisnant of a time when Welsh had more nominal torical affection while the singular shows no affecendings. The process of affection was one of rais- tion. Thus the singular of child, plentyn, shows
ing and/or fronting ultimate vowels and diph- affection of a to e while the plural plant shows no
thongs in anticipation of an ending, typically i affection; on the other hand chwannen 'flea,' shows
(vocalic or consonantal), in an ending which was no affection in the singular while the plural chwain
added to the stem, a sort of regressive assimilation. shows affection.
In general these endings have been lost, leaving
Traditional grammars give no explanation as to
only the i-affection to show where the endings why certain words show this plural formation, a very
once existed (ibid 33). An example of i-affection strange one by Indo-European standards. The gento form the plural is bran 'crow,' and brain 'crows'. eral statement concerning these words is that the
(For a more complete description of affection as plural is formed from the singular through loss of
well as Welsh spelling and pronunciation, see a singular termination. To quote one Welsh gramAppendix B.)
mar, one of the ways of creating a plural is "by losWelsh has a great number of plural endings. ing a singular ending" (Williams 9). The purpose
These include ~au, -iau, ~ion, -on, -en, -i, ~ydd, ~edd, of this paper is to demonstrate that the plural is
-oedd, -ed, -ad, -iaid, -aint, -er and -yr (the -en used not formed by ending loss, but rather that the sinin plural formation is distinct from the singular -en gular is formed from the plural by suffix addition,
to be discussed later). In general these endings are that this is not only not unexplainable but is in
added to the singular to form the plural; for fact explained quite simply, that this phenomenon
example pen 'head,' and pennau 'heads' (ibid 45).
is an outgrowth of the same principle that gives
The third way mentioned above was a combi- rise to regular plural formations in Welsh, and that
nation of plural termination and i-affection-this similar principles are at work in plural formation
is perhaps the most common form of plural forma- in many other languages (including English) to one
tion. Examples include gair 'word' and geiriau degree or another.

Arle R. Lommel, a junior from Anchorage, Alaska, is majoring in linguistics at BYU. He is interested in
Celtic and Germanic languages.
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A first glance over the list of words (Appendix
A) which show this plural formation yields no
apparent rhyme or reason for the strange nature of
these words. What do birds, the small bones of fish,
shrubs, gnats, badgers, gravel, lightning, capillaries, stars, sand and onions have in common? What
distinguishes these words from the bulk of words in
the language?
A closer examination reveals that a large number of these words are types of plants; in fact 95
out of 166 of these terms are either plant names or
are products of plants (sticks, berries, bark, etc.).
So about 57% of these terms are plant related. It
is also notable that 29 (17.5%) of these terms
are names of animals (of these, 14 are of insects).
Together about 75% of these terms are plants or
animals.
At this point one might be tempted to say that
this class of nouns is a category defined by the term
"life," and dismiss the other terms as flukes-there
are only 32 terms in Y Geiriadur Mawr, a standard
Welsh-English dictionary, l which are of the form
under consideration that are not also names of
plants (or their products) or animals. A list of the
glosses of these words does not appear to help
either: hair, bit or fragment, brick, crumb, ridgetile, skittle (a pin in a bowling-like game), oatcake,
tool, scab, pancake, lattice, drop, furniture, pancake (a second word), pebble, vein, lightning, a
piece of dust, capillary, lightning (again), entrails,
instrument, child, shell or casing (of anything),
pimple, feather, snowflake, rag, star and tile.
As there is no readily apparent means for grouping the above terms it might seem as if there is little
point in continuing beyond the hypothesis that all
these odd words either belong to the category of
"life" or to the category of "flukes." There is one
problem however-the majority of animal and
plant names in Welsh follow more normal forms of
plural formation and the forms showing plural shortening (or singular lengthening) are not distinguishable in terms of general qualities from their more
standard counterparts. In fact some of the animals
have names that are of the odd category as well as
more normal names, e.g., a gadfly is called pryf llwyd
in addition to cleheryn -the first term's plural is
pryfed llwyd, a normal plural form, while the second term's plural is cljr.
At this point there again seems to be an impasse. If one animal can have two names, one of
which is an example of the anomalous plural formation and the other of which is normal, then it is
tempting to say that there is no unifying principle
to these forms and that hence they must be oddities with no reason for existence other than the
inexplicability of language or that they are remnants of some principle which was once active in
Welsh but which is no longer functioning.
A brief digression is in order here to explain
the concept of markedness. Markedness is a concept that refers to how basic a term is in relation
to other terms. This can be represented in the

English pair of words jump/jumped; English speakers would tend to agree that jump is the more basic
of the two terms and that jumped is "marked" for
past tense. Similarly the -s in sphincters is a mark
for plurality. Generally the grammatically unmarked
form (i.e., singular, present, nominative in languages with case, etc.) will represent the stem of a
word if any form does and is likely to stand in the
place of the more marked form; thus the word near
can stand in for its synonym nigh which is marked
for religious or poetic usage. It is also the tendency
for the unmarked form to influence the singular,
e.g., the change of English dove to dived to conform
with the unmarked dive. (For a more complete examination of markedness in the context which this
paper will use see Robertson, The History of TENSE/
ASPECT/MOODNOICE in the Mayan Verbal
Complex, chapters one through three).
An example from Frisian (Tiersma 834) may
help to explain the phenomenon of short plural
formation in Welsh. In Frisian, plurals are often
formed by the addition of the plural suffix -en and
by a stem diphthong change from the singular.
Conservative plurals like the plural of poe! 'pool,'
pwollen, show this type of plural formation. There
is currently a trend to bring the diphthong of the
plural in most words into conformity with the
diphthong present in the singular-for example,
the innovative forms of 'pool' are singular poe!
and plural poe!len where the stem diphthong wo
in the plural has become oe by analogy with the
singular.
There are examples in Frisian however, in
which the stem vowel of the singular changes to
the stem vowel of the plural. Historically conservative singular-plural pairs of some of these words
include eann/jermen 'arm/arms,' goes/gwozzen 'goose/
geese,' hoarn/hwamen 'horn{animal)/horns,' hoas/
vjazzen 'stocking/stockings,' kies/kjizzen 'tooth/
teeth,' spoen/spwonnen 'shaving! shavings,' toarn/
twamen 'thom/thoms,' and trien/trjinnen 'tear/tears'.
The innovative forms of these words are jerm/
jermen, gwos/gwozzen, hwarne/hwarnen, vjazze/
vjazzen, kjizze/kjizzen, spwon/spwonnen, twarne/
twarnen, and trjin/trjinnen, respectively. In all
these cases the plural has influenced the singularthe grammatically marked plural has influenced the
grammatically unmarked singular, an apparent
markedness reversal in which the plural form, which
is normally the marked form, has influenced the
normally unmarked singular.
This is apparently attributable to the plurals of
these words being unmarked. Although "unmarked
plural" may seem a contradiction in terms, it is not.
The words above refer to items which tend to come
in pairs (e.g., arms and horns) or in larger numbers
(e.g., shavings and thorns). Because the referents
of the terms tend to occur in groups, the idea of
plurality is more basic in them than is the idea
of singularity. This leaves the singular as the marked
idea, it being odd with relation to the plural in
existence.
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To quote Robertson in his analysis of Tiersma's
data which views this to be the result of the plural
being unmarked:
"The reason for this and all other markedness
reversals in Frisian plurality results from the fact
that the Interpretant plural is twice present in all
the markedness reversal morphemes, once as a part
of the lexical meaning of the word itself, and again
in the grammatical markers. With jermen, for example, the lexical Interpretant instructs the interpreter to look for more than one arm (since single
arms normally do not occur in nature), while the
grammatical morphology, in this case both the
vowel change and -en, similarly instructs the interpreter to see more than one arm .... It is important
to reemphasize, in contrast with previous examples
(poelen 'pools,' where lexical plurality is not
present), the Interpretant of jerm 'arm' positively
instructs the hearer to look for more than one arm.
In other words, certain lexical items in Frisian
whose meaning is 'arm,' 'goose,' 'tooth,' 'tear,' and
the like are inherently plural, and these most naturally co-occur with the markers for plurality. It is
precisely with such nouns, and only such nouns,
that markedness reversal took place in Frisian"
(Robertson 26-27).
Tiersma refers to these types of words as ones
which "exemplify local markedness" and states as a
principle, "when the referent of a noun naturally
occurs in pairs or groups, and/or when it is generally referred to collectively, such a noun is locally
unmarked in the plural." He then goes on to give
frequency data from English, German, Dutch and
Spanish to show that these words do indeed tend
to be referred to in the plural.
An example similar in principle is found in
some English singular-plural pairs. These are pairs
such as mouse/mice, goose/geese, louse/lice and tooth/
teeth It is interesting that tooth and goose are two
of the same words Frisian underwent markedness
reversals with. These forms show irregular plurals
that are historical remainders of once productive
plural formations. The reason these plurals were
not standardized to use the plural -s is their lexical
plurality; there is something inherently plural about
these words-the idea of one louse, one mouse, etc.
is somehow marked with relation to the idea of
many mice or lice, so the irregular forms are maintained because they are more basic than the
singulars and regularizing them would put a mark
on them that is not needed from a lexical standpoint. In some cases where irregular plurals exist in
English the use of regular plurals is highly marked,
e.g., person/people with persons used very specifically
and never as the general plural, and fish/fish with
fishes used to refer to multiple types of fish or to
fish as a collective.
An even more extreme example is the case of
sheep. If one takes the time to go back and think of
the perception engendered by reading the last sentence, it will be found that the phrase "the case of
sheep" brought up not an image of one sheep, but

rather of multiple sheep or of sheep as an abstract
entity consisting of all the sheep in the world; the
conclusion to be drawn from this is not that the
plural of 'sheep' is identical to the singular but vice
versa-the concept of one sheep is so highly marked
that it does not even have its own unique form and
that the plural has taken over the form of the singular, it needing no -s marker to show its plural
nature. Consider the following lyrics of Home on
the Range," Oh give me a home where the buffalo
roam and the deer and the antelope play ... "- there
are three names of animals in one line of this song
whose singular meanings are so highly marked that
the singular forms are not distinct from the plural
and the plural forms look like singulars. (This is
very interesting when it is realized that the plurals
of the Welsh terms under consideration appear exactly as do singulars of most words; it is not so inconceivable that in English the plurals of these
words would do the same and appear as bare stems.)
Having established the role of markedness in
the retention of irregular plurals (or, as was shown,
not quite so irregular plurals) in English, the subject can return to Welsh. An examination of the
list of words reveals that all of the words (with one
exception, which will be explained) can be looked
at in terms of a lexically unmarked plural. The addition of an ending (a grammatical mark) to form
the marked singular should be no surprise.
A number of these words bear individual comment to lend credence to the hypothesis that the
plurals of these words are less marked than are
the singular forms. Not all words will be discussed
as the significance of them bears no comment or is
redundant with comments made concerning other
words in the list.
The first word that needs to be commented on
is the one exception mentioned above. This is the
word for badger, daearfochyn. In general, few people
would associate badgers with groups. But this problem is resolved when it is noted that daearfochyn
is a compound of the words daear and mochyn
(pI. mach), a short plural noun. Daear means earth,
and mochyn is the word for a pig-a badger is then
literally an "earth-pig" or a "dirt-pig." (The change
of the initial m in mochyn to an f is a regular sound
shift that is part of the system of consonant mutation in Welsh and is of no consequence in this
example). It would also appear that the Welsh
people may at one time have had a different perception of badgers than most people do now; there
is an archaic word in Welsh, brochwart, for a keeper
of badgers; brach, the first part of the word, is another word for a badger. So perhaps, if badgers were
kept by individuals, the perception of them as things
found in groups might have been a reality.
Bedwen 'birch'(pl. bedw) is representative of
many of the words for trees. In English both birch
and birches are used as plurals. The plural, when
standing alone in English, is birches, but it is common in English to say "birch are ... " or "a group
of birch," while one would never say "a group of
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computer" to refer to a bunch of computers sitting
together. The distinction between plural and singular has collapsed to a certain extent in the case
of the birch tree (as well as in many other tree
names). Birch tend to be found in groups, and this
conflation of tenns to the grammatically unmarked
is not to be unexpected-the lexically unmarked
plural takes over the grammatical form of the singular. Many other tree names in Welsh follow a
similar pattern. All of these trees are ones that occur in stands or groves: cegiden (pI. cegid) 'hemlock,'
cerddinen (pI. cerddin) 'mountain ash,' colwydden
(pI. colwydd) 'hazel,' crabysen (pI. crabys) 'crab
apple,' fferen (pI. ffer) 'fir tree,' ffyllwydden
(pI. ffyUwydd) 'cypress,' gellygwydden (pI. geUygwydd)
'pear tree,' gwaglwyfen (pI. gwaglwyf) 'lime tree,'
gwernen (pI. gwem) 'alder,' gwydd-wydden (pI. gwyddwydd) 'honeysuckle'-literally "wood-wood" or
"wood of woods," helygen (pI. helyg) 'willow,'
llarwydden (pI. llarwydd) 'larch,' llinwydden
(pI. Uinwydd) 'ash tree,' llorwydden (pI.llorwydd) 'laurel tree,' merywen (pI. meryw) 'juniper,' pinwydden
(pI. pinwydd)'pine tree,' poplysen (pI. poplys) 'poplar,' ysgawen (pI. ysgaw) 'elder tree,' and ywen
(pI. yw) 'yew'. Most trees in fact seem to be of this
type. (The ones listed above are just those for
which both plural and singular fonns are listed in
Y Geiriadur Mawr - often Y Geiriadur Mawr lists
the singular and does not give the plural. Almost
all other trees listed in the dictionary end in either
-en or -yn and are probably of this type.) It is interesting to note that a tree which would not be seen
in groups in Wales, such as the domestic cherry tree,
pren cerios, is not of the category under consideration here, although cerios (sing. ceriosen) 'cherries'
is itself of this type.
The word beryren '[water]cress,' (pI. berwr) is
one in which the plural is the bare stem without
affection but in which the singular shows affection
caused by the final -en. In English this word is not a
count noun-that is to say that the counting of
three "cresses" just doesn't feel right to most
Englishspeakers. In Welsh, however, beryrenserves
as a count noun, as do many other plant names
(such as Uaethygen 'lettuce,' pI. Uaetheg). To count
these things in English one must add a count noun;
heads of lettuce, pieces of cress, etc. In general the
plural form is used to refer to the vegetable itself
while the singular is used in conjunction with numerals. (Welsh uses the singular when it is preceded
by a numeral, e.g., un ferysen 'one cress' and saith
berysen 'seven cresses,' while beryr can refer to one
or many cress when unqualified, just as English
"cress" can refer to one or many plants.
Blodeuyn, 'flower,' is also of the type of nouns
considered. Its plural is blodau -the plural is the
bare stem while the singular shows affection of the
penult from au to eu. While flowers themselves may
qualify for lexical plurality, apparently most individual kinds of flowers do not. This is not odd however when one considers that many types of flowers
occur singly or infrequently, unlike trees which
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come in groups. Most of the types of flowers which
occur in large groups do in fact end in -en or-yn. A
strange exception to this rule, if extended to all
plants, exists--duckweed, a common water weed
that comes as large numbers of tiny Iilypad-like
leaves, is not of this fonn. Its name is bwyd yr hwyad,
but this is literally "food of ducks" (hwyaden 'duck'
another word of this type).
Three words illustrate the effect of lexical plurality in the formation of this noun class with nonanimate referents. These words are bribysen 'bit or
fragment,' bricsen 'brick,' and briwsionyn 'crumb.'
The plurals are bribis, brics, and briwsion respectively.
All of these occur in quantity. A single brick is seen
less often than many bricks, and with bits and
crumbs the lexical plurality is even more obvious.
What is even more interesting with brics( en) is
that when it was borrowed the plural form of the
English word was used as the stem. There is a trend
now to use the 'proper' English forms as most Welsh
speak English in addition to Welsh from an early
age, but the older borrowed forms are still used by
many speakers (Y Geiriadur Mawr does not even
list bric as a fonn and gives bricsen as the correct
singular form). That Welsh borrowed the plural
fonn of bricks as brics but did not borrow the singular, lends credence to the idea that the plural of
this word is unmarked.
Some other inanimate words are in this list.
Cedysen (pl. cedys) 'faggot of wood,' cefnbeithynen
(pI. cefnbeithyn) 'a ridge-tile,' and celficyn (pl. celfi)
'tool', are all nouns with shortened plurals. An excellent example is ceilysyn (pI. ceilys). A ceilysyn is
a skittle, a pin in a game similar to bowling; in this
case one would almost never see a skittle by itself
as the game is played with more than one pin (ten
pins is typical for a tabletop version played with a
top instead of a ball). Another good example is the
Welsh expression for lightning-there are two
words for this, llucheden (pI. lluched) and mellten
(pI. mellt). In comparison with English it is worth
noting that plurality is inherent in the English
equivalents--one does not say "I heard a thunder
and saw a lightning." Similarly the tenn thunder
storm does not imply the existence of just one clap
of thunder in the stonn; the expression of true lexical singularity requires the coupling of thunder with a
word carrying singularity with it, e.g., a clap or peal of
thunder and, similarly, a burst or bolt of lightning.
A number of insects are also included. Ants and
flies are especially prevalent in this list. Bywionyn/
bywion 'ant or gnat,' cleren/cler 'housefly,' cylionen/
cylion 'gnat or fly,' cynrhonyn/ cynrhon 'maggot or
fly,' chwannen/ chwain 'flea,' egnodyn/egnod 'flea,'
grugionen/grugion 'ant,' gwenyn-en/gwenyn 'bee,'
gwybedyn/gwybed 'gnat,' morgrugyn/morgrug 'ant,'
and picwnen/picwn 'wasp,' are all insects found in
groups. In contrast, an insect not typically found
in a swann, gwas y neidr 'dragon fly' is not of this
category. Especially of note are the multiple words
for ants, fleas and gnats-no names for these insects exist which do not show addition of -yn or

...
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~en, but multiple names do exist which show suffix
addition in the singular.
One word which would not normally be asso~
ciated with lexical plurality in English but which
is in Welsh is crachen (pI. crach) 'scab.' With seri~
ous wounds, however, the presence of multiple scabs
on a wound would not be unusual; the Welsh were
at one time a very war~like people, as were all the
Celts, and large wounds would not have been un~
common. One interesting use of crach is in crach y
mOT, literally "scabs of the sea," or barnacles, which
are almost always found in groups with lone bar~
nacles being rare indeed.
Cramwyth are pancakes (although the Welsh
will often say pancecs to refer to pancakes). Both
cramwyth and another name for pancakes, firoes,
are nouns considered here. Their singulars are
cramwythen and firoesen, respectively. Almost need~
less to say, pancakes come as more than one-if a
restaurant were to offer a one~pancake breakfast, it
would not sell.
A significant number of berries belong to this
group. The lexical plurality of berries should be
fairly obvious--one berry a meal does not make,
and the berry bush that makes just one berry is a
serious oddity. Afan (sing. afanen) 'raspberries,'
criafol (sing. criafolen) or cyrawal (sing. cyrawalen)
'mountain ash berries,' cyrren (sing. cyrrensen) 'cur~
rants,' gwsberys (sing. gwsberysen) 'gooseberries,' llus
(sing. Husen) 'whinberries,' and my war (sing.
my waren) 'blackberries,' are all nouns whose sin~
gular are made by the addition of endings to the
plural. Similar to these is gronyn (pI. grawn), a word
which means a grain of corn, a fish egg a berry.
The plural is used where English says 'roe.' Aside
from the resemblance of the corn and fish eggs to
berries, they also possess lexical plurality in their
own right and should be of this category in any case.
A substantial number of fruits and vegetables
besides berries possess lexical plurality: betys (sing.
betysen) 'beetroots,'blodfresych (sing. blodfresychen)
'cauliflower'-the plural is almost always usedcabaets (sing. cabaetsen) 'cabbage,' cnau (sing.
cneuen) 'nuts,' eirin (sing. eirinen) 'plums,'erfin (sing.
erfinen) 'turnips,' gellyg (sing. gellygen) 'pears,'maip
(sing. meipen) 'turnips,' mefus (sing. mefusen) 'straw~
berries,' mes, (sing. mesen) 'acorns,' ogfaen (sing.
ogfaenen) 'rose hips,' per (sing. peren) 'pears,' pibgnau
(sing. pibgneuen) 'chestnuts,' sibol (sing. sibolen)
'young onions,' syfi (sing. syfien) 'strawberries' and
wynwyn (sing. wynwynyn) 'onions' among others.
With all of these the lexical plurality is apparent.
There are some examples of change with this
type of words. At least one term has felt the pres~
sure to conform with more standard ways of mak~
ing plurals. There is an archaic plural difer 'drops'
with a singular that appears to be of this group,
diferyn. There are currently two equivalent plurals
for diferyn. The first of these is diferynnau, a per~
fectly regular plural. Along side diferynnau is
dyferion, consisting of the stem represented in the
archaic plural difer plus ~ion. The singular still bears

the ~yn ending of the singulars characteristic of the
group of nouns under consideration. There are ac~
tually quite a few nouns which substitute plural
for singular terminations-in all cases the singulars
end in ~en or ~yn and, although these words are not
considered here, the reason for this plural form
seems to be the same-the noun in question pos~
sesses lexical plurality. Some examples are cwningen
(pI. cwningod) 'rabbit,' miaren (pI. mieri) 'bramble,'
cerdyn (pI. cardiau) 'card,' and cerpyn (pI. carpiau)
'rag' (Williams 14).
Furniture is also lexically plural, and Welsh
dodrefnyn (pI. dodrefn) 'furniture' and celficyn (pI.
celfi) are forms with plurals representing the bare
stems. In English the form furnitures seems strange
and redundant as furniture is already plural. Celficyn
is the one form in the list which shows addition of
~cyn in the singular. The existence of this form will
later be seen to be of great importance in establish~
ing the probable nature of the singular termina~
tion and of why these particular endings are used.
Thorns are lexically plural (physically too, as
anyone caught in a thorn bush could attest to).
Hence they should be expected to be nouns with
~en/~yn type singulars. Indeed, as is expected,
draenen (pI. drain) and drysien (pI. drysi) , both mean~
ing 'thorn,' have their singulars marked and their
plurals showing bare stem formation. Similarly
ysgallen 'thistle' has a plural of ysgall.
Welsh regards pebbles, dust and sand as lexi~
cally plural items. Groyn 'pebble' is gro 'gravel' in
the plural. A mote or piece of dust is Uychyn. The
pluraillych does not exist as an independent form
and is only found bound in other forms like Uychwin
'dusty' and Uychwino 'to soil, foul, mar or spot.' Its
existence can only be shown from its presence in
these words. To express 'dust' Welsh uses llwch, a
masculine singular noun used where English would
use 'dust'-English does not use dusts except to re~
fer to multiple types of dust or in phrases like the
dusts of the earth. The word tywodyn 'grain of sand'
is plural in tywod 'sand.'
Similar to the distinction in tywodyn/tywod is
gwenithen/gwenith. Gwenithen is a grain of wheat
while gwenith functions where English uses 'wheat.'
Also of the same nature are two word pairs, gweiryn
'blade of grass'/gwair 'grass' and gwelltyn 'piece of
straw or grass'/gweUt 'straw.' One compound of gwellt
shows the same formation except the gender of the
singular is feminine. This is glasweUt 'green grass.'
The word for a blade of green grass is the feminine
glaswellten.(The loss of the initial g in gwellt in com~
pounding is a mutation of g and is entirely regular.)
Snails, malwod, with their well known fecun~
dity, are examples of lexically plural words and, not
surprisingly, one snail is a marked idea and is found
as malwoden.
A few terms referring to the human body also
are of this nature. Man~wythien 'capillary' has a plu~
ral form mlin~wythrand the archaic monoch 'entrails'
is singular in monochen (in English the plural is al~
ways used Z). Perhaps the most cogent argument in
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anyone word for regarding the plural as being unmarked in the cases of nouns with lexical plurality
is gwythi (the same word as the second part of the
word man-wythr). This means 'veins' or 'muscles,'
while the singular gwythren is more marked and restricted to meaning only 'vein.' A regular plural,
gwythenniau, exists, but its meaning is more marked
than gwythi -as with gwythi'en the referent is limited only to veins, muscles being out of its scope of
meaning.
Embers, marwor, are singular only as marworyn.
Petris 'partridges' apparently only come in flocks,
the odd petrisen being a strange thing in Wales,
and the Welsh must have thought that the European magpie, Pibd, came in great flocks for all the
mischief a lone pioden could cause. Similarly
hwyad,'ducks' flew over the sky in groups and a
single hwyaden was a straggler.
Some types of fish, but not all, are lexically plural. The word for fish itself is one of these no longer
so anomalous seeming nouns. Pysgoden is a single
fish and pysgod 'fish' is the plural. One compound
of pysgoden is ehedbysgoden 'flying fish,' a fish that
schools in small pods. Pilcod 'minnows' are interesting in that they also bear a plural ending in the
stem; a single minnow is a pilcodyn. Fish that do
not travel in schools are not of the unmarked plural form. For example a lobster (although not really a fish), cimwch (pI. cimychiad), is an animal
which would not be lexically plural, and it does
not show the form of lexically plural nouns.
It would seem that acne is not a modem problem. PlfJr were pimples, and a single pimple was a
ploryn-a child was apparently unusually lucky to
escape with one pimple.
Children themselves are lexically plural. The
same is true in English; through a mechanism similar to the one under consideration here children was
formed as a so-called "double plural," which will
be discussed later. Welsh Children are plant, no
pun intended by the Welsh; a single child is a
plentyn. Here plant is clearly the stem as plentyn
shows penultimate affection.
Similarly, in Norwegian the word for child, bam,
shows a fairly unusual plural formation used only
for neuter monosyllables; where most words add
-er to form the indefinite plural and -ene to form
the definite plural, the indefinite plural of bam is
the same as the singular, bam, and the definite is
formed by addition of -a, barna. This is a rather
marked plural construction in Norwegian. Other
words which show this construction also tend to
be lexically plural: agn 'bait', bild 'picture', berg
'mountain', ord 'word', folk 'folk or people', sted
'place' and swl 'chair' among many others.
Feathers, plu, and "feathers of snow" or snowflakes, plu eira, are both lexically plural items, and
the singulars are pluen and pluen eira. Stars also are
lexically plural (after all, there are a couple thousand that can be seen with the naked eye). So there
are many ser in the heavens with the sun being just
the closest sereno

From the examples given, the lexically plural
nature of the words with short plural formations
can be seen. That the forms of the plurals should
not be analyzed from the aspect of loss of singular
endings can be seen and that in fact they should be
pursued from the opposite tack is apparent-the
singular forms of these nouns are formed by addition of suffixes to unmarked plurals.
Even if affection is seen as a mark, then very
few of the plurals show any mark, and such a mark
is more prevalent in the singular than in the plural. Only six plurals show affection (1.6% of the
total words listed) while fifteen singulars show affection in the penult (4.1 % of those listed). Most
of the words show no affection (94.3 %). One word,
wnionyn 'onion'/wniwn 'onions' does show a stem
vowel change, but this is not a change caused by
affection.
It is very interesting that a number of these
words seem to incorporate plural endings as part of
the stem. For example, pysgod 'fish (plural)' incorporates the -od plural ending within the stem (pysg
is often used with the -ad dropped, although it is
technically part of the stem). This is worth noting
in that -ad is one of the common plural endings
used in normal plural formation in Welsh. The
Indo-European root for this word is *p( e)isq; the
final -ad is part of the stem that has been added in
Welsh since Indo-European times and is not something found in other Celtic languages (e.g.; protoCeltic had a form *pesc- and Old Irish showed this
stem as eisc- following the loss of p in all environments in Irish). So the addition of the -ad could
represent the interpretation of plural -ad as part of
the stem from a possible historical pair of *pysg 'fish'/
*pysgod 'fishes'. If -ad was in fact at one time functioning as a plural ending, its interpretation as part
of the stem provides strong support for the idea of
an unmarked plural in much the same vein that
the extension of vowels from the plural to the singular in Frisian indicates an unmarked plural.
Twenty-nine out of the 166 terms in the list
appear to have plural endings incorporated in the
stem; this represents 17.5% of the total words. As
etymological information on Welsh is scarce, the
nature of these apparent endings within the stem
cannot be stated with surety for many of these terms.
A number of these do definitely show incorporation of plural endings within the stem so that addition of the singular ending leaves a sequence of
morphemes as follows: [stem = (root + plural)] +
singular. Some of these are as follows 3:
The word blodau 'flowers' comes from blawd plus
the plural suffix -au. That the -au is a Welsh addition
can be seen in that the proto-Celtic root for this word
is *bliit- 'leaf, blossom.' Briwsion 'crumbs' comes from
a word briwys, also 'crumb,' with the addition of plural-ion. Bywion 'ants or gnats' comes from byw 'living' plus -ion; this carries the idea of little bits of life
or swarming things. Celfi 'tools' comes from an IndoEuropean *qel(e)- 'post' plus the plural suffix -i. The
next word, cylion 'gnats or flies', is not given a full
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etymology in Geiridur Prifysgol Cymru, but an Old
Irish cognate of cuil does not have the ,ion ending.
The etymology of dincod 'kernels' is somewhat
uncertain-it comes from elaint 'kernel' with the
addition of the suffix 'cod; while this suffix is of uncertain origin, its close resemblance to the plural ,od
is worth noting. Drysi 'thorns' is a combination of
drys, which comes from proto-CeltiC *drits, (Old Irish
driss-) and represents the Indo-European *der, 'splinter', plus the plural ,i. Gwythi 'veins or muscles' is
made in the same way from gw'yth, a broad term referring to veins, sinews, seams of minerals, ditches
and many other things.
The above words give concrete evidence for plural suffix inclusion within the stem of involved words.
Although this is just a small percentage of the words,
this does show that plural suffixes could be included
in the stems through reinterpretation. Not all the
tenns which appear to include plural suffixes could
be examined due to a lack of published etymological
information concerning Welsh, so the likelihood of
the other tenns fitting this category is fairly good.
This type of change is not unknown in other
languages, and this occurs in general with lexically
plural items. Examples in English are the so-called
"double plurals" children and chickens. At one time in
English the plural of child was childer; childer subsequently had the plural suffix 'en added to produce
children -somehow the plural ,er was interpreted as
part of the stem in the plural and a second suffix was
added to mark the pluraL An even more relevant
example for the Welsh situation is chickens - the
historical singular of this word was chick, and the
historical plural was chicken. Following reinterpretation of the stem to chicken the addition of an ,s was
necessary to make the pluraL In a similar manner
Welsh has interpreted plural endings as parts of nominal stems. The difference between these and the
English examples is that Welsh did not interpret
the plural as a singular but left the plural with its
gained stem portion as a plural and then marked the
singular. The principle is fundamentally the same as
that which fonns double plurals but shows a uniquely
Welsh twist keeping in line with the phenomenon
being examined.
Additionally, the editors of Geiridur Prifysgol
Cymru, a dictionary produced in the tradition of the
Oxford English Dictionary, opted to list these words
under their plural fonns and indicate which of the
two endings, ,yn or ,en, the singular displays. This
would indicate that some fairly authoritative scholarly opinion sees merit in treating the plurals of these
words as being more basic in some manner than the
singular.
The above evidence gives strong enough support
for viewing this situation in Welsh as an instance in
which the unmarked plural represents the stem, and
the singular is formed by suffix addition, but the nature of the suffixes themselves may provide equally
cogent reasons for viewing this as the case.
One of the strongest supports for the hypothesis lies in the nature of the singular endings 'en

and ,yn which are present in these words. Although
not traditionally regarded as such in this case, the
endings can be productively analyzed as diminutive endings. When added to regular stems ,yn functions as a masculine diminutive ending regularly
(e.g., bachgennyn 'lad,' formed from bachgen 'boy').
In addition to ,yn as a diminutive ending there is
also the masculine diminutive ending ,cyn. The
ending ,cyn functions once in the list as a singular
ending (in celficyn 'tool,' celfi 'tools'). Both singular endings of the masculine nouns also function
then as diminutive endings.
The feminine is a bit more problematic. The
singular ending 'en does not exist as a normal diminutive ending in Welsh, but a number of factors
would tend to lend credence to its being regarded
as a diminutive ending. The first of these is the
existence of the feminine diminutive ,cen (e.g.,
fiolcen 'small foolishness' from fiol 'foolishness'). The
existence of 'en could then be analogous with the
,ynJ,cyn endings.
The second big factor supporting the analysis
of 'en as a feminine diminutive comes from a vowel
alternation in Welsh which often marks gender.
The alternation of y and e as markers of grammatical masculinity and femininity respectively is well
established in Welsh. Take for instance the adjective pair gwyn 'white' masculine' and gwen 'white
- feminine.' Here the alternation of y - e marks
the distinction in gender of the adjective forms.
Many adjectives follow this pattern. (The list of
nouns under consideration shows this distinction
clearly). Thus the nature of 'en as a feminine diminutive could be strongly posited as showing the
masculine,feminine vowel distinction even if ,cen
as a feminine diminutive did not exist.
Analysis of ,yn and 'en as diminutives makes
their function as singular endings clear. If a diminutive makes something small then its function on a
plural would either be to make the individual items
encompassed by the plural smaller or to somehow
make the plural itself smaller.
There are already plural diminutives (,ach and
-os) which make the individual items contained in
the plural smaller. This type of ending can even be
applied to nouns of the type in question, e.g., plantas
'little children.' If regular plural diminutive end,
ings can be applied to make the individuals of the
plural smaller, then the addition of a standard sin'
gular diminutive ending to a plural stem would do
something else-it would make the plural itself
somehow smaller.
In the case of a lexically plural item one way of
making it smaller is to make it singular, and that is
what these endings do in this case. By the application of a diminutive ending to the stem of a lexically plural noun its meaning is rendered singular.4
In short the use of the singular endings is to liter'
ally make the plurals singular by diminutizing them.
From the comparison examples in English,
Frisian and Norwegian given in the body of the
paper it can be seen that the phenomenon of
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'short' plurals in Welsh is a manifestation of an
underlying principle which is at work in many languages. Welsh has perhaps the strongest manifestation of this markedness related principle. At first
look the problem of short 'anomalous' plurals in
Welsh seems to violate some linguistic strictures
about the relationship between singular and plural
forms in language, but by examining the situation
in terms of markedness it can be seen that these
words conform to a deeper principle that has manifestation in both the normal plural formation (most
terms are lexically singular) and in the formation
of singulars from plurals. This underlying principle
(for Welsh) can be stated thusly; the less semantically marked a term is in a singular-plural pair, the
more likely it is to be in the form of the stem,
regardless of whether the term is gramatically
singular or plural, while the more marked term will
be produced by overt marks to the stem (the singular terminations and affection in this case).
In short, these forms do not indicate a historical leftover or unexplainable problem. By close
examination it can be seen that they are quite
rulebound and conformative. It is also apparent that
traditional explanations about loss of an ending to
form the plural are backwards. Only by an examination of the lexical markedness of these words
can the pattern become apparent and can this facet
of the grammar be seen as logical and not merely
arbitrary.

End Notes
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duon, malwod, man-wythr, mellion, mwydion, mywion,
offer, ogfaen, pabwyr, pilcod, prod, pysgod, rhisgen, soft,
syfi, and tywod. The meanings of these terms can
be found in Appendix A. Etymological information comes from Geiriadur Prifysgol Cymru with the
exception of the information for pysgod, the IndoEuropean root and Old Irish cognate of which were
found in Webster's.
4Even if this is not the case, the phonetic resemblance of both -yn and -en to un 'one,' should
not be ignored as it may also be a potential explanation, but this argument is not as explanatory as
the diminutive ending explanation.
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llf the much larger and more complete
Geiriadur Prifysgol Cymru were used, the total would
undoubtably be considerably higher. However, as
this dictionary is incomplete and due to the length
of time a search of this dictionary would take, the
smaller Y Geiriadur Mawr was used. An examination of the appendices which deal with plants, birds,
fish, etc. in Y Geiridur Mawr shows that a major
portion of words dealing with these sorts of items
appears to be of the type of word considered here
(Le., they end in either -yn or -en or they are listed
as plural forms which do not display plural endings. These forms have been ignored as definitive
forms are not given and thus they cannot be considered with absolute certainty.
zIt is often the case that Welsh will have a
singular where English does not as Welsh grammar
requires that the singular form follow cardinal numerals. One in Welsh would say "chwech
monochen"-literally "six entrail." English typically uses the plural form in this instance and so
does not require a singular of this word. Many words
in Welsh which are referred to in the plural have
singular forms for this reason; thus blodfresych which
is almost always in the plural has a singular
blodfresychen for use after numbers.
3 These terms, not all of which are discussed,
are as follows (plural forms given); blodau, briwsion,
bywion, celfi, cylion, difer, dincod, drysi, egnod,
ehedbysgod, grugion, gwythi, lluched, mafon and mafon

..
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Appendix A
Appendix A contains the list of Welsh plurals
of the form considered in this paper. Some forms
have (yn)!(en) as the ending. These words are of
vaccillating gender and can either take the masculine -yn or the feminine -en as endings in the sin-

,

It
l

gular. (Alphabetization is based on the Welsh alphabet, so ordering may seem odd to English speakers.) All of these terms are collected from Y
Geiriadur Mawr.

singular

plural

gloss

aderyn
afanen
bedwen
beryren
betysen
blewyn

adar
afan
bedw
berwr
betys
blew

blodeuyn
blodfresychen
brenigen
bribysyn/bribsyn
bricsen
briwsionyn
brwynen
byrgoedyn
bywionyn
bywullyn
cabaetsen
cacynen
callod(r)yn
cawnen
cecys(yn)!(en)
cedysen
cefnbeithynen
cegiden
ceilysyn
ceirch( yn)/( en)
ceirosen
celficyn
celynen
cenhinen
cerdinen
cerddinen
cloronen
cleheryn
cleren
cneuen
cocsen
coeden
coedyn
collwydden
crabys( yn)/( en)
crachen
cramwythen
criafolen
cylionen
cynrhonyn
cyrawalen
cyrensen
chwannen

blodau
blodfresych
brennig
bribis/bribys
brics
briwsion
brwyn
byrdgoed
bywion
bywull
cabaets
cacwn
callod(r)
cawn
cecys
cedys
cefnbeithyn
cegid
ceilys
ceirch
ceiros
celfi
celyn
cennin
cerdin
cerddin
cloron
cl)'r
cler
cnau
cocs
coed
coed
collwydd
crabys
crach
cramwyth
criafol
cylion
cynrhon
cyrawal
cyrren
chwain

bird
raspberry
birch
cress
beetroot
hair, fur; grass blade;
a bit; small fish bones
flower
cauliflower
limpet
bit or fragment
brick
crumb or fragment
rush (plant)
shrub
ant; gnat
bud; shoot
cabbage
wasp; hornet
haulm; moss
stalk
reed
bundle; faggot of wood
ridge-tile
green woodpecker; hemlock
skittle
oatcake
cherry
tool or gear; furniture
holly
leek
mountain ash, rowan tree
mountain ash, rowan tree
potato
gadfly
housefly
nut
cockle
tree
stick
hazel tree
crab-apple
scab
pancake
mountain ash berry
gnat or fly
maggot or grub
mountain ash berry
currant
flea

notes

plural in compounds

archaic

plural in compounds
cennin syfi = chives

archaic
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daearfochyn
deilen
dellten
derwen
diferyn
dincodyn
dodrefnyn
draenen
drys"ien
ednogen
eginyn
egnodyn
egroesen
ehedbysgoden
eirinen
eithinen
erfinen
ffaen
fferen
ffroesen
ffyllwydden
ffynidwydden
gellygen
gellygwydden
glaswellten
gronyn
grbyn
grugionen
gwaglwyfen
gweiryn
gwelltyn

daearfoch
dail
dellt
derw
difer (archaic)
dincod
dodrefn
drain
drysi
ednog
egin
egnod
egroes
ehedbysg( od)
eirin
eithin
erfin
ffa
ffer
ffroes
ffyllwydd
ffynidwydd
gellyg
gellygwydd
glaswellt
grawn
gro
grugion
gwaglwyf
gwair
gwellt

gwenithen
gwenynen
gwernen
gwialen
gwlyddyn
gwreiddyn
gwrysgen
gwsberysen
gwybedyn
gwydden
gwyddwydden
gwybysen
gwythlen

gwenith
gwenyn
gwem
gwiail
gwlydd
gwraidd
gwrysg
gwsberys
gwybed
gwydd
gwyddwydd
gwygbys
gwythi

haelsen
helygen
hesgen
hwyaden
letysen
llaethygen
llyfrwynen
llarwydden
lleuen
llinwydden
llorwydden
llucheden
llusen
llychyn
mafonen

haels
helyg
hesg
hwyad
letys
llaethyg
llyfrwyn
llarwydd
llau
llinwydd
llorwydd
lluched
llus
mafon

badger
(compound of mochyn)
leaf
lath or lattice
oak tree
drop
modern plural diferynnau
pip or kernel
furniture
thorn or prickle
thorn
fly
shoot, sprout, blade
flea
archaic
rose hip
flying fish
plum
gorse (an evergreen shrub)
turnip
bean
fir tree
pancake
cypress tree
fir tree
pear
pear tree
green grass
grain of com; fish egg; berry
pebble, gravel{in plural)
ant
lime tree, linden
blade of grass
straw or grass in plural. Singulara piece of straw og grass
wheat
bee
alder
rod or stick
haulm; stalk or stem; chichweed
root
haulm
goose-berry
gnat
tree; in plural - woods
honesuckle
{literally "wood-wood")
vetch
archaic
vein in singular;
gwythenniau = only veins
veins or muscles in plural
shot
willow tree
sedge
duck
lettuce
lettuce
papyrus
larch tree
louse
ash tree
laurel tree
lightning
whinberry
a mote or piece of dust
plural in compounds
raspberry
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mafonendu
meipen
malwoden
manddeilen
manwydden
man-wyth"ien
marworyn
mefusen
mellionen
mellten
merywen
mesen
mochyn
monochen
morgrugyn
mwyaren
mwydionyn
myrtwydden
mywion( en)/( yn)
offeryn
ogfaenen
pabwyren
peren
petrisen
pibgneuen
picwnen
pikodyn
pinwydden
pioden
plentyn
planwydden
plisgyn
ploryn
pluen
pluen eira
poplysen
pysgodyn
rhecsyn
rhedynen
rhisglyn
rhwningen
seren
sibolen/sibwlsen
sofiyn
syf"ien
teilsen
tywarchen
tywodyn
wnionyn
wynwynyn
ysgadenyn
ysgallen/ysgellyn
ysgawen
ywen

mafon duon
maip
malwod
manddail
manwydd
man-wyth"i
marwor
mefus
mellion
mellt
meryw
mes
moch
monoch
morgrug
mwyar
mwydion
myrtwydd
mywion
offer
ogfaen
pabwyr
per
petris
pibgnau
picwn
pikod
pinwydd
p"iod
plant
planwydd
plisg
plor (archaic)
plu
plu eira
poplys
pysg(od)
rhacs
rhedyn
rhisgen
rhwning
ser
sibol/sibwl
sofi
syfi
teil(s)
tywyrch/tywarch
tywod
wniwn
wynwyn
ysgadan
ysgall
ysgaw
yw

blackberry
turnip
snail
small leaf
brush wood
capillary
ember
strawberry
clover
lightning
juniper tree
acorn
pig
entrail- entrails
ant
blackberry
soft part or pith (plural)
myrtle
ant
instrument or tool
rose hip
rush
pear
partridge
chestnut
wasp
minnow, small fish
pine tree
magpie
child
planted tree
shell, pod, case, casing
pimple
feather
snowflake
poplar
fish
rag
fern; brachen
tree bark
pear
star
young onion
stubble
strawberry
tile
turf
grain of sand - sand
onion
onion
herring
thistle
elder tree
yew tree

archaic

plural now plorynnod

final -od often dropped

usually plural

usually plural
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AppendixB
Pronunciation
Welsh pronunciation and orthography is unfamiliar to most English speakers and needs brief clarification to be followed, in large measure due to the
use of digraphs and the unfamiliar value of vowels.
Of the consonants, b, d, g, h, I, m, n, p and t have
the same values as in English; c is always [k], never
[s]; f is pronounced as [v]; r is trilled ([r)), s is always
[s], never [z], and the combination si is pronounced

[5].
The Welsh digraphs, which are considered to
be one letter, are as follows:

ch
ff

[x]
[f]

11

[ll

rh

voiceless I
[r] voiceless trilled r

dd
ng
ph

th

[0]
[Ij]
[f]
[8]

Vowels
are
pronounced
without
diphthongization. Their values are as follows (the
first values are for long vowels, the second for short):

a
u
y

[a:]
[a]
e [e]
[i]
[1]
[0:]
0
[ti]or [i]
[1]
w [u]
[i] in ultima [1] in ultima
[<:l] in syllables other than the ultima

[E]
[0]
[U]

Both i and w can function consonantally; i is
like English consonantal y, and w is pronounced
like English w. The macron ,~, is used over vowels
to show they are long where length determines
meaning, as in mOT 'so' vs. m6r 'sea.' Umlauts are
used, as in '1', to show where a vowel functions as a
syllabic nucleus and not as an element in a diphthong.

Affection
Affection is a process of vowel change in Welsh.
Affection basically fronts and/or raises vowels or
diphthongs in anticipation of a subsequent vowel
(typically i}.Some movements in affection are as
follows:
a>ai
w>y

a>ei
a>y
oe>wy ai>ei

ae>ai
au>eu

e>y

o>y

There are other examples of affection in Welsh,
but these are exemplary, and other examples are
easily spotted.
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Parallelism and Number Patterns in the
Kalevala Contrasted with Hebrew Patterns
Melvin J. Luthy

I am hardly the first to observe the intriguing
similarities between line parallelisms in Classical
Hebrew poetry, as witnessed in the Old Testament,
and line parallelisms in Finnish folk poetry, as witnessed in the Kalevala. Such similarities have been
noted for years, and have even provided motivation for the early Finnish scholars Erik Cajanus and
Daniel Juslenius to claim that a genetic relationship existed between these languages. Cajanus made
his claim in his dissertation in 1697, and Juslenius
followed with his own comparison of Finnish with
Hebrew and Greek traditions in 1728. Such early
interests were traced in detail by Wolfgang Steinitz
in his 1934 monograph. More recently the
sociopolitical impact of such notions is also discussed by William A. Wilson in his book Folklore
and Nationalism in Modem Finland. Naive as such
ideas may seem today, it must be remembered that
it was not until many years later that Robert Lowth,
in "The Preliminary Dissertation" to his translation ofIsaiah (1778), adopted the term "parallelism" for poetics, and Western scholars began to
study Hebrew parallelisms in earnest (Jacobson,
399). Today we are aware of parallelisms in many
languages throughout the world, but those that use
it as a major principle of organization are relatively
limited in distribution (Bright 438). Fortunately,
Finnish has been one language that has attracted
considerable attention; in fact, in virtually every
study in current literature on parallelism, Finnish
is cited as a prime example.
Roman Jacobson's study of "Grammatical Parallelism and its Russian facet" goes far beyond its title
to provide a broad discussion of the topic. His landmark article shows that studies in parallelism have
often been misleading in suggesting that parallelism
is the "survival of a primevally helpless, tongue-tied
means of expression" (22-23). Citing the insight of
Claude Levi-Strauss, he remarks: "The pervasive par-

allelism of oral poetry attains such a refinement in
the 'verbal polyphony' and its semantic tension that
the myth of primitive poverty and paucity of creativeness once more betrays its unfitness (424).lt is such
recognition of the richness of parallelism in oral literature that makes research at this intersection oflinguistics and literary structure very interesting. Of
course many studies exist on related Kalevala topics,
including August Ahlqvist's Suomalainen TUTlOusoppi
kielelliselta kannalta, Robert Austerlitz' Ob-Ugric
Metrics, Pentti Leino's Kieli, runa ja mitta, and Paul
Kiparsky's "Metrics and Morphophonemics in the
Kalevala." This paper is a more modest attempt to
focus on one aspect of Finnish parallelism, namely
the use of numbers, contrasting their poetic use in
Finnish with their use in Classical Hebrew poetry.
Although the main focus is on parallelism, other occurrences of numbers that may not technically be
considered parallelisms are included. The topic as it
pertains to Hebrew has been discussed recently by
Watson (144-149), who draws on studies by Haran,
Roth, and Weiss, but the topic as it pertains to Finnish has not been treated.
In both poetic traditions numbers occur in parallellines in similar patterns, one of the most striking of which is the pattern in which the number in
the second parallel line is increased by an increment of one. For example (Hebrew examples are
given here in English translation from the King
James Bible):
Hebrew:
He shall deliver thee in six troubles:
yea: in seven there shall no evil touch thee.
Job 5:19
Finnish:
seuro seitsemiin kesytta,
soak [for] seven summers,
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karehi kaheksan vuotta
bob [for] eight years
Kal. 6:204-5
Another pattern is one in which the number in
the second line is increased by a multiple of 10. For
example:
Hebrew:
How should one chase a thousand,
and two put ten thousand to flight •••
Deut.32:30
Finnish:
Syonyt on sa'anki miesta,
[it] has eaten a hundred men,
tuhonnut tuhat urosta,
destroyed a thousand heroes,
Kal. 26:191-92
Still a third pattern is one in which the numbers in
parallel, temporal phrases are balanced with respect
to enumerated days and nights. For example,
Hebrew:
So they sat down with him upon the ground seven
days and seven nights, and none spake a word
unto him:
Job 2:13
And Jonah was in the belly of the fish three days
and three nights.
Jonah 1:17
Finnish:
Pata kiehui paukutteli
The pot boiled noisily
kokonaista kolme yotii,
for a whole three nights
kolme piiiveii kevaista.
three spring days.
Kal. 9:447-449
Also
vuotti viela yotii kolme,
[he] waited still for three nights
saman verran piiiviiiki.
[the] same number of days, too.
Kal. 2:53-54
Far from being isolated examples, such instances
are abundant, and they raise two major questions,
one obvious, the other less obvious, but still important: 1) how does one account for such similarities, and 2) how do the numbers function
rhetorically in each case.
Accounting for Similarities
When one searches for causes, one realizes that
such similarities must be attributed either to coincidence, common origin, borrowing, or to a universal tendency. The similarities are too striking

and too frequent to be dismissed as coincidence.
The evidence for the possibility of borrowing may
be found in the fact that Russian is the only IndoEuropean language that participates in this feature,
and it has had ample opportunity to be exposed to
other language traditions that use parallelisms. The
evidence for common origin is stronger, since we
witness entire families of languages, e.g., Semitic
and Uralic that use grammatical parallelisms in
their poetic traditions. The evidence for universal
tendency is also strong, and therefore deserves closer
analysis. If we investigate this last possiblity in two
steps, we find a cogent argument for such a tendency. The first step is to consider the tendency for
line parallelism in general, which we find as a common feature in oral literature in general. In some
cases this rhetorical practice is retained and further developed after succeeding generations have
produced written literature, as appears to be the
case with Classical Hebrew. It is conceivable, therefore, that the similar parallel structures are the
result of a universal tendency, which would help
explain the similarities in disparate languages.
Otherwise, the possibility of these similarities resulting from borrowing or common origin cannot
be completely dismissed.
The second step of our inquiry is to consider
why numbers appear in similar numerical patterns
in the parallel structures. Again, there is evidence
to support the notion of universal tendency. The
occurrence of numbers in single-digit incremental
patterns may be explained by the same phenomenon that governs other words in parallel lines,
namely as a consequence of word association. It
goes without saying that a poet searching for words
to complete structurally and semantically parallel
lines will choose words of the same grammatical
category that have close semantic association. Thus
the words "bob" and "soak," and "summer" and
"year" have been selected in the first Finnish example above. It is precisely this close semantic
association that apparently causes numbers in parallel lines to have an incremental progression of
one. Numbers do not have synonyms, so the poet
must use another number, if repetition of the same
word is to be avoided. When another number is
chosen, it is by association with the first. Repeated
experiments, which anyone can replicate, show
that when persons responding to simple wordassociation tasks are prompted with numbers from
one to ten, virtually without exception, they will
respond with another number in sequence, either
higher or lower by one. It appears that this simple
mental association of numbers may easily be a universal tendency. Thus, when we approach the question of why two very different languages use parallel
structures, particularly with numbers, in strikingly
similar ways, we find that although borrowing is
a possiblity, our best answer opens the door to
considering universal features of language and
cognition.
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Rhetorical Functions of Numbers
Putting the reasons for these similarities aside
for the moment, we can look at how the number
patterns function both in the Hebrew of the Old
Testament and in the Finnish of the Kalevala.
Watson discusses five primary rhetorical functions
of parallel numbers in Classical Hebrew: enumeration, indefinite number, climactic effect, to
denote abundance, and only one number of the pair
intended (147 -49).
In only some cases might these categories
apply to Finnish at this point in linguistic history.
Perhaps the categories indefinite number, enumeration, and denoting abundance might fit in some
cases; however, any attempt to make Finnish fit this
mold would be like attempting to make English fit
Latin grammar. When studied in their own right,
the Finnish uses are more correctly categorized into
three primary rhetorical functions: intensifying,
adding aesthetic quality, and enumerating. These
categories are not mutually exclusive; in fact,
there may be considerable overlapping, but the
broad categories appear to offer a good framework
for discussion.

al phrase, but paying only incidental attention
to alliteration, which, in other rhetorical uses, is
salient.
Another type of numerical intensification evident in both Hebrew and Finnish uses is the tenfold incrementation that we saw in the Hebrew
example:

Intensifying
The intensification function is the most frequent of the three, occurring in least 165 instances,
making up 64% of the total occurrences of multiple numbers, many of which occur in parallel
structures. The function of intensification is
illustated by a sample of occurrences noted below:

Also:

kuuta kaksi, kolme
kantoi
carry-pst [it] month-prtv two three
[she] carried it two, three months
neljannenki, viiennenki,
fourth-too fifth-too
a fourth, too [and] a fifth
kuuta seitseman, kaheksan
month-prtv seven eight
seven, eight months
ympari yheksan kuuta
around nine month-prtv
around nine months
Also
kesosenko, kaksosenko,
summer-ques two-ques
[for] two summers?
viitosenko, kuutosenko
five-ques six-ques
[or] five, or six
vainko kymmenen kesea
even-ques ten summer-prtv
even [for] ten summers?
Intensification is achieved by stating numbers in a
series, intensifying the message with each addition-

"How should one chase a thousand and two put ten
thousand to flight ... ?"
Deut.32:30
In Finnish we find analogous intensification, but
uniike the occurrence of numbers in multiple series, alliteration is significant in these uses, as the
following lines attest:
syonyt on sa'anki miesta
eaten has hundred-even man-prtv
[it] has eaten a hundred men
tuhonnut
tuhat
urosta
destroyed [has] thousand hero-prtv
[it] has destroved a thousand heroes
Kal. 26:191-92

sata
rniesta
siiven
alle,
hundred man-prtv wing-gen under-to
a hundred men underneath the wing
tuhat purston tutkaimehen
thousand tail-gen tip-to
a thousand underneath the tip of the tail
sata miesta miekallista
hundred man-prtv sword (adj)
a hundred swordsmen
tuhat
ampuja urosta
thousand shooter hero-prtv
a thousand shooters
Kal. 43:157-160
The third method of using numbers for intensification also finds an analog in Hebrew. It is the balancing of equal numbers of days and nights in
temporal expressions. This use gives rise to such
familiar Biblical phrases as "three days and three
nights" (J onah 1: 17)' and "forty days and forty
nights" (Genesis 7: 12 ). The same pattern occurs
in Finnish with two slight modifications: the noun
nights occurs before days, and the second line, while
communicating the same equivalence relationships
lacks explicit numbers:
vuotti viela yotii
kolme,
wait-pst still night-prtv three
[he] waited still [for] three nights
saman veTTan piiiviiiki.
same amount days-prtv-too
[the] same number of days, too
Kal. 2:53-54
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Also:

Also:

Itki yotii kaksi kolme,
cried-pst night-prtv two three
[he] cried two, three nights,
saman verran piiiviiiki
same amount days-prtv-too
[the] same number of days, too
Kal. 7:125

katkesi kivi kaheksi;
break-pst rock two-into
[the] rock broke in two
paasi kolmeksi pakahtui.
boulder three-into burst-pst
[the] boulder burst into three [pieces]
Kat. 49:251-52

The ordering of nights before days can be explained
by Panini's principles regarding word length, vowel
length, and number of consonants (O'Connor
98-99). Kiparsky also notes, "other things being
equal, the words of a line are arranged in order of
increasing length" (Kiparsky 1972:168), e.g., "rough
and ready," "one and only" (Kiparsky 168). The
principle holds with Finnish "yo" and "paiva."

The velar alliteration in words of the first line calls
for a number beginning with [k] (two). Fortuitously,
the next number in sequence also begins with [k]
(three), rying the second line to the first, though
not necessarily. The alliterative labial stops in the
second line complete the couplet to give the impression of a forceful breaking apart. The assonance
of the final [i] sound in each word is not to be ignored, either.
These examples are cases in which the contiguous words in the first line apparently govern the
selection of a number beginning with an alliterative consonant. However, the alliterative number
may occur in the second line as well:

Adding aesthetic quality

The second most frequent rhetorical use of
numbers in the KalevaLa may be called aesthetic
parallelism, in which the function of the numbers
appears to be neither for intensification nor for
enumeration, but for sheer alliterative effect. At
least 80 instances of otherwise arbitrary numbers
occur in the KalevaLa, accounting for 31 % of the
rhetorical uses of numbers. Indeed, the combining
of single-digit incrementation of numbers in parallel patterns with alliteration yields rich sound qualiry to many verses, as in the following:
Niin nlikevi neljii neitta,
so sees-he four maidens
So [he] sees four maidens
viisi veen on morsianta.
five sea-of are brides
[there are] five brides of the sea
Kal. 2:59-60
It appears that the alliteration with the noun
maiden, neittii, governs the selection of the number four, nelja. In the next line the alliterative v's
work well with five and sea (water).
Consider also:
joIl' on vihki viien vaimon,
who has attire five-of woman-of
Who has the wedding attire (beauty) of five
women,
muoto kuuen morsiamen.
form six-of bride-of
[the] form (grace) of six brides
Kal. 47:157-58
Again, the number (viien) appears to be chosen
to alliterate with the other words both preceding
and following it. The number in the second line
need not alliterate. The line contains other nasal
alliteration.

tupa oli kuuella tuella,
house be-past six-on prop-on
[the] house was on six props,
seitsemiil.lii seipahaIIa
seven-on pole-on
on seven poles
Kal. 23:551-552
The number in the second line appears to have been
selected to be alliterative with the final noun. Thus
the second number is the primary number, and the
number occurring in the first line is actually the
secondary companion number. Alliteration with a
number in the first line is irrelevant, because other
words are alliterative. That is, the number 7 in the
second line is the number of significance. The number 6 in the first line is there by association with 7.
In a few cases, it is difficult to determine which
number is primary:
vihurilla viiennella
wind gust-on fifth-on
on the fifth gust
kuuennella
kupahalla
float (wave}-on sixth-on
on the sixth wave
Ka15:91
A close analysis of how numbers participate in
alliteration reveals how powerful it is in overriding
other rhetorical tendencies such as single-increment parallelism in numbers. Evidence for this is
found in instances in which the secondary line does
not have alliteration of its own, so the single-digit
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incrementation is broken in order to include a number that would be alliterative:

Also:
vaka vanha Viiiniimoinen,
steadfast old Vainamoinen
steadfast old Vainamoinen
toinen seppo Ilmarinen,
[the] second [one] smith Ilmarinen
second the smith Ilmarinen
kolrnas
lieto Lemmin poika,
[the] third [one] gentle Lempi-gen son
[and] third the son of Lempi
laksi selvalle merelle
departed clear-to sea-to
departed onto the clear sea
Kal. 42:1-3,5

koko kolmeksi kesaksi
entire three-for summer-for
for the entire three years
viitiseksi vuotoseksi
five-for
year-for
for five years
Kal. 29:12
Also the following:
miehen viieksi muruksi
man-obj five-into crumbs-into
[the] man into five crumbs
kaheksaksi kappaleksi
eight-into piece-into
into eight pieces
Kal. 14:449
In 22 instances the single-digit incrementation is
broken to achieve alliteration, attesting to the
power of this poetic device
Enumerating
The third and least used purpose of numbers in the
Kalevala is for what we generally think numbers are
for, that is for enumeration, the communicating of
functional information. The number of occurrences
noted for this purpose is 13, accounting for only
5% of the number patterns in the epic. Although
this use is pragmatic, the presence of alliteration is
significant. For example:

kynttii
kymmenkunnan
laski
lower-pst fingernail ten-amount
[he] lowered ten fingers
viisi sormea viritti
five finger-prtv atuned-pst
five fingers [he] set [atuned]
Kal. 44:246

The relative distribution of these rhetorical
functions of numbers in the Kalevala may be shown
in the following diagram indicating percentages of
occurrence of the general categories, but also the
overlapping of categories; for example, instances
of "intensifying" may also participate in sufficient
alliteration and counting to warrant recognition of
overlapping with both "adding aesthetic quality,"
and "enumerating," although neither of these would
qualify as the primary category. Such can clearly
be the case with the other categories, as well.
Although both Finnish and Hebrew poetic traditions show intriguing similarities in number patterns and in parallel structures, the rhetorical
functions of the numbers appear to be very different. The structural properties shared by Hebrew and
Finnish that are defined above are probably the
result of universal tendencies in oral literature; still
the possibility of borrowing cannot be totally ruled
out. There is good evidence that some closely related languages share poetic parallelisms as a consequence of common origin, although this is not a
serious claim for similarities between Finnish and
Hebrew. Finally, one may ask why numbers have

Adding Aesthetic Quality (31 %)
Intensifying (64%)

• Multiple Numbers in Series
Allit. Minor
• Numbers with "10" Increment
Allit. Significant

• Parallel Consecutive
Numbers
Allit. Significant
• Parallel Broken Series
..___.-"'llit. Significant

• Numbers BalanCing Days/Nig
Allit. Minor

Enumerating (5%)
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not been the subject of earlier study. Perhaps the
tedious task of extracting and counting the data in
works such as the Kalevala has not encouraged research, but current technologies such as optical
scanners and computer concordance software are
making such studies more inviting. This study's use
of a Kurzweil optical scanner to read the text into a
computer and the WordCruncher computer program to retrieve the number combinations is a small
example of how new technologies can help.
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I. Introduction
Researchers in diverse fields of study are interested in possible differences between men and
women. Gender differences in language, for example, have been studied in many different contexts. Deborah Tannen (1990), among others,
describes characteristics of "men's speech" and
"women's speech" that seem to accurately represent the speaking techniques peculiar to each
sex. Do these typical patterns apply even when
speakers are faced with an atypical situation? This
study attempts to answer this question by examining gender differences in responses to an unreasonable request.
II. Review of the Literature
Our research first attempted to identify certain
characteristics of male and female speech which
could be empirically studied. Maltz and Borker
(1982) stated that women ask more questions, and
use more minimal responses such as "mm hmm"
inserted throughout their speech, than do men.
Robin Lakoff (1973) suggests that women are more
likely to use tag questions when speaking, either
because of insecurity or a desire to "give the addressee leeway, not forcing him to go along with
the views of the speaker" (54). Also, Shimanoff
(1983) says that men's and women's verbal expression may differ depending on the sex of their hearer.
We also examined studies, not necessarily related
to gender, about requests and responses. One study
(Goffman 1981) showed that the expected response
to a request by a stranger would be either 1) granting the request or 2) giving a reason for not granting the request. In addition, according to Labov
(1979), if A requests something of B, the request
will be seen as valid only ifB believes (and believes
that A believes) four conditions:

1. That the action should be done;
2. that B has the ability to do it;
3. that B has the obligation to do it; and
4. that A has the right to tell B to do it.
If any of these preconditions is obviously missing,
the request becomes a joke (59).
Based on this research, we hypothesized that
in response to a request which violates one or more
of the above conditions, women would refuse less
frequently, ask more questions, answer more indirectly, and give more reasons for their refusal than
men.

III. Research Methodology
Our first research method (asking randomly
seiected subjects to let us cut off some of their hair)
was abandoned because it was too irrational; the
subjects guessed that it was research and their replies were prejudiced. In our second and final
method, we asked students (while they were studying) to complete an oral survey, which seemed ordinary enough that none of them would suspect
ulterior motives. This survey, however, was 30 pages
long, and we told the subjects it would take approximately two hours to complete. The request
violated 3 of the 4 Labovian principles listed above:
the subjects didn't have the time, and therefore
didn't have the ability, to do it; they were not obligated to do it; and the researcher had no right to
tell them to do it.
Our study consisted of responses collected from
80 students, 40 male and 40 female, selected at random from people studying in the Harold B. Lee
Library on March 28,1993, from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. 20 men and 20 women were approached by
female researchers, and the other half by male researchers; therefore, we ended up with four groups
of twenty people each. These groups will be
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referred to by the sexes of the participants, with
the subject listed first; so a response labeled
"MS-FR" means a male subject responding to the
request made by a female researcher.
To gather our data, we worked in pairs. One
person (the observer) stationed him- or herself near
the subject, who was the third student away from
the last student approached. The other person (the
researcher) then asked the subject to complete a
survey, using approximately the following formula:
"Excuse me. I'm doing a research project.
Would you do this survey? It shouldn't take
more than two hours. These are the questions
I'll be asking you" (showing survey).
The observer recorded the subject's response using
a checklist of important possible response features,
including directness, questions, filler words (such
as "ummm"), polite words, and tag questions. Responses were coded by a mark for every time a feature was used, and a note of the specific response if
possible. The observer also recorded any interesting or unusual points about the encounter, under
"Comments." When the subject finished responding, the researcher moved on and the process was
repeated.
IV. Results

Directness
We were interested in seeing which gender
would be more direct in their responses to a ridiculous request, and which gender of researchers would
receive those direct responses. We found that 50%
of male subjects were direct in their responses, while
only 20% of females acted in like manner. Nearly
twice as many female researchers received direct
responses as males did. Who was being direct to
whom? Males had a greater tendency not only
to be more direct, but to give direct responses to
women researchers. Female subjects were rarely
direct, but when they were, they too chose to be so
with female researchers instead of males.
Refusal
Only in some cases did the subject respond with
a simple "no," which we considered a flat refusaL
Out of 20 male subjects responding to female researchers, 35% said "no." Male subjects also said
"no" in 25% of their encounters with male researchers. However, not once did a female subject say "no"
to a male researcher, and only 4 females out of 20
gave such refusals to other women.
Agreement
The percentage of subjects who agreed at any
point of the conversation to carry out the ridiculous request was small. Though more men gave refusals to women, the men also gave more positive
responses to women than in any other data group.
Half as many females agreed to a male's request,

and only two males agreed to another male. Only
one female agreed to another female. The subjects
clearly agreed more frequently to the request when
it was presented by someone of the opposite sex.

Fillers
The greatest use of fillers was by male subjects
to female researchers. This could indicate that male
subjects were more uncertain, or more unwilling
to refuse, when speaking to a female researcher.
When a male subject was speaking to another male,
however, that number dropped dramatically. In
short, men were more likely to be affected by the
sex of the hearer when using fillers; for women subjects, the sex of the hearer made no difference.
Questions
Males in general were more likely to ask questions. This was the exact opposite of our hypothesis, which suggested that women would ask more
questions. One possible reason for this might be
that the men felt that the "surveyor" gave too little
information about the request, but this is only one
reason. Since Maltz and Borker (1982) stated quite
strongly that women tend to ask more questions,
this result could indicate an area for future research.
Also, women subjects were more likely to ask questions of male researchers than female researchers,
indicating that women employ different, more tentative language when speaking to men than to
women.
Politeness
On the whole, women used more polite phrases
than men; but more significant is the fact that there
was a "sex identification" in the use of polite
phrases. Subjects tended to be more polite when
speaking to members of the same sex, and women
were by far the most polite to other women.
V. Conclusion
We set out to examine gender-related differences only in responses to irrational requests, but
our results revealed that this area of research offers
a variety of possibilities. While it may be tempting
to generalize about speech characteristics of men
and women, the exceptions to those generalizations
show that there is still a lot to learn. Our research
raised more questions than we had planned to answer. We discovered that several variables affected
the responses we recorded. Accidentally changing
our request from "Can you do this survey?" to "Can
I ask you a few questions?" caused the number of
affirmative responses to increase dramatically. In
fact, even when those subjects finally realized what
the request actually was, some of them still agreed
to do the survey, suggesting that the subjects were
unwilling to change their "yes" answer to "no."
Also, we observed that the length, complexity, and
politeness of the subjects' responses varied according to the researcher's politeness-something we
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were not prepared to study in this project, but which
might be an interesting topic for further research.
Other possibilities for research, as suggested by
our observations, include studying non-verbal communication as well as verbal; performing the same
study in an area where survey-takers are not as commonplace as they are at BYU; and changing the
research method so that other markers of "male"
or "female" speech, such as tag questions and expression of emotion, would be more present in responses. Also, the results indicating that men, not
women, asked more questions could be researched
more. For example, we were not able, in the scope
of this project, to study the purpose of the questions. If questions were present to aid communication, fewer questions could indicate more efficient
communication-which would affect how we look
at communication between the sexes.
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Gender in Pop Songs: A Diachronic Study
Jennifer Rey
Dawn Meehan

Popular culture often reflects the social climate
in which it is created. And as an important element of popular culture, popular music, generally
reflects social climate. We believe that during the
last half of the century, the socially constructed
nature of gender roles has changed. Our study attempts to determine if changes in gender roles have
influenced changes in the use of gender references
in popular music. Therefore a linguistic analysis of
the use of gender referents in popular music over
time should reveal the extent to which social redefinitions of gender roles have affected popular
culture.
Few linguistic studies have analyzed gender and
popular music together. However, Tim Murphey
(1992) conducted a general study analyzing the
discourse of pop songs. Murphey sampled 50 popular songs from 1987 and analyzed them for word
count, content, words per minute, readability and
human interest, time, place, and gender references.
Murphey states that one reason for "the vagueness
of PSs [pop songs] is the lack of gender referents in
the lyrics" (p. 772). He found that of his 50-song
corpus, only four songs indicated the gender of both
singer and listener, and only 12% of songs were
"written to be sung by one sex to another" (p. 772).
A telling 62% of the songs had no specific gender
referents.
While Murphey's study does not specifically
discuss change in gender referents, his evaluation
of gender referents in 1988 serves as the foundation for our investigation of change in gender referents over time.
There are other scholars who have conducted
research in the area of popular culture, specifically
popular music. One such scholar, William Brooks,
wrote an article in the journal Popular Music entitled "On Being Tasteless" (1982). In this article
Brooks claims that music is a universal medium,

and everyone has access to music; therefore, music can measure a particular community's values,
language, standards, etc. For our purposes, Brooks'
statement "musical [lyrical] interactions are ruled
by the same principals that govern human interactions" solidifies our research, and validates the
connection between popular culture and human
communication (16).
Finally, Keith Swanick's text, Popular Music and
the Teacher (1968) discusses the use of popular music in the classroom, with particular attention paid
to culture. Although Swanick's text does not directly relate to our analYSis, we used Swanick's definition of culture to solidify a linguistic research of
music. We agree with Swanick, '''culture' grows organically out of the community," and therefore
popular music (whatever the time period) must reflect the community or society which creates it (3437).
Once we solidified the need for such research,
our study began. It is based on two hypotheses:
1. Gender referents in popular music have
shifted over the last 20 years.
2. We expected this shift to manifest itself
through a substantial change in the way that
popular song artists refer to men and women.
(Specifically: songs from 1968 will have
more specific gender referents than songs
ftom 1988. We expected this shift to manifest itself through the use of more gender
neutral referents in 1988.)
Data for this study came from Billboard's Hot
100 Singles Chart. In order to limit our study, we
decided to compare two decades of popular music.
Thus the top twenty songs from the weeks of July
27,1968 and July 30, 1988 were arbitrarily selected
for analysis. From this sample, we were only able
to analyze ten songs from each year (due to difficulty obtaining lyrics).

Dawn Meehan is a graduate student in English at BYU emphasizing rhetoric and composition. Jennifer Rey is
a graduate student in English at BYU emphasizing language. She is also completing a TESL certificate in the
linguistics department.
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In order to adequately assess the data for our
analysis, we performed a word count to determine
the average song length for both years. We used standard statistical procedures to determine average song
length by year. After synthesizing the data, we entered it into the computer and made comparisons
between gender referents from 1968 and 1988.
Data compiled for our study brought about some
interesting findings, and does conclude that a
change has occurred in the use of gender referents
in popular music between 1968 and 1988. Of primary importance-the length of an average popular song. In 1968 the average song was 152 words
long, and in 1988 that number increased to 252
words per song. Although such findings are not
indicative of gender, it is both necessary and important to acknowledge such a fluctuation in song
length, for such data explains why songs from 1988
have more gender referents per song, than do the
popular songs from 1968.
Essentially our analysis did in fact reflect a difference in gender referent usage during 1968 and
1988. Of the songs from 1968, 60% of the gender
referents used were female. While in 1988,60% of
the gender referents were gender neutral, or nongender specific, words such as "honey," or "baby,"
are included in such a category.
Why the change? There may be a variety of
reasons, but we believe that there may have been
increased awareness of gender in 1968. Gender
roles were strictly defined and concrete-men were
the primary breadwinners, and women homemakers. Thus, our findings indicate that more songs
addressed or included gender in their lyrics. In 1988
however, gender roles were more loosely defined.
Men and women were both entering the workforce
and taking care of the family collectively. Added
awareness, or concern for "political correctness"
may have some influence on this particular finding. Another reason for the manifestation of more
female gender referents in 1968 may be that eight
of the ten songs we analyzed were sung by males.
And since a majority of songs are written by men
and sung by men, it seems obvious that 1968 song
subject matter often dealt with women. Finally, it
may be fairly safe to assume that in 1988 women
were no longer viewed solely as objects of affection, but as articulate, capable counterparts in society. Thus, the introduction of gender neutral
referents in 1988 reflects this equality amongst genders. (See findings below.)
Referent
Male
Female
Neutral

1968
20%
60%
20%

1988
31%
9%
60%

Before we began our study we thought that male
gender referents would be more prevalent in 1968.
Yet our analysis indicated that there were more
gender male referents in 1988. In 1968 there were

only four occurrences of a male gender referent (he,
his, etc), while in 1988 there were twenty-one such
occurrences. Such data leads us to conclude one of
two things: 1) the increase in female song-writers
increased the number of songs written about men;
2) male gender referents are not prevalent in 1968
because a majority of the song-writers were male.
Both solutions are relevant, yet not conclusive. In
order to further solidify the exact reason for the
1988 increase in male gender referents, it would be
necessary to perform another study on the actual
music industry itself-to see if in fact, males have
dominated the field. (See figure below.)
Referent
Boy
Guy
He
Him

1968
0

4

Men

0
0
0
0

Total

4

His

1988
8
0
5

2
2
4
21

If male gender referents were more frequently
sung in 1988 popular songs, it seems only appropriate that our analysis demonstrates female gender referents were sung more often in 1968. In
1968 we found twelve female gender referents,
while in 1988 we found only six. Such statistics
lead us to once again conclude: first, there has
been a change in the gender referent usage in popular songs; second, a change has also occurred in
popular culture. The increase in female gender referent usage in the 1968 popular songs we analyzed
may as well be attributed to an abundance of songs
sung by males about females.
We began this analysis in an effort to study
popular culture's use of gender referents. Our primary concern was gender, not particularly male or
female though. Although we were able to postulate some changes which have occurred in gender
referent usage, our analysis reflected a variety of
other gender related implications (implications
which could definitely be further studied). First of
all, there seems to be a change in the subject matter of music from 1968-1988. Many of the popular
songs in 1968 dealt with romance, love, marriage,
and sometimes sex. However, a majority of the
popular songs from 1988 dealt with such subject
matter. Even though there are more gender neutral referents in the 1988 popular music, this may
or may not reflect a new attitude and conception of
the female/male relationship in society. In other
words, the change may not reflect a true change in
action, but rather a change in thought only. Thus, a
change in denotation does not necessarily reflect a
change in connotation.
In addition to a change in subject matter, our
analysis also demonstrates that word connotations
may not be the same in popular songs from 1968 to
1988. Presupposing that Jim Morrison's 1968 use

"

Gender in Pop Songs: A Diachronic Study
of the word "baby" functions the same as Steve and usage has changed in popular music, which
Winwood's 1988 use of "baby" may be an inaccu- explains why popular song titles in 1988 stray from
rate analysis. Clearly ideologies, education, social- indicating gender. Although we cannot support a
ization processes have changed, evolved, and been definitive reason for the absence of gender refereradicated over twenty years, and so the word ence in the 1988 popular song titles, we can postu"baby" may not mean the same thing in these two late that increased awareness of gender relations,
distinct decades-in fact, even if the word were the need to represent all people, regardless of gensimilarly denoted, it is quite unlikely that each au- der, has caused such a change.
We believe that gender roles for women and
thor used them in the same context. Therefore, it
is somewhat difficult to assume that an increase or men have in fact changed since 1968. The songs
decrease in the word "baby" indicates a definite we transcribed from 1968 and 1988 do reflect such
a change. (Change, for our purposes, being defined
change in gender role perception, etc.
The actual titles from these popular songs (both as a difference in usage.) Hence we support the
1968 and 1988) also contribute or lend themselves hypothesis that, as male and female stereotypes
evolve, and become less polarized, popular culture
to gender analysis. Of the songs we analyzed during 1968, two songs had female gender references (specifically popular music) will also modify its use
in their title ("Lady Willpower" and "She's a Heart- of the gender referent.
breaker"); four had male references in their title
("Jumpin' Jack Flash," "Pictures of Matchstick References
Men," "Hurdy Gurdy Man," and "This Guy's In Brooks, W. (1982). On being tasteless. Popular
Love With You"). Of the 1988 songs, not one title Music 2, 9-18.
had a female gender reference, and only one had a Murphey, T. (1992). The discourse of pop songs.
male gender reference ("Mercedes Boy"). Even
TESOL Quarterly 26 (4), 770-774.
though the actual song lyrics were our primary con- Swanick, K. (1968). Popular music and the teacher.
cern, we believe that the song titles reflect our earNew York: Pergamon Press.
lier discussion about gender. Gender perception
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Problems in the Compilation of an
English-White Hmong Dictionary
Brian McKibben
The Hmong live in the mountains of southern
China, northern Vietnam, northern Laos, Thailand, and Burma. During the Vietnam war, Hmong
guerrilla soldiers, backed by the CIA, fought to keep
the North Vietnamese out of Laos. Hmong people
also helped rescue downed American pilots in Laos.
When the United States pulled out of Vietnam and
the surrounding areas, the Hmong were left to
themselves. The communist Pathet Lao regime in
Laos persecuted the Hmong relentlessly. Many Lao
and Hmong refugees crossed the border into Thailand where they lived in refugee camps. The United
States agreed to accept many of these refugees
(Garrett 633-642).
As the Hmong refugees began to relocate in
America, problems occurred as a pre-literate society met with twentieth-century American technology. Government, social, school, and religiOUS
workers found it difficult to communicate with the
waves of refugees (Garrett 633-642). Many of these
workers wanted to learn to speak Hmong, but had
no access to a bilingual reference dictionary.
Beginning in 1990, I began teaching an intensive course to Hmong missionaries in the Missionary Training Center located in Provo, Utah. After
over a decade of Hmong refugees living in America,
only a few English to Hmong word lists had been
published. I began to work on a more complete
pocket dictionary for the missionaries to use. As I
worked, I realized that the students could benefit
greatly from a more extensive dictionary-one
which included explanations and example sentences. After almost three years of research, I finished the English-White Hmong Dictionary,
currently the only reference from English to White
Hmong of its kind.
During the research for this dictionary, I encountered a number of problems, two of which were
more significant than the others. The first problem was how to decide on proper spellings of

Hmong words. The second was how to decide
which terms to add to the dictionary. I will discuss
in this paper how I dealt with these hurdles. In
order to discuss these two problems further, it is
first necessary to say something about the Hmong
language.
The Hmong spoken in Laos and Thailand is
made up of two major dialects: green (or blue)
and white (Heimbach vii). These names reflect
the colors of Hmong women's traditional skirts
(Hawj 10). I chose White Hmong as the dialect
for my dictionary because it is the most prominent
variety.l
William Smalley, Linwood Barney, and Yves
Bertrais developed the romanized Hmong orthography in Laos between 1951 and 1953. They needed
a way to write Hmong so they could translate the
Bible and other literature. Other systems of writing Hmong exist, but this romanized orthography
has become the most widely used system (Smalley
13).
Hmong is a tonal language with eight tones represented in written text by a syllabic final consonant (see Figure 1): b (high level), _ (mid level), s
(lower mid level), m (low level with a terminal glottal stop), j (high falling), g (falling breathy), v (mid
rising), and d (low rising). There are 55 consonants
and 14 vowels (Heimbach xvii-xxiii).
As stated above, I began teaching a Hmong
class in December of 1990. No English Hmong reference had been created, yet. I began to compile a
wordlist using merge files, making English to
Hmong and Hmong to English a one-step procedure. This wordlist evolved into a small pocket dictionary which was printed and distributed to the
students learning Hmong. This pocket dictionary
consisted of two columns: an English column and
a Hmong column. If a student wanted to know a
quick translation for an English word, they only
needed to look it up.

Brian McKibben is a junior from West Virginia majoring in linguistics at BYU. He spent two years in
Sacramento working with Hmong people and three years after that compiling an English-White Hmong
Dictionary .
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Figure 1: The White Hmong tonal system
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As the students began using the pocket dictionaries, we teachers noticed the students becoming confused over some of the words. They did not know
how to use some words in a sentence or used the
wrong Hmong word for an English homonym. So I
began to think that examples and explanations
would help the students even more.
So I began planning. The purpose of the dictionary was to help English speakers produce
Hmong. It would include explanations to distinguish subtle differences in meanings between words.
Sample sentences would show how to use the words
and phrases in a sentence, and all of these sentences
would be composed by native Hmong speakers.
I remembered a filmstrip I saw once in elementary school which explained how dictionaries were
written. It showed a lonely lexicographer leaning
over a table, reading a book under the light of a
single candle. When he came to a new word, he
wrote it down on a 3" by 5" card and carefully stored
it away. Although I saw this in second grade, the
idea had remained intact. I decided to make a corpus of Hmong material on disk to retrieve and cite
example sentences more easily. The sources I drew
from included books, audio and video tapes, magazines, newsletters, newspapers, interviews, and letters. In total, nearly 500,000 words were either
typed or scanned into computer files for the corpus.
This introduced the first major problem of the
project. Hmong spelling has not yet been completely standardized. I decided to standardize the
spellings based on Ernest Heimbach's spellings in
his White Hmong-English Dictionary to create
KWIC concordances.
The second case of non-standardization involved the compounding of syllables to form polysyllabic words. For example, "sij hawm" (time)
means the same thing as "sijhawm." The only difference is the appearance of the word in print.
Again, I decided to follow the precedent set by
another reputable Hmong work-in this case, the
Hmong Bible. By going through the entire Hmong
Bible, I found 180 compound words which were
consistently spelled as a compound word. These
agreed with Heimbach's dictionary. However, as I
corresponded with Yves Bertrais, he expressed his
concern over the compounding of these words for
two main reasons: first, it was an arbitrary system,
and second, that some words in Hmong, such as

"phooj ywg" (friend) were borrowed from Chinese
where they are written as two separate characters:

JlFl

~(pengyu).

I researched these two concerns and found that
the reasoning for the compounding was the result
of the two syllables being said closer together in
running speech than other words (Heimbach xvii),
and when Chinese is transferred to a romanized
script, such as pinyin, some of the two-character
words are written as a single word-unit called a cf zit
(Smith). In addition to these two reasons, compounding the words makes spell-checking and
searching easier and more accurate.
Figure 2: Microstructure of an Entry
clean v. ntxuav, ntxhua, cheb
"N txuav" refers to cleaning dishes and
parts of the body:
ex. Some went to clean themselves. Ib
txhia los mus ntxuav tes taw. P, 34
''Ntxhua'' refers to cleaning clothing:
ex. Some went to clean clothing. Ib txhia
los mus ntxhua khaubncaws. P, 34
"Cheb" refers to cleaning or straightening
a place:
ex. The courtyard had to be cleaned. Yuav
tsum cheb tej vaj 100g,N
Having dealt with the first major problem, I
went on to decide on the macro and microstructures of the dictionary. The macrostructure has to
do with the content of the dictionary, or the
lexemes that compose the body of the dictionary.
The microstructure of the dictionary deals with
what information is presented for each lexeme
(Bejoint 70-71). For example, the macrostructure
of this dictionary would include the basic words
and phrases as might be needed by an English
speaker learning to speak Hmong. The microstructure, on the other hand, would include the lexeme
itself, the part of speech, the corresponding Hmong
word or words, any explanations, English and
Hmong example sentences, and citations stating
where those sentences were obtained (see Figure 2).
I developed a flow chart for adding words to the
dictionary (see Figure 3), First, I read the Hmong
material. When I encountered a new Hmong term
or phrase, it was first accurately defined by interviewing Hmong people. If only a few Hmong people understood the term, a further test ensued. If the Hmong
language had another term available for the same
word in English, it was not included in the dictionary. If, however, Hmong had no other term available for the same English word, it was included with
an explanation. After that, any secondary meanings
of the word were determined by comparing other
instances of the word in the corpus.
At this point, the second major problem occurred. Many words and phrases which Hmong
people use are actually Lao and Thai borrowings
(Hawj 4), In fact, some Hmong people use Lao
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Figure 3: Flow chart for adding words to the
dictionary
and Thai borrowings so much, that we sometimes
find ourselves slipping into Lao when speaking with
informants. However, there is a tendency, almost
an unwritten "rule," to resist using these borrowings in written Hmong texts. This may be because
of the difficulry of writing Lao and Thai words using the Hmong orthography. I had to decide
whether or not these terms were important enough
to include in the dictionary.
In addition to this, here in America there are
many things for which no Hmong words exist (i.e.,
"insurance"). Rather than invent a new Hmong
word, many Hmong people use a "Hmongified"
version of the English word, often twisting the English word so as to be unintelligible by native English speakers who speak Hmong.
In any case, I had to develop a set of criteria for
adding Lao{Ibai and English borrowings to the dictionary. I decided that if Hmong people understood
and used the Lao{Thai borrowing, and if the Lao/
Thai term were used as much as or more than the
Hmong term, or the Lao{Ibai term had undergone
some kind of semantic or phonological change, or
if no other Hmong term existed for the same English word, then I would add the Lao/Thai term
(see Figure 4).
In deciding whether or not an English borrowing should be added, I concluded that since the
original aim of the dictionary was for English speakers to produce Hmong, and since most English
speakers would encounter Hmong people in predominantly English-speaking areas (i.e., North
America and Australia), the English borrowings
could be included based on the same criteria as used
for Lao{Thai terms. Furthermore, if the dictionary
were used in Laos, the Hmongified English words
would probably not come up in conversation (i.e.

Figure 4: Flow chart for adding Lao/fhai bar,
rowings
"insurance", "snow", "ice cream"). In most cases I
tried to make sure another equivalent term was
available in Lao/Thai or Hmong.
After a period of time using these processes, I
would print a prototype and distribute it to the students we taught. They gave me their suggestions
and comments and I made corrections or enhancements based on their feedback. This went on for
two and a half years, until finally, I printed the finalized version of the English-White Hmong Dictionary in November of 1992.
Solving the two biggest problems of the dictionary-how to standardize the spellings and how to
decide whether or not to include borrowings from
Lao/Thai and English-involved research, collaboration, and thought. Research helped the dictionary to be accurate. Collaboration helped to insure
that the dictionary could help learners of Hmong
in the best way possible. It also helped me to know
what other ideas authorities in the Hmong field
have. With the help of decision-making flow charts
and judgement, I was able to evaluate and solve
these problems. I hope that this dictionary will fill
a void which has existed for too long and help English speakers who want to communicate with
Hmong people do so more easily.
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A Contrastive Analysis of Mandarin
Chinese and American English Letter..
Writing Formats and an Investigation into
the Instruction of These Formats
Susan Olson~Johnson
Introduction
Being the avid letter writer that I am, upon
returning from my first trips to Taiwan and Main~
land China, I found myself corresponding often
with the friends that I had met there through writing letters. Since I had never previously read a Chinese letter, nor had I ever been taught in my
Chinese classes how to write one, I started by sim~
ply using the English format while writing in Chinese. As I received more and more letters from my
Chinese friends, I began to notice the differences
in the formats of their letters and mine, and also
the differences among individual Chinese letter
writers. I wondered two things: 1) if those differ~
ences among individuals were due to being in~
fluenced by the format I was using, and 2) what
the prescriptive format for Chinese letters actually
was. The purpose of this study was two-fold: 1) to
compare the prescribed American and Chinese let~
ter writing formats as outlined in texts, then to look
at actual letters from American and Chinese writers to find out how they compared to these formats;
then, if they differed, to identify possible reasons
for these differences; 2) to examine the effect of
instruction of the Chinese letter format-after
teaching students of Mandarin Chinese a basic lesson on how to write letters in Chinese, assign them
to each write one, then see what format they used.
This paper will be divided into two parts. The
first part will attempt to answer the first set of research questions: 1) How do the prescriptive American and Chinese letter formats differ? 2) Do actual
letters written by Americans and Chinese go along
with these prescriptive formats? 3) If not, how do
they differ from the prescriptive formats and why?
The second part will examine the second set
of research questions: 1) After American learners of Chinese have received instruction on the
Chinese letter format, do they use the format

when writing Chinese letters? 2) Why or why
not do they use the 'correct' format?
Part One

Subjects and Methodology
The English texts which I used as a guide
were SWAK: The complete book of mail for kids
(R. Harelson, 1981) and P.S. Write soon! All about
letters (grades 4~8) (1982) by the United States
Postal Service. These were written for native
English~speaking children learning to write letters.
The Chinese texts I used were Practical Chinese
letter writing by D. K. Chinn (1980) and New prac~

tical systematic Chinese teaching materials: Chinese
letter writing manual, vol. 1 by X. Liu and Y. Li
(1988). These, on the other hand, were written for
non-native adult speakers of Mandarin Chinese
learning how to write letters in Chinese. I could
not find any textbooks written for native Chinese
which discussed letter writing formats, so I was
only able to use those written for native Englishspeaking learners of Mandarin.
I identified the main components of the two formats using these texts. Then I took twenty casual
letters that Americans had written me and twenty
letters that Chinese had written me to compare them
to the identified formats. Among the Americans who
had written me letters, all of which were friends and
family members, there were eight males and twelve
females, between the ages of 20 and 45. Among
the Chinese who had written me letters, all were
Taiwanese females between the ages of 18 and 26.
Thus we see that the Chinese group was much more
homogenous than the American group.

Results and Discussion
Table 1 shows a side by side comparison of the
two letter formats, as prescribed by the examined

Susan Olson~Johnson recieved her BA in Spanish and secondary education at BYU. After serving a mission in
Taiwan, she returned to get her TESL certificate. She is currently working on an MA in Chinese language
acquisition and is teaching beginning Mandarin.
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A Contrastive Analysis of Mandarin Chinese and American English Letter~Writing Formats
American Letter FormatLExamJ)Ie
1. Heading (date)fJuly 5, 1991'
2. Greeting (Dear+Name)/ 'Dear Susan,'
3. Body
4. Closing /'Love,'
5. Signature / 'Pamela'

6. Postscript / 'P.S.... '

Chinese Letter FormatfExample
1. Salutation (name) /'Sushan' (Susan)
2.Complimentary Greeting/'N'i hao rna?' (How
are you?)
3. Body
4. Closing Cornpliment/'Zhu pinl:an kuaile'
(Wish: ~ace,joy)
5. Signature
a. 'Yilll' (friend)
b. 'Ujuan' (name)
c. 'shang' (respectfully)
6. Date / 91.4.18
7. Postscript / 'ro .. .' add ... )

Table 1: Casual letter formats with examples
texts. The most striking difference is the position
Table 2 shows how the 20 letters written by
of the date-in the American format the date is at Americans compared to the prescribed textbook
the very beginning, while in the Chinese format, format, while Table 3 shows how the other 20 let~
the date comes at the end, before the postscript. ters written by Chinese compared to the textbook
Another obvious difference is that the prescriptive format. In looking at Tables 2 and 3, it seems that
order of the date in English is 'month, day, year', most of the Americans prescribed to the
while the order in Chinese goes from general to 'correct' format, while more of the Chinese did not
specific-'year, month, day'. Another difference prescribe to the 'correct' Chinese format. This is a
usually noticed by both sides is that the prescrip~ surprising result, since American society and cul~
tive American format for the casual letter requires ture is usually viewed as being more individualis~
a 'dear' before the name, while the Chinese only tic, while Chinese society and culture is usually
includes the name, with nothing equivalent to viewed as being more conformative. (Hammond,
'dear'.
1992) Because the results seem a little surprising
when looking at them from the surface, it is useful
Table 2-American Letter Samples/percentage
to take a deeper look.
that Used Prescriptive Format
Tables 4~6 show the variation of the formats
used in the American letter samples (ALS). Thus,
#
0/0
Part of Format
we can better see how the Americans did or did
not conform with the prescriptive format.
95%
19
l.Head~
By looking at Table 4 and at the actual examples
2. Greeting (Dear+Name)
70%
14
of the variation in the date, it is obvious that, al~
3. Body
100%
20
though most Americans used the prescriptive form
100%
4. Closing
20
of the date, many did not. As shown below, there
100%
5. Signature
20
were nine different variations in the form, punc~
6. Postcript 1
tuation, and order of the date. Fifty~five percent
used the order 'month, day, year', while 30% used
the order'day, month, year. Just in the last few years,
Table 3-Chinese Letter Samples/percentage
the latter way of ordering the date has become popu~
that Used Prescriptive Format
lar in the United States. As far as punctuation went,
however, there was no systematicity in the Ameri~
can
headings.
%
Part of Format
#

1. Salutation
2. Comp. gr.
3. Bodv
4. Clos. compo
5. Signature A.
B.
C.
6. Date
7. Postcript2

8

40%

ALS VARIATION OF FORMAT

14
20

Table 4-ALS Variation in Heading

0
20

70%
100%
50%
0%
100%

6

30%

16

80%

10

Date Format

#

%

Month Dav Year
Dav Month Year
MonthDav

11

6

55%
30%
5%
5%
5%

Month Year
No date

1
1
1
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Actual Examples of the Variation in the Date
May 4 1991
4/1/91
22 Dec 91
12 April 1992
Dec 91' {sic}
March 21

July 5, 1991
13-May-91
4-9-91

Table 5-ALS Variation in Greeting
(Jreetingformat

#

%

Dear+Name
Name only
Other

14
5
1

70%
25%
5%

Table 6-ALS Variation in Closing
Closing format

#

%

'Love,'
Other

14

70%
30%

6

Table 9 shows that most of the writers placed the
date after the signature, as prescribed. In Table 10,
we see that 65% of the Chinese writers used the
prescriptive order of the date, from general to specific (50% wrote 'year, month, day', and 15% wrote
'month, day', with no year). Twenty percent used
the prescriptive American format, while 5% (or one
writer) used the order 'day, month, year'. The punctuation of the date is interesting, because the majority of the Chinese who wrote the date (18 out of
19 writers) used periods to separate the parts of the
date, such as '91.4.18'. The other person used the
Chinese characters for 'month' and 'day' after the
numbers. Another interesting point was that none
of the Chinese writers used Chinese characters for
the numerals; they all used Arabic numerals.
Table lO-CLS Variation in Date Ordering

In the greetings and closing, 70% used 'Dear'
and 'Love,' while the rest of the writers used something else. Examples of other things used in the
greetings are "To ... " or "Hello .... " Examples of other
things used in the closings were "Your friend," or
"Sincerely." There was much less variation in the
greetings and closings than there was in the headings in the American letter samples.
Tables 7-10 show the variation offormats used
in the Chinese letter samples (CLS). In looking at
these letters, it is clear that there is more variation
overall in the CLS than in the ALS (with the exception of the American date format). In some cases,
the Chinese format even tends more towards the
American format. For example, Table 7 shows that
60% of the writers included 'Dear', while Table 8
shows that 40% of the writers included 'Love.'
CLS VARIATION IN FORMAT
Table 7-CLS Variation in Salutation
Salutation format

#

%

Dear+Name
Name only

12
8

60%
40%

Table 8----CLS Variation in Signature
Signature format

#

%

Name only
'Love, ... '

12
8

60%
40%

Table 9-CLS Variation in Date Positioning
Position of date

#

%

After signature
Before salutation
No date

16
2
2

80%
10%
10%

Orderin.K ofuarts of date

#

%

Year Month D~
Month Day Year
MonthD::iY
D~ Month Year
No date

10
4
3
1
2

50%
20%
15%
5%
10%

Conclusions
The ordering of the dates in each group was
basically consistent with the textbook formats. The
two groups of twenty letters showed that the American writers had more variety and individual differences than the Chinese in the way they wrote the
date, whereas the ordering and the punctuation of
the dates written by Chinese were much more uniform. This is perhaps a manifestation of the individualism of American society, as mentioned above.
Besides the date, the Chinese writers displayed
more inconsistency than the Americans in the
other parts of the letters, probably due to Western
influence-in all cases, I was the first to start writing to them, and I had used the American format
in my Chinese letters, until I figured out some of
the differences. These Chinese writers were probably influenced in the format they used by the fact
that they were writing to me, an American. They
wrote 'Dear' in their salutations almost as much as
the American writers. Western influence (or my
influence, rather) was probably also the reason for
their positioning of the date in front of the salutation, and for t.~e occurrences of 'love' before the
signature.
Part Two

Subjects and Methodology
The subjects of the second half of this project
were my thirteen students of Mandarin. Twelve of
them were Americans and one of them was a Chinese from Hong Kong, whose native language is
Cantonese. I gave the students each a copy of a
letter that one of my Chinese friends had written
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to them. I briefly went over the components of the
letter and let students bring up the main differences
that they noticed between American and Chinese
letters, while explaining some others that they did
not notice. I also told students how, in some ways,
the letter received by the friend did not go along
with the prescriptive Chinese format. For example,
the girl had written "Qinai de Sushan de xuesheng"
('Dear Susan's students'). I explained that this might
be because she was writing to Americans. Afrer this
brief instruction period, I assigned them to write
back to the girl that had written to them. I used
the letters they wrote as the data base for the second half of this project.

Results and Discussion
Tables 11-14 show how the Chinese letters written by the students learning Mandarin compared
to the textbook format of Chinese letters. By looking at Tables 11 and 12, it is obvious that the learners had less variation in their salutations and closing
compliments. Table 11 shows that only one student used the Chinese equivalent of 'Dear' in the
salutation, and interestingly enough, that one student was the Cantonese girl! She probably did this
because in the letter that I had given them copies
of, the girl writing to them had used 'Dear'. The
other students did not use it, probably because that
is one thing that I brought up in class as not being
part of a usual Chinese letter. In Table 13, 'part c'
of the signature was only used by one person-also
the Cantonese girL The American students probably did not use it because the letter they had
received had not included it; the Cantonese girl
might have used it because its inclusion suggests a
slight note of formality, perhaps used because the
girl she is writing to is a stranger. Table 14 shows
that two students put the date at the beginning of
the letter, probably because of transfer from the
English format. Incidentally, all of the students
ordered the date from general to specific, as the
Chinese do.
CHINESE LETTER FORMAT USED BY
LEARNERS AFTER INSTRUCTION
Table II-Learners' Variation in Salutation
Salutation format

#

%

Nameonlv
Dear+name

12
1

92%
8%

Table 12-Learners' Variation in Closing
Compliment
Clos. Compo format

#

1%

With' zhli' (wish)
Other

12
1

192%
18%

Table 13-Learners' Variation in Signature
#

%

a.used '~'

7

no'~'

5
1
13
1
12

54%
38%
8%
100%
8%
92%

Format of Signature

other
b. signature
C. used 'shang'
no'shanJ!'

Table 14-Learners' Variation in Date
Position of date

#

%

After signature
Before salutation
No date

10
2
1

77%
15%
8%

i
I

One interesting point is that many of the students used Chinese characters instead of Arabic
numerals in the date. Students of a language sometimes have a sense of 'purity'-wanting to keep
everything they do in the target language, even
though no natives in the sample used did this.
Conclusions
Overall, instruction seemed to have worked.
Most of the students did not use 'dear', included an
appropriate closing compliment using 'zhti', ordered
the date correctly, and placed the date after the
signature. One obvious difference noted, however,
was that more than half of the American students
used Chinese characters as opposed to Arabic numerals in the dates. They are perhaps overusing
them because they do not realize how widely used
the Arabic numerals are in China.
For a letter writer like me, having been taught
how to write a letter in Chinese and given an opportunity to do so would have been exciting and
useful to me. It seems that instruction that consists
of raising the learners' awareness of the differences
between American and Chinese letter formats is
enough to be helpful to learners. Giving them the
opportunity to communicate with Chinese people
through letter writing is also valuable to their language learning process for many other reasons not
discussed in the present paper.
Ideas for further study
In order to compare the two casual letter
formats, it would have been useful if I could have
located some Chinese books written for Chinese
children on writing letters, since those were the
types I used for identifying the American format.
I was only able to locate books written for American students learning Chinese, and the Chinese
format presented in these texts might be a little
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more formal than those that might be presented in
texts for children.
In order to be able to make a better comparison between actual casual letters and the textbook
formats, it would be better to use groups of letters
written by native language speakers to other native speakers of that same language, since the fact
that these people were writing to me most likely
influenced their format. I would need to get letters
written by native Chinese people to other native
Chinese people, and preferably letters written and
sent in Taiwan, so as to avoid American influence.
Doing this would give a truer idea of how Taiwanese Chinese people tend to format their letters,
because there would probably be less Western influence. It would also be interesting to get letters
from Mainland Chinese, to see if the common format used is the same or different.
Having a more homogenous group of subjects
in Part One of the study would have been helpful.
The American group consisted of males and females
over a broad range of ages, while the Chinese group
consisted of only females in a constricted age range.
The Chinese letters were also only from friends,
while the American letters were from friends and
relatives. In order to make a more reliable comparison, the two groups would need to be more
similar.
It would be interesting to compare a group of
English letters written by native Chinese speakers
to Americans, to see what format the Chinese
people used after receiving instruction on the
American format. I had only four such letters (not
enough to make significant comparisons), all of
which contained the date at the end, but which

included things like 'dear' and 'love', showing both
Chinese and English influence.
Yet another meaningful analysis would be a
comparison of the actual discourse and the content of the letters, instead of just looking at the
format. It would also be interesting to examine how
learners of Chinese progress in their acquisition of
this discourse and other communicative strategies
through letter writing.
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her added comment, instead of the Chinese fu.

The Conquest of Language and
the Language of Conquest
David B. Paxman

The phrase, "the conquest oflanguage," has two
contrary meanings, one, the displacement, and two,
the learning of, new-world languages during the
conquest of the Americas. The other half of my
title, "the language of the conquest," bears both on
language as vehicle of the conquest and as the
means by which the conquest was represented and
assimilated into European culture. It bears secondarily on the way in which language study is represented in the complex terrain of to day's scholarship.
I will begin with brief remarks on the last issue before examining linguistic aspects of the conquest
in more detail.
I teach literature. My linguist colleagues remind
me that the literature teacher's version oflanguage
study is often characterized by pet theories, aesthetic
sentiment, the selective clamor and silence of political correctness, and the misapplication of eartickling formulas coined by legitimate linguists.
Phrases like "signifier and signified," "Whorfian
hypothesis," and "the prison house oflanguage" play
through the village of literary discourse like Pied
Pipers drawing literary scholars after them. One colleague insists-and I think rightly s<r-that literary scholars refuse to see the merits of empirical
study, especially when the results challenge the
conclusions we draw from studying aspects of culture past and present which remain inaccessible by
empirical methods.
I differ from most of my linguist colleagues in
that my interests lie mostly in the historical and
cultural contexts of language study. While I want
to know how my colleagues go about empirical
study, I'm equally interested to know when the distinction between "empirical" and "non-empirical"
first emerged clearly into view, what those terms
meant at that time, what immediate problems of
knowledge and deeper problems of culture the distinction helped solve, and what problems the
distinction left the future to wrestle with. And while
I am keenly and genuinely interested in the work

of a colleague specializing in sociolinguistics, I am
also interested in the social function of the linguist
and linguistics at various times and places. In light
of these interests, I agree with Thomas Sebeok that
linguistics is, after all, "too important to be left to
linguists."l My paper is an attempt to elicit a mutual respect for different kinds of endeavor-both
language study and, if you will, the study of language study.
Ours is by no means the first age to witness opposing attitudes about kinds of language study. Sir
Francis Bacon, often called the father of empirical
science, promoted a comparative kind that would
lead to a philosophical grammar and help to avoid
the intellectually warping "idols" that language
perpetuated. But he warned that language study
could also retard the advancement of knowledge:
"Here therefore is the first distemper of leaming,
when men study words and not matter." Bacon illustrates the spread of this distemper with the story
of Martin Luther, who, finding little aid "by the
opinions of his own time, was enforced to awake
all antiquity, and to call former times to his succors
to make a party against the present time." Luther's
resort to the ancients required "a more exquisite
travail in the languages original for the better advantage of pressing and applying their words." In
their recourse to ancient languages, however,
Luther's contemporaries became enraptured by the
ancients' "manner of style and phrase" and sought
the "sweet falling of clauses" above all else in their
own writing, losing sight of the "matter" of their
discourse. 2
However Bacon errs factually in attributing the
rise of classical studies to Luther, he suggests two
points relative to the study of language in its historical contexts. First, we should attend to the
motives for which people have undertaken language
study. People have often studied languages "to make
a party" and for the "pressing and applying of
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words." Second, Bacon points to the results of
language study, especially its broad and unpredictable effects. We ought to register on the one hand
the way language study affected the course of problems it was undertaken to resolve and, on the other,
the way language study distracted or-if you willelevated discourse by being a constant source of
delight. My interest in this paper will be to examine the study of language during the conquest in
terms of motives and results. My thesis will be
that new-world venturers often studied language
as a tacit admission of failure. Because they could
not achieve their objectives otherwise, they had to
learn the languages of the native inhabitants. However, language study in tum prompted many conquerors and missionaries to modify their objectives
as they acquired closer understanding of native
peoples and specific languages. And, to complete
the cycle, closer understanding prompted new
speculation on the nature of language itself and
created new possibilities for cultural tolerance.
This pattern-failure leading to more careful
language study which then modified the relations
between conqueror and conquered-was not necessarily linear, nor did it occur in the same way in
each time and place. Successive phases of discovery and conquest posed different sets of problems.
Initially, Europeans required only enough language
to find gold and conquer if necessary. Later, they
had to explain their presence to new peoples, govern, convert, and trade. As long as venturers held
language learning in strict subordination to their
goals, they accomplished them all the more efficiently. But each kind of efficiency raised its own
kind of failure: military, economic, managerial,
moral, and so on. As language understanding grew,
it tended to spur deeper investigations into the
native idioms, customs, and thinking. Europeans
in the new world eventually wanted to know whom
they had conquered, what their past was, why they
followed certain customs, and how they thought.
As we shall see, a select group of missionaries soon
realized that true communication of Christian doctrines could not even take place until missionaries
understood these points. As native languages provided information, they constituted a cultural and
religious "other" prompting Europeans newly to
perceive, define, clarify, defend, and eventually
modify their own truths.
The effect of the encounter with new languages
on European language thought has not received the
attention it merits, although most histories of linguistics acknowledge that linguistic thought developed partly in response to such contact. I suggest
that the impact starts with an event that we pass
over in a search for direct linguistic commentary.
This event played itself over in many first encounters and lies deceptively out of sight in numerous
histories of the conquest. It was the decision adventurers and chroniclers made, not often conSCiously, about what status to grant the sounds

and gestures made by newly discovered peoples.
Should they be considered language, or only an
inferior form of barely articulate communication?
Did the putatively superior European knowledge
and languages grant ready insight into the ideas
of the natives? Should new languages be conveniently circumvented through the use of informants, or supplanted, or learned? Ifleamed, would
they be recordable using European characters?
Would their structures lend themselves to description in Latin-based grammatical terms? Of crucial
importance, did native lexicons lend themselves
to the expression of Christian concepts? If used,
would these terms perpetually contaminate the
natives' understanding?
Discoverers, soldiers, and missionaries found
that regardless of which assumptions they took, they
kept having to come to grips with the languages
themselves. Throughout the long history of the
discovery and conquest from Columbus on, no more
important development occurred than the recognition that communication could not be assumed
to take place simply because Europeans knew what
they wanted from native peoples, believed themselves divinely sponsored, or had confidence in the
artfulness of their languages. Initially, material failure triggered this recognition.
We see this recognition emerge in Columbus
himself. Although Columbus records events in language and recognizes that his own language fails to
express the wonder of the Indies, native languages
barely register in his first encounters. He treats them
as transparent media, a set of signs he already knows
how to interpret. The natives seem to say what he
wants them to. He shows little uncertainty at first:
"I made signs to them asking what they [wounds]
were; and they showed me how people from other
islands nearby came there and tried to take them,
and how they defended themselves." Or: "We
understood that they were asking us if we had come
from the heavens. And one man ... called to all
the men and women: Come see the men who came
from the heavens" (67, 75).3 He listens for sounds
that already have special meaning. Cybao must be
Cipango or Japan (285). Cami must mean Kahn
(125). In other matters where he has no expectations, he views the natives as empty linguistic vessels the Spanish can fill: "They should be good and
intelligent servants, for I see that they say very
quickly everything that is said to them" (69). Some
will object that these words may not actually be
Columbus's, but those of Bartolome de las Casas,
who abstracted them from the original diary.
Either way, the problem is emblematic.
Only after repeated disappointments in his
quest for gold does Columbus acknowledge ignorance and seek for remedies. Initially, he transforms
even his ignorance into a deficiency in the natives:
"... I do not give much credit to what they say,
from not understanding them well and also from
recognizing that they are so poor in gold" (103).
To "not to give much credit" to an utterance
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implies that one already understands it. That part
which Columbus doesn't understand heightens his
suspicions, and the natives' lack of gold confirms
them. Ignorant and suspicious and needing results
desperately, Columbus wishes for priests who can
learn the language. This is imperative: "nothing is
lacking except to know the language and to give
them orders" (259).
Columbus wants to capture natives and convey them to Spain, "so that they might learn our
language and in order to know what there is in that
land, and so that, returning, they might be interpreters for the Christians, and so that they would
take on our customs and faith" (143). This tumbling passage prefigures much of the linguistic activity of the conquest: circumvent the language
barrier by training informants and supplant native
languages by teaching Spanish, all to the ends of
"finding out" and converting. The need to learn
native languages is hinted at in the recognition that
someone who knows the speech of the inhabitants
will be required to teach them.
Crown policy took shape from the response
of early explorers to the profound implications of
linguistic difference. I am thinking here of the
Requerimiento, the document soldiers were required
to read to newly encountered peoples after 1513 in
order to give prior notice and therefore legal weight
to the thin fiction of Spanish jurisdiction. As
with the protocols for claiming territory, the
Requerimiento had as its real audience the states of
Europe. Vanguards read it in Spanish to baffled
native listeners, who were to understand at the peril
of their lives the authority of the Spanish crown
and its viceroys to occupy their territories and
spread the Christian faith. The fact that the native
inhabitants didn't understand its claims, its justification, and its threat of enforcement didn't bother
many of those who pronounced it, as long as the
steps were properly followed and recorded by notaries. Bartolome de Las Casas, informed and sympathetic witness of conquest depravities, stated that
he didn't know whether "to laugh or cry" at the
Requerimiento.4 Stephen Greenblatt says, "A strange
blend of ritual, cynicism, legal fiction, and perverse
idealism, the Requerimiento contains at its core the
conviction that there is no serious language barrier
between the Indians and the Europeans."s
Aldrete's Origin and Principle of the Spanish Language, the first history of a European vernacular and
the first to treat the conquest as an important dimension of linguistic history, reveals that, insofar
as the Spanish had linguistic agenda, one of them
was to supplant indigenous languages. Aldrete sees
in Castilian's power to displace other tongues the
evidence of its superiority and deserved prestige.
"The conquered receive the language of the conquerors, delivering theirs up with their arms and
persons."6 Aldrete obscures the fact that Castilian's
power to supplant native tongues derived from
the rapid control the Spaniards gained by force of
arms. If anything, Aldrete views coercive force as

justified: the Spanish honor the humanity of the
native populations by giving them the Spanish
tongue, Christian religion, and participation in an
unrivalled world empire.
In one notable passage, Aldrete observes:

It is certain that when our people first arrived
on the island Hispaniola there were a million
and a half Indians, of whom not one remains
today; in Cuba there remain only a few; and the
same holds true on the other islands. On all these
everyone speaks Castilian, and the remaining
Indians have so totally lost their own former
tongue that today it is not known what it was.
This is very surprising, since these are such large
islands. 7
Aldrete calls for increased diligence to spread the
language among those who resist it out of stubbornness or shame. But observe the analogy: the linguistic conquest accompanies an appalling drop in
native population. The supremacy of Castilian is
achieved at the expense of hundreds of thousands
of lives. Aldrete doesn't seem to think the cost too
high.
Aldrete's work was followed within a year by
GregoriO Garda's lengthy speculations on the origins of the Indians, in which Garda attributes the
multitude and heterogeneity of Indian languages
to a clever devil who spread languages like so many
fortifications in the path of the missionary army. 8
His and Aldrete's views are not those of early arrivals to the new world. They come after a century
of Spanish presence, and long after missionaries had
been struggling to win approval to study and record
native tongues and customs. The debate had not
been resolved, but one wonders that neither Aldrete
nor Garcia had absorbed much from the more sympathetic voices. Both wrote in distant Spain where
suspicion and official opposition to studying and
writing of Indian customs was strongest. Their intolerance reveals the persistent fear of cultural contamination from new-world natives. Spanish rulers
had not become secure enough to allow them to
view native cultures as objects deserving impartial
study.
Missionaries, of course, were among the first to
see that learning native languages was imperative;
otherwise they would need to wait until the natives learned Spanish to teach them Christian doctrine. Even among these, the fear of contamination
impinged on the effort to learn native tongues. The
difficulty was to overcome one kind of failurethe inability to proselytize-while not inviting
another-the corruption of pure doctrine by native superstition interwoven, as Garcia suspected,
in native words and phrases. Diego de Landa (15241579) arrived in the Yucatan in 1549 and became
bishop of the area. He learned Maya quickly (he
reportedly preached his first sermon after a few days
study) and became an authority on the languages
and customs of the area. His Relaci6n de Los Casas
de Yucatan is one of the most thorough ethnographic
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works of the mid-sixteenth century. Landa produced
a grammar of Maya and recorded dialects and
language boundaries, phonetics, and forms of
indigenous writing. These facets of language naturally had an instrumental appeal to Landa: by creating grammars, attending to dialect variations in
the area, and deciphering the native writing, priests
could more easily communicate, using native customs and beliefs to persuade of the truth and superiority of Christianity. Coming to understand the
native language, writing, and customs created many
puzzles which absorbed Landa's attention. In
Landa's case, however, language mastery never advanced to become deep cultural sympathy. The conflict is there, but his implicit admiration fuels his
suspicion. "We found a large number of books [written] in these characters and, as they contained
nothing in which there were not to be seen superstition and lies of the devil, we burned them all,
which they regretted to an amazing degree, and
which caused them much affliction."9 My point is
not to exhume and accuse men like Landa. We must
remember that their fears were as real to them as
are ours of living downwind from Chernobyl. My
point is rather that such fears interacted with their
aims and aspirations to motivate their responses to
native languages. Success and failure were constantly being reconfigured in this process, and in
turn the act of learning a new language colored,
and was colored by, their motives.
In some notable cases, the lack of religious
motive seemed to create a space in which a passion
and curiosity for host languages could flourish unconstrained by thoughts of use and appropriation.
Such curiosity could begin as mere listening without comprehension, taking delight in the sounds.
Explorers and settlers sometimes remarked on the
silences, cadences, tones, gestures, protocols, moving sighs, and groans of the native inhabitants.
Those who took from this additional motivation
to study their hosts' language were more quickly
prone to see their human faces. The French Calvinist Jean de Lery spent over a year among the
Tupinamba of Brazil in 1557-1558. His History of
a Voyage to the Land of Brazil is a milestone in the
textual creation of sympathy using language as a
shared attribute. First, he adds to the word lists and
rudimentary grammars, already standard features in
voyage accounts, a colloquy with a T upi informant
which not only records Tupi phrases but shows
interest in Tupi life and customs. Second, Lery's
response to Tupi ceremonies is the linguistic equivalent of European wonder at the visual splendor of
the New World. One morning he hears a ceremony
when caraibes or sorcerers visit the village:
While we were having our breakfast ... we began
to hear in the men's house (not thirty feet from
where we stood) a very low murmur, like the muttering of someone reciting his hours. Upon hearing this the women all stood up; and clustered
together, listening intently. The men little by

little raised their voices and were distinctly heard
singing all together and repeating this syllable of
exhortation, He, he, he, he; the women, to our
amazement, answered them from their side, and
with a trembling voice; reiterating that same
interjection He, he, he, he, let out such cries, for
more than a quarter of an hour, that as we watched
them we were utterly disconcerted. (141)
Compelled by his curiosity, Lery sneaked into the
men's hut and watched as the ceremony continued:
... when I was in the women's house, I had been
somewhat afraid; now I received in recompense
such joy, hearing the measured harmonies of such
a multitude, and especially in the cadence and
refrain of the song, when at every verse all of them
would let their voices trail, saying Heu, heuaure,
herua, heuraure, heura, heura, oueh-I stood there
transported with delight. Whenever I remember
it, my heart trembles, and it seems their voices
are still in my ears. (144)
Lery's unusual interest and response may be
attributed to his situation in Brazil and to his religious attitudes. He came to Brazil not to conquer
and not immediately to convert the inhabitants,
but to find a place where fellow French Huguenots
could settle. This fact alone may have made him
more attentive to the native people and given him
the mental leisure to respond to their ways more
sympathetically than did most conquerors and missionaries. Lery also hints at possible differences in
the Protestant and Catholic responses to language.
Lery's desire for the language of his hosts may
reflect protestant interest in the inner state, in contrast to the Catholic concern for ritual and priesthood hierarchy.
As Victor Hanzeli has written of the French in
North America, missionary linguists saw knowledge
of native languages as "machine de guerre" in their
proselyting work. "Their first and most important
duty was to acquire an oral command of these languages and sometimes to study and codify them for
the express purpose of teaching their companions.
Yet it often happened that a missionary would be
fascinated by the structure of a language as such.
His admiration for it might even reach theological
heights." In their efforts to grasp the structure of
Huron or Iroquois, missionaries were often
"haunted by the peculiar 'economy' and 'genius' of
these languages."tO
Disinterested admiration did not, however,
make a strong argument to those who suspected
native languages of being demonic snares. For these,
one needed a stronger argument-that intimate
knowledge of Indian languages and mores was
needed to avoid a critical failure, the inability to
teach the essence of Christian doctrines and to
learn in turn from the natives. In the eyes of many
missionaries, Christian principles required this approach. Acosta wrote Natural and Moral History of
the Incas (1590) in this frame of mind. In contrast
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to Landa who burned Mayan books, Acosta grieved
that the decision to bum books was often made by
the most ignorant. He said, "The like hath happened in other things, for our men thinking that
all was but superstition have lost many memorials
of ancient and holy things which might have profited much. For such as would be curiously informed
of them have found many things worthy of consideration."ll The phrase "curiously informed" seems
to carry weight here.
Acosta also observed: "We enter by the sword,
without hearing or understanding; persuading ourselves that the Indians' affairs deserve no other respect, but as of venison that is taken in the forest,
and brought for our use and delight." Acosta devotes chapters to "confute the false opinion many
do hold of them, that they are a gross and brutish
people."12 He and many others recognized that lack
of understanding inhibited clear and effective
teaching of Christian doctrine. They discovered
that one cannot effectively explain one's thought
to another without knowing something of the
other's thought as well. Acosta said, "having knowledge of the Indians' customs, we may help them
more easily to follow and persevere in the high
vocation of the gospel." And further on: "The ignorance of laws and customs hath bred many errors of great importance, ... And besides the wrong
which is done unto them against reason, it is prejudicial and hurtful unto ourselves, for thereby they
take occasion to abhor us, as men both in good and
evil always contrary to them."t3 This is a pointed
appeal which implies a spiritual and moral failure:
ignorance creates enemies of those who should see
us as friends.
The kind of understanding Acosta encouraged
required not only a grasp of words and syntactical
structures, but of how language was conditioned
by context. The best appeals for this kind of understanding came from native inhabitants schooled by
Europeans, who then reflected on the European
perceptions of their people.
Born 1528 to a native Peruvian mother and
Spanish soldier father, the Inca Garcilaso de la Vega
wrote his Royal Commentaries to amplify and correct the history and customs he found in the books
being published in Spain. In one passage de la Vega
explains that the Incas differentiated familial terms
not only by relationship (brother, sister, etc.) but
by gender of the speaker, so that a boy used a different word for "sister" than did a girl. In another, he
details the many meanings possible for Inca words
depending on pronunciation and context and explains the distortions in Spanish versions. He cites
Spanish teachers of the Inca language who mistook
words because they could not differentiate sounds
not in their own language. He relates how an early
interpreter translated the concept of the trinitya key Christian doctrine-into Inca language not
as three in one, but as "God three and one make
four." The Spanish missed many opportunities to
communicate their own beliefs effectively. They

beat down what they supposed to be devil-inspired
Inca beliefs that paralleled Christian truths but
which were not in fact valid Inca beliefs. And they
failed to comprehend the many features ofInca language and customs they could have exploited to
convert Peruvians to Christianity. Finally, he gives
eloquent but practical justification for maintaining the general language and not supplanting it with
Spanish.14 So, the better use of language as an instrument-in this case, to communicate Christianity effectively-required true comprehension of
contexts that influenced meaning.
For every de la Vega or Acosta, however, there
were many who feared intimate understanding of
Indian ideas and customs. For these, knowledge of
customs and languages posed a grave threat. So subtly had the devil confounded the languages and
societies of the new world, they believed, that to
study them was to ask to be seduced. The contest
here was not simply between ignorance and knowledge, but between one kind of knowledge and another. Many friars, especially those who lived among
the Indians, favored a knowledge that approximated
the way in which Indians saw themselves. Only by
attaining such a knowledge, the friars implied, could
the Europeans truly teach the native populations.
On the other side, the Spanish crown and church
hierarchy viewed Indian customs with deep suspicion and preferred to filter their knowledge ofIndians through the truths they already knew. To
them, few things mattered less than what the native inhabitants thought, since their thought overran with error. What mattered was what the
missionaries could teach. Earlier I said that language
study could alter the motives and means of conquest and conversion. A perverse form of this threat
led the Spanish crown in the 1570s to prohibit the
writing and publishing of materials on Indian beliefs and customs. As a result of this proscription,
many of our most important sources on Indian manners were suppressed in their day, even though they
were written to teach priests to recognize the heathen nature of many Indian customs. 15
In The Spiritual Conquest of Mexico Robert
Ricard acknowledges that while the Spanish crown
did not oppose the simple study of indigenous languages, "it believed that none of them was sufficiently rich and supple to allow it to be used for
explaining the mysteries of the Christian faith." By
contrast, the missionaries "were not seeking to
Hispanicise the Indians" and believed that "the task
of civilizing them was to be done completely and
solely in the native languages." But the crown
"never ceased to insist at the same time that all
Indians be taught Spanish," although-as Ricard
observes--"without result."16 Many friars simply ignored the church directives and taught the people
in their own languages. In all, there was a long
struggle among the religiOUS orders, secular clergy,
and crown over the policy of translating Christian
teachings into native languages, with vigorous forays on each side.
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The disputes over the wisdom of studying
native languages revolved around several issues.
One was the issue of the status of the languages in
relation to the learning and languages of Europe,
with different sides splitting over whether Christians could really learn anything from heathens.
Another issue involved different kinds of failure,
with various disputants conceiving of failure and
success in different modes and drawing up lines of
battle accordingly. For some, the greatest failure
would be to convert the Indians to a Christianity
tainted by paganism. For such, deep study of languages was an invitation to contamination. For
others, the greatest failure was to pass on an abstract religious construct learned through an
imported vocabulary and therefore untethered in
the lived experience of native peoples.
My theme could occupy at least a short volume, and it remains to trace how the budding
knowledge of new-world languages would pollinate
on-going grammatical and speculative work in
Europe to produce Bacon's call for a philosophical
grammar, his perception of the "idols" within
languages that retard learning, the seventeenthcentury projects to discover universal grammar and
to invent a universal language, and Locke's epochmaking theory of ideas and language. Following a
hint from Bacon, I have examined language study
in a context of motive and unpredictable results. I
have been able to touch on only a few figures such
as Columbus, Aldrete, Landa, Acosta, and de la
Vega to illustrate how the recognition of material,
spiritual, and moral failure propelled language study
forward, and that as language study gradually demolished the barriers of ignorance, the recognition
of new types of failure propelled explorers and especially missionaries to rethink the very nature of
conquest and conversion.
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The Acquisition
of Stress in Russian Nouns
Mark Powell
Introduction
Several studies have been conducted over the
years concerning acquisition orders. One of the
most famous studies was a morpheme study conducted by Roger Brown in 1973. He studied the
morphological development of three Ll English
speaking children in a longitudinal study. Based on
the data collected, he determined there was an order in which the children acquired certain grammatical morphemes, such as the progressive ending
-ing, articles, copula BE, and so on. Several other
studies were conducted in the 70's, 80's, and 90's
concerning morpheme acquisition orders. The language dealt with in the majority of these studies
was English as a Second Language, although there
have been some other studies dealing with languages other than English. These studies have determined acquisition orders in the respective
languages. One prominent language virtually missing from this list is Russian. There have been very
few studies dealing with the acquisition of Russian.
This paper will hopefully add some information to
the Russian literature concerning acquisition
orders, in particular acquisition order of stress in
Russian nouns.
According to Michael Shapiro, a Slavic linguist,
"Russian stress is a puzzle." (1986, 183) To illustrate the puzzling nature of Russian stress, I'll use
the word gorod, meaning 'town', as an example.
Andrei Zaliznjak classifies this word as having pattern C stress and belonging to the first declension
type. The C pattern is an irregular stress pattern.
(For more information about this particular pattern and also about the declension type, see Appendix A.) In the nominative Singular, the stress
falls on the first 0 of gorod. The stress remains fixed
on the first 0 in all of the other singular forms.
However, the stress shifts out to the ending in all
of the plural forms. For example, the nominative

plural form is goroda. The stress falls on the a in
this particular case. When other plural endings are
added, (e.g., the ~ov genitive plural ending or the
-ax prepositional plural ending), the stress remains
on the ending, which in the case of these two endings would be the 0 and a, respectively.
CaseNominative
Accusative
Genitive
Prepositional
Dative
Instrumental
Nominative
Accusative
Genitive
Prepositional
Dative
Instrumental

Number
Singular
Singular
Singular
Singular
Singular
Singular
Plural
Plural
Plural
Plural
Plural
Plural

Form
gorod
gorod
goroda
gorode
gorodu
gorodom
goroda
goroda
gorodov
gorodax
gorodam
gorodami

Figure 1: Plural and Singular forms of gorod
When learning Russian, students hear the stress
placed on the stem of the noun in some cases, yet
on the ending in other cases. Take, for instance,
the genitive singular and the nominative plural
forms of the example above, listed in Figure 1. The
stressed syllable of each form appears in bold type.
Both of these forms are spelled the same, however;
the stress falls on the stem in the singular, while
shifting to the ending for the plural form. It is logical to assume that students would be puzzled by the
pronunciation of these two different forms, which
are spelled exactly the same. Some students may
even wonder which form is incorrect and which is
correct. In the case of this noun, both of these forms
are correct in certain cases. How is a student supposed to know which of these pronunciations are
correct? Do students acquire the stress of Russian
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nouns with regular patterns before the stress of those
nouns with irregular patterns, like the example
mentioned above? Does an order even exist in the
acquisition of stress in Russian? How do different
declension types influence the acquisition of stress
in nouns? Are certain stress patterns of certain declension types acquired before patterns of other
declension types?
I would hypothesize that students acquire the
stress of nouns that have fixed or regular patterns
(i.e. patterns A and B) before acquiring the stress
of nouns that have shifting or irregular patterns (i.e.,
patterns C, D, E, and F, according to Zaliznjak's
patterns). This premise is based on the idea that
simpler patterns, i.e., regular patterns, are easier to
learn or memorize than more complex patterns,
such as shifting ones. Furthermore, I believe that
students will first acquire the stress of nouns
that belong to declension types 1,2,3, and 5, according to Zaliznjak's taxonomy. These declension
types seem to correspond to nouns that have regular stress patterns.

quency of the input may be a factor that influences
the ordering of morphemes. She used the acquisition of articles as a basis for her claim. She states,
"articles, for example, are always the most frequent
item in the input, but relatively low in the accuracy order" (cited in Larsen-Freeman & Long, 1991,
p.89).
One year later, in 1977, Krashen posited a
"natural order" of acquisition. He based his assumption on data collected from longitudinal, crosssectional, individual, and group SL results. This
"natural order" consisted of
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Figure 2: Krashen's "Natural Order"
Krashen made no claims regarding the ordering of
items within each individual group, but he stated
that items in the top two groups were regularly
found (80% or 90%) accurately supplied in obligatory contexts (SOC) before those in the lower two
boxes (cited in Larsen-Freeman, 1991, p. 89).
The decade of the 80's brought a change in
attitude by experts in regard to the morpheme acquisition studies conducted by Brown and others
in the 70's. The three main weaknesses identified
were (1) the statistical analysis used; (2) the limited number of grammatical items; and (3 ) the heterogeneous nature of the group of items in the order.
The primary critic of the earlier studies was James
Brown. He claimed that the Spearman and Kendall
rank order correlations often showed both statistical significance and difference; i.e., it was not a
clean measure of statistical significance. He also
claimed that the small group of grammatical items
that were common in many of the studies conducted in the 70's reflected acquisition orders "based
on a tiny portion of English grammar" (cited in
Larsen-Freeman, 1991, p. 91). The third argument
pointed out that the heterogeneous nature of the
data in these studies was more revealing when analyzed in subsets, instead of as a whole group of data.
New methods for determining acquisition orders were also developed during the 80's. Instead of
simply using the SOC analysis, researchers developed a new method of analysis. The new method
of analysis was the TLU (target-like use) analysis.
This type of analysis takes into account the supplying of morphemes in non-obligatory cases.
In addition to those using the TLU, other types
of studies were conducted during the 80's. For instance, studies were conducted with subjects from
non-Indo-European L\'s that significantly corresponded with data elicited from subjects with Indo-

English Lj and L z Morpheme Acquisition Studies
Starting in 1973, Roger Brown began using
morpheme studies to determine acquisition orders
of L\ English speakers. Other linguists started doing their own morpheme studies, either to refute
or support the claims of Roger Brown's landmark
study (de Villiers & de Villiers, 1973). Some of the
studies involved L\ English acquisition, while others focused on L z English acquisition. For instance,
Dulay and Burt (1973,1974) researched the morpheme acquisition order of 250 Spanish and Chinese speaking children, who were learning English
as an Lz. The ages of these children ranged from six
to eight years old. Dulay and Burt used the Bilingual Syntax Measure (BSM), which is "a picture
elicitation device using coloured cartoons" (cited
in Larsen-Freeman & Long, 1991, p. 63). Based on
the results of their study, they found that these children "exhibited statistically significantly related
orders in speech data" (cited in Larsen-Freeman &
Long, 1991, p. 88). However, the morpheme order
of the children in Dulay and Burt's study did not
match the morpheme order of the children used in
Brown's study. The primary cause for this difference
in order was attributed to the nature of the subjects used in the two studies. The children used in
Dulay and Burt's study were Lz English learners,
while the three children used in Brown's longitudinal study and the 24 children in the de Villiers
and de Villiers study were L\ English learners. In
additional research, Bailey, Madden, and Krashen
( 197 4) further proved that there is a difference in
morpheme acquisition orders for L\ and L) English
learners. In their study, Bailey, Madden, and
Krashen used the BSM with 73 Spanish-speaking
and non-Spanish-speaking adults (p. 237). Diane
Larsen-Freeman (1976) suggested that the fre-

-ing
Plural
Copula
Auxiliary
Article
Irregular Past
Regular Past
3rd Singular
Possessive
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European L backgrounds (Mace-Matluck, 1977;
Fuller, 1978). The decade of the 80's also brought
about studies dealing with other foreign language
and second language contexts. There also appeared
a small number of studies dealing with accuracy
orders in other Lz's, such as Spanish (van Naerssen,
1980) and Quiche Mayan (Bye, 1980).
The remainder of this Review of the Literature
will deal specifically with acquisition of the Russian language. The body of literature dealing with
acquisition orders in Russian is rather scarce in the
U.S. However, large amounts of data exist concerning the acquisition of Russian as an LJ , but the problem is getting access to this volume of data. Most
of these data are contained in libraries and archives
of the former Soviet Union (Slobin, 1966, pp. 363386). I have not attempted to include any of these
data in this paper, primarily because of their unavailability at the moment. Hopefully, these data
will be made available to American researchers in
the near future.

the child uses the correct irregular forms: for
example, did as the past tense form of do. After
learning the past tense form of a few regular verbs,
they apply these rules to the irregular forms, thus
replacing the previously correct irregular forms with
overgeneralized past tense forms of irregular verbs,
such as *doed for did. Slobin uses the example of
the acquisition of the Singular instrumental noun
ending in Russian. At first, the child uses the suffix
-am for all singular endings, even though this suffix is used only for masculine and neuter singular
instrumental nouns. Later, when the child learns
the feminine instrumental noun suffix -ai, the child
overgeneralizes and uses this feminine ending for
masculine, as well as neuter, singular instrumental
nouns. After awhile, the child returns to the correct usage of -am as the ending for masculine and
neuter singular instrumental nouns and -oi as the
ending for feminine singular instrumental nouns
(1966, p. 139).
The one difference that Slobin points out between English and Russian is the complete acquisition of the grammatical and morphological
systems of English and Russian. Slob in states that
most Russian children have mastered the general
grammatical categories, such as case, number, gender, tense, and so on, by the age of three. However,
the complete morphological and morphophonemic
systems are not fully mastered until the age of eight.
On the other hand, Americap children usually have
completed only the primary grammatical learning
by the age of 3 or 4 (1965, p. 5).
Slobin's research into the acquisition of Russian as an LJ is important. Some of the ideas and
concepts he discovered may be applicable to acquisition of Russian as an Lr

Acquisition of English and Russian as L 1's
The earliest American contribution to the subject of acquisition of Russian as an L J was made in
1965 by Dan SIobin, a psycho linguist from the
University of California, Berkeley. In a paper
given at the Symposium on Grammar and Verbal
behavior in Children, Slobin draws some important conclusions between L J learners of English and
Russian. Dr. Slobin claims that both English
and Russian children at the two-word stage use
combinations of pairs that seem to be systematic
and productive, rather than random and imitative.
This idea seems to support the Chomskyan notion
of a "Language Acquisition Device." These twoword utterances consist of either a pivot word with
an open-class word or two open-class words. Slobin Acquisition of Grammatical Cases in Russian as an L 2
describes pivot words by using the following
A study dealing with acquisition of grammatiexamples: "bandage on," "blanket on," "fix on," and cal cases in Russian was conducted by Irene
"take on;" "allgone shoe," "allgone outside," Thompson of George Washington University in
and "allgone pacifier" (1965, p. 3). In the case of 1980. Thompson conducted this study in order to
the first set of examples, the pivot word is "on." add Russian to the list of languages in which reThe pivot word in the second group seems to be search was conducted concerning acquisition
"allgone." Pivot words can be combined with any orders. Her study dealt primarily with the acquisinumber of words to make up different two-word tion of the six different cases by learners of Russian
utterances. They can also occur either in the first as a foreign language (1980, p. 43).
position or in the second position of the utterance.
Thompson's study consisted of Lz EnglishSlobin failed to give any examples of the two-word speaking students learning Russian at George Washington University, divided into two different groups
stage use of pivot words in Russian.
Slobin later states that acquisition of child based on language experience. The subjects in
grammar in English and Russian generally starts Group I had completed a one-year intensive Ruswith unmarked forms-usually the nominative sin- sian course at George Washington University, usgular form of the noun, then proceeds to verbs in ing the third edition of Kostomarov's Russkij jazYk
the imperative or infinitive form. Furthermore, he dlja vsex (1979). Group II subjects had completed a
states that syntax develops before morphology, and minimum of eight semesters of Russian at various
that word order is inflexible for American children, institutions, using a variety of textbooks. The stuas well as for Russian children. When children do dents were all given a 10-minute interview, in
learn morphological principles in English and which they were asked to talk about several differRussian, they tend to overgeneralize these prin- ent topics, such as their families and homes, their
ciples, especially in the formation of the past tense studies, their work, reasons for learning Russian,
irregular forms in English (1965, pp. 4-5). At first, etc. They were also asked to describe a typical day
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in their life. The interviews were tape-recorded and
transcribed, counting the number of occurrences
of nouns for each subject. These noun occurrences
were then divided into the six different cases in
Russian. An accuracy score was given for each subject, based on correct use of each case.
Group I
Nominative
Accusative
Prepositional
Genitive
Dative
Instrumental
Group II
Nominative
Prepositional
Accusative
Genitive
Instrumental
Dative

Mean
.94
.75
.74
.67
.58
.33
Mean
.95
.84
.79
.77
.74
.55

Figure 3: Group I and II Means of Thompson's
study

the cross-sectional nature of the study. However,
she did make three very important observations.
First of all, she observed that there appeared to be
a hierarchy of difficulty among the six cases in Russian, as they were measured in her study of nonnative Russian speakers. She also observed that this
hierarchy continued to appear over long periods of
time, despite additional instruction and exposure
to the Russian language. Finally, she cited five explanations that could possibly determine why this
hierarchy exists in Russian. These explanations
dealt with the order of presentation of the cases,
the semantic complexity of the cases, and a correlation "between accuracy of use and the natural frequency of the cases in spoken Russian" (p. 50).
In her conclusion, Thompson states that "the
value of such studies lies in their ability to explain
why conscious rules available to the students do
not always become part of their automatic competence; i.e., why they make errors even though they
know the rules" (p. 50). This argument has been
used by several linguists to explain the difference
between acquiring language and learning language.
I believe this is a valid argument and can be used
to explain errors made by students learning an L z,
such as Russian.

From the data, Thompson concluded that the
Nominative case was the most easily acquired. Both
groups scored above the 90th percentile in the use
of the Nominative case. The second and third cases Vocabulary Presentation according to Part of Speech
acquired for Group I, the beginning group, were
Another study pertaining to the acquisition of
the Accusative, followed by the Prepositional. Russian as an Lz was conducted by Roy Huff, a LanGroup II, however, acquired the Prepositional case guage Acquisition M.A. candidate at Brigham
second and the Accusative case third. The Genitive Young University, in 1992. He studied the effects
case occupied fourth position in both groups. of vocabulary presentation according to part of
Acquisition of the fifth and sixth cases also was speech. Huff also wanted to see how this type of
reversed. Group I acquired Dative, then Instrumen- presentation would help students in recognizing and
tal, while Group II acquired Instrumental, then applying these different parts of speech in complete
Dative (1980, pp. 44-45). The acquisition orders Russian sentences. He describes the details of the
for Group I and Group II, as well as the group means study in his unpublished M.A. thesis.
are listed in Figure 3.
The subjects of the study were 103 students in
Based on the results of her study, Thompson one of five first semester Russian courses at Brigham
concluded that there appeared to be "a common Young University. Each of the five classes was ranorder of difficulty among the six cases" (1980, domly divided into a control or an experimental
p. 46). She gave five potential reasons to explain group. Huff gave both groups a pretest, a treatment,
the order of difficulty. The five reasons are:
and a posttest. The pretest was given at the begin• first, the accuracy of case use is dependent ning of the third week of class. The treatment consisted of two separate vocabulary lists and was given
upon the order in which the cases were
taught;
one week later. After allowing the students to look
• second, the accuracy of case use is deter- at the one of the two lists for ten minutes, the stumined by the natural frequency of the cases dents were given fifteen minutes to complete the
in spoken Russian;
posttest.
In the pretest, the students were asked to give
• third, the accuracy of case use is determined
by the frequency with which the students the English definition of a group of forty words, as
well as the grammatical category of the word. Both
themselves use the cases in free speech;
• fourth, the accuracy of case use is determined groups were given this pretest. The treatment conby the morphological complexity/simplicity sisted of two different sets of vocabulary lists with
ten nouns, ten verbs, ten adjectives, and ten adof the cases themselves; and
• fifth, the accuracy of case use is determined verbs. The control group was given the list, with
by the semantic complexity of the cases the words in alphabetical order. The experimental
group was given the same words, however, they were
themselves (1980, pp. 46-49).
Thompson stated she could not draw any con- organized into four different grammatical categocrete conclusions from the results of the study. She ries: noun, verb, adjective, and adverb. The posttest
attributed this to the small number of subjects and given to both groups was divided into three differ-
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ent parts. The first part consisted of a test similar
to the pretest, in which the students were asked to
indicate the part of speech of twenty words, five of
which were randomly selected from each of the
categories. The twenty words included in this part
of the posttest were taken from the pretest. The
second part of the posttest was a five-option multiple-choice test, which consisted of twenty words
randomly selected from the pretest list of forty. The
students were asked to circle the English equivalent of the word. The final part of the posttest consisted of a cloze test in Russian. Each of the twelve
sentences was missing a word from one of the four
grammatical categories being tested in the study.
Each of the four grammatical categories was represented by three sentences in this portion of the
posttest.
Analysis of the data indicated that there was a
statistically significant difference between the mean
scores of the control and experimental groups in
Parts 1 and 3 of the posttest (p-values of .0001 and
.0151, respectively). The difference between the
scores of Part 2 of the posttest (p-value=.8886)
proved not to be significant. When comparing the
mean scores, based on gender and language experience, a significant difference (p-value = .0043) was
found between Part 3 of the posttest and language
experience. All other parts of the posttest had pvalues that were considered not significant.
Further analysis showed an acquisition order
with regard to the data collected from the posttest.
Both the control and the experimental group acquired the grammatical category of nouns first and
the category of verbs second. The difference between the two groups was found in the acquisition
of the third and fourth categories. The control group
acquired adverbs third and adjectives fourth, while
the experimental group acquired adjectives third
and adverbs fourth. However, a chi square test
showed that the difference between the acquisition
orders for the control and experimental group was
not significant.
Huff concluded that "vocabulary presentation
by parts of speech has no effect on the students'
ability to acquire vocabulary items" (1992, p. 54).
However, Huff did conclude that vocabulary presentation by part of speech did have a significant
effect (p-value of .0151) on the students' ability to
recognize and supply the correct part of speech in
complete Russian sentences.
Thompson's and Huff's work regarding the acquisition of Russian as an L z is helpful to teachers
of Russian. Thompson's work, in particular, helps
them to know what cases are easier for students to
learn. However, her work does not deal with the
question of how students acquire the stress of words,
nouns in particular, in each of these six cases. Huff's
research shows that students are able to recognize
four different parts of speech and correctly use them
in complete sentences. Huff also found that students seemed to recognize nouns as a part of speech
before verbs, adjectives, and adverbs.

Fortunately, over the past 25 years, there have
been a number of Russian and American researchers who, like Thompson and Huff, have tried to
answer the questions regarding how students acquire Russian. The emphasis of this particular group
of researchers has been on the acquisition of stress,
with its regular and irregular stress patterns.
American andSoviet Contributions to Stress Research
Three Russians have published monographs on
stress patterns in Russian (Stricek, 1966; Red'kin,
1971; Fedjanina, 1982). In 1977, Andrei Zaliznjak,
a Russian linguist, published his Grammaticheskii
Slovar' Russkogo Jazyka. This reverse-order dictionary contains the gender, declension rype, and stress
patterns of about 100,000 Russian words. This dictionary is also available on magnetic tape and disk.
In all three forms, this dictionary has been and is
extremely helpful to linguists doing research into
stress patterns. A comprehensive analysis of the
data in this dictionary has been done by Eeva Ilola
and Arto Mustajoki of the Department of Slavonic
Languages at the University of Helsinki. Their
analysis is entitled, Report of Russian Morphology as
it appears in Zaliznyak's Grammatical Dictionary.

Several Americans have also written articles
and monographs regarding stress patterns in Russian (Halle, 1973; Coats, 1976). They have also
written articles about stress patterns of individual
grammatical categories (Coats & Hart, 1989;
Moiseev, 1990), as well as articles about the Russian and Slavic systems of stress (Lunt, 1963;
Shapiro, 1986). However, little research has been
done concerning the acquisition of stress in Russian. A study conducted by Paul Cubberley concerning stress patterns and high-frequency nouns
and verbs, and a study conducted by David Hart
and myself regarding stress placement are described
below.

Stress Patterns and High-Frequency Nouns and
Verbs
In 1987, Paul Cubberley, a Senior Lecturer at
the University of Melbourne, conducted a study to
determine if a correlation exists between stress patterns and high-frequency nouns and verbs. He used
Zasorina's Chastotnyj Slovar' RusskogoJazYka (1977)
and Zaliznjak's Grammaticheskij Slovar' Russkogo
JazYka (1977) as the basis for his study. Cubberley
selected the first 1,000 nouns and the first 500 verbs
from Zasorina to be analyzed, using Zaliznjak's system of declension type and stress pattern. According to Cubberley, these nouns and verbs
"correspond roughly to the size of the overall vocabulary of most elementary Russian coursesabout 2,500 words in all, though this would be about
twice the active vocabulary in such courses" (p. 31).
The declension types and stress patterns used in
this study are listed in Appendix A.
After analyzing the stress patterns and declension types of the first 1,000 nouns, Cubberley found
an unusually high number of nouns with shifting
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stress patterns, i.e. 189 out of 1, 000 or 18.3% (pp.
34-35). This number is quite high when compared
to the overall number and percentage of nouns with
shifting stress patterns, i.e. 1020 out of 44,001 or
2.3%, which is found in Bola and Mustajoki's book
(1989, p. 49). A comparison of these two sets of
figures is shown in Figure 4. The A and B patterns
listed in Figure 4 constitute the fixed or regular stress
patterns. The remainder of the patterns are termed
as either shifting or irregular patterns. The analysis
of stress patterns in verbs was more difficult to complete because of the differences in classification
systems used by Fedjanina and Zaliznjak. The results are not being included in this section, because
I am primarily interested in the acquisition of stress
in nouns and not in the acquisition of stress in verbs.
Pat.
a
b
b'
c
d
d'
e
f
f'

Zaliznjak Percent Cubberley Percent
91.6%
40,303
734 73.4%
2,573
6.1%
7.6%
76
.1%
0%
5
1
1.0%
7.3%
73
437
.7%
4.2%
327
42
.8%
15
0%
8
168
4.4%
.4%
44
.1%
.9%
9
48
21
.1%
.7%
7
.1%
f'
0%
1
4
Other
5
.5%
100%
1,000
100%
Total
44,001

Figure 4: Comparison of differences in Noun
Stress Patterns between Zaliznjak's Grammatical Dictionary and Cubberley's Study
In conclusion, Cubberley states that "the most
irregular patterns turn up in the most frequent
items." (pp. 43-44) This is an important statement
made by Cubberley. It is important to note the frequency with which irregular stress pattern nouns
occur in high-frequency nouns. Almost 20% of the
nouns beginning students encounter have a shifting stress pattern. That is almost one in every five
new words learned. Beginning Russian students
encounter these irregular patterns from the start of
their Russian study. Cubberley further states that
"these patterns [irregular] must be introduced from
the start" (p. 44) of students' study of Russian. I
don't agree with Cubberley in this respect. I believe that beginning students should be told only
that the stress of these nouns is irregular. The students need to be learning vocabulary and grammar
in these beginning classes, not stress patterns. These
patterns can be taught in later classes, when the
students have greater exposure to more nouns with
both irregular and regular stress patterns. The results of this study support the statement, made in
the introduction, about the difficulty beginning
Russian students have in knowing where to place
the stress on certain words that have these irregular or shifting stress patterns.

Variables in Stress Placement
Last year, David Hart, a professor in the Germanic and Slavic Languages at Brigham Young
University, and I conducted a study to determine
whether students placed stress on Russian words
better through written or oral testing. (The results
of this study are to appear in the Slavic and East

Europeanloumal .. )
(For a description of the subjects and the instrument, refer to the appropriate section below or
consult Hart's article.)
In his article, Hart notes that the students did
significantly better on the oral test than the written test. Furthermore, he concluded that students
placed stress correctly more often in sentence context than in individual words. For example, the
beginning students placed stress of familiar words
with a 68% accuracy on the written test compared
to 79% on the oral test. The stress placement on
familiar sentences showed a considerable jump
among beginning students. They started out with
a score of74%, which rose to 90% on the oral test.
A paired t-test showed a significant p-value of .0508
between familiar words and familiar sentences. The
other p-values also showed significant differences
between the oral and written test percentages for
the beginning students.
The data concerning the intermediate students
did not show as many significant differences between scores on the written and oral test as did the
scores of the beginning students. Two sets of scores,
those for familiar words and unfamiliar sentences,
showed p-values that were considered not to be significant. The percentage change from 69% to 71 %
for familiar words had a p-value of .67. The change
from 60% to 75% among unfamiliar sentences also
showed a p-value of .052. Figure 5 lists the mean
percentages of the words and sentences correctly
marked for the oral and written test.
Written
Fam. Unfam.
First-Year-Words
68
40
First-Year Sentences 74
59
Third-Year Words
69
Third-Year Sentences 79

Oral
Fam. Unfam.
79
50
90
71

42

71

35

60

87

75

Figure 5: Written and Oral Test Mean Percentages (Familiar and Unfamiliar)
Based on the results of this study, Hart suggests
that tests measuring students' aptitudes of stress
placement should be conducted orally. He also
states that the requirement of having students
"mark stress on every word in written assignments
may be of decreased value" (1993, p. 11). Finally,
he says, "from a pedagogical standpoint the present
research suggests that more emphasis should be
placed on learning stress from the point of view of
connected orally produced words, rather than fo-
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cusing on the patterns of discrete words out of context" (1993, p. 11 ).
The Subjects
The subjects of the present study consisted of
two different groups of Russian students from
Brigham Young University. The first group consisted of 45 students, from two separate first-year
Russian classes. One of the classes was taught by
an experienced native speaker, while the other by
an experienced non-native speaker. The students
in these two first-year classes used Kostomarov's
Russkij jazYk dlja vsex (1987), as well as the supplement, compiled by Gerard Ervin, entitled Supple-

mentary Materials to accompany Russian far Everybody
(1981).
The second group was composed of thirty six
students, from two third-year Russian classes. Both
of these classes were taught by an experienced nonnative speaker. The text used by these classes was
Intermediate Russian: The Twelve Chairs (1985) by
Richard Leed, Alexander Hakhimovsky, Alice
Hakhimovsky, and Slava Paperno. Previous Russian language experience of the students in both
groups was not taken into consideration for the
purposes of this study.
The Instrument
The instruments used for the purpose of collecting data were a written and an oral test. However, only the data from the oral test were used for
the purposes of this particular study. The selection
of only the oral test data was due to the findings
mentioned above in the article written by David
Hart.
A total of 45 subjects took the first-year written test on September 21, 1992, at the beginning
of the sixth week of instruction. The written test
consisted of 40 words and 10 sentences. Of the forty
words, 25 were selected randomly from the first five
chapters of the Kostomarov text. They were therefore familiar to the students in these two classes.
Of the ten sentences, six were familiar to the students. The additional fifteen words and four sentences were taken from future chapters of the
Kostomarov text. These forty words included
nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. The words
were also randomly declined into the six different
cases of Russian. However, the responses of two
words were not calculated into the results of the
study, because of an error on the part of the testers.
Familiar words and sentences were included to see
how accurately students knew the stress of these
words and sentences. The unfamiliar words and
sentences were included to determine if the students could accurately guess where the stress was
located in words that were unfamiliar to them. The
instructions of the test asked the students to mark
the correct stress of each of the forty words, as well
as each word in the sentences which consisted of
two or more syllables. The students were asked to

use either the acute stress mark or the umlaut. The
students were given approximately fifteen minutes
to complete this test. A copy of this first-year written test is included in Appendix B.
A total of 36 students took the third-year test
on September 18,1992, also during the sixth week
of instruction. The format of the third-year test was
similar to that of the first-year test. The students
were familiar with 25 words and six sentences.
These words were taken from previous chapters in
their textbook. The additional words and sentences
were taken from future chapters of the textbook.
Again, the students were asked to mark the stress
of the individual words and words in the sentences
with either an acute stress mark or an umlaut. These
students were also given fifteen minutes to complete the test. A copy of the third-year written test
appears in Appendix C.
The oral test was conducted with both groups a
week later, during the seventh week of instruction.
Students from both the first- and third-year classes
were each given a group of flashcards, printed with
60 words and 15 sentences. The same 40 words and
10 sentences from the written test were used for
this oral test, plus an additional 20 words and five
sentences. These additional words and sentences
served as a control to determine how accurately
the stress was placed on the 40 previous words. After
receiving the packet of flashcards, the students were
asked to pronounce the words and sentences orally.
The oral test was given to the first-year students
on October 1 & 2, 1992. A total of thirty-four students took the oral test. The first-year students were
familiar with ten out of the additional twenty words
and three out of the additional five sentences. Statistically speaking, the students were familiar
with 60% of the words and sentences combined,
while being unfamiliar with the remaining 40%.
The responses of the first-year students were handmarked by the testers and calculated by percentage. In calculating the results of the first-year oral
test, an additional word from the control group was
thrown out, in addition to the previously mentioned
words from the written test. A copy of the firstyear oral test also appears in Appendix D.
The third-year test was given to thirty three
different students on September 25 & 28, 1992.
The additional twenty control words and five sentences for the third-year test consisted of twelve
familiar words, eight unfamiliar words, three familiar sentences, and two unfamiliar sentences. These
numbers combined with the numbers of the written test show the third-year students were familiar
with 62 % of the words and unfamiliar with 38% of
the words. The sentence percentages vary slightly.
The students were familiar with 60% of the sentences, and were unfamiliar with 40% of the sentences. The responses of the third-year students
were recorded and later transcribed by the testers.
A copy of the third-year oral test is included in appendix E.
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Results and Discussion
As was stated above, only the data from the
oral test were used for the purposes of this study.
The nouns from both of the oral tests were classified according to stress pattern and declension type,
in order to determine whether acquisition of stress.
was based on either of these two variables. For a
description and examples of these stress patterns
and declension types, see Appendix A. Appendix
F contains the nouns and their actual classification, from both the first-year and third-year oral
tests. After the nouns were classified, they were then
grouped together, according to declension type and
stress pattern. A percentage score was then generated, based on accurate stress placement. If the students placed the stress on the correct syllable with
an 80% accuracy for a declension type of stress pattern, it was assumed they had acquired that particular declension type or stress pattern. Those
students having an accuracy percentage of 80% or
higher received a 1 for that category, while students
with a score of 79% or lower received a 0 for that
declension type or stress pattern. These data were
then entered into a spreadsheet and analyzed using
Implicational Scaling. The actual scaling was done
on a Macintosh computer using Microsoft Excel.
Four different scales were organized using the data,
two for the first-year oral test data and two for the
third-year oral test data. One of the two scales was
analyzed using the stress patterns from Zaliznjak's
Grammatical Dictionary, while the other was analyzed using Zaliznjak's declension types.
Four different statistics were then computed,
based on the data of each of the four scales. Those
four statistics were: (1) Coefficient of Reproducibility; (2) Minimal Marginal Reproducibility;
(3) Percent Improvement in Reproducibility; and
(4) Coefficient of Scalability. The first three statistics are used to determine the fourth statistic,
the Coefficient of Scalability. A Coefficient of
Scalability of .60 or higher determines that the data
are scalable and indicates that the data form an
actual acquisition order. Statisticians consider this
statistic to be the most important of the four (Hatch
& Lazaraton, 1991, pp. 210-212).
The Declension Type scale for the first-year
class showed a Coefficient of Reproducibility of .82.
This statistic indicates that one can predict a
student's performance, based on their position in
the scale with an 82% accuracy. Statisticians indicate the Coefficient of Reproducibility needs to be
at least .90 in order for the scale to be considered
"valid." The Coefficient of Reproducibility of .82
is close to the minimum of .90, but is not close
enough to be considered valid. The Coefficient of
Scalability for this particular scale was .32, which
indicates that there is no acquisition order according to declension type. The Declension Type Scale
for the first-year class is shown in Appendix G.
It would be worth noting the acquisition of
declension types in the first-year study, if the Coefficients of Reproducibility and Scalability were

considered statistically significant. According to the
scale, the first, second, and third declension types
would have been acquired in second, third and
fourth position. This would have supported my
hypothesis concerning declension types had it been
considered significant. However, the fifth declension type was acquired in seventh position, contrary to my hypothesis.
The Stress Pattern scale for the first-year class
showed a slightly higher Coefficient of Repro ducibility and Coefficient of Scalability; however, they
were not high enough to be considered statistically
significant. The Stress Pattern scale for the firstyear class is found in Appendix H.
The results from this scale would also have supported my hypothesis had it been significant. In
the case of this scale, the two regular stress patterns, A and B, would have been acquired in first
and second position, ahead of the D and C patterns, both of which are shifting patterns.
The Declension Type scale for the third-year
class showed a statistically significant Coefficient
of Reproducibility of .91. This indicates the scale
is considered "valid." However, the Coefficient of
Scalibility was .46, .14 below the necessary value.
Based on the significant Coefficient of Reproducibility, we can consider the scale "valid," even
though the data are not completely scalable. This
scale is found in Appendix I.
By looking at the data from these first three
scales, which proved to be not significant, it appears that declension type and stress pattern influenced the acquisition order of stress in nouns.
However, if the data are more closely analyzed, one
major problem shows up in the data from the oral
tests. The number of nouns from each of the eight
declension types and the ten stress patterns was
inconsistent. For example, in the first-year test,
there were 19 nouns with A pattern stress, one with
B pattern stress, five with C pattern stress, and four
with D pattern stress. This disparity in the number
of nouns included in each different stress pattern
could cause the first-year Stress Pattern scale to be
skewed slightly. This inconsistency was also found
in the number of nouns for each declension type in
the first-year and third-year Declension Type scales.
The Stress Pattern scale for the third-year class
was the only one that proved to be statistically significant. The Coefficient of Reproducibility for this
scale was .95, while the Coefficient of Scalability
was .75. Based on these two statistics, we can say
that this scale is "valid," as well as scalable. It can
be said that the C stress pattern is acquired first,
the A pattern second, the E pattern third, and the
B pattern fourth. The data seem to indicate that
students acquire irregular or shifting patterns before regular patterns. This conclusion seems to contradict the hypothesiS made at the beginning of the
paper. The regular patterns were acquired in the
second and fourth positions, with the irregular patterns occupying the first and third positions. However, it should be understood that this scale can
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only be considered valid and scalable for the oral
test data from the third-year class. Furthermore, the
results of this study cannot and should not be generalized to include the acquisition of stress in Russian nouns, in general.
Unfortunately, the results from this third-year
Stress Pattern scale may also indicate a slightly
skewed result. The C pattern, which was the first
pattern acquired, contained only one noun. The
other patterns contained the following number of
nouns: the A pattern contained 29 different nouns;
the B pattern contained four nouns; and the E pattern contained a total of two nouns. Although there
is a large difference between the number of nouns
in these four patterns, the statistics show that this
scale is "valid" and that it does indicate an acquisition order of patterns C, A, E and B. However, as
stated before, the results of this study describe the
acquisition order for this particular set of data and
should not be generalized to include the acquisition of stress in all Russian nouns.
I believe this inconsistency could be avoided
in future studies by choosing either the same number of nouns for each declension type or stress pattern or a number of nouns for each pattern
corresponding to the frequency of these patterns,
as demonstrated in Appendix A. I believe that the
resultant scales would more accurately indicate
whether declension type or stress pattern does influence the acquisition of stress in Russian nouns.
Furthermore, this same type of research could be
done with verbs, adjectives, and adverbs in Russian. These other parts of speech also have regular
and irregular stress patterns.
The purpose of this study was to determine
whether declension type or stress pattern influenced
the acquisition order of stress in Russian nouns. The
first hypothesis stated that patterns A and B would
be acquired before patterns C, D, E, and F. Based
on the analysis of the data, stress patterns A and B
were acquired in the first two positions in only one
scale, the first-year test. However, this scale was
considered neither "valid" or scalable. The thirdyear scale listed patterns A and B in positions two
and four, respectively. These data seemed to confirm that the A pattern is acquired before the B
pattern. The data regarding declension types is a
little more complicated. Both scales include types
one and two in the first four positions. The firstyear scale also includes declension type three in
one of the first four positions. Declension type three
occupied seventh position in the third-year scale
and fifth position in the first-year scale, with declension type five occupying seventh position in
the first-year scale and position five in the thirdyear scale. This seems to indicate that types one
and two were more easily acquired than types three
or five, as proposed in my hypothesis. I would also
have to assume that declension types three and five
are harder to learn because of their location in the
scales.

Conclusion
The author of this study wanted to determine
whether declension types or stress patterns influenced the order of stress in Russian nouns. However, the data used in the study contained some
irregularities. I believe if more consistent data were
elicited, an acquisition order might appear with
regular stress patterns being acquired before irregular patterns.
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Appendix A

Declension

2
3
4

5
6

7
8

Stress Pattern

a

b
c

d
e

f

Declension Types and Stress Patterns according to Zaliznyak's Grammatical Dictionary of Russian
Source: Cubberley, P. (1987). Stress Patterns in High-Frequency Russian Nouns and Verbs. Russian Language10umal (41), 31-44.
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AppendixB
Mark stress of the following words and sentences
with an accent mark (either with' or "). Guess if
you don't know.
rrHCbMO
coce,n:
oceHhIO
,n:pyraH
HaIlHIIIeilib
,n:eBYIIIKa
Bxo,n:HTe
ceMbH
OKHa
OT,n:blxa
ryJIHTb
orra3,n:bIBaTb
py6aIIIKa
OTen;
O,n:HHHa,n:n;aTb
3a6bIBaTb
BpeMeHH
peKa
KBapTHpa
rreHCHH

Be'lepOM
MY)KbH
rroro,n:a
6bIJIa
crracH60
rropTg,eJIb
)l{HBeT
'laCbI
JIbI)I{H
CaMOJIeT
xeHa
ceHtIac
cTpOHTeJIH
'leTBepToM
BaCHJIHH HHKOJIaeBH'I
MHoro
3HaeIIIh
BblrJIHXY
pa60TaeT
yqHTeJIbHHn;a

1. HHHa 'lHTaeT XYPHaJI.

2.

BHKTOP rrpHIIIeJI ,n:OMOH B

6 'laCOB.

3. O'leHb rrpHHTHO rr03HaKOMHTbCH C BaMH.
4. BaCHJIHH HBaHOBH'I Hero xeHa CJIYIIIaIOT

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

MY3bIKY.
YTpOM MbI 3aBTpaKaeM.
OJIer pa60TaeT Ha 3aBo,n:e.
BbI He 3HaeTe, r,n:e )l{HBeT AHHa IIeTpoBHa?
MaKCHM HrpaeT B IIIaxMaTbI.
Y Hac BO ,n:Bope HaCToHID;HH rraMflHHK.
OHa pa60TaeT B 6H6JIHOTeKe.

AppendixC
Mark stress of the following words and sentences
with an accent mark (either with' or "). Guess if
you don't know.
KOp'IMapb
,n:epeBHe
BJIa,n:eJIn;a
06ID;ecTBo
HeO)I{H,n:aHHO
MYTOPHO
HMeH
TPOHYTbCH
HCTO'lHHKOB
KBHTaHn;HH
'lepHOrOBOJIOK YHH'lTOXeHHH
rrJIaKaTbI
yro,n:Ho
IlYTeBKa ,n:P060BHK
'lerryxa oryp'lHKa
rapH6aJIb,n:Hen; cepe6pHcTbIH
HOBeHbKOM
HPKOCTbIO
3ace,n:aTeJIHM
CKYtIHBaJIa
rrOCbIJIaTb
rrOKYIlaTeJIb
BepHorro.n:.n:aHcTBo
rrJIOTHeHbKOMY
OCHOBaTeJIb
Ka'leCTBO
3apa60THOMY
TopxeCTBeHHYIO
rrJIaThe MapIIIpYT
'IYrYHOJIHTeHID;HK
,n:OrryCTHMOCTb

HC'le3HYTb
,n:epH6HYTb

pa3JIH'IeCTByroT
BocKpeceHbe

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ha 'lTO BbI xarryeTecb?
3TO rpa6ex cpe,n:H 6eJIa ,n:HH.
06paTHTecb rrOxarryHcTa K ,n:epXYPHOMY.
CeHtIac 6e3 IlHrn MHHYT 'leTblpe
Pa3,n:eHTecb ,n:o rro.s!ca.
BbI cxo,n:HTe Ha CJIe.n:yIOID;eH OCTaHOBKe?
KaKaH KOMHaTa B HX KBapTHpe caMaH
60JIbIIIaH?
8. KoMY BbI 3BOHHJIH cero,n:HH YTPOM?
9. JI rrOMorrra MaMe rOTOBHTb o6e,n:.
10. Ha KaKOM 3Taxe BbI )l{HBeTe?

AppendixD
Test

101 Oral

'lHTaeT
6bIJIa
ceMbH
3a6bIBaTb
MeCHn;
OTen;
KOTOPOMY
CrrpaIIIHBaJIa
Be'lepOM
CTpOHTeJIH
,n:pyraH
ryJIHTb
orra3,n:bIBaTh
rrflbIH
'IT06bI
HarrHIIIeilib
BaCHJIH:iI HHKOJIaeBH'I
crracH6orreHCH.s!
pa60TaeT
KBaprnpa
OT,n:blxa
rroro,n:a
'leTBepTOM
pa3rOBOp
oceHhIO
'laCbI
py6aIIIKa
yqHTeJIbHHn;a
oco6eHHO
,n:eBYIIIKa

peKa
ropo,n:
Bxo,n:HTe
OKHa
CaMOJIeT
6aH,n:apKe
,n:eTCKoro
IlHCbMO
XOJIO,n:HO
HeMen;KHH
.lIbl)l{H
ypOK
raseTY
rropTg,eJIb
)l{HBeT
rOBOpIO
Bcer,n:a
ceCTpbI
MY)KbH
xeHa
ceHtIac
MHoro
BblrJIHXY
coce,n:
o,n:HHHa,n:n;aTb
IIIeCTOH
3HaeIIIh
BpeMeHH
,n:aBaHTe

AppendixD
Test 101 Oral

1. O'leHh rrpHflHO rr03HaKOMHTbCH C BaMH.

2. BacHJIHH HHKOJIaeBH'I Hero xeHa CJIYIIIaIOT
MY3bIKY.

3. BbI He 3HaeTe, r,n:e )l{HBeT AHHa IIeTpoBHa?
4. YTpOM MbI 3aBTpaKaeM.

5.
6.

3,n:ecb 'laCTO H,n:eT CHer.
Kame H3bIKH BbI 3HaeTe?
7. BHKTOP rrpHIIIeJI B 6 'laCOB.
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8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
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Y Hac BO ,IlBOpe HaCTOHm;HH naMHTHHK.
HHHa qHTaeT )l{}'PHaJI.
qTO KYTIHJIa Bepa B Mara3HHe?
qTO ,IleJIaeT 3HHa BeqepoM?
OJIer pa60TaeT Ha 3aBO,Ile.
OHa pa60TaeT B 6H6JIHOTeKe.
qTO ,lI;eJIaeT MaKCHM?
MaKCHM HrpaeT B IIIaXMaTbl.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

BbI CXO,ll;HTb Ha CJIe,DYlOm;eH oCTaHoBKe?
Ceil:qac 6e3 nHTH MHHYT qeTblpe.
Ha nOCTeJIH He 6bIJIO O,IleHJIa.
IIoBepHHTe Ha JIeBO H H,IlHTe npHMO.
KoMY BhI 3BOHHJIH CerO,ll;HH YTPOM?

Appendix

F

101 Noun Classifications
Appendix E
Test

321 Oral

npHCTaHh
qenyxa
,lI;P060BHK
KBHTaHn;HH
cepe6pHcThIH
qyryHOJIHTeHm;HK
yrO,ll;HO
BJIa,lI;eJIn;a
rap,Ilepo6
nOChlJIaTh
MOpO)l{eHOe
BOCKpeceHhe
nJIOTHeHhKOMY
CBH,lI;eTeJIhCTBO
HOBeHhKOM
IT)'TeBKa
nO'ITaJIhOH
3aITHCaHO
nJIaKaThI
BeJIHKOJIenHhIH
YXBaTHTh
HCTOqHHKOB
KJIeTOK
rapH6aJIh,ll;Hen;
qepHOrOBOJIOK
OTeqeCTBeHHoro
nJIaThe
HPKOCThlO
npHBhIKaJI
YB3)I{eHHe

Noun

Classification

KOpqMaph

6a:.ii:,n;apKe

3a

MYTOPHO
HCqe3HYTh
MapIIIPYT
,lI;epH6HYTh
3aCe,ll;aTeJIHM
He6ocKpe6
TOp)l{eCTBeHHYIO
HeO)I{H,lI;aHHO
OCHOBaTeJIh
nOKynaTeJIh
Oco6HHKe
BopOTa
CK)1'IHBaJIa
o6m;ecTBo
YHH'lTO)l{eHHH
KaqeCTBO
oTonpy
pa3JIH'leCTBYlQT
TPOHYThCH
qpe3BhNaHHO
3anOJIHHTh
npecrynHHKoB
HaCJI3)I{,ll;eHHe
,IlepeBHe
,lI;OnyCTHMOCTh
3apa6oTHOM}'
BepHonOMaHCTBO
orypqHKa
HMeH

Bacmurn HHKOJIaeBIfli

7a

Be'lepOM

lc
&

AppendixE
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321 Oral

1. .H nOMOrJIa MaMe rOTOBHTh o6e,ll;.
2. KaKaH KOMHaTa B HX KBapTHpe caMaH
60JIhIIIaH?

3. 3TO rpa6e)l{ Cpe,ll;H 6eJIa ,IlHH.
4. MHe HeqerO ,lI;eJIaTh.
5. ;D;aHTe, nO)l{aJIyHcTa, nOJIKHJIO caxapy H
naqKY Koq,e.

6. 06paTHTech nO)l{arryHCTa K ,ll;ep)l{ypHOM}'.
7. Ha KaKOM 3T3)I{e BhI )l{HBeTe?
8. BY,ll;hTe ,lI;06PhI, npHHeCHTe eIIJ;e O,ll;HH
npH6op.

9. Ha 'ITO BhI )l{aJIyeTech?
10. Pa3,I1eHTeCh ,lI;O nOHca.

BpeMeHH
ra3ery

la

ropO)J;

Ie

)J;eByuIKa

3a

)KeHa

Id

KBapmpa

la

JlbDKH

4a

MeCmJ;

5a

MY}KbJl

4c

oceHhIO

8a

OT)J;hIXa

3a

OTen:

5b

rreHCHH

7a

rrHChMO

Id

rroro)J;a

la

rropTq,eJIh

2a

pa3rOBOp

la

peKa

3d

py6allIKa

3a

CaMOJIeT

la

ceMhH

6:l

coce)J;

la

CTpOHTellil

2a

VDOK

3a
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Noun
BJIll,!(eJII~a

BopOTa

Appendix G
Declension Pattern Scale
101 Class

Classification
Sa
la

BOCKpeceHbe

6a

rap,!(epo6

la
Sa
2e
8a

rapH6aJIb~eD;
,!(epeBHe
,!(OrryCTHMOCTb
,I(p060BHK
3ace,!(aTeJlllM
HMeH

3b
2a
&

KJIeTOK

3a
la
7a
3a

KopllMapb

2b

MapIIIpYT

OCHOBaTenb

la
la
7a
la
la
3a
2a

oco6IDIKe

3b

nnaKaTbI

npecrynHHKoB

la
6a
2a
la
3a

npHCTaHb

Be

HCTOtIHHKOB
KalleCTBO
KBHTaIIJ.:(llli

MOpO:>KeHOe
Hacnax.n;eHHe
He6ocKpe6
o6rn;eCTBO
orypllHKa

nnaTbe
nOK)'IIaTenb
nOtITaJIbOH

yHHlITO:>KeHIDI

3a
la
7a
7a

lIerryxa

3b

lJYIYHOnHTeHrn;HK

3a

~PKOCTbIO

8a

nyreBKa
CBH,I(eTenbCTBO
YBaxeHHe

subject 2
subject 13
subject 18
subject 20
subject 4
subject 8
subject 6
subject 3
subject 9
subject 26
subject 22
subject 15
subject 16
subject 25
subject 29
subject 5
subject 7
subject 33
subject 31
subject 17
subject 19
subject 30
subject 28
subject 27
subject 1
subject 12
subject 21
subject 24
subject 34
subject 14
subject 23
subject 32
subject 10
subject 11
# correct
# incorrect

5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
34 32

6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
6
2B

4
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
9
25

3

2

7

1
1
1
1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 0
1 0
1 1
1 1
0 1
0 1
1 0
1 0
0 1
1
0
1 0
0 0
1
1
0
1
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0
0 0
0 0
0 0 o
o
0 0 o
0 0 o
0 0 0
0 0 0
11 16 17
23 18 17

1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0

Coefficient of Reproducibility
Minimal Marginal Reproducibility
Percent of Improvement
Coefficient of Scalibility

1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

0

~

0
0
0
0
0
22
12

.81
.73
.08
.30

181

182
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AppendixH
Stress Pattern Scale
101 Class

c
subject 3
subject 20
subject 2
subject 13
subject 18
subject 4
subject 6
subject 8
subject 9
subject 17
subject 22
subject 1
subject 5
subject 7
subject 26
subject 31
subject 12
subject 25
subject 29
subject 19
subject 10
subject 11
subject 14
subject 15
subject 21
subject 23
subject 24
subject 27
subject 28
subject 30
subject 32
subject 33
subject 34
subject 16
# correct
# incorrect

0
0
0
1
1
1

1
1
1

0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
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321 Class

d
1
1
1

1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

a
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1

0

0

0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0

0

0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9

25

25

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
16
18

b

subject 9
subject 23
subject 2
subject 6
subject 7
subject 8
subject 11
subject 19
subject 20
subject 25
subject 29
subject 31
subject 10
subject 26
subject 4
subjectS
subject 14
subject 17
subject 27
subject 30
subject 12
subject 21
subject 32
subject 28
subject 1
subject 13
subject 15
subject 16
subject 18
subject 24
subject 22
subject 3
subject 33
# correct
# incorrect

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
33
1

3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
33

8

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
33

1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
5

28

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
18
15

Coefficient of Reproducibility
Minimum Marginal Reproducibility
Percent of Improvement
Coefficient of Scalibility
Coefficient of Reproducibility
Minimum Marginal Reproducibility
Percent of Improvement
Coefficient of Scalibility

.84
.74
.10
.37

7
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
21
12

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

31
2

.91
.84
.07
.46
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321 Class

subject 2
subject 7
subject 6
subject 9
subject 26
subject 29
subject31
subject 19
subjectS
subject 8
subject 10
subject 13
subject 17
subject 11
subject 1
subject 3
subject 4
subject 12
subject 14
subject 15
subject 16
subject 18
subject 20
subject 21
subject 22
subject 23
subject 24
subject 25
subject 27
subject 28
subject 30
subject 32
subject 33
# correct
# incorrect

b

e

a

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
32

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
31

1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8

25

c
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

13
20

Coefficient of Reproducibility
Mimimum Marginal Reproducibility
Percent of Improvement
Coefficient of Scalibility

.95
.82
.14
.75
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Language Transactions
in Covenant and Contract
Chauncey Cazier Riddle

I. Introduction
The second fundamental framing idea of this
Two fundamental ideas form the frame of this paper is that human beings are what they do. Each
is the sum total of the expressions each makes in
paper.
First, human beings have four kinds oflanguage the four kinds of language power which each posability. They have language of heart, mind, strength sesses. Another way to say this is that the person is
and might. Language of heart is that of desire, for the sum of his or her linguistic powers which are
human beings do what they desire to do. Heart used to result in effects upon the remainder of the
language is the fundamental expression of the hu- universe. (In this stipulation, potential is not real;
man being, and all other human languages are but it is taken to be an imagination of what might be
translations of the heart language. Could one read or might have been, but is not reality. Only the
the heart language of a person, one would under- actual is real.)
stand the person completely. Mind language is the
The importance of these two framing ideas is
ideas of the person, the concept/event sequences that the most important thing about any human
of the imagination. Mind language forms the con- being is that person's language transactions, and
text in which the person functions and desires: The the fundamental language transactions are those
beliefs of the person form a world in which the of heart, mind, strength and might. These two framperson lives, moves and has being, and which pro- ing ideas are the basis of human covenant and convides the alternatives among which the heart tract, alike. We shall now tum to an analysis of
makes choices in desiring. Mind language is the contract and covenant in these terms.
first translation from heart once desires have been
formed, as the desires are given concrete expecta- II. Contract
tion by the mind upon their being settled upon by
Civil governments are created by men to ease
the heart. Strength languages are the actions of the power struggle of the jungle. What civil govthe human body which express the desires (heart) ernment does is to assume a monopoly on might
and intentions (mind) of the person. These language which involves the use of force, and grants
strength languages may be any kind of habitual civil rights in the place of the use of brute force,
bodily action from crying, dancing, and woodcarv- reserving brute force to itself. Individuals are creing through instrumental languages such as paint- ated by civil government as that government grants
ing and music, to sophisticated utterances in the a person individual rights and recognizes the rehuman verbal languages such as English or com- sidual powers of the individual to act apart from
puterese. Might languages are the resultant effect those rights. A drivers license gives one the right
of the heart, mind and strength languages of the to direct an automobile on the highways, and the
person, and range from the very personal, such as right of free speech enables one to use his powers
the effect of one's accent on others, to the move- to communicate with others in verbal and other
ments of an army or navy according to instruc- languages. Arrest and incarceration are denials of
tions from the commanding officer. All that human the right to come and go, and capital punishment
beings do or can do is exhausted in these four kinds is the denial of the right to exist. So if one citizen
of languages of heart, mind, strength and might.
injures another using brute force, the injured party

Chauncey C. Riddle graduated from Brigham Young University in 1947 with a major in mathematics. He
obtained an M.A. and a PhD in philosophy from Columbia University in 1951 and 1958, respectively. He
taught at Brigham Young University from 1952 through 1992.
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Language Transactions in Covenant arul Contract
has no right to retaliate in kind, but has the right
to plead with the government in a civil proceeding
to get it to punish the offender. If the government
decides that the offender is indeed guilty, the government then proceeds to use its brute force to exact whatever penalty it deems appropriate from the
offender. When other language transactions fail,
governments also relate to one another using brute
force, which is war. Thus civil governments create
individuals by granting them rights to act.
One of the special rights civil governments
grant is the right to exchange rights between individuals. Rights to exchange rights are the laws of
contracts. But the rights to contracts are complex
rights which must be based on other rights previously granted to the individuals it recognizes. The
rights granted by civil governments which are necessary to entering into contracts are: The right to
have and to exchange information. The right to
perform and exchange services. The right to own
and to exchange goods. And rights to redress
(remedy) in the case of wrongful exchange. Contractual arrangements flourish only among equals:
Equals in the jungle can successfully barter, but only
persons created equal before the law can successfully contract. Unequals cannot usually contract
because one will dominate the other and there is
no remedy for wrongful exchange.
The environment conducive to contract is one
of free exchange of information where each party
is aware of his or her own rights and the rights of
all others. In such a situation, an individual may
perceive a right that another person has and desire
it. The individual with the desire contacts the person who has the right he or she desires and works
out an agreement whereby each will give up a
right to gain a right which each desires. Thus I
may have a right to have my earnings saved in a
bank. I see another person who has a right to a
certain piece of property. I desire that property and
arrange to exchange my right to my money for
the right to own that property if the other party is
willing.
The essentials of a good contract are as follows:
1. There must be a meeting of the minds. Each party
must understand its own and the other party's rights
and what is being agreed upon by way of exchange
of rights. This is mind language. Human beings are
not ordinarily mind readers, so a meeting of the
minds is stipulated in careful legalese colloquial
strength language. But the necessity of the part
mind language plays in the contract is explicitly
recognized by the law.
2. Performance. Each part must use its present powers and rights to carry out the agreed upon terms of
the contract. This is strength language, both verbal and non-verbal. The role of strength language
in the execution of a contract is explicitly recognized by the law.
3. Consideration. Each party must suffer a detriment,
or loss of a right or rights, which is called "consideration." The point of detriment is of course to gain

desired rights. But it is detriment or consideration
which makes a contract and separates a contract
from the bestowal of a gift. Consideration is might
language in contract transactions.
In theory, a contract is entered into by each
party because it is pleased with the opportunity to
gain a right that it does not now possess and to do
so at a tolerable cost {detriment}. Should either
party not be pleased after the execution of the contract, then either party may seek redress or remedy
before the civil government. The civil government
will examine the transaction first to see if there
was a valid contract involving a free exchange of
information (no deception) and a meeting of the
minds about rights actually possessed by each party.
Should the contract be clearly sound, then the performance and execution will be examined to see if
those transactions have been fulfilled according to
the agreements of the contract, to see if the consideration or detriment suffered by each party was
appropriate.
It is also part of the theory that government is
the equivalent of omniscient and omnipotent, and
that it is just in its rendering of judgments. Unscrupulous persons often try to seize the reins of
government so that they can redress their favorites
and punish their enemies using the government
monopoly on force. Checks, balances and review
procedures mitigate the abuse of power by government officials, but only when the unscrupulous are
in the minority. The failure of the government redress of aborted contractual relationships is a return to the law of the jungle.
Governments are set up by brute force and fall
by brute force. Governments and contractual obligations are adequate only when a majority of the
people who give power to the government are themselves just and recognize that there are principles
of governance which do not derive from brute force
but which must be upheld by brute force. These
principles which brute force must uphold are the
recognition that every human being must be equal
before the law and must be protected in his or her
rights.
Thus contract is civilized barter, and it affords
complicated cooperation which the barter of the
law of the jungle cannot enable.

III. The New and Everlasting Covenant.
The New and Everlasting Covenant of the Restored Gospel of Jesus Christ is taken here as the
paradigm covenant because it was the original covenant, it preceded all civil government in the time
of Adam and therefore preceded all contractual arrangements, and because it is the model upon which
all other covenants and contracts are based.
Mankind exists because God created men in
his own image, male and female. An individual is
defined and created by God in the gifts and power
given to that individual, spiritual and physical.
What the individual does with those gifts and those
powers is the self-defining acts of the person, mak-
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ing himself or herself something out of the opportunity which God has given each.
To every person God initially gives heart, mind
strength and might, those vastly varying in quality
and quantity. As the individual uses those gifts
and powers in defining himself or herself, each prepares for an eternal reward of what each has chosen to become. It is God's announced desire to share
all that he has with each of his children, to make
them equal with himself. God is limited in what
he can do and share with each person by that
person's choices in mortality. Those who choose to
be just and to develop all the gifts and powers from
God can receive a fullness from God. Those who
choose to be unjust and to use the evil gifts and
powers of the adversary limit themselves to an eternity of damnation. The Gospel of Jesus Christ proclaims the mediation available for all who have
sinned or erred, allowing them to change or repent
through Christ to achieve the character, the use
of the gifts and powers of God, which they truly
desire.
Thus all men are free, subject to their own desires, except as they are limited by their ignorance,
by the law of the jungle or by civil government.
Each may make language transactions with heart,
mind, strength and might unto the fulfillment of
desire.With heart and mind man speaks to and receives from God. With strength and might man
speaks to and receives from mankind and from nature. But the categories are not tight. The languages
of heart and mind affect men and nature as well as
God, and the languages of strength and might speak
to God even as do the heart and mind of the
person.
The Gospel of Jesus Christ is that men may
learn to communicate with their heart, might,
mind, and strength in a perfect way, even as Christ
does. The change which enables such communication comes only by the bestowal of the power of
God in the ordinances of the Restored Gospel. The
actual bestowal of that godly power to surpass
human ability comes only through covenant, the
New and Everlasting Covenant.
There are certain requirements which must
precede the making of the New and Everlasting
Covenant. First, the person must understand the
difference between good and evil. Good is the righteousness of God, and evil is anything which deviates from the righteousness of God. To every person
who enters this world, the light of Christ is given,
that each might know the righteousness of God.
Also to every person who enters the world, the
power of Satan is manifest to give each ample
opportunity to know evil firsthand. Secondly, the
person must understand the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
The essence of the Gospel is that each human being can be rescued both from doing evil and from
the effects of having done evil by accepting Jesus
Christ as their new father and learning to keep all
of his instructions. Thirdly, the person must have
a desire to accept the Gospel and become a new

creature in Christ through the laws and ordinances
of the Gospel.
The New and Everlasting Covenant is an agreement between God and an individual to exchange
powers and services, not rights, as in the case of
contract. The covenant is a relationship between
unequals, and the law of the jungle obtains, for man
is nothing when compared to God. But the mighty
one in this case is benevolent: God desires only
the welfare of the individual, and will never use or
abuse him or her to his own ends. There is no third
party to give remedy or redress. But there is a third
party: Satan. He gives no redress but does offer a
counterfeit covenant. Each human being is free to
covenant either with God or with Satan, and some
choose one, some the other, according to their own
desires, for men are free. Too late will each individual who covenants with Satan learn that Satan
only covenants to use or to abuse the individual,
giving each a momentary benefit in exchange for
an eternity of misery. But no one is eternally trapped
by the covenant of Satan except those who have
known and deliberately rejected the New and
Everlasting Covenant.
The language transactions necessary to the New
and Everlasting Covenant are as follows:
1. Mind. Man is to give up pride (self-sufficiency,
enmity toward God) and to acknowledge God as
the only source of good. He must accept Jesus Christ
as his Savior and keep every commandment which
Christ gives to him. Only those who already know
good from evil and desire to choose the good can
accept the covenant with their minds and communicate this to God.
2. Heart. Man desires to give up evil (selfishness),
and God begins to purify the heart of the individual,
giving each pure desires (for righteousness only). If
a person is willing to desire only the pure desires
from God, the person can receive a new heart which
no longer desires any evil. The person can speak
the language of the pure love of Christ, which the
scriptures call "charity."
3. Strength. Men desire to give up all actions to
feather their own nests, rather desiring to work for
the good of all as God directs. So far this is heart
and mind language only. It becomes strength language when the person actually does the good works
which God enjoins, wearing and wasting his or her
human life away in the cause of godliness. God gives
gifts and power to each person so that each can do
the good that he directs and do it skillfully.
4. Might. Men give up possessiveness and the use
of their power to take advantage of other persons.
Rather they put all they command at the service of
God, that good might be done for everyone around
the person as God directs. Men and women who
use their might language this way in the covenant
become heirs of all that God possesses, which is to
say that they, too, will eventually be almighty.
God fulfills his part of the covenant perfectly.
He speaks to each participant in the covenant in
languages of heart, might, mind and strength,

Language Transactions in Covenant and Contract
enabling the human being to become conversant
in the righteous use of the languages of heart, might,
mind and strength unto the day of perfection, when
every language transaction of the former human is
now the perfect communication of a goodly, godly
person, a saint, one who is a joint-heir with Christ
of all that Father has. No one who enters the covenant for the right reasons and pursues it according to instructions is ever disappointed. Only those
who wish to retain a certain portion of evil as they
serve God find fault with the communications of
God.
Those who find fault with God may tum to civil
government for redress, but in vain, for governments of men can only redress the rights which they
create in the first place. No human government
can remedy any unhappiness a human being has
with God. The fault-finding human can tum to
Satan, who will assure him that he is in the right,
that God is unjust, and who will give the person
some worldly advantage to ease his distress. But the
easing comes with the price of eternal captivity for
those who actually know and have tasted of the
goodness of Christ.

functions to change what the person desires so that
enlargement of what the person controls will not
increase the evil in the universe.
3. The language transactions of contract leave
the parties unequal, even though they might be
considered by the law which governs the contract
to be equal. The transactions of the New and Everlasting Covenant bring men to the stature of a god,
making men first the children of God, then equal
with Christ in every aspect of character.
4. The language transactions of contract are finite in time, space, and material consideration, and
have no meaning when men are dead. The language transactions of the New and Everlasting Covenant are infinite in time, space and material
consideration, pertaining both to this life and to
eternity .
5. The transactions of contract make men of ill
will into enemies, because, to the evil, their fair
share is never enough. The transactions of the New
and Everlasting Covenant enable the participants
to become brothers and sisters to every human being, to love and serve everyone through the name
and power of God, the good and the evil among
men alike.
IV. Conclusions: Language transaction differ6. The remedy for improper transactions of conences between contract and the New and
tract is not only insistence on performance but also
Everlasting Covenant.
punitive penalty. Redress for improper transactions
1. Contracts are always entered into and ex- by men in the New and Everlasting Covenant may
ecuted on the basis of inexact human strength and be punitive, but only to gain the attention of the
might languages; remedy always involves inexact erring person. When the person repents and reinterpretation of those same inexact transactions makes the covenant, the improper transactions are
by a third human party. New and Everlasting Cov- swallowed up in Christ, through his atonement.
7. Contract needs to have all four kinds of lanenant transactions are always conducted in all four
kinds of language simultaneously and accurately: guage transactions, even though it does not have
heart, mind, strength and might. The first two kinds them. Heart language would assure bargaining in
of language transaction provide the opportunity for good faith. Mind language would assure perfect unprecise meeting of the hearts and minds, that de- derstanding of the circumstances and agreements
sires and understandings might be exact and com- of the contract, a true "meeting of the minds."
mensurate. A person does not gain a fullness of the Strength language would be technical and exact,
covenant at first, but learns step by step, grace for forming a proper record of the agreement and asgrace, what is required. As a person takes each new suring accurate performa.."1ce. Might language would
step he or she is shown, greater understanding is be the resultant order and power in the world engiven to go one step beyond the present faithful- visioned by the making of the contract. But conness. Strength language is part of the New and tract actually only enjoys strength and might
Everlasting Covenant as a witness in case of the language functions. It is therefore very imperfect
default of the human participant. No participant is compared to the New and Everlasting Covenant.
S. Contract is the human counterfeit of the
held for anything he or she did not understand; but
until there is understanding, there is no possibility Covenant. Contract serves human beings fairly well
of faith sufficient unto the great blessings for which in a fallen world to achieve worldly goals, but only
the New and Everlasting Covenant is administered. when the participants are men of good will who
The covenant is entered into and executed first abide the light of Christ are contracts mutually
and foremost in heart language, but only after the beneficial and enforceable. Where men are wholly
mind language has brought appreciation of what given to evil, contract fails and only the law of the
jungle prevails. But humans can enjoy the New and
God requires.
2. The essence of contract is consideration, en- Everlasting Covenant either in the jungle or in a
hancing the might of the parties to the contract by civilized nation of law and order. The covenant does
exchange of goods and/or services. The essence of not depend upon fortunate environment.
9. In Zion and in heaven, the covenant will
the covenant transaction is heart, God sharing his
pure heart with the human participant. Contract wholly replace contract. For men and women will
functions to change what a person controls so that gain all they need from celestial sources, not needboth parties may fulfill their desires. The covenant ing anything from the non-celestial portion of their
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environment except the opportunity to administer
the gifts and blessings of God, which opportunity
he gives. Contract is at best terrestrial, a shield to
protect good men from unscrupulous men. The covenant is celestial, when good men draw strength
from God and minister to all the rest of mankind.
Telestial and perdition-type persons use contract
as a sword, to defraud their fellowmen, rather than
as the shield for which it was intended.
10. Thus, the only sure and fully satisfying language transactions between men and men or be-

tween men and God are the transactions of the New
and Everlasting Covenant. All other language
transactions will ultimately fail because the heart
and mind transactions are insufficient to the performance required for unending relationships. Marriage by contract is an endurance contest. Only
marriage in the covenant has the hope of perfecting the participants so that they could stand to be
with each other all of the time and cooperate in all
matters unto eternal happiness.

Hebraisms in the Original Text
of the Book of Mormon
Royal Skousen

John Gilbert, compositor for the 1830 edition
of the Book of Mormon, was apparently the first to
note the ungrammaticality of the original text of
the Book of Mormon. In a later statement Gilbert
recalled that
On the second day [of printing]-[Martin] Harris and [Hyrum] Smith being in the office-I
called their attention to a grammatical error, and
asked whether I should correct it? Harris consulted with Smith a short time, and turned to
me and said: "The Old Testament is ungrammatical, set it as it is written."!
Complaints about the grammar of the original text
later led Joseph Smith to make numerous grammatical changes for the second edition of the Book
of Mormon, published in 1837 in Kirtland, Ohio.
Over the years, other editors have continued to
make minor changes in the text. As a consequence,
the language of our current text of the Book of
Mormon differs in a number of important ways from
the original text. Even the 1830 edition - as well
as the printer's manuscript - accidentally corrects
some non-standard forms that occurred in the original, dictated manuscript. The basic thrust of nearly
all these changes has been to remove grammatical
uses that are non-standard in modem English. 2
Interestingly, many of these editorial changes
have removed expressions that are characteristic
of the language of the King James Version (KJV)
of the Bible. For instance, in passages quoting
Isaiah, double plurals such as seraphims have been
replaced by the appropriate plural form (in this case,
seraphim), as in 2 Nephi 16:6:
then flew one of the seraphims unto me >
seraphim (1920)
<original B of M text = KJV Isaiah 6:6>
Similarly, uses of which have been changed to who
or whom (or sometimes that) when the referent is

human, as in 3 Nephi 13:9 when the Lord's prayer
is quoted:
our father which art in heaven > who (1837)
<original B ofM text = KJV Matthew 6:9>
Other examples of ungrammatical King James expressions that have been systematically removed
from the Book of Mormon text include the conjunction that when preceded by a subordinate conjunction, the preposition for when followed by the
infinitive marker to, and the prepositional a when
followed by a verbal ending in -ing:
because that he was a visionary man [1 Nephi
2:11] >(/J (1837)
cf. because that in it he had rested [Genesis 2:3]
after their many struggles for to destroy them
[Alma 27:1] >0 (1837)
cf. all their works they do for to be seen of men
[Matthew 23:5]
the armies of the Lamanites are a marching
towards the city ofCumeni [Alma 57:31]
>0 (1837)
cf. I go a fishing (John 21:3]

Of course, many of the ungrammatical forms
in the original text of the Book of Mormon can be
explained as non-standard dialectal forms, as in the
follOWing examples:
they was yet wroth [1 Nephi 4:4] > were (1830)
I had smote [1 Nephi 4:19] > smitten (1830)
this shall be your language in them days
[Helaman 13:37] > those (1837)
In fact, it is sometimes difficult to unambiguously
identify the source of a non-standard form. For instance, many of the ungrammatical King James expressions could also be explained as non-standard
American dialectal forms. Thus which can occur
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instead of who, as it does in chapter 17 of Mark
Twain's Adventures of Huckleberry Finn:
... two young women which I couldn't see right
well. 3
Similarly, Willard Richards' entry for 13 December 1841 in Joseph Smith's Illinois Journal has an
occurrence of because that:
the inhabitants of Warsaw ... were much
enraged because that Esquire David ... was
appointed clerk of the county by Judge
Douglass. 4
And we have Joseph Smith's use of for to in his
1832 history:
but the Lord had prepared spectacles for to read
the Book. s
One important question has been the origin of
the ungrammaticality in the original text of the
Book of Mormon: if we accept Joseph Smith's claim
that the translation was inspired of God, do we have
to accept the non-standard forms as also coming
from God? B. H. Roberts argued that such a claim
would be tantamount to blasphemy:
if .. , it is insisted that the divine instrument,
Urim and Thummim, did all ... then the divine
instrument is responsible for such errors in
grammar and diction as occur. But this is to
assign responsibility for errors in language to a
divine instrumentality, which amounts to
assigning such errors to God. But that is
unthinkable, not to say blasphemous. 6
Of course, the implication of this argument is that
if God had given the English translation word for
word, then he would have given it in B. H. Roberts'
proper English and not Joseph Smith's upstate New
York dialect. It seems to me that since God is not
a native speaker of English nor a respecter of
tongues, he is perfectly willing to speak to his "servants in their weakness, after the manner of their
language, that they might come to understanding." 7
In fact, internal evidence from the original manuscript as well as statements from witnesses of the
translation provide strong support that the Lord
exercised "tight control" over the translation process and that he indeed is the source for the original text of the Book of Mormon. 8 From this
perspective, Joseph Smith's editing for the second
edition of the Book of Mormon may be viewed as
translating the text into standard English rather
than cleaning up grammatical errors. 9
Such an open attitude encourages us to take a
fresh look at the text of the Book of Mormon, in
particular the original text. This kind of approach
to the text will, I believe, lead us to realize that the
Book of Mormon text is more sophisticated than
we might have thought. Consider, for instance,
what linguists refer to as multiple nested embedding, a kind of sentential chiasmus. In this structure we have a sequence of subjects followed by a

sequence of matching predicates such that the earlier the subject the later its corresponding predicate. In an important study, Carol Hicks, currently
a graduate student in linguistics at Stanford University, has provided a number of examples of multiple nested embeddings:lO
The question
that linguists
who
I study this matter
have debated
is whether
nesting
can occur to the level of two.
The apartments
the guy

~ated

I
last year
lived in
had a jacuzzi.
The book
that the teacher of the class
that I'm
Itaking
told us to get
is out of print.
The first example of a bona fide multiple nested
embedding was discovered about five years ago by
Kent Chauncey, a graduate student in linguistics
at Brigham Young University.u Erie Stanley
Gardner, under the pseudonym A. A. Fair, produced
this example of multiple nested embedding in Bachelors Get LonelyY
The card
the man

~as

I shadowing
had filled out
I was on the table.
Interestingly, Hicks has discovered an example of
this same complex syntactic structure in the Book
of Mormon; namely, in 3 Nephi 5:14:
and it
hath become expedient
that I
according to the will of God
that the prayers of those
I which
have gone hence
which
Iwere the holy ones
should be fulfilled according to their faith
should make a record of these things
which
have been done

Hebraisms in the Original Text of the Book of Mannon
One of the interesting complexities of the original text of the Book of Mormon is that it contains
expressions that appear to be uncharacteristic of
English in all of its dialects and historical stages.
These structures support the notion that Joseph
Smith's translation is a literal one and not simply a
reflection of either his own dialect or King James
English. For instance, in the original text of the
Book of Mormon we find a number of occurrences
of a Hebrew-like conditional clause. In English,
we have conditional clauses like "if you come, then
I will come," with then being optional. In Hebrew
this same clause is expressed as "if you come and I
will come." In the original text of the Book of Mar man, there were at least 14 occurrences of this
non-English expression. One occurrence was accidentally removed in 1 Nephi 17:50 as Oliver
Cowdery was producing the printer's manuscript
(P) by copying from the original manuscript (0):
if he should command me that I should say unto
this water be thou earth and it shall be earth (0)
> (/J, should (P)
The remaining 13 occurrences were all removed
by Joseph Smith in his editing for the second edition, including this one from the famous passage in
Moroni 10:4:
and if ye shall ask with a sincere heart with real
intent having faith in Christ and he will manifest
the truth of it unto you > C/J (1837)
This use of and is not due to scribal error, especially
since this if-and expression occurs seven times in
one brief passage, Helaman 12:13-21:
13 yea and if he sayeth unto the earth move and
it is moved> (/J (1837)
14 yea if he sayeth unto the earth thou shalt go
back that it lengthen out the day for many hours
and it is done ... > (/J (1837)

16 and behold also if he sayeth unto the waters
of the great deep be thou dried up and it is done
> (/J (1837)
17 behold if he sayeth unto this mountain be
thou raised up and come over and fall upon that
city that it be buried up and behold it is done ...
> (/J (1837)
19 and if the Lord shall say be thou accursed
that no man shall find thee from this time
henceforth and forever and behold no man
getteth it henceforth and forever> (/) (1837)
20 and behold if the Lord shall say unto a man
because of thine iniquities thou shalt be accursed
forever and it shall be done> (/J (1837)

21 and if the Lord shall say because of thine
iniquities thou shalt be cut off from my presence
and he will cause that it shall be so > (/J (1837)
Finally, the original text of the Book of Mormon contains expressions which seem inappropri-

ate or improper in some of their uses. For example,
in the original text a good many occurrences of the
phrase "and it came to pass" are found in inappropriate contexts. In his editing for the 1837 edition, Joseph Smith removed at least 47 of these
apparently extraneous uses of this well-worked
phrase. In most cases, there were two or more examples of "it came to pass" in close proximity; in
some cases, nothing new had "come to pass." Now
the King James phrase "and it came to pass" corresponds to the Hebrew word /wayehi/ 'and it happened'. When translating the Hebrew Bible, the
King James translators avoided translating /wayehi/
whenever it wouldn't make sense in English, especially when too many events were "coming to pass"
or when nothing had really "come to pass"-in
other words, in those very places that the original
text of the Book of Mormon "inappropriately" allows "and it came to pass" to occur. Consider the
following three Book of Mormon examples with
corresponding examples from Genesis, given in the
King James version, but with the originally
untranslated examples of the Hebrew /wayehi/
given as "it came to pass that" and placed in square
brackets:
(1) two occurrences within the same sentence:
2 Nephi 4:10
and it came to pass that when my father had
made an end of speaking unto them behold it
came to pass that he spake unto the sons of
Ishmael yea and even all his household > C/J
(1837)
Genesis 27:30
and it came to pass as soon as Isaac had made
an end of blessing Jacob and [it came to pass
that] Jacob was yet scarce gone out from the
presence of Isaac his father that Esau his brother
came in from his hunting
Note here that the first use of "it came to pass"
controls only a subordinate clause and thus the
second "it came to pass" seems inappropriate for
English speakers. Thus Joseph Smith removed
the second occurrence in his later editing, just
as the King James translators chose to ignore the
second /wayehi/ in the Genesis passage.
(2) three occurrences close together, with
repetition of clausal elements:
Alma 8:18-19
now it came to pass that afrer Alma had received
his message from the angel of the Lord he
returned speedily to the land of Ammonihah and
it came to pass that he entered the city by another
way yea by the way which was on the south of
the city Ammonihah and it came to pass that as
he entered the city he was an hungered and he
sayeth to a man will ye give to an humble servant
of God something to eat > (/J, (/J (1837)
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Genesis 35:16-18
and they journeyed from Bethel and [it came to
pass that] there was but a little way to come to
Ephrath and Rachel travailed and she had hard
labour and it came to pass when she was in hard
labour that the midwife said unto her fear not
thou shalt have this son also and it came to pass
as her soul was in departing for she died that she
called his name Benoni but his father called him
Benjamin
(3) two occurrences, with parallelism:
Alma 14:4-5
but it came to pass that they did not [put them
away privily] but they took them and bound
them with strong cords and took them before
the chief judge of the land and the people went
forth and witnessed against them <followed by
a list of charges> and many such things did the
people testify against Alma and Amulek
and it came to pass that it was done before the chief
judge of the land> now this (1837)
Genesis 39:5
and it came to pass from the time that he had
made him overseer in his house and over all that
he had that the Lord blessed the Egyptian's house
for Joseph's sake and [it came to pass that] the
blessing of the Lord was upon all that he had in
the house and in the field
In these two examples "it came to pass" is used
to repeat an idea without anything "coming to
pass."
All these examples would suggest that /wayehi/ and
the corresponding English phrase "and it came to
pass" actually represents a discourse marker facilitating narrative cohesion. Perhaps it may be considered equivalent to and then or and so.
Although these examples suggest a Hebrew
basis underlying the original text of the Book of
Mormon, some caution is in order. Just because two
languages have similar syntactic constructions does
not demonstrate that they are related languages.
For instance, both Hebrew and Russian as well as
pidgin English omit the present tense form of the
be verb (thus producing sentences like "he the man"
and "she good"). But this is not evidence that Russian is derived from Hebrew--or that Hebrew is
derived from Hawaiian pidgin. There are some close
syntactic connections between Hebrew and the
original language of the Book of Mormon, but some

of these may be due to independent historical
development rather than linguistic relationship.
What is important here is to realize that the
original text of the Book of Mormon apparently
contains expressions that are not characteristic of
English at any place or time, in particular neither
Joseph Smith's upstate New York dialect nor the
King James Bible. Subsequent editing of the text
into standard English has systematically removed
these non-English expressions from the text-the
very expressions that provide the strongest support
for the hypothesis that the Book of Mormon is a
literal translation of a non-English text. Further,
the potential Hebraisms found in the original text
are consistent with the belief, but do not prove,
that the source text is related to the language of
the Hebrew Bible.
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